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Section 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Part III of the manual provides the software procedures required to operate, validate and trouble
shoot the X L40 system. It also provides the recommended preventive maintenance routines 
designed to keep the system in optimum condition. These procedures are contained in the follow
ing sections. 

Section 2 - Troubleshooting 

Provides system flowcharts used to isolate faults to a PCBA. 

Section 3 - Off-Line D·iagnostic Tests 

Contains the operating procedures, error codes, and the descriptions concerning the off-line 
diagnostic tests for both release 1.5 and 1.6 software. 

Section 4 - On-Line Diagnostic Tests 

Contains the operating procedures, error codes, and test descriptions concerning the on-line 
diagnostic tests. 

Section 5 - Software Support 

Contains information concerning system errors, software diagnostic operations, system 
generation procedures and system software patches. 

Section 6 - Preventive Maintenance 

Delineates the two-month and six-month preventive maintenance procedures to be performed 
on the X L40 system. 
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Section 2 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Troubleshooting the X L40 system is a learned art that entails the logical and proper use of panel 
displays, diagnostics, and test equipment to isolate a hardware fault down to the smallest replace
able assembly. To enable you to be successful at it (i.e., getting a "downed" system up and 
running in a minimum amount of time), a planned course of action procedure must be implement
ed for each service call to reduce running unnecessary tests, yet ensuring that no fault possibility 
is overlooked. The purpose of this section is to provide that procedure. Presented in two parts, 
shown in Figure 2-1 and 2-2, the XL40 troubleshooting procedure utilizes flow chart decision 
blocks to isolate a fault down to an MCU board or to a peripheral. If a faulty peripheral is in
dicated, the flowchart will then refer to the appropriate peripheral troubleshooting table to help 
pinpoint the problem to a defective subassembly or adjustment. 

NOTE 

Before leaving on a service call, be sure you are equipped with 
the following: 

1) Complete CE Tool Kit 

2) Dual Trace Scope 

3) DVM 

4) Documentation 

5) A spare of the part you suspect may be wrong - as a result 
of customer supplied information. 
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YES 

HAVE CUSTOMER 
RUN MEMORY DUMP 
ON MEMORY DUMP 
TAPE ACCORDING 
TO PARA. 5.3.1.2 

HAVE CUSTOMER RE· 
BOOT SYSTEM. IF HE 
CAN'T, A HARDWARE 
PROBLEM IS PROBA· 
BL Y INDICATED. IF 
HE CAN, AND THE 
SYSTEM HANGS 

OCCUR OCCASIONAL· 
LY THERE IS A 

STRONG PROBABI LI· 
TY OF IT BEING A 

SOFTWARE ERROR. 

CALL SOFTWARE 
SUPPORT 

CUSTOMER PROBLEM 

UPON RECEIVING A CALL FOR SERVICE, 
OBTAIN AS MUCH DETAIL ABOUT THE 
T¥PE OF PROBLEM AS YOU CAN OVER 
THE PHONE. THE NE~T STEP IS TO EN· 
LISTTHECUSTOMER'SAID IN DETERMIN· 
ING WHETHER THE ERROR IS HARDWARE 
OR SOFTWARE RELATED BY ASKING THE 
FOLLOWING: 

YES 

YES 

YES 

MORE INFORMA· 

LOOK UP ASSOCIATED 
IPL ERROR CODE 

SUMMARY OR 
MICROCODE 

NOTE: PROBABLE 
HARDWARE PROBLEMS 
ARE INDICATED BY 
SYSTEM ERRORS 18, 
19, 20, 25, 93, 97 AND 
TASK ERROR 13. 

LOOK UP SYSTEM 
ERROR LISTING (SEC

ION 5). HAVE CUST
OMER RUN MEMORY 
DUMP ON A BLANK 
TAPE OR MEMORY 

DUMP TAPE ACCORD· 
ING TO PARA. 5.3.1.2 

LOOK UP TASK 
ERROR TABLE (SECT
ION 5). HAVE CUST· 

OMER RUN MEMORY 
DUMP ON A BLANK 
TAPE OR MEMORY 

DUMP TAPE ACCORD
ING TO PARA. 5.3.1.2 

~ 

CALL SOFTWARE 
SUPPORT 

TIONREOUIRED 14.~--------------------------------------------__ ~ 
AT SITE 

Figure 2-1. Preliminary Hardware/Software Fault Determination 
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CUSTOMER PROBLEM 

(THIS PROCEDURE ASSUMES CE HAS 
OBTAINED PREVIOUS SYSTEM ERROR, 
TASK ERROR OR STATUS ERROR INFOR· 
MATION FROM CUSTOMER.) 

POWER OFF SYSTEM. 
CHECK INPUT AC 

POWER FOR PROPER 
VOLTAGE AND AB
SENCE OF SPIKES 

REFER TO IPL ERROR 
CODE PARA. 3.4.3 FOR 
POSSIBLE DEFECTIVE 
MODULE. IF TROUBLE 

IS NOT "371" AND 
CANNOT BE LOCATED 
REMOVE ALL PCBA's 
EXCEPT XPU, SMUX 
AND 1ST MEMORY 

AND REPEAT START 
UP PROCEDURE. IF 
OK, ADD REMOVED 

PCBA's ONE AT A TIME 
UNTIL FAILURE 

OCCURS. REPLACE 
PCBA. 

APPI.. Y POWER TO 
SYSTEM. PERFORM 
MCU POWER SUPPLY 

CHECK. (PART II, 
PARA. 2.3) MEASURE 
FOR DC AND AC RIP
PLE_ SEE FIGURE 
2-3 FOR POWER 

SUPPLY TROUBLE
SHOOTING 

PROCEDURES 

Figure 2..2. System Troubleshooting Procedure (Sheet 1) 
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NOTIFY 
CUSTOMER 



RUN OFF-LINE 
MEMORY DIAGNOSTICS 

(PARA. 3.2.41 

RUN OFF-LINE 
XPU DIAGNOSTICS 

(PARA. 3.2.9 OR 
PARA 3.2.10). 

YES 
CHECK ASSOCIATED, 

MAG TAPE OR 
DISK DRIVE 

REPLACE 
ASSOCIATED 

MAG TAPE OR 
DISK DRIVE 

CONTROLLER 

REPLACE 
YES APPROPRIATE 

MEMORY, XPU OR 
SMUX PCBA 

REPLACE APPROPRI-
YES ATE XPU, SMUX, 

OR 1ST MEMORY 
PCBA 

REPLACE 
XPU PCBA 

Figure 2-2. System Troubleshooting Procedure (Sheet 2) 
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NO GO TO APPROPRIATE 
DISK DRIVE TROUBLE· 

SHOOTING CHART. 
TABLE 2·1 OR 2·2. 

NO GO TO APPROPRIATE 
>---__�.-1 TAPE DRIVE TROUBLE· 

SHOOTING CHART 
TABLE 2-3 OR 2-4. 

NO GO TO APPROPRIATE 
>-----1.-1 KEYSTATION TROUBLE 

NO 

SHOOTI NG CHART, 
TABLE 2·5 OR 2-6. 

REFER TO LINE 
PRINTER TROUBLE· 

SHOOTING CHART, 
IN ASSOCIATED 

MANUAL 

RUN OFF.L1NE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA 3.2.1) TH EN 

RUN ON·L1NE 
DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA. 4.2.4) 

IF POSSIBLE, SAVE 
CUSTOMER DATA 
WITH SOFTWARE 
DIAG. RECOVERY 
AND THEN RUN 
OFF·LINE DISK 

DRIVE DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA. 3.2.7) 

RUN OFF·L1NE 
TAPE DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA. 3.2.8) THEN 

RUN ON·L1NE 
DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA 4.2.1) 

RUN OFF·L1NE 
KEYSTATION DIAG

NOSTICS (PARA. 3.2.2) 
THEN RUN ON·L1NE 

DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA. 4.2.3) 

RUN OFF·L1NE 
LINE PRINTER 
DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA. 3.2.3) 

Figure 2·2. System Troubleshooting Procedure (Sheet 3) 
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REPLACE 
PCBA's IN MCU 
ONE AT A TIME 

flEFER TO 
TABLE 2-10) 

AND MONITOR 

CALL SUPERVISOR 
FOR ASSISTANCE 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

GO TO CARDREADER 
TROUBLESHOOTING 

CHART. 
TABLE 2-7. 

GO TO STATION 
PAGE PRINTER 

TROUB LESHOOTI NG 
CHART. 

TABLE 2-8. 

GO TO ROLS 
TROUBLESHOOTING 

CHART. 
TABLE 2-9 

RETURN SYSTEM 
TO CUSTOMER 
AND MONITOR 

OPERATION 

NOTE: AFTER 1 HOUR ON 
SITE CALL SUPERVISOR 
OR ENGINEER IN CHARGE 
TO REPORT STATUS. 

RUN OFF-LINE 
CARD READER 
DIAGNOSTICS 
(PARA.3.2.11) 

RUN OFF-LINE 
STATION PAGE 

PRINTER DIAGNOS
TICS (PARA 3.2.131. 

THEN ON-LINE DIAG. 
(PARA. 4.2.5) 

RUN OFF-LINE 
ROLS DIAGNOSTICS 

(PARA. 3_2.121. 

NOTIFY SUPERVISOR 
OF CORRECTION 

TO PROBLEM 

Figure 2·2. System Troubleshooting Procedure (Sheet 4) 
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POWER SUPPLY FAILURE INDICATIONS 

A POWER SUPPLY FAILURE MANIFESTS ITSELF IN ONE OF THREE 
WAYS: 1) WHEN AN OPERATING Xl40SYSTEM POWERS DOWN AND 
A FLASHING "888" APPEARS IN THE MCU STATUS DISPLAY PANEL; 
2) WHEN A FLASHING "377" APPEARS IMMEDIATELY AFTER POWER 
IS APPLIED, FOLLOWED SHORTLY THEREAFTER BY AN "888"; OR 
3) WHEN NOTHING APPEARS IN THE STATUS DISPLAY PANEL WHEN 
POWER KEY IS TURNED ON, ALTHOUGH AC POWER IS AVAILABLE 
TO THE CABINET: 

TO HELP LOCATE THE FAULT TO A DEFECTIVE PCBA OR REPLACE
ABLE POWER SUPPLY COMPONENT, THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE 
IS PROVIDED. 

When troubleshooting, do not repeatedly turn on the power supply unless 
intervals of 15 - 20 seconds are observed from power off. Otherwise, an 
overvoltage condition may occur which may destroy Ie's . 

. Figure 2-3. Linear Power Supply Troubleshooting Procedure (Sheet 1) 
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CHECK REGULATOR OUT· 
PUTS "VREF2" FOR .+6V 
AND "A PWR" FOR +5V. 
IF ONE OR BOTH ARE 
MISSING, REPLACE REGU· 
LATOR. IF OK, CONTINUE 
ON. 

YES 

2 

YES 

REMOVE SIDE PANELS 
CHECK POWER SUPPL Y 
REGULATOR FOR ANY 

ILLUMINATED LED's 

Do not arbitrarily replace the power 
supply regulator in trying to isolate 
the problem until steps l.a) and l.b) 
have been completed or damage to 
the new regulator could result. 

NO 

1. al DISCONNECT P504 AND P506 FROM REGULA· 
TOR. RESET "OV" LED BY TOGGLING "RST" 
SWITCH. TURN ON "PWR" TOGGLE SWITCH. 
IF "UV" LED COMES ON, REPLACE HEAT· 
SINK 1. IF NOT AND POWER SUPPI:Y 
SHUTS DOWN WITH "OV" ON, DISCONNECT 
P505 AND REPEAT TURN ON. IF "UV" COMES 
ON, DISCONNECT P505 AND REPEAT TURN 
ON.IF "UV" COMES ON. REPLACE HEATSINK 
2 FIRST, THEN HEATSINK 3 IF "OV" STILL 
COMES ON. NOTE: 01400 HARNESS SHOULD 
BE REMOVED FOR ACCESS TO HEATSINK 2. 

bl IF "OV" PERSISTS, CHECK THE +9V PR AND 
+20 VPR PRE REGULATOR OUTPUTS. BOTH 
SHOULD BE CLOSE TO 0 VOLTS. IF "+9 VPR" 
READS +9 VOLTS, REPLACE SCR 1 ON 
POWER SUPPLY CHASSIS. IF "+20 VPR" 
READS +20 VOLTS REPLACE THE TRIAC 

. (SCR2 AND SCR31. 

2. IF THE PRECEDING STEPS FAIL TO CORRECT 
THE PROBLEM, REPLACE REGULATOR. 

3. IF NONE OF THE PRECEDING STEPS CORRECT 
THE PROBLEM, REPLACE POWER SUPPLY. 

4 

1. RESET CIRCUIT 
BREAKER AND TURN 
ON POWER. IF BREAK· 
ER TRIPS AGAIN, 
REMOVE AC FUSE F2 
TO ISOLATE POWER 
SUPPLY. APPLY POWER 
AGAIN. IF CIRCUIT 
BREAKER TRIPS AGAIN, 

NO REMOVE ALL PERIPH· 
ERAL POWER CABLES. 
REPEAT PROCEDURE 
ADDING ONE PERIPH· 
ERAL UNTIL THE ONE 
CAUSING THE PROBLEM 
IS FOUND. 

2. IF CIRCUIT BREAKER 
DID NOT TRIP WITH 
FUSE F2 REMOVED, 
SOURCE OF TROUBLE 
IS PROBABL Y EITHER 
TRANSFORMER T4 
OR HEATSINK 1. 

Figure 2-3. Linear Power Supply Troubleshooting Procedure (Sheet 2) 
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2 

1. 

IS YES 

"HR"OR 
"UV"ON? 

NO 

2. 

3. 

1. 

"OT" 2. 
LED 

ISON 

3. 

W 
! 

CHECK INPUT VOLTAGE AT CONVENIENCE OUT· 
LET NEAR CIRCUIT BREAKER FOR 115± 10"". 
IF OUT OF SPEC, CHECK FACILITY POWER TO 
VERIFY, THEN NOTIFY CUSTOMER AND YOUR 
SUPERVISOR IF IT APPEARS TO BE A TEMPORARY 
SITUATION. OTHERWISE, RESTRAP POWER SUPPLY 
AS SHOWN IN VOLTAGE SELECTION TABLE ON 
SHEET 1 OF P/SSCHEMATIC 121001. IF INPUT 
AC IS OK, REMOVE PCBA's FROM MCU CARD 
CAGE, RESET LED's AND TURN ON POWER FROM 
THE FRONT PANEL. IF POWER SUPPLY DOESN'T 
SHUT DOWN, REPLACE PCBA '5 ONE AT A TIME 
UNTIL IT DOES. REPEAT SEQUENCE TO MAKE 
SURE THE SAME PCBA CAUSES THE POWER 
SUPPLY TO SHUT DOWN. REPLACE PCBA. 

RESET THE LED INDICATORS. HOLD THE 
"HR/UV" PROTECT SWITCH IN THE DISABLE 
POSITION WITH ONE FINGER AND THE "PWR" 
SWITCH IN THE ON POSITION WITH ANOTHER 
FINGER, THEN MEASURE THE +9.2V AND +20V 
PRE REGULATOR OUTPUTS FOR LOW READINGS. 
IF BAD, REPLACE REGULATOR. IF +5V + 24V 
OR -12V IS LOW, REPLACE HEATSINK 1.IF THAT 
DOESN'T FIX THE PROBLEM, RE~LACE REGULA-
TOR. IF .±15V IS OUT OF SPECS, REPLACE HEAT-
SINK 2 FIRST, THEN THE REGULATOR. IF +12V 
IS OUT OF SPECS, REPLACE HEATSINK 3, THEN 
THE REGULATOR. 

IF NONE OF THE ABOVE FIXES THE PROBLEM, 
REPLACE THE POWER SUPPLY. 

CHECK OPERATION OF COOLING FANS, 
REPLACE IF DEFECTIVE. 

IF FANS ARE OPERATING, CHECK REGULATOR'S 
P505, PINS B18, B19, AND B20 FOR A READING 
OF ZERO VOLTS (GROUND). IF FOUND, REPLACE 
OVERTEMPERATURE SWITCH ON APPROPRIATE 
HEATSINK PCBA. 

IF FANS AND OVERTEMPERATURE SWITCHES 
ARE OPERATING OK, REPLACE REGULATOR 
BOARD 

4 

REPLACE FUSE(S) AND TURN 
ON POWER SUPPLY. MONI
TOR FOR15 MINUTES TO SEE 
IF FUSE(S) BLOW AGAIN 
(MAY HAVE BEEN CAUSED 
BY LINE VOLTAGE SURGE) 

NOTE: IF PROBLEM IS INTER
MITTENT AND AC INPUT 
POWER IS SUSPECTED, 

NO REQUEST A LINE MONITOR 
FROM YOUR SUPERVISOR 
AND INSTALL.CHECK MONI
TOR READING EVERY 24 
HOURS (UP TO A WEEK) UNTIL 
SITUATION HAS BEEN 
RESOLVED. 

WITH METER LEADS BETWEEN "+ APWR" 
AND "LGND" OUTPUTS ON REGULATOR, TURN 
ON POWER AND CHECK FOR +5 VOLTS. IF NOT 
THERE, REPLACE HEATSINK 3, IF +5V IS 
PRESENT BUT POWER SUPPLY SHUTS DOWN 
ANYWAY, REPLACE REGULATOR. 

Figure 2·3. Linear Power Supply Troubleshooting Procedure (Sheet 3) 
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Table 2-1. 1460 Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1 ) Flashing "45" appears on MCU display a) MCU power supply failure a) Extend disk drive, raise cover, and on servo 
during power up procedure. PCBA, check for +15 at TP1 and -15V at TP7. 
NOTE: This error is not applicable If one or both are missing, check output of 
to disc drive no. 1 after restart has associated regulators in MCU power supply. 
been pressed. Etch fuses may be out. 

b) Emergency unload caused by disk b) Check J191 pin 6 of control PCBA for a +5V 
start error. level (monitor start error). Replace motor gen-

erator PCBA if present. 

c) Positioner not all the way retracted. c) With power off, physically move positioner 
up against stops, then retry power on sequence. 

2) Drive is running properly with heads Ready logic in control PCBA defective. Check J102-33 for a low level output. If high, replace 
flo.) 

I loaded but does not go into Ready Control PCBA. If low, check interface cable. -o state, i.e., I RXXD = true. 

3) Motor hums excessively. Defective motor control PCBA. Replace first the motor control PCBA. If that does 
not stop the problem, replace motor. 

4) Heads do not load after drive a) Positioner not adjusted properly. a) Check and adjust positioner (reference Part II, 
is started. paragraph 6.4.2.2.) Replace any failing item. 

b) Fault in position control logic. b) Replace control PCBA. 

c) Emergency unload condition motor c) Verify speed error by checking J191 pin 6 for 
not up to speed or out of tolerance. presence at a high logic level. If present, replace 

control PCBA. 



Table 2-1. 1460 Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

5) Operational drive shuts down. Emergency unload caused by: 

a) Blown fuse a) At J191, check pins 9, 11,5, 1,6, 14, 16,13 and 
ground for presence of a +5V logic level. If none 
is present, check for +15V input at TP1 (+15V) 
and TP7 (-15V) to ground (TP11) on servo PCBA. 
If not present, check for blown fuses in . r 15V 
regulator on MCU power supply. If disk drive is in 
expansion cabinet, check fuses in 1416 power 
supply. 

b) Disk speed error b) If disk speed error (CDSEG, pin 6 is high) is 
indicated, replace servo PCBA. 

c) Seek time error c) If seek time error (CSTEG pin 2 is high) is 

':'J indicated, replace control PCBA. 

-- I 

6) Heads move out at a maximum velocity a) No velocity feedback. Refer to Part II, paragraph 6.4.2.2 for checks and 
to physical stops, then do an emer- b) Positioner transducer signals X + 0, adjustment procedures. Replace any failing item. 
gency unload. X-90 missing. 

7) Heads move out to load at track 00, No velocity feedback. Refer to Part II, paragraph 6.4.2.2.6 for velocity 
then drift or unload. check. If 0 K, replace control PCBA. If not, replace 

transducer. 

8) Heads move all the way out to spindle No positioner index signal. Replace servo PCBA. 

9) During head loading, heads move out Current address register defective. Replace control PCBA 
at slow velocity until index limits are 
exceeded, then they unload. 

10) Disk will not seek. Fault in position control logic. A high logic level at E514 on the control PCBA 
indicates a fault in the positioner control logic 
which is holding the Busy flip-flop set. Therefore, 
the controller is not allowed to send new track informa-
tion to the drive. Replace control PCBA. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1) ON lamp does not light when power ON a) If SAFE light illuminates, probably a a) Replace bulb 

switch is pressed. defective bulb. 

b) If SAFE light does not illuminate, a b) If fans are on at the rear of the expansion 
blown fuse or bad switch is indicated. cabinet check first, that the disk power 

cable is connected securely to power distri-
bution box, then extend drive and verify 
cooling fan is operating. If so, check out-
puts of power supply atJ212 of servo PCBA. 
Replace fuses if bad. If OK, check outputs of 
regulators at J210. If bad, replace servo 
PCBA. 

2) SAFE lamp does not light when power a) Depress RUN/STOP switch. If drive a) Replace or repair accordingly. 
ON switch is pressed. motor starts, a defective lamp or 

lamp driver is indicated. 

b) If READY light does not come on, b) 
one of the following may be true: 

• Positioner not all the way retracted. • Physically move positione"r to stop, then 
check for SAF E light. 

• Heads Retracted signal (SHRXG) • Check action of heads retracted switch 
on Servo PCBA did not go true. fi"rst, then refer to Part II, paragraph 

7.4.2.5.4 for check and fault isolation. 

• Disk Rotation Detector Counter • Check U283-15 on LogicPCBA. If 
(NLDRXG) on logic PCBA did not U283-15 is low when the disk has stopped 
go false to indicate no rotation. rotating, and U284-2 is also low, replace 

the Logic PCBA. 

• I/O cable defective or MCU not on. • Fix accordingly. 

• Brake Cycle Enable F-F on Logic • If U384-15 is low when U384-3 is high, 
PCBA not reset. replace Logic PCBA. 

• Positioner Transducer lamp is • Replace lamp. 
defective. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

c) Power supply voltages not within c) Check TP12 on logic PCBA for presence of 

tolerance (i.e., Power Clear signal on a true LPCXG signal. If present, check out-

logic PCBA is true). put of power supply regulators on servo 
PCBA. (Reference Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.1.) 
If bad, replace servo PCBA. If OK, replace 
logic PCBA. 

3) Pressing RUN/STOP pushbutton a) Cartridge not inserted. a) Insert cartridge. 
does not start motor. b) Cartridge interlock switch is defective b) Check cartridge interlock switch and its 

or other problem exists in interlock adjustment. (Reference Part II, paragraph 
system. 7.4.2.10.) If OK, check logical level at 

J109-2 of logic PCBA. If low, replace logic 
PCBA. If high, replace RUN/STOP switch. 

c) Unit not in SAFE mode. c) Refer to problem 2. 

d) Emergency unload abort. d) Check output of Emergency Unload flip-
flop (U345) to see if it has been set (pin 14 
high). If so, check output of U306, pin 8 for 
a high. If present, replace logic PCBA. 

4) Motor creeps in SAFE mode. Defective motor control PCBA. Replace motor control PCBA. 

5) Motor hums excessively. Defective motor control PCBA or motor. Replace motor control PCBA first, then motor. 

6) Motor will not start when RUN switch a) Jammed cartridge. a) Remove and reinsert. 
is pressed although RUN indicator lights b) Jammed belt and pulley system. b) Repair. 
and SAFE indicator goes out. 

c) Defective motor control PCBA or motor. c) Replace motor control PCBA, then motor 
if necessary. 

d) No motor enable signal (LDME~) d) Replace logic PCBA. 
generated on logic PCBA. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

7) Motor overspeeds. a) Noisy AC line. a) Using oscilloscope, check for glitches on 
AC line at J402 pins 1 and 3 on the motor. 
If present, check cabinet input power line. 
If glitches still there, notify customer. 

b) Defective motor control PCBA. b) Replace. 

c) No lower transducer output. c) Check TP1 on logic PCBA for index pulses 
at 25 ms. 

8) Spindle speed does not change to a) Lower magnetic transducer misaligned. a) NOTE: Purge cycle refers to a 10% increase 
purge cycle during start up. in spindle speed within 25 seconds after start 

up. To see if disk drive goes into purge cycle, 
check the waveform at TP3 (Logic PCBA) 
with oscilloscope. 

2400 rpm = 25 msec between pulses 
Purge cycle = 22.5 msec between pulses. 

(Spindle speed returns to normal after heads 
are loaded and before READY lamp lights.) 
If out of specs, refer to part II, paragraph 
7.4.1.1 for adjustment procedure. 

b) Lower magnetic transducer output out b) Check magnetic transducer voltage waveform 
of tolerance. on oscilloscope at U408-2 (Logic PCBA). 

Positive swing must be +600 mv or more 
positive. Negative swing must be -400 mv or 
more negative. If the output is out of toler-
ance (output too low), replace magnetic trans-
ducer assembly. 

c) Purge cycle flip-flop U344-15 on Logic c) If run flip-flop U364-15 (Logic PCBA) goes 
PCBA stays low beyond 25 seconds. high and U344-15 stays low for more than 25 

seconds, replace the Logic PCBA. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

9) *Emergency unload relay, K 1, on Servo a. Emergency unload condition being a. Press RUN/STOP pushbutton. If logic level at 
PCBA, does not engage. activated prevents K 1 relay from engag- U364-15 does not go high within 25 seconds, 

ing during purge cycle. replace logic PCBA. 

b. Defective relay or defective relay engage b. Replace relay K 1 (Servo PCBA). If still not engaging, 
circuit. check logic level at J202-32. If low, relay driver cir-

cuit is defective; replace the Servo PCBA. If J202-32 
is high and does not go low when going into purge 
cycle, replace the logic PCBA. 

c. -20V dc at J212-3 out tolerance. c. Check the following: 

*NOTE: An emergency unload is 1. Check fuses F 1, F2, F3, and F4. 
caused whenever the following 2. Use an oscilloscope or digital voltmeter to check 

'" . - occurs: voltages on Servo PCBA . 
(J1 • Power failure Test Point Voltages 

• Motor speed out of tolerance 
TP4 +5V dc .to.25V dc 

• Heads not loading TP12 -5V dc .t 0.25V dc 

• Disk fails to seek TP21 +10V dc.t O.SV dc 
TP25 -10V dc.t O.SV dc 

3. If voltage at TP4 is incorrect, adjust R 15S. If 
voltage at TP12 is incorrect, adjust R167. 

4. If any voltage cannot be correctly adjusted, 
check the input voltages at J212, as follows: 

J212-S +10V dc -0.5 + 5V dc 
J212-11 +20V dc -3.0 + 5V dc 
K212-3 -20V dc -5.0 + 3V dc 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

5. If any voltage specified in step 4) is not present, 
\ . 

replace the power supply; otherwise, go to next 
step. 

6. If one of the voltages is not correct, disconnect 
all boards that are powered from the Servo 
PCBA. If voltages are correct after boards are 
disconnected, begin reconnecting boards one at 
a time until an incorrect voltage is measured. 
Replace board causing the problem. 

7. If voltage at TP21 is incorrect, check 026 on 
the heatsink. If 026 is defective, replace it, If 
026 checks good, replace the Servo PCBA. 

10) Heads do not load properly after RUN a) Positioner shipping restraint has not been a) Remove restraint. 
switch is pressed. removed. 

b) Positioner not adjusted properly. b) Check and adjust positioner. (Reference Part 

, II, paragraph 7.4.2.4). 
-

c) Emergency unload condition - motor c) Check J128-2 and J128-6 on logic PCBA. 
not up to speed or out of tolerance. If either one is low, replace motor speed 

control PCBA (if drive belt is not binding). 

NOTE: In troubles causing an emergency 
unload, the source can be determined through 
use of an emergency unload test box indicator 
LED's. 

11) Heads move all the way out to spindle a) No positioner index signal. a) With oscilloscope at TP27 of servo PCBA, 
then unload. verify that index signal SPTIG switches from 

+4 volts to -4 'volts at point where heads 
load and maintains that level until positioner 
is moved to track 406. If signal-levels are 



Table 2·2. D34XX Disk Drive rroubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

absent, recheck at J203-1. If present, replace 
servo PCBA. If not present, refer to Part II, 
paragraph 7.4.2.55 for index balance 
adjustment. 

12) Heads move out at maximum velocity to a) No velocity feedback. Refer to Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.5 to check on 
physical stops, then do an emergency b) Positroner Transducer signal (X + 0, transducer signals in servo PCBA; If present, 
unload. X + 90, SPRCG, SPOCB) missing. replace servo PCBA. 

c) Shorted forward drive signal in servo 
PCBA. 

13) Heads move out to load at track 00, No velocity feedback. Replace servo PCBA. 
thEm drift or unload. 

14) Emergency unload caused by speed a) Defective logic PCBA. a) If logic level at U47-5 is low, and logic level at 
out-of-tolerance error. logic level at U385-11 is high, replace logic PCBA. 

If logic level at U447-5 is low, and U385-11 is high, 
and TP24 is also high, replace logic PCBA. 

b) Defective servo PCBA. b) If U447-5is low, U385-11 is high, TP24 is low, and 
TP22 is high, replace the servoPCBA. 

c) Defective drive motor and/or c) If U447-5 is low, U385-11 is high, TP24 and TP22 
motor PCBA. are low, and the drive belt is not binding, replace 

motor control PCBA. If problem persists, replace 
drive motor. If the drive belt binds, readjust it. 

15) Emergency unload caused by hea~ a) Plug P205 on servo PCBA. a) Check if P205 is properly connected to J205. 
loading error. b) Defective flex strip on positioner. b) Replace flex strip 

c) Defective logic PCBA. c) Press RUN/STOP pushbutton. If logic level at 
U364-15 on logic PCBA is low, replace logic PCBA. 
If logic level at U364-15 does not go high within 25 
seconds after pressing RUN/STOP pushbutton, re-
place logic PCBA. 

d) Positioner binding. d) Free the binding positioner. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

16) During head loading, the heads move Current address register inoperative Replace logic PCBA. 

out at slow velocity then erratically 
drift until index limits are exceeded, 
they they unload. 

17) No READY indication appears 2 a) Defective lamp or lamp driver. a) Replace lamp or logic PCBA. 

minutes after RUN switch is pressed. b) Fault in load sequence circuit. b) Sequence Control flip-flop (U384) should 
be set after load sequence. Check pin 11 for 
a high. If not present, replace logic PCBA. If 
present, check U404 pin 11 for presence of 
emergency unload signal (NLEFF low). If 
present, problem may be in motor control 
PCBA. 

18) READY indicator is lit but CPU a) Unit select switch not set to correct a) If only one drive, setting must be 1. Other-
controller indicates unit is not setting. wise number must be in sequence. 

ready. b) I/O cable to MCU defective. b) Replace cable if open is found. 

c) Interface READY driver signal at c) Repair circuit or replace logic PCBA. 
J101-B1 on logic PCBA is false 
(high). 

19) Desk will not seek though READY Busy logic circuit (Logic PCBA) does not Check logic level at U69-3 (Logic PCBA). If 
light is on. go into non-busy state. low, the drive is constantly busy. Therefore, the 

CPU is not allowed to send new track information 
to the drive. This causes the positioner to stop 
seeking. Replace the Logic PCBA. 

20) Positioner seeks to wrong track a) Positioner improperly adjusted. a) Refer to Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.4 for check 
position. b) Address log!c on logic PCBA and adjustment. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

c) Excessive overshoot on X + 10 c) Refer to Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.6 for 
adjustment on servo PCBA. check and adjustment 

d) Scratch on scale assembly. d) If a high level exists on TP27 (Servo PCBA) 
from tracks 0-406, replace scale. 

e) Reticle to scale spacing adjustment e) Refer to Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.6. 
incorrect. 

f) Index to quad clock adjustment f) Refer to Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.6. 
incorrect. 

21) Emergency unload caused by disk AC motor speed out of tolerance. Adjust ac motor speed control. Refer to Part II, 
speed error (after drive is in Ready paragraph 7.4.2.3. 
mode). 

22) Emergency unload when trying to seek. a) Servo out of adjustment. a) Check all servo adjustments. Reference 
Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.6. Replace servo 
if adjustments cannot be made. 

b) Voice coil shorted to magnet. b) Replace voice coil. 

23) Disk tries to write through two heads Defective Read/Write PCBA or defective If a low logic level exists at U306·12, check 
simultaneously. heads. heads for shorts or opens. If heads are good, 

replace the ReadlWrite PCBA. 

24) Positioner takes longer than 200 msec a) Foreign matter on voice coil and/or a) Remove foreign matter from voice coil 
to complete a seek to a new track scale. and/or scale. 

b) Defective bearing on Positioner Assem- b) Check for any obstruction that would 
bly or defective Logic PCBA. prevent free movement of carriage. If 

problem persists, replace Logic PCBA. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

25) Emergency unload caused by Position a) Defective transducer lamp. a) If transducer lamp is not lit check for 

Transducer Lamp failure. +15V at J203-10. If present, replace 
lamp. 

b) Defective transducer lamp b) If transducer lamp is on, replace 

failure circuit. servo PCBA. 

26) Emergency unload when disk attempts More than one head selected. Replace Read/Write PCBA. 
to write. 

27) Heads crash. Dirty heads and/or dirty disk surfaces. Clean heads and disk surfaces. (Refer to para-
graph 6.1.4.2 and 6.1.4.3 respectively.) If heads 
cannot be cleaned, replace heads. If disk surfaces 
cannot be cleaned, replace disk. 

28) Heads unload when trying to write. Wrhe emergency condition when going Replace the head that is selected when drive 
into Write mode. unloads. If problem persists, replace the Readl 

Write PCBA. 

(See Figure 2-4) 
29) Drive does not read data properly. a) Defective circuit on Read/Write Replace Read/Write PCBA. 

PCBA. 

b) Incorrect index and sectoring. Check for index indication and correct number 
of sectors. On Logic PCBA, check upper disk 
Index indication at TP7. Correct 2400 rpm 
indication is one pulse per 25 msec. Check sector 
count at TP8. Correct 2400 rpm sector count is * 
pulses per 25 msec. If the wrong number of 
sectors is observed, check output waveform of -
upper photoelectric transducer for possible 

*Number of pulses is the same as the sector count 
for the unit used. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possi ble Cause Remedy 

out-of-tolerance output. Positive swing shall be 
+1.5v or more positive. Negative swing shall be 
-1.0v or more negative. If output is out of 
tolerance, replace transducer. If output is with-
in tolerance but trouble persists, replace Logic 
PCBA. 

30) Disk drive has incorrect sector a) Upper magnetic transducer a) Check upper magnetic transducer output 
count. has incorrect output. at U429-6. Positive swing shall be +1.5v or 

more positive. Negative swing shall be 
-1.0v or more negative. If output is out of 
tolerance, replace magnetic assembly. 

b) Sector electronics on Logic PCBA b) Replace the Logic PCBA. 
has malfunction. 

c) Disk cartridge has defective sector c) If sector ring has scratches on outer edges, 
ring. replace the disk cartridge. 

d) Lower magnetic transducer output d) Check the magnetic transducer voltage 
out of tolerance. waveform on oscilloscope at U408-2. The 

positive swi ng must be +600 mv or more 
positive. Negative swing must be -400 mv ' 
or more negative. If the output is out of 
tolerance, replace magnetic transducer 
assembly. 

e) Defective sector phase lock loop e) Adjust phase lock loop as instructed in 
(Logic PCBA). Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.8. If proper adjust-

ment cannot be made, replace logic PCBA. 



Table 2-2. D34XX Disk Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possi ble Cause Remedy 

31 ) Write or erase current is on but Defective Read/Write PCBA or defective Check heads for shorts or opens. If heads are 

not enabled. heads. good, replace the read/write PCBA. 

32) Cannot read removable cartridge; a) Defective upper transducer. a) Refer to problem 27a. 
fixed platter OK. b) Alignment incompatibility. b) If cartridge has been used on another drive, 

reinitialization is required. 

33) Data error, fixed platter 0 K. Defective lower electronic sectoring Replace logic PCBA. 
logic on logic PCBA. 

34) Intermittent data errors, all surfaces. a) Defective read/write PCBA. a) Replace read/write PCBA if adjustments 
in Part II, paragraph 7.4.2.8 cannot be 
made. 

b) Defective static discharge eliminator. b) Replace static discharge eliminator. 

c) Jitter in electronic sectoring of logic c) Replace logic PCBA. 
PCBA. 

d) System noise. d) Check dc voltages for noise. If present, 
determine source. 
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Table 2·3. T7000 Tape Drive Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1) With power applied to the cabinet, FI LE a) Defective power supply or blown fuse in a) Verify by checking power supply outputs at J10 
PROTECT lamp fails to illuminate. power supply. (If T7000 is in an expansion for the following: 

cabinet, it could also be a blown fuse in the pins 1,4 15VAC 
power distribution circuit - indicated by pin 2 -13V 
fans not turning.) pin 3 +13V 

b) Replace defective fuse or module. 

b) Defective +5V -5V regulator. Check for +5V at TP17 and for -5V at TP23 (on 
tape control PCBA). If not present, repair regulator ! 

or replace tape control PCBA. 

2) With ac power appl ied to the unit, a) LOAD switch or associated circuitry on a) Replace tape control PCBA. 
. tension arms fail to move when LOAD tape control PCBA 
switch is depressed for the first time. 

b) Interlock relay K1 either defective or b)Visually check to see if contacts of relay close when 
not getting energized. LOAD switch is depressed. If not, verify that collec-

tor voltage of 03 goes to less than +1 volt when 
LOAD switch is depressed. If not, replace either the 
relay driver component or tape control PCBA. 

3) Tape is tensioned when the LOAD a) Bad contacts on relay K.1 a)At TP25 on tape control, PCBA voltage should go 
control is depressed, but tension is to +5V when LOAD switch is depressed. If not, 
lost when control is released. replace K1 or the tape control PCBA. 

b) Limit switch is inoperative. b)Refer to Part II, paragraph 4.5.1.11 for check and 
adjustment procedure. 

4) Tape unwinds or tension arm hits a) +50r -5 volts missing from tension arm a) Ouick check it to see if tension arm sensor lights are 
stop when the LOAD control is sensors. on. If off, isolate problem and/or replace tape control 
depressed for the first time. PCBA. Refer to Part II, paragraph 4.5.1.13 or 

4.5.1.14 if adjustment is required. 

b) Fault in reel servo amplifier. b)Verify by seeing (without tape in transport) if move-
mentof reels respond to tension arm position. Re-
place 'as required. 



Table 2-3. T7000 Tape Driving Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

5) Tape "runs away" or rewinds when Ramp generator or defective capstan Check tape ramp adjustment, Part II, paragraph 
LOAD control is depressed for the motor assembly. 4.5.1.3. If OK, replace capstan motor assembly. 
second time. / If not, repair or replace the tape control PC. 

6) Tape runs past the BOT marker. a) BOT tab dirty or tarnished. a) Replace tab or increase sensitivity of photo sensor 
amplifier. 

b) Photo sensor amplifier defective or b) With blank tape under sensor check for a reading 
misadjusted. of +3.25 to +4.5V at TP2 on tape control PCBA. 

Move tab under sensor and verify that voltage drops 
at least o.av. Refer to Part II, paragraph 4.5.14 for 
adjustment procedure. Replace BOT fEOT PCBA if 
bad. 

c) Load flip-flop does not reset. c) Repair or replace tape control PCBA. 

7) Transport responds to a write command 'a) Cable J1 disconnected. Write current a) Check at data or tape control PCBA. Check presence 
but tape is not written upon. novenabled. of write enable ring on supply reel. If OK, check 

WRT PWR level at TP16 of tape control PCBA 
Should be +5V when writing. (Write lockout assembly 
is probably bad if +5V is not present.) If correct, 
check that WRT POWE R level on data PCBA at 
TP6 is +5V. If not, Ja pin 4 may be bent or broken. 

b) Write status (NWRT) or MOTION signal b) Check write status at TP3 of data PCBA. Should be 
to data PCBA is not present. o volts during write. Check MOTION at TP2. Should 

be +5 volts. If present, check these outputs at J14 
pins 9 and 6, respectively. Replace or repair the 
appropriate PCBA or connector cable. 

c) Write data or WRT PWR strobe missing. c) Ensure that interface cable at J101 on data PCBA is 
firmly connected. Check WRT PWR at TP6 for +5V. 
If not, isolate trouble to tape control PCBA. If pres-
ent, check TPa for -5V level. 

d) Head not plugged in. d) Check J2 and J3 on data PCBA. 



Table 2·3. T7000 Tape Driving Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom 

8) Data incorrectly written. 

9) A known good tape cannot be read 
correctly. 

Possible Cause 

a) Incorrect data format. 

b) If fault is restricted to one track, problem 
is probably in write amplifier. 

Remedy 

a) Use I BM Form A22-6589-3 (729 or 727 series) 
IBM Form A22-6866-3 (2400 series) 

b) Check outputs of associated write amplifier (TP101-
TP901, TP102-TP902) during a write. If no output, 
repair amplifier or replace data PCBA if input signal 
is present. 

c) Intermittent write control signals or data. c) Clean printed circuit contacts of J102 with pencil 

a) Head and guides need cleaning. 

b) Head not plugged in. 

c) If single track, probably a bad 
transm itter. 

d) Tape cleaner full. 

e) Read amplifier(s) defective. 

f) Faulty write amplifier causes current 
to be passed through write head during 
a read operation. 

g) If all tracks are not reading, faulty 
component in the read enable lines. 

eraser. Monitor inputs of write control signals on 
data PCBA during a write. If intermittent, isolate 
to cable or tape control PCBA. 

a) Clean accordingly. 

b) Check J3 on data PCBA. 

c) Monitor output of associated channel (TP107-
TP907). Repair transmitter or replace data PCBA. 

d) Remove tape cleaner; blow oxide and dirt from mesh, 
then clean with a cotton swab moistened with 91% 
isopropyl alcohol. 

e) Refer to Part II, paragraph 4.5.15 for check and 
adjustment procedure. 

f) Monitor outputs (TP101-TP901 and TP102-
TP902) of suspected amplifier during a read for 
verification. If present, repair circuit or replace data 
PCBA. 

g) Check for a low at U31-B (MOTION) and the follow
ing threshold values at TP5 (data PCBA): 

Write Mode 
+4.30 maximum 
+3.90 minimum 

Read Mode 
(I RTH2 False) 

+1.40V maximum 
+1.00V minimum 

(lRTH2 True) 
+0.70V maximum 
+0.50V minimum 



Table 2-4. T8000 Tape Drive Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1) Power on indicator does not illuminate a) Blown fuse in expansion cabinet power a) Check to see if fans on rear door are operating. 

when power ON switch is depressed. distribution cabinet~ If not, replace fuse on power distribution 
cabinet. 

b) Defective power supply or blown fuse b) Replace accordingly. 
in power supply. 

c) Defective voltage regulator. c) On tape control PCBA, check TP33 for +10V, 
TP31 for -10V. On J28 check pin 4 for +.5V. 
If not present and inputs are OK, repair voltage 
regulator or replace tape control PCBA. 

2) With power ON, tension arms do not a) LOAD switch or associated circuit a) Check for proper closure of LOAD switch. 

move when LOAD switch is depressed circuitry on tape control PCBA Replace if bad. Otherwise, replace tape control 

for the first time. defective. PCBA. 

b) Defective power supply or voltage b) On tape control PCBA, check TP33 for +10V, 
regulator. TP31 for -10V. Check J28 pin 4 for +5V. If 

not present and inputs are OK, repair voltage 
regulator or replace tape control PCBA. 

c) Defective arm cocking motor circuit. c) Check J30 and J31 for proper connection. If 

OK, replace tape control PCBA. 

3) After the tension arms have moved a) Bad contacts on interlock relay K1. a) Check TP8 on tape control PCBA for +5V when 

down, tape is tensioned when the LOAD switch is depressed. If not, replace K1. 
LOAD control is depressed, but b) Interlock switch out of adjustment. Refer to 
tension is lost when control is released. Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.11 for check and adjust-

ment procedure. 

4) Actuator motors fail to deactivate. Load limit switch malfunction. Refer to Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.12 for check and 
adjustment procedure. 

5) Tension arms travel downward but Arm retract limit switclrl malfunction. Refer to Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.13. 
tape does not tension. Actuator motor 
does not deactivate. 



Table 2-4. T8000 Tape Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

6) Tape unwinds or tension arm hits a) Tape improperly threaded. a) Rethread tape. 
stop when the LOAD control is b) +5V or -5V is missing from respective b) Move tension arm to mid point of travel and 
depressed for the first time. tension sensors. check TP19 and TP24 on tape control PCBA 

for readings of +O.6V. If off, refer to Part II, 
paragraph 5.5.1.14 for adjustment procedure. 

c) Fault in reel servo amplifier. c) Without tape, check to see if movement of 
reels responds to tension arm position. If defect 
is noted, trouble rnay be isolated to the re-
spective reel motor, read amplifier or Q42/043, 
048/049 power transistor pairs on the vertical 
heatsink. 

7) Tape "runs away" or rewinds when a) General fault in the tape control a) Replace tape control PCBA. 
the LOAD switch is depressed for PCBA. 
second time. b) Defective capstan motor. b) If replacing tape control PCBA did not fix 

problem, replace capstan motor. 

8) Tape runs past the BOT marker. a) BOT tab dirty or tarnished. a) Replace tab. 

b) Photosensor or photosensor b) Refer to Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.3 for check 
amplifier defective or maladjusted. and adjustment procedure. 

c) Logic fault-load flip-flop does not c) Repair or replace tape control PCBA. 
reset. 

9) Transport does not move in a) Interface cable or receiver. a) Check signal output of cable. If OK, replace 
response to SYNCHRONOUS tape control PCBA. 
FORWARD or SYNCHRONOUS b) Faulty ramp generator. b) Check output at TP20 on tape control PCBA. 
REVERSE commands. Refer to Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.6 for adjust-

ment procedure. 



Table 2-4. T8000 Tape Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

10) Transport responds to SYNCH RO- a) Write current not enabled. a) Using diagnostic to write 1 's on tape, check 

NOUS FORWARD command, but tape first that write enable ring is present on supply 

is not written. reel. At TP18 on tape control PCBA, check for 
presence of +5V WRT PWR level. If signal level 
is not present and the write enable ring is present 
replace the tape control PCBA. If WRT PWR is 
generated, check for its presence on Data PCBA 
at TP8. If not there, check J8 pin 4 and con-
nector cable for an open. 

b) Write status or MOTION signal to b) Check for +5V MOTION signal at TP1 on data 
data PCBA missing. PCBA and OV NWRT signal at TP2. If either is 

missing and cable is OK, replace tape control 
PCBA. 

c) Heads not plugged in correctly. c) Check J1 and J2 connections. (Read head, 
head nearest takeup reel, uses J2). 

11 ) Data is incorrectly written. a) Fault on track due to a failing a) With diagnostic writing all 1 's compare inputs 
write amplifier. and outputs of suspected bad write amplifier 

with adjacent ones. If the results do not com-
pare, replace data PCBA. 

b) Intermittent WRT POWER, WRITE b) With diagnostic writing all 1 's, disconnect J8 
MOTION or NWRT signal. from tape control PCBA and check for WRT 

PWR (+5V) MOTION (+5V) and NWRT (OV) 
and pins 4, 6 and 9 respectively. If any signal 
appears intermittent, replace tape control PCBA. 
If OK, reconnect cable and check outputs at 
other end of cable. If OK, replace data PCBA. 

c) Defective interface cable. c) Disconnect cable from J102 and clean contacts 
with pencil eraser. Reconnect cable. If trouble 
still persists, replace cable. 



Table 2-4. T8000 Tape Drive Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

12) Correct tape cannot be read. a) Interface cable or transmitter fault. a) Check out interface cable. If OK, replace data 
PCBA. 

b) Head not connected. b) Check J2 for proper connection. 

c) Tape tracking on skew. c) Readjust according to Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.15. 

d) Head guides and/or tape cleaner dirty. d) Clean per directions in Part II, paragraph 
6.1.3.2. 

e) Read amplifier output too low. e) Refer to Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.8 for check 
and adjustment procedure. 

f) Defective write amplifier causes f) Check output of write amplifier on defective 
current to be passed through head track during a read. If present, replace data 
while reading. PCBA. 

g) Envelope detector delays are incorrect. g) Check TPl 06-TP906 on data PCBA to deter-
mine which channel has the incorrect on/off 
times. When found, check the associated TP104-
TP904 for a 5V PP reading. If incorrect, adjust 
the associated Rl17-R917 potentiometer. If 
output cannot be adjusted, replace data PCBA. 

h) Threshold level incorrect. h) During a diagnostic read check TP6 on the 
data PCBA for the following: 

1 ) With I RTH2 false: 

• +3.00V maximum 
• +2.40V minimum 

2) With IRTH true: 

• +1.60V maximum 
• +1.00V minimum 

If threshold levels are out of tolerance, replace 
data PCBA. 

13) One tape has intermittent Old tape Replace tape with a dupl icate. 
read errors. Other tapes are OK. 



Table 2-5. Model 4141 Keystation Troubleshooting Table 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1 ) No 'BEEP' tone when power turned on. a) TONE control not adjusted properly. a) Adjust control. 

b) Keyboard speaker not connected. b) Check speaker connection at keyboard and KRD3. 

2) No blinking cursor after power turned 
a) "BRT" control not adjusted properly. a) Adjust BRT control for proper intensity. 

b) Loose cable connection. b) Check all cable connections to all PCBA's and on. 
CRT. 

c) Bad CRT. c) Replace CRT. 

d) Defective cursor logic. d) Replace KSC4/5. 

3) No 'BEEP' tone when power turned a) Loose cable connection. a) Check all cable connections to all PCBA's and 
on and no blinking cursor. CRT. Also check AC power cord and voltage 

plug (P017). 

b) Blown fuse. b) Check input AC fuse(s). 

c) Missing regulated voltage. c) Perform voltage check on KRD3. If a voltage 
is missing or improper, replace KRD3. 

d) No control Iqgic. d) Check that KSC4/5 is properly seated. 
-'-

4) Cursor is not aligned properly. Misalignment of video control. Perform keystation adjustment and alignment pro-

cedures (Reference Part II, paragraph 8.4) 

5) Intermittant screen flashing. a) Bad flyback. transformer. a) Replace flyback transformer. 

b) Improper grounding. b) Check all ground connections. 

6) Keystation seems to be functioning a) Failure in control logic. a) Replace control PCBA. 
properly but will not respond to b) Break in coax line. b) Check coax cable to keystation and coax connec-
system. 

tion to K R D3. 

c) Keystation is addressed wrong. c) Check address switch on KSC4/5 for correct 
setting in address range. 



Table 2-5. Model 4141 Keystation Troubleshooting Table (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

7) Characters appear, but have incorrect a) Character font incorrectly loaded. a) Turn off the keystation, then back on. Have 
dots or segments. system respond to keystation again. 

b) Failure in character font RAM or b) Replace KSC4/5 PCBA. 
character generator logic. 

8) Keystation appears to be functioning a) Loose keyboard connector. a) Check keyboard cable connection. 
properly, but no keyboard response. b) Failure in keyboard encoding logic. b) Replace keyboard. 

c) Failure in keyboard interface logic. c) Replace KSC4/5 PCBA. 

9) No "CLICK" when keyswitch is a) CLICK control not adjusted properly. a) Adjust control. 
depressed. but correct character appears. b) 'Failure in keyboard control ~ogic. b) Replace KSC4/5 PCBA. 

10) Double keystrokes or no key switch Failure in keyswitch module. Replace keyswitch. 
response when key is depressed. 



Table 2-6. Model 4143 Keystation Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1} No BEEP tone when power a} TONE control not adjusted a} Adjust control. 
is turned on. properly. 

b) Keyboard speaker not b) Check speaker connection. 
attached. 

2) No blinking cursor after a) "B RT" control not adjusted a) Adjust control. 
power is turned on. properly. 

b) Loose cable connection. b) Check all cable connections between display 
PCBA, defelection driver PCBA and CRT. 

c) Defective cursor logic on display c) Depress switch 8 of the DIP switch on the coax 
interface PCBA to see if a test pattern appears. 
If not, and CRT filaments are on, replace the 
display logic PCBA. 

d) Bad CRT. d) If CRT filaments are on, turn up BRT control 
to see if there is any raster. If there is or if only 
a dot appears replace deflection driver PCBA. 
If nothing appears replace CRT. 

3) No "BEEP" when power is turned a) No AC input. a) Verify that facility power is present and that 
on and no blinking cursor appears. power cable to Keystation is connected. 
Keyboard appears dead. 

b) Blown fuse. b) Check AC fuses at rear of power supply. 

c) Missing regulated voltage. c) On power supply regulator PCBA, check for 
presence of +12 Volts at TP2; check for 
presence of +5 Volts at TP1. Replace PCBA 
if either is missing. 



Table 2-6. Model 4143 Keystation Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

4) Cursor is not aligned. a) Misalignment of video control. a) Perform Keystation adjustment and alignment 
procedures (Reference Part II paragraph 9.4). 

5) Intermittent screen flashing. a) Bad flyback transformer. a) Verify by checking transformer for audible 
or visual indications of arcing, then replace. 
Otherwise, check all cable and ground con-
nections before replacing transformer. Also 
check out deflection drive for visable signs of 
component damage due to deflection driver. 

b) Improper grounding. b) Check all ground leads for tight connections, 
particularly those on the CRT and power supply 
assembly and tighten. 

6) Keystation appars to be func- a) Open in coax line. a) Check coaxial line from last working Keystation 
tioning properly, but will not or from MCU-1 cabinet for a disconnected or 
respond to system. damaged cable. 

b) Keystation is incorrectly b) Check address switch on coax interface PCBA 
addressed. for correct setting. 

NOTE: o and 1 are invalid addresses; the first 
address should be 2. 

c) Failure in the coax interface c) Replace PCBA. 
PCBA. 

7) Screen will not get bright enough a) Defective deflection driver a) Replace peBA. 
without overdriving BRT control. 

8) Video jitters and/or rolls over. a) 50HZ operation has been a) Set switch 7 on the coax interface DIP 
selected with a 60HZ power inout. switch to on. 



Table 2-6. Model 4143 Keystation Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

9) Vertical lines or garbage displayed a) Defective display logic PCBA. a) Replace PCBA. 
on screen. 

10) Any problem concerned with sync, a) Defective deflection driver PCBA. a) Replace PCB A if test display is OK. 
changing size of display, or ghosts. 

11 ) No characters can be typed in. a) Keyboard not plugged into a) Connect Keyboard. 
Keystation. 

b) Defective Keyboard interface b) Replace PCBA. 
PCBA. 

12) Typing characters locks up system. a) Defective Keyboard interface a) Replace PCBA. 
PCBA. 

13) Multiple characters displayed a) If problem exists for only one a) Replace Keyswitch. 
for one Keystroke. Key, defective Keyswitch. 

b) Defective Keyboard interface b) Replace PCBA. 
PCBA. 



Table 2-7. Card Reader Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1) POWER indicator fails to a) Power cord is not connected to a) Connect power cord to reader and power source. 
I ight when POWE R switch is reader or power source. 
turned on. 

b) Circuit breaker CBl is not on. b) Place circuit breaker CBl to ON position. 

c) Fuse F1 is defective. c) Replace Flo 

d) Lamp is burned out. d) Replace lamp. 

e) +5 volt power regulator e) Replace +5 volt power regulator. 
defective. 

2) When LAMP TEST switch is a) Defective lamp test switch. a) Replace lamp test switch. 
activated, none of the lamps on 
the control panel will light. b) Defective Error Card. b) Replace Error Card. 
(POWER indicator excluded). 

3) HOPPER CHECK indicator does a) Lamp is burned out. a) Replace lamp. 
not light when hopper goes empty 
or stacker goes full. No other b) Defective Error Card. b) Replace Error Card. 
error indications. 

4) HOPPER CHECK indicator does a) Hopper empty switch not a) Adjust hopper empty switch, Reference Part II, 
light when hopper goes empty adjusted properly. paragraph 14.4.1.5. 
and PICK CHECK indicator is lit. 

b) Defective hopper empty switch. 



Table 2-7. Card Reader Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

5) HOPPER CHECK indicator a) Stacker full switch is adjusted a) Adjust stack full switch, Reference Part II, 
does not light when stacker properly. paragraph 14.4.1.6. 
goes full. 

b) Defective stacker full switch. b) Replace stacker full switch. 

6) PICK CHECK indicator fails to a) Deffective Error Card. a) Replace Error Card. 
I ight when reader makes six 
attempts and fails to pick a card. 

, 
7) STACK CHECK indicator fails a) Defective Error Card. a) Replace Error Card. 

to light when there is a stack check 
condition. 

8) PICK CHECK indicator lights a) Dirty picker selector. a) Clean picker selector with denatured alcohol. 
regularly after making six pick 
attempts. b) Maladjustment of picker stops, b) Readjust picker selector, Reference Part II, 

vacuum plate, throat clearance, paragraph 14.4.1.7. 
or solenoid coupling. 

c) Defective Sync Card. c) Replace Sync Card. 

d) Defective Error Card. d) Replace Error Card. 

e) Defective Clock Card. e) Replace Clock Card. 

9) READ CHECK indicator fails a) Column "0" output or Column a) Replace Clock Card. 
to I ight when a dark check or "81" output is missing from the 
light check condition occurs. Clock Card. 

b) One light or one dark output b) Replace Control Card. 
missing from the Control Card. 

c) Defective Error Card. c) Replace Error Card. 



Table 2-7. Card Reader Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

10) Reader picks three cards, and a) Good pick reset output is a) Replace Clock Card. 
then stops with a PICK CHECK. missing from Clock Card. 

b) Clear pick control is missing b) Replace Sync Card. 
on the Sync Card. 

c) Pick attempt counter is not c) Replace Sync Card. 
being cleared out properly. 

11 ) Reader picks two to six cards a) Pick attempt counter is not being a) Replace Sync Card. 
and then stops with a PICK CHECK. reset at good pick reset time. 

Defective Sync Card. 

12) Reader picks one card but the a) Column "84CR or CR' a) Replace Clock Card. 
reader will not pick additional output is missing from the 
cards. Unable to stop the reader Clock Card. 
by pressing the STOP switch. 

b) Column strobe phase liB" or b) Replace Sync Card. 
phase "0" is missing from 
Sync Card. 

c) Clock phase "c" or phase "0" c) Replace Clock Card. 
is missing from Clock Card. 

d) Clock phase "B"- is missing d) Replace Clock Card. 
from Clock Card. 

13) Reader reads erroneous data. a) Defective Clock Card. a) Replace Clock Card. 

b) Defective Sync Card. b) Replace Sync Card. 

c) Defective Control Card. c) Replace Control Card. 



Table 2-7. Card Reader Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

14) Sharp, metallic noise from_pic~~r a) Picker sector maladjusted. a) Adjust picker sector. Reference Part II. 
sector while reading cards. paragraph 14.4.1.7. 

b) Rubber roller worn. b) Replace roller. 

c) Bearing bad. c) Replace bearing. 

d) Belt too tight d) Readjust belt. 



Table 2-8. Station Page Printer Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

1 ) POWER indicator does not light a) Power cord not connected to a) Connect power cord to facility power. 
when power switch is turned on. facility power. 

b) Line fuse blown. b) Replace line fuse. 

2) Printer does not print when the a) Loose interface cable. a) Secure interface cable. 
SELECT lamp is lit. 

b) Printed circuit boards not sealed. b) Check for proper mating of all PCBA's. 
( 

3) Print head does not return to left a) RTP or EOP optical sensor a) Adjust RTP and/or EOP actuator arms. 
margin when power is applicable. switches loose or maladjusted. (Reference Part II, paragraph 13.8.4.) 

4) Print head pin fire occurs during a) Logic PCBA defective. a) Replace Logic PCBA. 
power-on or power-off cycle. 

5) Continuous print head motion a) Logic PCBA defective. a) Replace Logic PCBA. 
occurs without printing or paper. 

6) Erratic carriage and/or paper a) Blown fuses on Logic PCBA. a) Replace fuses. 
motion occurs. 

b) Defective Logic PCBA. b) Replace Logic PCBA. 

7) Erratic line to line spacing occurs. a) Backstopper pawl on the platen a) Backstopper Pawl Adjusment. 
drive assembly out of adjustment. 

• Rotate the backstopper pawl eccentric 
forward to a position where it will not 
engage after performing the top of forms, 
vertical tabs and single line feed functions. 
Perform these functions without paper 
installed in the printer. 

• Move the eccentric backward to a position 
where the pawl engages during the execution 
of the three functions. 



Table 2·8. Station Page Printer Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

8) Malformed or missing dots in a) Dirty timing fence. a) Carefully clean both sides of timing fence with 
occur in printed characters. a clean soft cloth. 

~ 
Do not use alcohol as a cleaning agent or the 
timing fence may be damaged. 

b) Video amplifier out of b) Adjust video amplifier PCBA (Reference Part II, 
adjustment. paragraph 13.8.2). 

c) Blown Pica fuses on the c) Check and replace if necessary. 
Logic PCBA. 



Table 2-9. ROLS Troubleshooting Chart 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

NOTE: BECAUSE OF THE MANY POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS OF THE ROLS SYSTEM, 
PRE-DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLESHOOTING IS RESTRICTED TO DETERMINING PROPER 
INPUT POWER TO THE CARS OR RSC, CHECKING THE PCBA'S BASIC OPERATION BY 
INITIATING A SWITCH SELECTED TEST, VERIFYING DATA LINK IS OPERATIONAL 
AND THAT ADDRESS SWITCH SETTINGS MATCH. 

1) Power indicator does not 
illuminate when LCU/RCU power 
switch is turned on. 

2) Power on indicator illuminated 
but Run LED is not. 

Blown fuse. 

a) Missing DC power. 

Check LED display at bottom of the CARS or RSC 
RCBA. If Run LED (2nd from left) is on, input 
power is available and only replacement of power 
indicator bulb is necessary. If Run is off also, check 
input power connections and fuses. Fix accordingly. 

a) Rotate Mode switch to 8 to initiate self test 
initiate self test of the PCBA. If the LED display 
does not turn on, measure for the following 
DC voltages at J006. 

Pins 1 & 2 
Pin 3 
Pin 4 
Pins 5 & 6 

+5VDC 
+12VDC 
~12VDC 

ground 

If any voltage is missing, check the same pin 
connections on J004 of power supply 
regulator. If symptoms are the same, replace 
regulator. 



Table 2-9. ROLS Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

NOTE: If the CARS PCBA is mounted in the MCU, 
the foregoing procedure would be done as follows: 

Set the J005 switch augat position 8 ON and initiate 
self-test. If LED's don't light, check Pl00 for the 
following: 

Pins A04, B04, +12VDC 
A05,B05 

Pins A44, B44 -12VDC 
A49,B49 

Pins A49, B49 +5VDC 
A50, B50 

If inputs are OK, check printed circuit fuse F 1 
to see if it has blown. Replace with a jumper of 
similar gauge wire. 

b) Defective CARS or RSC PCBA. b) Replace PCBA if DC input power checks OK but 
board fails self-test. 

3) Keystations at remote site cannot a) Incorrect switch settings. a) At remote site, have someone set the mode 
communicate with XL40. ON switch to position 8 (TEST). Verify that the 
LINE indicator on LCU/RCU, TEST and ON LINE indicators blink on and 
however, is on. off alternately and that a test pattern is flashed 

on key-stations along with an alert tone. 

Replace RSC if it fails test. If RSC's check out OK 
repeat test for LCU. REplace CARS PCBA if it 
fails test. 



Table 2-9. ROLS Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy 

b) Bad modem or phone lines With RSC mode switches set in position 1, 
place LCU mode switch to position 8 (TEST). Have 
people at all remote sites interfacing with LCU verify 
if TEST ON LI NEindicators are blinking on and off 
alternately. If all but the affected site report in the 
affirmative, switch modem cables (if identical) at the 
local site and see if trouble "moves." If it does, replace 
defective modem. If it doesn't, replace modem at 
"downed" site. 

4) Keystations at remote site cannot a) Bad modem or phone lines. a) If possible, switch two identical modems at 
communicate with XL40. ON LINE the local site to see if trouble "moves." If so, 
indicator on LCU is off. replace modem. If not, replace modem at 

remote site. 

b) Check and repair accordingly. 

5) All remote sites interfacing a) Bad CARS PCBA. a) Verify by positioning mode switch to TEST. 
with LCU down, yet ON LINE If TEST indicator remains on, replace PCBA. 
indicator on LeU is on. Since the self test will not check out the coax 

interface, it may be more expedient to change 
the PCBA only. However, if time permits or a 
spare board is not immediately available, run 
off line diagnostics to check out MCU to CARS 
coax interface. 



Table 2-9. ROLS Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

When replacing CARS or RSC PCBA, ensure that switch settings are correct. See chart below for reference. Set LCU and RCU switches as follows: 

1. Switch 

70 
90 

Leu 

See chart 
1-7 OFF, 8 ON 

Switch 70 Position Assignments for LCU 

Switch Position Remote 
1 2 3 Address Range 

ON ON ON 00-07 

ON ON OFF 08-15 

ON OFF ON 16-23 

OFF ON ON 32-39 

OFF ON OFF 40-47 

OFF OFF ON 48-55 

OFF OFF OFF 56-63 

4 

ON 

ON 

ON 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

RCU -
All OFF 
All OFF 

Switch Position 
5 6 

ON ON 

ON ON 

OFF ON 

ON ON 

ON OFF 

OFF ON 

OFF OFF 

Maximum Switch Position 
Station Address 7 8 

0 OFF ON 

1 OFF ON 

2 OFF ON 

4 OFF ON 

5 OFF ON 

6 OFF ON 

7 OFF ON 



Table 2-9. ROLS Troubleshooting Chart (Continued) 

2. LCU/RCU Modem Clock Rate Switch Settings 

Switch Number Asynchronous Modems or Direct Connection Only All Sync Modems 

XMIT RCVE 75 BPS 150 BPS 300 BPS 600 BPS 1200 BPS 2400 BPS 4800 BPS 1200 to 9600 BPS 

3 6 OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON ON 
2 5 OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON 
1 4 OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON 

7 OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
8 OFF OFF . OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 

po..) 

J-. co 
Switch Pack Position Comm Port Connector Application 

17G J101 LCU & RCU 

18F J102 LCU only 

19F J103 LCU only 

20G J104 LCU only 



Table 2-10. General Troubleshooting Notes Concerning PCBA's 

a) Always check a removed PCBA for dull or dirty contacts. Clean by rubbing with a pink pencil earser. 

CAUTION 

Do not use any other type of eraser or 
the contacts may be damaged. 

b) Check for dirt buildup between IC pins and clean with soft brush. 

c) Check for proper seating of ROMS, RAMS and plug-in chips. 

d) If a PCBA had been reworked, check for cold solder joints, loose wires or solder splash. Correct 
accordingly. 

e) Check all plugs for loose or bent pins. 

f) When replacing a PCBA, ensure that it is seated properly and that any cable connections are tight. 
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Section 3 

OFF-LINE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section contains functional and procedural descriptions of the off-line diagnostic tests con
tained in Release 4.0 of the X L40 diagnostic tape. Although similar in function and operation 
to earlier versions, Release 4.0 features a number of improvements. These include: 

• General standardization of prompts in all diagnostics 

• Standardized execution of commands, defaults and displays through exclusive use 
of the FIELD REL key. 

• Incorporating a single diagnostic to test both 32K byte and 128K byte memory boards. 

• Addition of a system exerciser diagnostic that permits the testing of selected groups 
of peripherals under a simulated system operation environment. 

System diagnostic testing is accomplished using a coordinated set of diagnostic test programs on 
tape that exercise the system functions. The functions tested progress toward greater complexity. 
This facilitates the isolation of equipment faults to a particular hardware module within the system. 
I n addition to isolating system faults these diagnostic programs may also be used following system 
installation or after maintenance and repair procedures to insure proper operation before the sys
tem is returned to the normal operating software. While separate tests are required for the XPU 
and XPU2 processors, the term XPU is used in this section describing functions performed by 
both. The term XPU2 is used when describing functions performed only by that processor. 

3.1.1 DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 

The off-line diagnostic software is composed basically ,of two major components. The first consists 
of the controlling programs which are the XPU microcode firmware selftest, the initial program 
load (IPL), the support control system (SCS), the input/output control program (I0CTL), and the 
diagnostic executive (OX). The second component consists of the specific diagnostic test programs 
which include the various diagnostic tests that are to be executed. 

3.1.1.1 Controll ing Programs 

Each controlling program below is briefly described in the order in which they are executed starting 
at power-up. 

The XPU microcode firmware selftest is a ROM resident program used by the XPU microprocessor 
to check the following hardware: 

• XPU firmware ROM parity. 
• SMUX memory error logic. 
• XPU registers (PSW, P, A, 8 and X). 
• First bootstrap buffer memory location (0128). 
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The XPU microcode firmware self test is executed immediately upon power-up and after a LOAD or 
RESTART is depressed for a tape or disk bootstrap. If an error occurs during this test, a blinking 
octal error code will be displayed in the diagnostic display indicators located on the MCU-1 system 
control panel. The error codes range from 18 - 538 and are explained in paragraph 3.4.1, XPU 
Microcode Firmware Self test Error Codes. Error codes for the XPU2 also range from 18 - 538 
and are explained in paragraph 3.4.2. 

The initial program load (JPL) is originally resident on the diagnostic tape and is executed after a 
bootstrap load. The IPL is a mandatory diagnostic program which generally checks the execution 
of various XPU instructions, main memory and certain SMUX functions. If an error occurs during 
the IPL, a blinking octal error code will be displayed in the diagnostic display indicators. The error 
codes range from 608 - 2788 and are explained in paragraph 3.4.3, IPL Error Codes. After the IPL 
is successfully completed, the diagnostic display will show only decimal points. 

Diagnostic tapes may be made which do not have the IPL at the beginning of them. This is occa
sionally done for expediency as the I P L execution time is approximately 30 seconds plus 10 seconds 
for each 16K of main memory within the system. 

The support control system (SCS) program executes in conjunction with the input/output control 
, (I OCTL) program. The IOCTL program is used by SCS to interface with the various peripherals 

connected to the system. IOCTL can detect intolerable conditions or peripheral errors. The IOCTL 
error codes are explained in paragraph 3.4.6, IOCTL Error Codes. 

The diagnostic executive (OX) program performs the following basic functions in relation to the 
off-line diagnostic testing: 

• provides test program execution control mechanisms to the operator through IOCTL, 

• provides operator communication routines through IOCTL to the test programs, 

• provides IOCTL communication information to test programs, 

• provides test program fetching through SCS and IOCTL, 

• provides.s' OX/test program and test program/test program communication interface, 

• provides commonly needed utility routines to test programs. 

If an unexpected interrupt occurs, OX will handle the interrupt and display an error message. The 
unexpected interrupt error codes are explained in paragraph 3.4.7, Unexpected Interrupts. 

3.1.1.2 Test Programs 

There are several diagnostic test programs available, wh ich are called into main memory and 
executed by the diagnostic executive (OX), by the entry of a specific two character mnemonic. 
The diagnostic test programs and their mnemonics are shown in Table 3-1. 

1,2/79 
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Table 3-1. Diagnostic Test Programs 

Test Program Mnemonic Paragraph 

Communications Controller CD 3.2.1 

Keystation, U.S. KS 3.2.2 

Keystation, Japanese KJ 3.2.2 

Keystation, Nordic KN 3.2.2 

Keystation, Turkish KT 3.2.2 

Line Printer LP 3.2.3 

Main Memory (XPU & XPU2) MD 3.2.4 

System Exerciser SX 3.2.5 

Test Panel PD 3.2.6 

Rigid Disk RD 3.2.7 

Magnetic Tape TD 3.2.8 

Executive Processor Unit XP 3.2.9 

Executive Processor Unit 2 XQ 3.2.10 

Card Reader CR 3.2.11 

RSS-(ROLS) RS 3.2.12 

Station Page Printer SP 3.2.13 

Flexible Disk FD 3.2.14 

3.2 DIAGNOSTIC OPERATING PROCEDURE 

Paragraph 3.2 contains the following information concerning the off-line diagnostic tests: 

• Step-by-step procedures describing the mechanics and details of running the diagnostic 
tests. 
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• Standard diagnostic test error codes with brief descriptions and possible failing hardware 
modules. 

• Functional description of all diagnostic tests. 

Before running the diagnostics, note that several other errors can occur. These are XPU microcode 
firmware self test errors, IPL errors, tape and disk bootstrap errors, IOCTL errors and unexpected 
interrupts. These are listed and described in paragraph 3.4. 

IF THE RIGID DISK DIAGNOSTIC TESTS ARE TO BE RUN, ASK THE SUPERVISOR TO SAVE THE DATA 

THAT IS ON DISK BEFORE EXECUTING THE OFF-LINE DIAGNOSTICS. 

The execution procedure of the diagnostics, is presented below. For display prompts which include 
information within parenthesis, the values within the parentheses are the default conditions, which 
can be selected by simply depressing the FIELD REL key. To begin executing the off-line diagnos
tic, follow the procedure below. 

a) 

b} 

12/79 

NOTE 

All command entries must end with a FIELD R E L for execution to occur. 

Display 

(No display) 

(No display) 

Operator Action 

Mount the diagnostic tape and bring it to the load 
point and depress READY on the drive. 

Wait for the octal diagnostic display indicator to 
reach 36 and then depress LOAD and IPL release 
(blank push button) on the system control panel 
simultaneously. Do not depress any keys on any 
keystations until prompted. If the display remains 
flashing on a number less than 42, XPU or XPU2 
Microcode Self test Error has occurred. Refer to re
spective paragraphs 3.4.1 or 3.4.2 for the meanings 
of these error codes. 

Note: If the diagnostic tape contains the IPL 
(Initial Program Load) mandatory diagnostics, 
these tests are initiated by the above action and 
their performances are indicated by a series of 
sequentially changing octal numbers in the diag
nostic display indicator on the system control 
panel. An error detected during these tests will be 
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Display 

c) I RESIDENT UNIT = (REL = MT1) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

INITIALIZE DISK? 
(Y = YES, REL = NO) 

SUPPORT CONTROL SYSTEM V ( 
DATE = 

SUPPORT CONTROL SYSTEM V ( 
DATE = yydd 
TIME = hhmm 

IENTER SCS COMMAND 

DX---DIAGNOSTIC EXECUTIVE V ( 
---GENERAL INFORMATION---
---FIELD REL TERMINATES INPUTS---

Operator Action 

indicated by a flashing error code. Refer to para
graph 3.4.3 for definitions of these error codes. 
If it is desired to bypass the IPL, simply depress 
LOAD and IPL release (blank push button) 
several times. When the status indicator has 
reached 260, the screen and error tones for all 
keystations will flash and sound. Upon successful 
completion of the IPL, the diagnostic display indi
cator will display only decimal points and the 
supervisor's keystation will display the following 
message: 

FI ELO REL selects the tape drive as the resident 
device for loading the diagnostic tests. 

OK1 then FIELD RELselectsthe disk as the 
resident device. 

IF THE DISK IS TO BE SELECTED AS THE RESIDENT 

DEVICE, ALL IMPORTANT DATA ON THE DISK MUST 

HAVE PREVIOUSLY BEEN SAVED. 

If OK1 was selected the following prompt will be 
displayed: 

Y then FIELD REL to initialize disk (this takes 
1.5 minutes). F:lELD REL not to initialize disk. 

Enter 3- to 5-digit Julian date (yyddd, where yy is 
the year and ddd is the date) then FIE LOR E L. 

Enter the time in military form (hhmm, where hh 
'is 0-23 hours and mm is 0-59 minutes), then 
\ FIELD REL. 

EX, OX then FIELD REL loads the Diagnostic 
Executive program. 

Depress FIELD REL. 
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Display 

i) THE AVAILABLE TESTS ARE: 
CD - COMM 
CR - CARD READER 
KJ - KEYSTN JAPANESE 
KS - KEYSTN U.S.A. 
LP - LINE PRINTER 
PD - TEST PANEL 
RS - ROLS 
SP STATION PRINTER 
XP . XPU PROCESSOR 

*CM - MUL TIPORT COMM 
FD - FLOPPY DISK 
KN - KEYSTN NORDIC 
KT - KEYSTN TURKISH 
MD -MEMORY 
RD - RIGID DISK 
TD - TAPE DRIVE 
SX - SYSTEM EXERCISER 
XQ c- XPU2 PROCESSOR 

* ~ot implemented 

j) RESIDENT DIRECTIVES . 
. CL - CLEAR 
CO - CONTROL OPTIONS 
EX - EXECUTE 
TR - TIMER RESTE 
/* - EXIT TOSCS 
MU -MENU OF DIAGNOSTIC 

MODULES 
LAST MEMORY ADDRESS = XXXXX 
DX DIRECTIVE = 

k) 'I LOG UNIT ADD R ESS (0000) = 

I) I TEST AIDS (Y)? 

m) I EXECUTE ALL TESTS (1) TIMES? 

12/79 

I 

Operator Action 

Depress FIELD REL. 

CO, then FIELD REL allows control options 
to be selected. 

FIELD ·REL prohibits logging of responses and 
errors on a line printer. 
Enter the decimal line printer unit address ( 1 0 for 
ASCII, 11 for EBCDIC) or tape transport address 
(1-4) then FIE LD R E L for responses and errors 
to be logged. 

FIELD REL wi" cause a list of commands and 
tests to be displayed when the specific diagnostic 
test is loaded. 
N then FIE LD R E L deselects the test aids. 

FIELD REL wi" cause the tests specified to be 
executed once for each "EX". 
Enter the number of desired executions, then 
FI ELD REL for multiple executions. 

3-6 



Display 

n) DISPLAY ERROR AND PROGRESS 
INFO (Y) 

0) I BEEP ON ERROR (N) 

p) AWAIT OPER RESPONSE ON 
ERROR (Y)? 

q) CONTINUE TESTING ON 
. ERROR (Y)? 

r) MAX ERROR COUNT (20) = 

s) RETRY COUNT (0) = 

t) INTERRUPTS ENABLED (Y)? 

u) RANDOM NUMBER SEED (0000) I 
v) OX 01 RECTIVE = 

3·7 

. Operator Action 

FIE LD R E L to display error information on 
screen. 
N, then FIELD REL deselects error display to 
the screen. Use of this option will cause the 
error messages to roll on the display screen. 

FIELD REL to cause no beep signals at key
station for each error. 
Y, then FIE LD R E L to cause beep signals at 
keystation for each error occurance. 

FIE LD R E L to cause the execution to wait for 
the operator to respond by pressing any non
control key before execution can continue when 
an error occurs. 
N, then FIELD REL to cause the execution to con
tinue when an error occurs. Use of this option wi II 
cause the error messages to roll on the display 
screen. 

FIE LD R E L to cause the normal testing sequence 
to continue after an error has occurred . 
N, then FIELD REL to terminate the execution of 
the selected test after encountering one error. 

Select the number of errors that can occur before 
terminating the selected test, then FIELD REL. 
FIELD REL if the maximum error count should 
be 20. 

Enter the number of retries that will be attempted 
before an error message appears, then FIE LD R E L. 
FIE LD R E L if no retries are to be attempted. 

FIELD REL permits the diagnostic programs to 
enable interrupts. 
N, then FIELD REL disables interrupts. 

Enter the starting number of the random number 
. generator, then FIELD REL. FIELD REL if 
starting number is to be 0000. 

CD to run communications controller diagnostics 
(paragraph 3.2.1). 
KSto run keystation diagnostics (paragraph 3.2.2). 
LP to run line printer diagnostics (paragraph 3.2.3). 
MD to run XPU or XPU2 memory diagnostics 

. (paragraph 3.2.4). 
SX to run system exerciser diagnostics (paragraph 
3.2.5). 



I 

Display Operator Action 

PDto run test panel diagnostics (paragraph 3.2.6). 
RD to run rigid disk diagnostics (paragraph 3.2.7). 
TD to run magnetic tape diagnostics (paragraph 
3.2.8). 
XP to run executive processor qiagnostics (para
graph 3.2.9). 
xa to run executive processor unit 2 (XPU2) 
diagnostics (paragraph 3.2.10). 
CR to run card reader diagnostics (paragraph 
3.2.11). 
RS to run remote station subsystem diagnostics 
(paragraph 3.2.12). 
SP to run station page printer diagnostics (para
graph 3.2.13). 
F D to run flexible disk diagnostics (paragraph 
3.2.14). 

Note that a CTR L/BVPASS depressed simultaneously at any time will return the program to DX 
DIRECTIVE =. This may be done if more than one set of diagnostic test programs are to be ex
ecuted. 

There will be a pause at this time while the program fetches the proper diagnostic program from 
tape or disk. 

3.2.1 COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER DIAGNOSTICS (CD) 

Paragraph 3.2.1 contains the following information concerning the communications controller 
diagnostics (CD): . 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 
• Test error codes. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function on the communications controller is to be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.1.5, 
Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

3.2.1.1 Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point, CD has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. To ex
ecute the communications controller diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

Display Keyboard Response 

a) COMM DIAGNOSTICS V ( ) DATE ' -Depress FIELD REL 
PRESS FIELD REL TO CONTINUE 

b) --COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER I Depress FIELD REL 
DIAG COMMANDS--
DR - DEFINE CONTROLLER OPTIONS 
TS - TEST SE LECTIONS • 
RT - RETURN TO DIAGNOSTIC CONTROL 
ST - STANDARD TEST SET SELECTION 
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Display 

DM.- DISPLAY TEST DESCRIPTION MENU 
CL - CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
PRESS FIELD REL TO CONTINUE 

Keyboard Response 

c) COMM CONTROLLER TESTS Depress FIELD REL. 
TEST 0* .. BASIC CONTROLLER TEST 
TEST 1 * .. IMMEDIATE INSTRUCTION TEST 
TEST 2* .. REGISTER INSTRUCTION TEST 
TEST 3* .. INDIRECT INSTRUCTION TEST 
TEST 4* .. RAM TEST 
TEST 5* .. I NPUT TEST 
TEST 6* .. OUTPUT TEST 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS FIELD REL TO CONTINUE 

d) COMM CONTROLLER DIAGNOSTIC Depress FIELD REL 
TEST 7* .. INPUT/OUTPUT TEST 
TEST 8* .. M ISCE LLANEOUS TEST 
TEST 9 ... PLUG TEST 
TEST 10 ... MODEM TEST 
TEST 11 ... TRANSMIT/RECEIVE TEST 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS FIELD REL TO CONTINUE 

e) TESTS 0-8 TEST ONLY THE DR then FIELD REL 
CONTROLLER 
CD COMMAND = 

f) 1 CONTROLLER (1) = 

g) I INTERNAL CLOCK REQUIRED (Y)? 

h)! CD COMMAND = 

i) THE STANDARD TEST SET (0-8) HAS 
BEEN SELECTED 

j) CD COMMAN D = 

·3-9 

Select controller to be tested (1-4), 
then FIELD REL. 

FIELD REL should be selected when in 
\ the loopback mode or when, two systems 

are connected back to back without modems. 
N, then FIELD REL should be selected. 
when using a modem. 

ST then FIELD REL to run standard tests. 
TS then FIE LD RE Lto run test selections. 
Go to paragraph 3.2.1.2. 

RT, then FIELD REL. 



Display 

kd 
----------------------------------~ 

OX DIRECTIVE = 

I) COMM CONTROLLER TEST IN PROGRESS 
TEST (number and title) 
COUNT (number) 

·PROGRESS (number) 

m)l_T_O_T_A_L __ ER_._R_O_R_S_=_O ______________ ~ . OX DIRECTIVE = 

Keyboard Response 

EX, then FIELD REL 

At this time the specifc or standard tests 
will be executed. If there is an error, 
refer to paragraph 3.2.1.4. If no errors 
occur tbe following prompt will be 
displayed: 

EX wi II repeat the execution of the tests 
selected. Go to paragraph 3.2.1.11 above. 
CL will clear all selected tests from 

, memory and the operator may begin 
testing another logical unit. Go to 
paragraph 3.2t. 
CO to redefine the OX control options. 
Go to paragraph 3.2i. 

3.2.1.2 Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

At this time TS has been selected in the Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Procedure, 
paragraph 3.2.1.1 g. 

Note that in order to run tests 9-10, a special loopback plug (PIN 211303) must be installed OJ the 
modem used should have a loopback feature. 

To execute specifc communications controller diagnostic test(s), follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

b) I COUNT (1) = 

c) I ANVMO RETESTS (V)? 

12/79 
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Keyboard Response 

Select test number to be run (0-11) 
then FIELD REL. 

Select iteration count (0-32,767) 
(0 will cause the test to be skipped), 
then FI ELD RE L. 
If test 10 is to be run, go to paragraph 
3.2.1.3. 

If N, then FIELD REL is selected return 
to paragraph 3.2.1.1 h. 
If FIELD REL is selected return to 
paragraph 3.2.1.2a above. Note that 
the TEST prompt in paragraph 3.2.1.2a 
above will have the test number selected 
incremented by one as the new default 
value. 



3.2.1.3 i Communications Controller Diagnostic Test 10 Procedure 

At this time, test 10 (modem test) has been selected in the Communications Controller Diagnostic 
Specifc Test Procedure, paragraph 3.2.1.2a. Before executing test 10, see the test 10 description 
in paragraph 3.2.1.5 for an explanation of the prompts displayed below. 

Note that if the following parameters have been previously selected and a DX DI RECTIVE = CL 
has not been performed, then some of the following default values will be those that were previ
ously selected. 

To execute the communications controller diagnostic test 10, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I SYNC CHAR (32)7 

b) I NBR OF CHARS (512)? 

c) I FI RST CHAR (FF)? 
__ --------------------____________ 1 

d)l FUNCTION CODE (O)? 

e) I INPUT (Y)? 

f) I OUTPUT (Y)? 

g) I NBR OF SYNCS (3)? 

h) I MODEM IN LOOPBACK MODE (N)7 

3-11 

Keyboard Response 

Select O-FF, then FIELD REL. 

Select 0-32,767, then FIELD REL. 

Select O-FF, then FIELD REL. How
ever, the first character cannot be the 
same as the sync character. 

Selects a logarithm used for generation 
of each character received or transmitted: 

o selects no change, 
1 selects increment, 
2 selects decrement, 
3 selects complement. 

Then depress FIE LD R E L. 

Choose if you want test to run in the 
receive mode tv or N), then FIELD REL. 

Choose if you want test to run in the 
transmit mode (V or N), then FIE LD 
R E L. Note that the test can ru n in 
both receive and transmit modes. 

Will be'displayed only if V was selected 
in paragraph 3.2.1.3f above. Select the 
number of sync characters transmitted 
(1-7) prior to the specified first 
character, then FI ELD REL. 

Will be displayed only if V was selected 
in paragraph 3.2.1.3f above. 



Display Keyboard Response 

If Y then FIE LD R E Lis selected the 
DSR (data set ready) indicator should 
be ignored. 
Return to paragraph 3.2.1.2c. 

3.2.1.4 Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-2 below lists the communications controller diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers 
failed, brief error descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. 

Table 3-2. Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

7000 XX Occurrence of an extra interrupt. CC 
(Com mu n ications 
Controller) 

7001 00 Basic controller test failure. CC 

7002 XX No MACK response when CC memory CC 
address is accessed. 

7003 XX Bus error. CC 

7004 00 RAM data error. CC 

7005 XX RAM load error. CC 

7006 XX CC failure to set interrupt request bit CC 
during an interrupt. 

7007 XX Timeout due to inability of CC to interrupt CC 
and start diagnostic program. 

7008 00 Accumulator test failure. CC 

7009 00 Unconditional jump test failure. CC 

700A 00 Compare/branch test failure. CC 

700B 01 Immediate instruction failure. CC 
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i Table 3-2 (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

700C 02 Register instruction failure. CC 

7000 03 Indirect instruction failure. CC 

700E 03 Branch indirect instruction failure. CC 

700F 04 Load RAM test failure. CC 

7010 04 RAM test failure. CC 

7011 05 Main memory read test failure CC or main 
memory 

7012 08 Failure to perform branches on output CC 
instructions associated with the program-
mable flag, interrupt request, command 
flag, and the interval timer. 

7013 08 No response from the interval timer. CC 

7014 09 Modem interface signal test failure CC, loopback 
(loopback plug must be installed). plug or cable 

7015 09 Failure to perform branches on modem CC, loopback 
interface signals (Ioopback plug must be plug or cable 
installed). 

7016 09 Failure to perform data transmit and CC, loopback 
receive operations (Ioopback plug must plug or cable 
be installed). 

7017 10/11 Command timeout error (data transfer/ Modem if test 
modem test) 9 passes 

7018 10/11 Selection status error (data transfer/modem Modem if test 
test). 9 passes 

7019 10/11 Completion status error (data transfer/ Modem if test 
modem test). 9 passes 

3-13 
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Table 3;.2 (Continued) 

Error Test I Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

701A 10 Transmission compare error (modem test). Modem if test 
9 passes. 

7018 06/11 Main memory write test failure. CC, modem or 
main memory 

701C XX Bus data error when CC was master. CC 

701D XX Unable to disable CC bus drivers. CC 
I 

3.2.1.5 Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the communications con
troller diagnostics. These tests are explained below on a functional level only. ~tandard tests are 
indicated by asterisks. 

* Test 0: Basic Controller Test 

This test verifies the proper functioning of the CC bus drivers and the local RAM's by filling 
them with data patterns and reading them back. The CC status bits are checked. Three micro
programs are loaded in to test the accumulator, the ability to execute forward and backward 
jumps and the ability to set and clear the carry and zero condition codes and detect these codes 
with the execution of the branch-on-true and branch on false microinstructions. 

* Test 1: Immediate Instruction Test 

This test verifies that the seven immediate microinstructions and the rotate-right-through-carry 
microinstructions execute properly using 14 data patterns and all combinations of the carry and 
zero condition codes. 

* Test 2: Register Instruction Test 

This test checks that the nine register reference microinstructions exeucte properly, usi ng 14 
data patterns, all combinations of the condition codes and the 15 general registers. 

* Test 3: Indirect I nstruction Test 

This test checks the proper execution of the load indirect, the store indirect, the long branch 
(inter-page branching) and the branch indirect microinstructions. 
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* Test 4: RAM Test 

This test loads the local RAM's with a data pattern and then checks them for proper data. It 
also executes a galloping ones and zeros test and a data toggle (complement) test. 

* Test 5: Input Test 

This test verifies that the CC can read from main memory properly by filling a buffer in main 
memory with an incrementing byte data pattern and then reading each byte of the buffer to 
insure that the correct data is received. 

* Test 6: Output Test 

This test verifies that the CC can write to main memory properly by filling a buffer in main 
memory with an incrementing byte data pattern and then checks the data. 

* Test 7: Input/Output Test 

This test checks that the CC can read from and write to main memory properly. This is 

accomplished bv loadin~ various data patterns from the main memory output buffer and storing 
them into the main memory input buffer. The input buffer"is then compared to the current data 
pattern for errors. 

* Test 8: Miscellaneous Test 

This test checks the ability of the CC to perform branches on output instructions associated 
with the programmable flag, interrupt request, command flag and the interval timer. Test 8 
also checks the accuracy of the interval timer. 

Test 9: Plug Test 

This test verifies the modem interface on the CC by looping back various output signals to their 
corresponding input signals. Test 9 also verifies the ability of the CC to perform branches on 
signals associated with the RS-232 interface for transmitting and receiving data, and checks the 
ability to perform data bit transmit to the receive circuits checking for status or data error condi
tions. Note that a loopback plug (P/N 211303) must be installed to execute this test. 

Test 10: Modem Test 

This test verifies that the CC can communicate with another system through a modem, or 
communicate with itself using the loopback feature of a modem or a loopback plug (P/N 211303) 
in place of the modem. This test can check the transmit and/or receive modes simultaneously. 
The transmit mode program sends a number of sync characters (determined by the operator) 
followed by a number of data characters. The sequence and number of these characters are 
determined by the operator by specifying the first character and a function code which deter
mines an algorithm for computing the next character to be transmitted. The receive mode 
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program waits for the first non-sync character and compares this one to the one expected. This 
expected character is computed in the same manner as the character on the transmit side. If the 
loopback plug is used or if the modem is in the loopback mode, the operator should select identical 
parameters for both the input and output side. If another system is used, it is possible to run either 
one side or both sidesindependently with the complementing parameters entered on the other 
system's communications controller (CD) diagnostic program. 

Test 11: Transmit/Receive Test Through Modems 

This test checks that the CC can read a block of data from main memory, transfer it to a modem, 
receive it from a modem, and write it back to main memory. 

3.2.2 KEYSTATION DIAGNOSTICS (KS) 

Paragraph 3.2.2 contains the following information concerning the keystation diagnostics (KS): 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 
• Test error codes. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the keystation/SMUX is to be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.2.4, Keystation 
Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

3.2.2.1 Keystation Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point, KS has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. To 
execute the keystation diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

Qisplay 

a) KEYSTATION DIAG COMMANDS 
OM DISPLAY MENU 
DR KEYSTATION 
TS TEST SELECTION 
RT RETURN TODX 
ST STANDARD TEST 
CL CLEAR TESTS,AND DR SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) KEYSTATION TESTS 
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TO* SMUX RESET REG TEST 
T1* MEMORY ADDR REG TEST 
T2* BLK LEN REG TEST 
T3* MOD REG TEST 
T4* POLLING CONTROL REG TEST 
T5* MEMORY ADDR REG INCREMENT 
T6* BLOCK LENGTH REG INCREMENT 
* = STANDARD 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

3-16 

Keyboard Response 

Depress FIE L D R E L to conti nue. 

Depress FIE LD RE L to continue. 



Display 

c) --KEYSTATION TESTS--
T7* POLL CNTL REG, POLL ADDR INCR 
T8* REAL TIME CLOCK-CHECK 
T9* MEM REFRESH COUNTER CHECK 
T10* COAX DATA LOOPBACK 
T11 * STATION RESPONSE REG SHI FT 
T12* VERIFY SELECTION RESP TIMEOUT 
T13* SELECTION RESP PARITY ERROR 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD HEL' TO CONTINUE. 

d) T14* VERIFY NORMAL SELECTION RESP 
T15* NORMAL KEYBOARD POLLING RESP 
T16* CHAR GENERATION RAM PATT TEST 1 
T17* CHAR GENERATION RAM PATT TST 2 
T18* DISPLAY DATA RAM PATTERN TST 1 
T19* DISPLAY DATA RAM PATTERN TST2 
T20 CHAR GEN & DISPL DATA RAM ADR 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

e) --KEYSTATION TESTS-
T21 * FIELD IDENT/ERASE 
T22* CURSOR 
T23* KEY SEQ 
T24 * KEY ECHO 
T25* LARGE SCREEN 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

f) I TESTS 0-12 TEST ONLY THE SMUX 
_ KS COMMAND = 

Keyboard Response 

Depress FIELD REL 

Depress FIELD REL 

g) I KEYSTATION (0) = I Find the address of the keystation to be 
tested by checking the setting of the 

. 3':'17 

address selection switches on the station 
control PCBA if a Model 4141 keystation 
is to be tested (reference Model 4141 Key
station Technical Manual, 651249-100 or 
on the coax interfacePCBA if a Model 4143 
Keystation Technical Manual, 651258-100). 
Enter the decimal address and then FIELD 
R E L. Note that the default value will be 
incremented if more than one keystation 
is to be tested . 
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h) KEYBOARD TYPE CODES: 
0= 9 IN DETACH USSTD KP 
1 = 9 IN DETACH US KP/ADD 
2 = 9 IN DETACH US TYPWRT 
3 = 2000 CHAR, US STD KP 
4 = 2000 CHAR, US KP/ADD 
5 = 2000 CHAR, US TYPWRT 
6 = . FXD STD KP 
7 = FXD KP/ADD 
8 = FXD TYP 
TYPE 0 = 

i) IS KEYSTATION REMOTE THRU 
ROLS(N)? 

j) ANY MORE KEYSTATIONS (N)? 

k) THE STANDARD TEST SET (0-19, 
21-25) HAS BEEN SELECTED 
KS COMMAND = 

1-2/79 
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The following refers to the keystations 
to be tested: 
• Types 0-2 refer to standard screen 

detachable keyboard keystations 
• Types 3-5 refer to large screen 

detachable keyboardkeystations -
• Types 6-8 refer to keystations 

with fixed keyboards 
• Types 0, 3 and 6 (standard key

punch) do not have a numeric pad to 
the right of the FIE LD RE L key. 
They do have a U key to the right and 
below the INSERT/DUP key. 

• Types 1, 4 and 7 (keypunch/adding 
machine have the 0 key to the right 
of the space bar. 

• Types 2, 5 and 8 (typewriter/numeric 
pad) have a numeric pad to the right 

·ofthe FIELD REL key. 

Enter the code number for the keyboard 
type, then FIELD REL. 

Y then FIE LD R E L should be selected if 
keystation to be tested is located at a re
mote site through ROLS. FIELD REL 
should be depressed if keystation is con
nected directly to the XL40 system. 

Y then FIE LD R E L should be selected 
if more keystations are to be tested. A 
FIE LD R E L should be depressed if no 
more keystations are to be tested. 
Return to paragraph 3.2.21 g above. 

ST then FIELD REL to run standard tests. 
TS then FIELD REL to run test selections. 
Go to paragraph 3.2.2.2. 

RT then FIELD REL. It is imperative 
that the operator read the Keystation 
Diagnostic Test Descriptions, paragraph 
3.2.2.5, on these tests before execution 
as they require visual verification by the 
operator and no error codes wi II be 
displayed. 



I) OX DIRECTIVE = 

m) TEST XX (TITLE OF TEST) 
COUNT 1 

n)l~j _T_O_T_A_L_E_R_R_O_R_S_= __ O ________ __ _ OX DIRECTIVE = 

3.2.2.2 Keystation Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

EX, then FIELD REL. 

At this time the specific orstandard 
tests will be executed. If the standard 
tests were selected or if test 23 was 
specified operator assistance wi II be 
required. At test 23 execution, the 
operator must depress the keys asked 
for by the display, starting with the 
DISPLAY key and progressing from 
left to right and top to bottom through
out the keyboard. 
Test 24 (one of the standard tests) also 
requires operator assistance. The oper
ator may key in any information for 
sight verification. Then, depress CTR L 
and BYPASS keys simu Itaneously to 
terminate test 24 on each keyboard. 
If there is an error, refer to paragraph 
3.2.2.3. If no errors occur, the follow
ing prompt will be displayed: 

EX will repeat the tests selected. Go 
to paragraph 3.2.2.11 above. 

.. CL will clear all selected tests from 
memory and the operator may begin 
testing another logical unit. Go to 
paragraph 3.2v .. 
CO to redefine the OX control options. 
Go to paragraph 3.2.i. 

At this time TS has been selected in the Keystation Diagnostic Standard Load Procedure, para
graph 3.2.2.1j. To execute specific keystation diagnostic test(s), follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

bd COUNT (1) = 

3 .. 19 

Keyboard Response 

Select test number to be run, then 
FIELD REL. 

Select iteration count (0-32,767) 
(0 will cause the test to be skipped), 
then FIELD REL. 
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Display Keyboard Response 

c) I ANY MORE TESTS (N)? If FI ELD RE L is selected, return to 
paragraph ,3.2.2.1 k. 
If Nthen FIELD REL is selected return 
to paragraph 3.2.2.2a above. 
Note that the TEST prompt in para
graph 3.2.2.2a above will have the test 
nu mber selected incremented by one 
as the new default value. 

3.2.2.3 Keystation Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-3 below lists the keystation diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief error 
descriptions and possible failing hardware modules.' 

Table 3-3. Keystation Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

2001 00 Occurrence of a r:nemory error interrupt SMUX 
during a reset and disable operation. (Station 

multiplexer) 

2002 00 No occurrence of a memory error interrupt SMUX 
when reading the memory address register 
(FF71) following a reset and disable 
operation. 

2003 00 Occurrence of a memory error interrupt SMUX 
during a reset and enable operation. 

2004 00 Occurrence of a memory error interrupt SMUX 
when reading the memory address register 
(FF71) following a reset and enable 
operation. 

2005 01-03 Memory address register (FF71), block SMUX 
length register (FF73), or mode register 
(FF74) write/read data compare error. 

2006 XX No reset of the busy bit in the status regis- SMUX 
ter (F F77) at the start of an operation. 
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Table 3·3 (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

2007 01,02,04 Memory address register (FF71), block SMUX 
length register (FF73), or polling control 
register (F F75) increment test error 
occurrence. 

2010 09 No setting of the MSB of the memory SMUX 
refresh counter. 

2011 09 The MSB of the memory refresh counter did SMUX 
not reset at least twice in ten reads of the 
register. 

2012 10 Loopback (coax) da.ta compare error. SMUX or 
keystation 

2013 10-11 Failure of data loopback transmission to . SMUX or 
terminate within one second. keystation 

2014 11 Failure of the station response register SMUX 
(FF7F) to shift correctly. 

2015 XX SMUX status error. SMUX or 
keystation 

2101 08 Occurrence of a real time clock interrupt SMUX 
while the clock was disabled. 

2102 08 No occurrence of a real time clock interrupt SMUX 
while the clock was enabled. 

3.2.2.4 Keystation Status Errors 

During the KS diagnostic program status errors may be generated which utilize mnemonics to 
report various hardware malfunctions. This paragraph lists and explains the error conditions and 
mnemonics for the keystation. 

A keystation status error results when any of the following conditions occur: 

• One or more of the bits of the SMUX status register (FF77) or the line printer status 
register (FF7E) were not in the condition expected following an operation. 
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• The block length register (F F73) failed to increment to zero. 

• The polling control register (FF75) contained an incorrect keystation address. 

• The station response register (F F7 F) contained an incorrect response. 

An SMUX status error is identified as an off-line diagnostic error 2015 (reference paragraph 3.2.2.3). 
The following messages are displayed which contain mnemonics that are explained below. 

If an SMUX status register (FF77) error occurred, the following message will be displayed: 

SMUX STATUS (XXXX) YYY .... Y 

XXX is the hexadecimal contents of the register and YYY ... Y is the mnemonic(s) that describes 
the error. Table 3-4 below lists these mnemonics and their meanings. 

Table 3-4. KS SMUX Status Register Error Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Definition 

SBSY SMUX busy bit set when not expected. 
N-SBSY SM U X busy bit not set when expected. 
CBSY SMUX coax busy bit set when not expected. 
N-CBSY SM U X coax busy bit not set when expected. 
POLINT An SMUX polling interrupt occurred when not expected. 
N-POLINT An SMUX polling interrupt 'failed to occur when expected. 
SELINT An SMUX selection interrupt occurred when not expected. 
N-SELINT An SMUX selection interrupt failed to occur when expected. 
SELTO An SMUX selection timeout occurred when not expected. 
N-SELTO An SMUX selection timeout failed to occur when expected. 
LPINT A line printer interrupt occurred when not expected. 
PARE An SMUX coax parity error occurred when not expected. 
N-PARE An SMUX coax parity error failed to occur when expected. 
BUSE A universal bus error occurred. 

If a line printer status register (FF7E) error occurs, the following message will be displayed: 

I LP STATUS (XXXX) YY ... -Y I 
XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the register and YYY ... Y is the mnemonic(s) that describes~ 
the error.- Table 3-5 lists these mnemonics and their meanings. 

If an incorrect polled keystation number was found, the following message will be displayed: 

II POLL KS # (XXXX) EXP YYYY ACT ZZZZ I 
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Table 3-5. KS Line Printer Status Register Error Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Definition 

EODINT A line printer end of data transfer interrupt occurred. 

EOPINT A line printer end of operation interrupt occurred. 

XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the polling control register (FF75) when the polling interrupt 
occurred. YYYY is the expected hexadecimal keystation number and ZZZZ is the actual key
station number. 

If an incorrect polling response was found,·the following message will be displayed: 

I POLL RESP (XXXX) EXP YYYY ACT ZZZZ 1 
XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the station response register (FF7F) when the polling inter
rupt occurred. YYYY is the expected hexadecimal register contents and ZZZZ is the actual 
register contents. 

If an incorrect selection response was found, the following message will be displayed: 

I SEL RESP (XXXX) EXP YYYY ACT ZZZZ 

XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the station response register (F F7 F) when the selection 
interrupt occurred. YYYY is the expected hexadecimal register contents and ZZZZ is the actual 
register contents. 

If the block length register (FF73) failed to increment to zero during a coax selection operation, 
the following message will be displayed: 

I BLK LEN (XXXX) EXP YYYY ACT ZZZZ 

XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of this register. YYYY is the expected hexadecimal register 
contents and ZZZZ is the remaining byte count. 

3.2.2.5 Keystation Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the keystation diagnostics. 
These tests are explained below on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by asterisks. 

* Test 00: SMUX Reset Register Test 

This test verifies the reset function (write to main memory location FF70). 
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* Test 01: Memory Address Register Test 

This test checks the memory address register (location F F71, bits 0-15). 

* Test 02: Block Length Register Test 

This test checks the block length register (location FF73, bits 4-15). 

* Test 03: Mode Register Test 

This test checks the mode register (location FF74, bits 12-15). 

* Test 04: Polling Control Register Test 

Thistest checks the polling control register (location F F75, bits 9 and 11-15). 

* Test 05: Memory Address Register Increment Test 

This test verifies that the memory address register (location F F71, bits 0-15) can properly 
increment. 

* Test 06:· Block Length Register I ncrement Test 

This test verifies that the block length register (location FF73, bits 4'-: 15) can properly 
increment. 

* Test 07: Polling Control Register, Polling Address Increment Test 

This test verifies that the polling control register (location F F75, bits 11-15) can properly 
increment. 

* Test 08: Real Time Clock Check 

This test checks that the real time clock functions and can be controlled by the real time clock 
register (location FFF8, bit 15). 

* Test 09: Memory Refresh Counter Check 

This test verifies that the MSB of the memory refresh counter (location FF7D) is producing 
the desired square wave. 

* Test 10: SMUX Coax Data Loopback Test 

This test checks the SMUX coax data path. 
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* Test 11: Station Response Register Shift Test 

This test verifies that the station .response register (location F F7 F) shifts correctly. 

* Test 12: Verify Selection Response Timeout· 

This test verifies the operation of the SMUX when there is no response to a selection message 
(timeout) . 

* Test 13: Verify Selection Response Parity Error 

This test checks the operation of the SMUX when a keystation selection response message con
tains a parity error. 

* Test 14: Verify Normal Selection Response 

This test verifies the operation of the SMUXand keystations during a normal selection 
operation. 

* Test 15: Verify Normal Keyboard Polling Response 

This test checks the operation of the SMUX, keystations and keyboards during a keystroke 
simulation operation. 

* Test 16: Character Generation RAM Pattern Test 1 

This test checks the character generation RAM in each keystation. Verification is visual since 
the program cannot read'the character generation RAM. Note that the screen should be blank 
except for the cursor in the upper left hand corner. 

* Test 17: Character Generation RAM Pattern Test 2 

This test checks the character generation RAM in each keystation. Verification is visual since 
the program cannot read the character generation RAM. Note that the screen will display a 
checkerboard pattern where the odd characters display in slices 5-12 and the even characters 
display in slices 0-7. The cursor will be in the upper left hand corner. 

* Test 18: Display Data RAM Pattern Test 1 

This test loads an all zeros pattern into the display data RAM in each keystation. Verification is 
visual since the program cannot read the display data RAM. Note that the screen will be blank 
except for the cursor in the upper left hand corner. 

* Test 19: Display Data RAM Pattern Test 2 

This test loads an all ones pattern into the display data RAM in each keystation. Verification is 
visual since the program cannot read the display data RAM. Note that the screen will display a 
checkerboard pattern (slices 0-7 only). 
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Test 20: Character Generation and Display Data RAM Addressing 

This test verifies that both the character generation RAM and the display data RAM may be 
correctly addressed. Verification is visual since the program cannot read the keystations RAM's. 
The screen display consists of three prompts, each separately displayed for 10-30 seconds. 
They are described in Table 3-6 below. 

Table 3-6. Keystation Diagnostics Test 20 Displays 

First Line Time 
Display Title Character Slices Displayed 

1 I ncrementi ng Address Check 1 none (cursor) 10 sec. 
2 a 
3 1 
4 o and 1 
5 2 
6 o and 2 
7 0, 1 and 2 
8 3 

2 Character Generation 1 0-7 (cursor) 10 sec. 
RAM Pattern Inversion 2 t-7 
Check 3 a and 2-7 

4 2-7 
5 0-1 and 3-7 
6 1 and 3-7 
7 3-8 
8 0-2 and 4-7 

3 Display Data RAM 1 7 (cursor) 30 sec. 
Pattern Inversion 2 o and 7 
Check 3 1 and 7 

4 0-1 and 7 
5 2 and 7 
6 0,2 and 7 
7 0-2 and 7 
8 3 and 7 

* Test 21: Field Identifier/Display Erase Function Check 

This test verifies the operation of the field identifier codes and display erase function. Verifica
tion is visual since the program cannot read the keystation's RAM. 
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First, the field identifier codes (underline, flash, and high intensity) are checked. The first char
acter position of each display line contains a field identifier code and is displayed as a blank 
(the cursor is in the upper left hand corner). The following patterns (left to right, top to bottom) 
will be dispalyed: 

1) 128 character set underlined. 
2) 128 character set flashing. 
3) 128 character set with high intensity. 
4) normal 128 character set which fills the rest of the screen. 

This is displayed for 30 seconds to allow for visual verification. , 

Next, the erase functions are checked. The following checks will be performed and each will be 
displayed for 15 seconds: 

1) erase display line 12. 
2) display "E RASE CH ECK" at the beginning of line 1 0 and erase the rest of the 

screen. 
3) completely erase the screen. 

* Test 22: Cursor Position Test 

This test verifies the ability to position the cursor at any display position on the screen. Verifi
cation is visual since-the program cannot read the keystation's cursor position. The H character 
will be displayed in all positions on the screen. The cursor will move diagonally from the upper 
left to the bottom right of the screen until all 40 character columns have been checked. 

* Test 23: Keyboard Keycode I nput Test 

This test checks all keyboard keycodes (row and column numbers) that the keyboard can gen
erate.· The operator must depress the keys asked for by the display starting with the DISPLAY 
key and progressing from left to right and top to bottom throughout the keyboard. After all 
keys have properly been input on eachkeystation END OF TEST will be displayed on that 
keystation. Testing continues until all keyboards have been tested. 

* Test 24: - Keyboard Echo Test 

This test checks all keyboard keycodes by echoing the characters input on the keystation dis
play. Verification is visual since the program does not know the expected key sequence. 

If the keyboard being tested is keypunch style, ALPHA will be displayed; if the keyboard is 
typewriter style LOWE R will be displayed. Characters are then to be keyed in and checked 
against the display. 

If a shift key is depressed when a character is input, the keyboard shift is changed to that shift 
mode and the shift display at the left of the first line is updated as follows: 
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1) Keypunch style k~yboards: 

a) If no shift key is depressed, the shift mode is not changed. 
b) If the NUMERIC shift key is depressed, the numeric shift mode is set and! 

NUMERICis displayed. 
c) If the ALPHA shift key is depressed, the alpha shift mode is set and ALPHA 

is displayed. 
d) If the LCA key is depressed, the additional character shift mode is set and 

ADDL CHAR is displayed. 

2) Typewriter style keyboards: 

a) If no shift key is depressed, the lower case shift mode is set and LOWE R is 
displayed. 

b) If the SH'I FT key is depressed, the upper case shift mode is set and UPPE R 
is displayed. 

c) If the LCA key is depressed, the additional character shift mode is set and 
ADDL CHAR is displayed. 

If CTR L and BYPASS are depressed simultaneously, test 24 is terminated on the respective 
keyboard. 

Test 25: Large Screen Test 

This test runs only on selected 2000 character keystations. If there are none to test, this test 
will terminate. Verification is visual, since the program cannot read the keystation's RAM. 
Three messages are displayed which are unique to the larQe screen keystations. 

• FlO BLIND test message 
"THE REST OF THIS LINE SHOULD BE BLANK" 
After the K in "BLANK" is an FlO BLIND character followed by 34"X" which should 
not be visable to the operator. 

• FlO GRAPHICS message 
Displays a message in graphics (GRAPHICS MODEl) 

• Character generator half bit shift message displays a row of vertical lines whose alternate 
top and bottom halves are shifted by half bits. 

3.2.3 LINE PRINTER DIAGNOSTICS (LP) 

Paragraph 3.2.3 contains the following information concerning the line printer diagnostics (LP): 

• Step-by-step procedures of e?<ecution. 
• . Test error codes. 
• Line printer status errors. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the line printer/SMUX isto be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.3.5, Line 
Printer Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order tOiselect the proper test(s) to run. 
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3.2.3.1 Line Printer Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point, LP has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. To 
execute the line printer diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) --LINE PRINTER DIAG V( ) DATE 
PRESS FIELD REL TO CONTINUE 

b) LINE PRINTER DIAG 
OM DISPLAY MENU 
DR PRINTER OPTIONS 
TS TEST SE LECT 
UD USER DATA 
RT RETURN TO OX 
ST STANDARD TESTS 
CL CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) LINE PRINTER TESTS 
TEST 0* RESET REG 
TEST 1 * MEM ADDR REG 
TEST 2* BLK LEN REG 
TEST 3* MOD REG 
TEST 4* RTC 
TEST 5* INTERRUPT 
TEST 6* SLIDING PATT 
.* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) LINE PRINTER TESTS 
TEST 7* DIAMOND PATT 
TEST 8* USER DATA BROADSIDE 
TEST 9* TXT CONT CHARS 
TEST 10* FORMAT SPACE 
TEST 11 * VFU FORMAT SKIP 
TEST 12* LINE BROADSIDE PATT 
TEST 13* RIPPLE PATT 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

e) LINE PRINTER TESTS 
TEST 14* SPEED 
TEST 15* NOISE 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

f) TESTS 0-4 TEST ONLY THE 
CONTROLLER 
LP COMMAND = 

Keyboard Response 

Depress FIELD REL 

Depress FI ELD REt. 

Depress FIELD REL 

Depress FIELD REL. 

Depress FIELD REL. 

DR, then FIELD REL 
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Display 

g) PRINTER TYPE CODES 
ST STD INTERFACE 
LP TYPE (ST) = 

h) CHARACTER SET (96) = 

i) NO FORMAT CHAN (12) = 

j) NO LINES TO SKIP (15) = 

k) LP COMMAN D = 

I) THE STANDARD TESTS SET (0-15, 
ALL OF TH E TESTS) HAS BEEN 
SELECTED 
LP COMMAND = 

m)1 DX DI RECTIVE = 

n) LINE PRINTER DIAG VXXX (date) IN 
PROGRESS 
TEST (number and title) 
COUNT (number) 
PROG RESS (numbered) 

0) I TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
. DX DIRECTIVE = 

Keyboard Response 

Type ST, then FIELD REL 

FIE LD R E L to select a 96 character 

FIELD REL to test the 12 channel 
VFU on the Printronix printer. 
Enter the number of format channels 
and then FIELD REL otherwise. 

FIE LD R E L (for the Printronix printer) 
will select 15 as the maximum number 
of lines that can be skipped for each 
line space com mand. Otherwise enter 
the maximum number of lines that can 
be skipped and the n FIELD REL. 

ST then FIELD REL to run standard tests. 

TS then FIELD REL to run test selections. 
Go to paragraph 2.3.3.2. UD to select 
specified character in test 8, single charac
ter broadside pattern test. Go to paragraph 
3.2.3.3. 

I f the standard tests or any of the specific 
tests 6-15 are selected, it is imperative 
that the operator read the Line Printer 
Diagnostic Test Descriptions (paragraph 
3.2.3.5) on these tests before execution, 
as they require visual verification by the 
operator and no error codes will be 
displayed. 
RT, then FIELD REL 

EX, then FIELD REL 

At this time the specific or standard 
testes) will be executed. If there is an 
error, refer to paragraph 3.2.3.4. If no 
errors occur, the following prompt will 
be displayed: 

EX will repeat the tests selected. Go to 
paragraph 3.2.3.1 m above. 
CL will clear all selected tests from 
memory and the operator may begin 
testing another logical unit. Go to 
paragraph 3.2v. 



Display 

3.2.3.2 Line Printer Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

Keyboard Response 

CO to redefine the OX control options. 
Go to paragraph 3.2i. 

At this time TS has been selected in the Line Printer Diagnostic Test Procedure, paragraph 3.2.3.1 k. 
To execute specific line printer diagnostic test(s) follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) TEST (0)= 

b) COUNT (1) = 

c) END OF TESTS (Y)? 

I 
Keyboard Response 

Select test number to be run, then 
FIELD REL. 

Select iteration count (0-32,767) 
(0 wi II cause the test to be skipped). 
Then FI ELD REL. 

If N then FIELD REL is selected, return 
to paragraph: 3.2.3.1 k. \ 
If FIE LD BE L is selected return to 
paragraph 3.2.3.2a above. Note that 
the TEST prompt in paragraph 3.2.3.2a 
above will have the test number selected 
incremented by one as the new default 
value. 

3.2.3.3 Line Printer Diagnostic User Data Specification Procedure 

At this time UD has been selected in the linePrinter Diagnostic Test Procedure paragraph,3.2.3.1k. 
To specify the user data parameters, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) CHAR (H)= I 

b) START COL (1) = 

3-31 

Keyboard Response 

Enter the print character to be used in 
the broadside print test (08), then 
FIE LOR E L. The character entered 
will be printed in all selected columns 
of 60 print lines. 

Enter the starting print column number 
(1-132) to be used in test 08, then 
FI ELD REL. 



Display Keyboard Response 

c) I END COL (132) = -I., Enter the last print column number (up 
to 132) to be used in test 08, then 
FIELD REL. Return to paragraph 
3.2.3.1 k: Now standard or specifc tests 
can be run with the above user data 
input for test 08. 

3.2.3.4 Line Printer Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-7 below lists the line printer diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief error 
descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. 

Table 3-7. Line Printer Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

2001 00 Occurrence of a memory error interrupt SMUX 
during a reset and disable operation. (Station 

multiplexer) 

2002 00 No occurrence of a memory error interrupt SMUX 
when reading the memory address register 
(FF71)"fo/lowing a reset and a disable 
operation.-

2003 00 Occurrence of a memory error interrupt SMUX 
during a reset and enable operation: .-

2004 00 Occurrence of a memory error interrupt SMUX 
when reading the memory address register 
(FF71) following a reset and enable 
operation. 

2005 01,03 Memory address register (FF71) block SMUX 
length register (F F73) I or mode register 
(FF74) write/read data compare error. 

-2006 XX No reset of the busy bit in the status regis- SMUX 
ter (FF77) at the start of an operation. 

2101 04 Occurrence of a real time clock interrupt SMUX 
while the clock was disabled. 
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: Table 3-7 (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No .. Brief Description Failure 

2102 04 No occurrence of a real time clock interrupt SMUX 
while the clock was enabled. 

2201 XX The line printer connected bit in the status Line printer 
register (F F7 E) was not set at the start of cable 
an operation. 

2202 XX The line printer ready bit in the status regis- Line printer 
ter (F F73) was not set at the start of an 
operation. 

2203 XX The line printer on-line bit in the status Line printer 
register (F F73) was not set at the start of 
an operati on. 

2204 05 The SMUX busy bit in the SMUX status 
register (F~F77) is set following a reset and 

SMUX 

enable operation when the line printer was 
busy. 

2205 05 The line printer ready bit in the line printer SMUX or 
status register (FF7E) is set following a line pri nter 
reset and enable operation when the line 
pri nter was busy. 

2206 05 Occurrence of a line printer interrupt follow- SMUX 
ing a reset and enable operation when the .. 

line printer was busy. 

2207 05 End of data transfer interrupt timeout. SMUX or 
line printer 

2208 05 End of operation interrupt timeout. SMUX or 
line printer 

2209 XX Occurrence of a line printer interrupt Line printer 
without either the end of data transfer or 
end of operation interrupt bits set. 

2210 XX Occurrence ofa non-line printer SMUX SMUX or 
interrupt. device 
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Table 3·7 (Continued) . 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Briefpescription Failure 

2211 XX Simultaneous occurrence of both the end Line printer 
of data transfer and end of operation 
interrupts. 

2212 XX Li ne pri nter status error SMUX or 
line printer 

2213 08 Failure to translate the user's EBCDIC SMUX 
character into the line printer's ASCII 
character set. 

3.2.3.5 Line Printer Status Errors 

During the LP diagnostic program, status errors may be generated wh.ch utilize mnemonics to' 
report various hardware malfunctions. This paragraph lists and explains the error conditions and 
mnemonics for the line printer. 

Aline printer status error results when any of the following conditions occur: 

• One or more of the bits of the SMUX status register (FF77) or the line printer status 
register (FF7E) were not in the condition expected following an operation . 

• The block length register (FF75) failed to increment to zero. 

A line printer status error is identified asan off-line diagnostic error 2212 (reference paragraph 
3.2.3.4). The following messages are displayed which contain mnemonics that are explained below. 

If an SMUX status register (FF77) error occurred, the following message will be displayed: 

SMUX STATUS (XXXX) YYY ... Y 

XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the register and YYY ... Y is the mnemonic(s) that describes 
the error. Table 3-8 lists these mnemonics and their meanings. 

If a line printer status register (FF7E) status error occurred, the following message will be displayed: 

LP STATUS (XXXX) YYY ... Y 

XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the register and YYY ... Y is the mnemonic(s) that describes 
the error. Table 3-9 lists these mnemonics and their meanings. 
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Table 3-8. LP SMUX Status Register Error Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Definition 

SBSY SMUX busy bit set when not expected. 

N-SBSY SMUX busy bit not set when expected. 

CBSY SMUX coax output busy bit set when not expected. 

POLINT An SMUX polling interrupt occurred when not expected. 

SELINT An SMUX selection interrupt occurred when not expected. 

LPINT A line printer interrupt occurred when not expected. 

N-LPINT A line. printer interrupt failed to occur when expected. 

PARE An SMUX coax parity error occurred when not expected. 

BUSE A universal bus error occurred. 

Table 3-9. LP Line Printer Status Register Error Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Definition 

EODINT A line printer end of data transfer interrupt occurred when not 
expected. 

N-EODINT A line printer end of data transfer interrupt failed to occur when 
expected. 

EOPINT A line printer end of operation interrupt occurred when not expected. 

N-EOPINT A line printer end of operation interrupt failed to occur when 
expected. 

DEMAND The line printer demand bit was set when not expected. 

N-DEMAND The line printer demand bit was not set when expected. 

ONL The line printer on-line bit was set when not expected. 

N-ONL The line printer on-line bit was not set when expected. 

RDY The line printer ready bit was set when not expected. 

N-RDY The line printer ready bit was not set when expected. 

CONNECT The line printer connected bit was set when not expected. 

N-CONNECT The line printer connected bit was not set when expected. 
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If the block length register (FF73) failed to increment to zero during the operation the following 
will be displayed: 

I LENGTH NOT ZERO (XXXX) 

XXXXis the remaining byte count. 

3.2.3.6 Line Printer Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the line printer diagnostics. 
These tests are explained below on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by asterisks. 

* Test 00: SMUX Reset Register Test 

This test verifies the reset functions (write to main memory location F F70). 

* Test 01: Memory Address Register Test 

This test checks the memory address register (location FF71, bits 0-15). 

* Test 02: Block Length Register Test 

This test checks the block length register (location FF73, bits 4-15). 

* Test 03: Mode Register Test 

This test checks the mode register (location FF74, bits 12-15). 

* Test 04: Real Time Clock Check 

This test verifies'that the real time clock functions and can be controlled by the real time clock 
register (location FFF8, bit 15). 

* Test 05: Line Printer I nterrupt Test 

This test verifies that the lineprinter interrupt logic functions correctly. 
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* Test 06: Single Character ~Iiding Pattern Test 

This test verifies the ability of the line printer to print a partial print line and to print a specific 
character in a specific print column. A total of 132 lines are printed of the character E once in 
each column. 

* Test 07: Diamond Pattern Test 

This test displays a pattern designed to verify that the printer places print characters in the 
correct columns and can handle any starting or ending column. A total of 263 lines are printed 
of the character E in a diamond p.attern. 

* Test 08: Single Character Broadside Pattern Test 

This test prints 60 lines using the user's specified character in all user's specified print columns. 

* Test 09: Verify Imbedded (Textuall) Control Characters 

This test verifies the operation of the textual control characters. If this test is selected and the 
line printer does not have any textual control characters, the following message will be displayed: 
NO IMBEDDED CONTROLS - TEST SKIPPED. 

If the line printer does have imbedded (textual) control character capability, the program will 
then check if the printer has an electronic VFU. If it does, it will be loaded and ELEC VFU 
LOAD will be printed. Next, the following control functions will be performed followed by the 
printing of the name of the function: 

1) Perfor:m a form feed, then print FORM FEED. 
2) Perform a line feed/carriage return, then print LINE FEED/CARRIAGE RETURN. 
3) Perform a vertical tab,then print VE RTI CA L TAB. 
4) Perform a bell ring, then print BELL three times. 

If the printer does not have one of the above functions, that test will be skipped . . ) 

* Test 10: Verify Format Control Unit Spacing 

This test checks the line printer's ability to space all possible number of lines, as controlled by 
the format control unit. If the printer does not have format spacing capability, the following 
message will be displayed: NO VFU SPACE --- TEST SKIPPED. 

If the printer does have format spacing capability, LP SPACING TEST will be printed. The 
printer will print SPACE 0 LI NES if it has space zero lines capability and then space 0 lines. 
Next, SPACE 1 LINES will be printed and executed. The operation will continue in this manner 
until the maximum number of lines that can be spaced has been tested. 
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* Test 11: Verify Format Control Unit Skip to Channel 

This test checks the line printer's ability to:skip to a channel under control of the format con,trol 
unit. If the printer does not have a formatted skip to channeJ capability, the following message 
will be displayed: NO VFU SKIP - TEST SKIPPED. 

If the printer has an electronic VFU, it will be loaded and ELEC VFU LOAD will be printed. 

The printer will print SKIP TO CHANNEL 0 and then skip to channel O. Next SKIP TO 
CHANNEL 1 will be printed and executed. The operation will continue in this manner until 
all channels have been tested. 

* Test 12: All Characters, Line Broadside Pattern Test 

This test checks the line printer's ability to' print all characters in all print positions, and may 
also be used to verify horizontal and vertical alignment as well as hammer loading. Each charac
ter is printed across one complete line. 

* Test 13: All Charactersi Ripple PatternTest 

This test checks the line printer's ability to print all characters on the same line. The pattern 
begins with the first printable character in the character set which is placed in column one of 
line one. Each succeedin'g column is filled with the next character in sequence until the end of 
the character set is reached. 

* Test 14: Printer Speed Test 

This test checks the rate at which the line printer can print full lines and the ability of the SMUX 
to print multiple lines in a single operation. 

If the data buffer is at least 4096 bytes long, two 30 line ripple data patterns will be printed and 
USING 30 LINES/PRINT will be displayed. If the data buffer is less than 4096 bytes long, 60 
single line ripple data patterns will be printed and USINGSINGLE LINE/PRINT will be dis
played. Next the print rate will be output: PRINTER SPEED = XXXX.X LINES/MIN. 

* Test 15: Data Noise Pattern Test 

This test checks the ability of the line printer and cable to correctly handle characters when the 
data lines are alternated from zeros to ones and back to zeros. Sixty identical lines of the, "noise" 
pattern are generated. 

3.2.4 MAIN MEMORY DIAGNOSTICS (MD) 

Paragraph 3.2.4 contains the following information concerning the main memory diagnostics (MD)' 
(MD): . 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 
• Test errors codes. 
• Functional test descriptions. 
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If a specific function of main memory is to be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.4.5, Main Memory 
Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s} to run. 

3.2.4.1 Main Memory Diagnostic Test Procedures 

At this point MD has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v to ex
ecute the main memory diagnostics follow the procedure below. (Note: the message MD WI LL 
EXECUTE ON EITHER AN XPU OR XPU2 will be displayed.) 

Display 

a) MD COMMANDS 
CL CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
DM DISPLAY MENU 
EL DEFINE ERROR LIMIT 
MR DEFINE MEMORY RANGE 
ST STANDARD TESTS 
TS TEST SE LECTION 
RT RETURN TO DX 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) MEMORY TESTS 
TEST 0* ONES AND ZEROS 
TEST 1 * ALTERNATING ONES AND ZEROS 
TEST 2* UNIQUENESS 
TEST 3* TOGGLE 
TEST 4* SWAP 
TEST 5* EXECUTION 
TEST 6* MEMORY ERROR INT 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) MEMORY TESTS 
TEST 7* RAM MEMORY REFRESH 
TEST 8* WALKING ONES AND ZEROS 
TEST 9* WALKING COLUMN 
TEST 10* MOVING INVERSIONS 
TEST 11 * DECREMENT MEMORY TEST 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) I MD COMMAND = 

Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 

Press FIE LD REL. 

MR, then FIELD REL 

e) I LO 4K BLK ADR (04)7 Enter the starting 4K test block address 
(03-F), then FIELD REL. 
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Display 

f) I HI 4K BLK ADR (END OF MEMORY)? 

• g) I 128K BYTE MEMORY PCBA? (Y) 

h) I MD COMMAND = 

i) THE STANDARD SET OF TESTS (0-7,9, 
10) HAS BEEN SELECTED 
MD COMMAND 

j) [ ERR LIM (16 )= 

3-40 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter the ending 4K test block address 
(03-3F), then FIE LD R E L. Note that 
this value cannot be lower than the 
LO 4K B LK AD R selected above. The 
default value is the end of memory block 
address. When testing the 128K byte PCBA 
the diagnostic automatically tests the mem
ory 16K word (32K byte) blocks. If 
any portion of the 16K block is selected, 
the whole block is tested. With 128K 
byte PCBA's testing of low core is allowed 
since block 3 is part of the first 16K 
block. While testing this area, errors are 
reported only through the error indicator 
display. For 32K byte boards only: 
Since the diagnostics reside on memory 
board 0, all of memory cannot be tested 
at one time. To test board 0, swap the 
address selection switch settings on boards 
o and 1, reload the memory and the 
operator may begin testing another 
logical unit; go to paragraph 3.2 step v. 
CO to redefine the DX control options; 
go to paragraph 3.2 step i. 

This entry defines the type of memory 
board and memory chip size which, in 
turn, defines the block size tested (1 
memory chip boundary) Y, then FIELD 
RE L indicates a 128K byte PCBA is to 
be tested._ N, then FIELD REL indicates 
32K memory PCBA is to be tested. 

ST, thenFIELD REL to run standard 
tests. 
TS, then FIELD REL to run test selec
tions. Go to paragraph 3.2.4.2. 

E L, then FIE LD R E L to select the max
imum number of errors which may be 
output for a single test of one memory 
block. Go to paragraph 3.2.4.3. 

Depress FIELD REL 



Display 

k) I MD COMMAND = 

I) I OX 01 RECTIVE = 

m) I XXOOO to XXEFF R TEST n CNTc 

n) I TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
. OX DIRECTIVE = 

0) I TEST TERMINATED BECAUSE OF MERRI 

p) IMD TEST CAN'T BE RUN 

NOTE 

Keyboard Response 

RT, then FIELD REL 

EX, then FIELD REL 

At this time, the specific or standard 
tests will be executed. 
"XXOOO to XXE F F" indicates the bound
aries of the block under test. If fiR" 
is present, the code to execute the test 
is relocated to reside at the top of the 
block being tested. "TESTn" indicates 
the current test being executed. 
"CNTc" indicates the current test 
cou nt as it is decremented toward O. 
If there is an error, refer to paragraph 
3.2.4.4. If no errors occur, the follow
ing prompt will be displayed: 

EX will repeat the tests selected. Go to 
paragraph 3.2.4.e above. 
CL will clear all selected tests from 
memory and the operator may begin 
testing another logical unit. Go to 
paragraph 3.2' step i. 
CO to redefine the OX control options. 
Go to paragraph 3.2 step v. 

\NiII be displayed only if an unrecover
able memory error occurs during test 
execution. 

Will be displayed only if the diagnostic 
test program resides in the area that 
was to be tested. 

During testing of 128K Byte memory boards, the test will aI/ow testing of 
low core locations by moving all the programs in low core into upper memory 
locations. Since this involves removing al/ the message display programs, 
reporting of errors is limited to the error display register on the front of 
the machine. Just prior to going into this test mode, the following mes-
sage ;s output. 
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WATCH THE SYSTEM STATUS DISPLAY FOR ERROR IN
DICATIONS DURING THIS PORTION OF THE TESTING. 

The status display will indicate the number sequence "10", ''30'', ''40'' 
twice. If an error is detected in low core, the display will be flashing with 
one of these numbers. 

3.2.4.2 Main Memory Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

At this point TS has been selected in the Main Memory Diagnostic Standard Load Procedure, 
paragraph 3.2.4.1 h. To execute specific main memory test(s) follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

b) ICOUNT(1)= 

c) I ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 

Keyboard Response 

Select test number to run, then FIE LD 
REL. 

Select iteration count (0-32,767) 
(0 will cause the test to be skipped), 
then FIELD REL. 

If N then FIE LD R E L is selected, re
turn to paragraph 3.2.4.1j. 
If FIELD REL is selected, return to 
paragraph 3.2.4.2a above. Note that 
the TEST prompt in paragraph 3.2.4.2a 
above will have the test number selected 
incremented by one as the new defau It 
value. 

3.2.4.3 Main Memory Diagnostic Error Output LimitSpecification Procedure 

At this point E L has been selected in the Main Memory Diagnostic Test Procedure, paragraph 3.2.4.1 h. 
To specify the error output limit, follow the procedure below; 
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Display 

a) I ERR LIM (16) = 

Keyboard Response 

Enter the maximum number of errors 
which may be output for a single test 
of one memory block, then FIE LD R E L. 
Return to paragraph 3.2.4.1 h. Now standard 
or specific tests can be run with the above 
error output limit specified. 

3.2.4.4 Main Memory Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-10 below lists the main memory diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief 
error descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. 

Table 3-10. Main Memory Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code 1\10. Brief Description Failure 

1000 XX Data compare error due to RAM failure. Main memory 

1001 XX Unexpected memory error interrupt error. Main memory 
or XPU 

3.2.4.5 Main Memory Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the main memory diagnos
tics. These tests are explained below on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by 
asterisks. 

* Test 0: Ones and Zeros Test 

The entire "Lest block (XOOO-XFFF) is written with the tests patterns, 0000, 5555, AAAA, and 
FF FF separately and then read back and verified. This test is executed in two directions, from 
XOOO to XFFF and from XFFF to XOOO. 
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* Test 1: Alternating Ones and Zeros Test 

The entire test block (XOOO-XFFF) is written with the test pattern 0000, FFFF, 0000, .... 
and then read back and verified. This test is executed in two directions, from XOOO to XF F F 
and from X F F F to XOOO. 

* Test 2: Uniqueness Test 

The entire test block (XOOO-XFF F) is written with its own address. Each location is read back 
and verified. Each address read back is then complemented and written back into its respective 
location. Next, the complemented addresses are read back and verified. Once more the addresses 
are complemented back to the original values and verified. This test is executed in two directions, 
from XOOO to XFFF and from XFFF to XOOO. 

* Test 3: Toggle Test 

This test checks the ability of main memory to properly increment and decrement (instructions 
I NM and OeM). The entire test block (XOOO..;..XFF F) is filled with the value FF FE. Each 
location is toggled (I NM, OeM, I NM, oeM ..... ) 425 times, and then the entire test block is 
checked for FFFF. This procedure is repeated for FFFF and then the block is checked for 0000. 
Next, each location is t09gled (OeM, INM, oeM, INM ...... ) 25 times and then the entire 
block is checked for FFFF. This test is executed in two directions from XOOO to XFFF and 
from XFFF to XOOO. 

* Test 4: Swap 

This test verifies the ability of main memory to properly swap data with the A register (instruc
tion SWA). The entire test block (XOOO-XFFF) is filled with the initial background pattern 
from the table below, and the initial test pattern is loaded into the A register. Each location is 
exercised by 425 SWA instructions and then verified for the correct background pattern. Each 
location in the test block is tested in the above manner for all swap values listed below in 
Table 3-11. 
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:Table 3-11. Swap Values For Test 4 
~ 

Background Value Test Value 
(memory) (A register) 

0001 FFFE 
0002 FFFD 
0004 FFFB 
0008. FFF7 
0010 FFEF 
0020 FFDF 
0040 FFBF 
0080 FF7F 
0100 FEFF 
0200 FDFF 
0400 FBFF 
0800 F7FF 
1000 EFFF 
2000 DFFF 
4000 BFFF 
8000 7FFF 

* Test 5: Execution Test 

This test checks the ability to execute the following memory reference instructions: 

1) Store A (ST A) 
2) Load A (LDA) 
3) Unconditional Jump (JMP) 
4) Effective Address to B (EAB) 
5) Effective Address to X (EAX) 

* Test 6: Memory Error Interrupt Test 

This test verifies the proper functioning of the memory error interrupt logic. 

* Test 7: RAM Refresh Test 

This test verifies that RAM refresh circuitry isoperating properly. It detects the following 
failure conditions: 

1) The SMUX refresh register is not refreshing memory at the proper rate. 
2) The RAM is marginal and needs to be refreshed at a higher rate. 
3) Another PCB is stealing memory cycles. 
4) The system clock is not running at the proper speed. 
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Test 8: Walking Ones and Zeros Test 

The entire test block (XOOO-XF F F) is written with the initial background pattern from the 
table below. Next, the initial test pattern is written into the first location of the test block. The 
entire test block is read and verified. Each main memory location in the test block is tested in 
the above manner for all background and test patterns listed below in Table 3-12. 

Table 3-12. Background and Test Patterns for Test 8 

Backgrou nd Pattern Test Pattern 

FFFF 0000 

0000 FFFF 

FFFE 0000 

0000 FFFE 

Test 9: Walking Column Test 

The entire test block (XOOO-XFFF) is written with the initial background pattern from Table 3-12. 
Each row is read and verified to be the background data pattern. All columns in each row are 
written with the test data pattern, then read and verified. Each row and column in the test block 
is tested in the above manner for all background and test patterns listed in the table. 

Test 10: Moving Inversions 

Checks the test block using a moving inversions test pattern. A read/write/read operation inverts 
the data of each address sequentially. 

Test 11: -Decrement Memory 

I nitializes the test block to all F F F F. Next, each test cell is decremented around back to F F F F 
(64K decrements). 
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NOTE 

On some boards (typically board 0 with stack operations) 
accessing one cell a high number of times may cause problems. 
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3.2.5 SYSTEM EXERCISER DIAGNOSTICS (SX) 

The system exerciser diagnostic tests for interactions among working peripherals to achieve valid 
results, therefore, the following pretest conditions must be observed: 

a. Each peripheral subsystem to be included in the system exerciser should have success
fully completed all tests on its own diagnostic. 

b. Each selected device must be ready and on-line. 

c. All customers' disk files must be saved to tape; only scratch tapes should be used for the 
test. The disk drive must be preinitialized with RD diagnostics (Test 8). 

d. Since SX runs a memory test in the background of all memory not used by OX or SX, 
no other storage device diagnostic such as tape (TO) disk (RD) or memory (MD) should 
be selected to run the same execution cycle as SX. 

3.2.5.1 System Exerciser Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point, SX has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2.v. The 
diagnostic begins with the following display. To continue, perform "Keyboard Response" functions. 

Display 

SYSTEM EXERCISER V ( ) DATE 
--SYSTEM EXERCISER COMMANDS--
DR SYSTEM EXERCISER TEST OPTIONS 
RT RETURN TO OX 
ST STANDARD TESTS 
CE CLEAR ERROR AND PASS COUNTS 
DE DISPLAY ERROR AND PASS 

COUNTS 
CF DISPLAY CONFIGURATION 
RE RECONFIGURE CONTROLLER 
SX COMMAND = 

Keyboard Response 

DR, ~hen FIELD REL to select test 
options (paragraph 3.2.5.1.1) 
RT, then FIE LD R E L to return to diag
nostic executive. 
ST, then FIE LD R E L for standard tests 
(paragraph 3.2.5.1.2). 
DE, then FIE LD R E L to display 'error 
and pass counts (paragraph 3.2.5.1.3~ 
CE, then FIELD REL to clear error and 
pass cou nts. 
CF, then FIELD REL to display con
figuration (paragraph 3.2.5.1.4). 
R E, then FIE LD R E L to reconfigure 
controller (paragraph 3.2.5.1.5). 

3.2.5.1.1 0 R -- System Exerciser Test Options - Entering this command allows the operator to 
define the system exerciser test options. This procedure selects device parameters as follows: 

NOTE 

After DR, do NO T select ST or testopt;ons will be set to defaults. 
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Display 

a) I RUN TIME IN MINUTES (900) = 

b) HALT AT THE END OF SX 
EXECUTION (Y)? 

c) I **EXERCISE MAG TAPE (N)? 

d) I TAPE DRIVE (1)= 

e) I VERIFY DATA (Y)? 

f) PATTERN 1 (0000) = 

9)1 PATTERN 2 (A55A) = 

h) I BUFFER ADR (470D) 

i) BUFFER SIZE (1000) 

j) **EXERCISE LINE PRINTE R (N)? I 
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Keyboard Response 

Select execution time (1-32,767), then 
FIELD REL. 
NOTE: Execution time will be 1/3 
slower if VER'IFY DATA = Y is selected 
for each of the following controllers. 

FIE LD R E L if execution is to start after 
each IICO" (Control Options) loop count. 
Select N, then FIELD REL to continue 
testing until. "CO" count equals 1. 

FIE LD R E L to bypass mag tape testing. 
SelectY, then FIELD REL to test mag' 
tape. 

Select address of tape drive (1-4) to be 
tested. Then FIELD REL. Only one 
drive can be tested. 

FIE LD R E L to verify data, otherwise, 
select N, then FIE LD R E L. 

Select data pattern 1, then FIE LD R E L. 
Complement of this value will also be 
used during the test. 

Select data pattern 2, then FIE LD R E L. 
The complement of this value will also 
be used during the test. 

Change buffer address if desired, then 
FIELD REL. Otherwise use default 
value (F IE LD REL only). 

Change buffer size if desired, then 
FI E LD RE L. Otherwise use default 
value (FIELD REL only). 

Depress FIELD REL to bypass line print
er testing. Select Y, then FIE LD R E L to 
test line printer. 



Display 

k) I DELETE TEST IF OFF-LINE (Y)? I 

I) DATA ITERATION COUNT (10) 

m) I PATTERN 1 (3137) = 

n) I PATTERN 2 (0042) = 

0) BUFFER ADR (5700) = 

p) BUFFER SIZE (0042) = 

q) I XX EXERCISE KEYSTATION (N)?I 

r) I DATA ITERATION COUNT (100) 

s) I PATTERN 1 (E7E8) = 

Keyboard Response 

If during testing, the line printer goes 
off-line (e.g. paper-out, paper-jam, etc.) 
the line printer can be deleted from 
further system exerciser testing. Depress 
FIE'-:D REL to enable this delete option. 
Select N, then FIELD REL to disable 
the delete option. 

Select the nu mber of iterations to be 
performed per pass, then FIE LD R E L. 
If default value is to be used, FI E LD 
REL only. 

Select data pattern 1, then FIE LD R E L. 
If defau It value is to be used, FIE LD 
RE L only. Complement of this value 
will'also be used during test. 

Select data pattern 2, then FIE LD R E L. 
If defau It val ue is to be used, FIE LD 
RE L only. Complement of this value 
will also be used during test. 

Change buffer address if desired, then 
FIE LD R E L. Otherwise use defau It 
value (FIELD REL only). 

Change buffer size if desired, then FIE LD 
RE L. Otherwise use default value 
(FIELD REL only). 

Depress FIE LD R E L to bypass keystation 
testing. Select Y, then FIELD REL to 
test keystation. 

NOTE: This test will exercise only the 
diagnostic command console keystation. 

Select the nu mber of iterations to be 
performed per pass (1-32,767), then 
FIELD REL. Ifdefaultvalueistobe 
used,FI ELD RE Lonly. 

Select the first data pattern to be used, 
then FIELD REL. The complement of 
this value will also be used during the test. 
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Display 

t)1 PATTERN 2 (C4C5) = 

u) 1 BUFFER ADR (574F) = 

v) I BUFFER SIZE (0064) = 

W)I **EXERCISE RIGID DISK (N)? I, 

x) I DISK DRIVE NUMBER (1) = I. 
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Keyboard Response 

Select the second data pattern to be used, 
then FI ELD RE L. The complement of 
this value will also be used during the 
test. 

This indicates the starting address of the 
buffer allocated to the keystation. The 
default value is the computed value of 
the first available free space for the 
keystation buffer. Do not use any value 
less than the default value. Therefore, 
select the desired starting address, then 
FIELD REL. Otherwise, FIELD REL 
only. 

This indicates the length, in words, of 
the buffer allocated to the keystation. 
Each word. represents two characters. 
SX uses three words for control charac
ters so an input of 4 would result in two 
characters appearing. If a longer buffer 
length is selected than the keystation 
can accommodate, the excess characters 
will be sent out on the coax, resulting 
in more DMA, but they will not appear 
on the screen. The larger the data 
iteration count and the larger the buffer, 
the longer the pattern wi II stay on the 
screen without changing. To indicate 
that the keystation is not "hung," SX 

,toggles the second character on the 
screen after every write· operation. With 
this information in mind select the 
desired data value (4~ 1000), then 
FIELD REL. For default value, FIELD 
REL only .. 

Depress FIELD REL to bypass rigid disk 
testing. SelectY, then FIELD RELto 
test the disk. 

Select the disk drive (1-4) to be tested, 
then FIELD REL (only one drive may be 
selected). FIELD REL only will select 
drive # 1. , 



Display 

y) .lSTART CYLINDER (405) 

z) I END CYLINDER (405) 

aa) RUN THE TEST ON THE TOP 
PLATTER (Y)? 

ab) I VERIFY DATA (Y)? 

ac) I DATA ITERATION COUNT (100) = 

ad) IPATTERN 1 (1000) = 

ae) I PATTERN 2 (A55A) 

at) 1 BUFFER ADR (594F) 

ag) I BUFFER SIZE (OA2C) 

I, 

ah) 'I **EXERCISE COMM CONTROLLER (N)?I 

ail IVERIFY DATA (Y)? I 
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Keyboard Response 

Select the start cylinder (0-405) for 
testing, then FIE LD R E L. 

Select the end cylinder (0-405) for 
testing, then FIELD REL. 

Depress FIELD REL to test the top 
platter. Select N, then FIELD RE L to 
test bottom platter. The bottom sur
face is always used. This platter selec
tion applies to either dual or quad 
platter drives. 

FIE LD R E L to verify data. Otherwise 
select N, then FIE LD R E L. 

Select number of iterations to be per
formed per pass, then FIE LD R EL.I f 
defau It value is to be used, FIE LD R E L 
only. 

Select data pattern 1, then FIE LD R E L. 
The complement of this value will also 
be used in the test. 

Select data pattern 2, then FIE LD R E L. 
The complement of this value will also 
be used in the test. 

Change buffer address if desired, then 
FIELD REL. Otherwise use default 
value (FIELD REL only). 

Change buffer size if desired, then 
FI ELD RE L (min 4, max A80). Other
wise use default value (FIELD RE L only). 

FIELD REL to bypass communications 
controller testi ng. Select Y, then FIE LD 
RE L to test the controller. 

FIELD REL to verify data. Otherwise 
select N, then FIE LD R E L. 
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Display 

ail I DATA ITERATION COUNT (100) I 

ak) I PATTERN 1 (0000) = 

al) I PATTERN 2 (5555) 

am), BUFFER ADR (637B) = 

an) , BUFFER SIZE (1000) = 

ao) , SX COMMAND = 

ap) I DX DI RECTIVE '" 

Keyboard Response 

Select the nu mber of iterations to be 
performed per pass, then FIE LD R E L. 
If default value is to be used FIELD 
REL only. 

Select data pattern 1, then FIE LD R E L. 
Complement of this value will also be 
used in the test. 

Select data pattern 2, then FIE LD R E L. 
Complement of this value will also be 
used in the test. 

Change buffer address, if desired, then, 
FI E LD RE L. Otherwise use default 
value (FIELD REL only). 

Change buffer size, if desired, then 
FIELD REL. Otherwise use default 
(FIELD REL only). 

RT, then FIELD HEL to return to diag
nostic executive. 

EX, then FIE LD R E L. Th is wi" start 
the SX test. At the end of the test 
(run time) the system will pause and 
display the Error Summary (paragraph 
3.2.5.1.3) for the devices tested. 
NOTE: Testing can be terminated at 
any time by depressing CTR L/BYPASS. 

3.2.5.1.2 ST - Standard Tests - Entering this command selects all devices with standard defaults 
for testing. The following message will be displayed. 

ALL AVAILABLE DEVICES HAVE BEEN SELECTED WITH 

DR DEFAULTS 

a) I SX COMMAND = RT, then FIE LD R E L to return to diag
nostic executive 
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b) I DX DI RECTIVE = EX, then FIE LD R E L to start the ST 
test. 

3.2.5.1.3 DE - Display Error and Pass Counts - Selection of this command will cause a summary 
of error and pass counts of DR or ST tests to be displayed as follows: 

ERROR SUMMARY 

MAG TAPE 

LINE PRN 

KEYSTN 

RGD DISK 

COMM CTRL 

MEMORY 

PASS DATA STAT TIME· OVER· 
COUNT E.!!B.§.. ffiB.§.. QYI§. .RUNS 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

NOTE 

Select eE, then FIELD REL, if desired to clear error and pass 
counts. 

3.2.5.1.4 CF - Display Configuration - Selection of this command will display the configuration 
selected under DR. An example follows: 

Display 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
DEVICE NUMBER: 0001 
VERIFY DATA: YES 
ITERATION COUNT: 100 
PATTERN 1: 0000 
PATTERN 2: A55A 
BUFFER START: 470D 
BUFFER SIZE: 1000 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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Keyboard Response 

Depress FIELD REL. The next device 
selected will be displayed. 
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3.2.5.1.5 RE - Reconfigure Controller - Selection of RE permits reconfiguration of any of the 
devices available for testing. The following prompt wi" appear: 

Display 

a) RECONFIGURE ONLY THE BUFFERS (N)? 

b) MAGNETIC TAPE 
BUFFER ADR (71DF) = 
BUFFE R SIZE (1000) = 

c) DEVICE CODES: 
MT MAGNETIC TAPE 
LP LINE PRINTER 
KS KEVSTATION 
RD RIGID DISK 
CD COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER 

RECONFIGURE WHICH DEVICE? 

d) SX COMMAND = 

e) DX DIRECTIVE = 

3.2.6 TEST PANEL DIAGNOSTICS (PD) 

Keyboard Response 

Select V, then FIELD REL to reconfigure 
only the buffers of each device. An ex
ample of the prompts that will appear is 
shown in b) below. Depress FIELD REL 
only to reconfigure any options of all 
devices. The prompt shown in c) will 
appear. 

Select the device code of the selected 
device, then FIE LD R E L to display 
the DR test options. 

Select RT, then FIELD REL to return 
to DX 

Select EX, then FIELD REL to execute 
the system exerciser. 
At the end of the test '(run time) the sys
tem will pause, then display the E R RO R 
SUMMARY for the devices tested. 

NOTE: Testing can be terminated at 
any time by depressing CTRL/BVPASS. 

Paragraph 3.2.6 contains the following information concerning the test panel diagnostics (PD): 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 
• Test error codes. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the test panel/test panel controller is to be tested, refer to paragraph 
3.2.6.4, Test Panel Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 
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PD Diagnostics will only function with the new test set designed 
to operate with both the XPU and XPU2. 
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3.2.6.1 Test Panel Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At thia point PD has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. To run 
the diagnostic tests, the panel must be correctly connected to the system and the PROG indicator 
should be on. If it is not, depress the PROG switch. To execute the test panel diagnostics, follow 
the procedure below: 

Display Keyboard Response 

a) TEST SET DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS Depress FIELD REL. 
DM DISPLAY TEST DESCRIPTION MENU 
TS TEST SELECTION 
ST STANDARD TEST SET SELECTION 
RT RETURN TO DIAGNOSTIC CONTROL 
CL CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) PANEL TESTS Depress FIELD REL. 
TEST 0* DISABLE/ENABLE TEST 
TEST 1 * WRITE READ I/O REGISTERS 

TEST 
TEST 2* COMPARE REGISTER TEST 
TEST 3* COMPARE FUNCTION TEST 
TEST 4* ADDRESS REGISTER TEST 
TEST 5* DATA REGISTER TEST 
TEST 6* BUS HISTORY POINTER TEST 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) PANEL TESTS Depress FIELD REL. 
TEST 7* BUS HISTORY RECORDER TEST 
TEST 8* BUS WR ITE TEST 
TEST 9 HALT/STEP TEST 

'TEST 10 MICROCODE SYNC ACTION 
TEST 

TEST 11 PSW'INDICATOR EXERCISE 
TEST 12 DISPLAY EXERCISE 
TEST 13 SWITCH EXERCISE 

* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) PANEL TESTS Depress FIELD REL. 
TEST 14 READ/WRITE WAVEFORMS 
TEST 15 . DUTY CYCLE WAVEFORMS 

* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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TESTS 0-8 DO NOT REQUIRE A DISPLAY 
PANEL TO BE ATTACHED; 

e) I PD COMMAND = 

f) THE STANDARD SET OF TESTS (0-8) 
HAS BEEN SELECTED 
PD COMMAND = 

g) I DX DIRECTIVE = 

h) PANEL TEST IN PROGRESS 
TEST (number and title) 
COUNT (number) 
PROGRESS (number) 

i) TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
DX DIRECTIVE = 

The operator may respond with any of, the 
two letter commands shown in display (a) 
followed by FIELD REL. 

ST, then FIELD REL to run standard 
tests (0-8) 

TS, then FIELD REL to run test selection 
(paragraph 3.2.6.2) 
RT, then FIELD REL. 

EX, then FIELD REL. 

At this time the specific or standard 
tests will be executed. If there is an error, 
refer to paragraph 3.2 .6.3. 

EX, then FIE LD R E L will repeat execution 
of the tests 
CL, then FIELD REL will clear all tests 
from memory, and testing of other units 
may begin (3.2v.) 

3.2.6.2 Test Panel Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

The selection of TS (paragraph 3.2.6.1 a), allows the operator to select tests for execution and the 
iteration count for each test. The program starts by prompting for test 0 and continues prompting 
based on the operator's response. For more details on non-standard tests (9-15)" reference should 
be made to paragraph 3.2.6.4. 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

b) I COUNT (1) = 

c) I ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 
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Keyboard Response 

Select test number to be run (0-15), then 
FIELD REL. 

Select iteration count (0-32, 767)(0 will 
cause the test to be skipped), then FIELD 
REL. 

If N, then FIELD REL is selected, return 
to paragraph 3.2.6.1 for new command 
selection. Depressing FIELD REL will 
cause prompting for the next test. After 
all tests have been selected, the responses 
to the following prompts will start execut
i ng the tests. 



Display Keyboard Response 

d) I PD COMMAND = RT, then FIELD REL to return to DX. 

e) I DX DI RECTIVE = EX, then FIELD REL to execute. 

3.2.6.3 Test Panel Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-13 lists the test panel diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief interpreta
tion of error messages and possible failing hardware chips. 

Table 3-13. Test Panel Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

EOOO 0 Test set did not respond to anyone of the Memory 
memory addresses written to by the test 

E001 0 Enabled'test set cannot read back what was Compare LS 
written into the Compare LS register. Register 

E002 0 A '0000' data pattern is not what is read back Compare LS 
after a 0123 data pattern is written to the Register 
Compare LS register of a disabled test set. 

E003 1,2,5 Contents read from I/O register (XF R register) One of 12 possible 
and exclusive ORed with a 16 bit mask do not I/O registers that 
compare with expected data would appear in the 

error message 

E004 Not Used. 

EOO5 2 ' The Compare Register does not clear when test Compare Register 
set is reset. 

E006 2 The Compare Register fails to indicate proper Compare Register 
value when incremented or decremented by the 
test. 

EOO7 3 During a compare function either an interrupt One of 12 I/O 
occurred when values did not compare or an registers (see error 
interrupt did not occur when values were equal. message) 

EOOa 3 No time out sync condition interrupt generated TSC 
as a result of a program forced bus timeout. 
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Table 3-13 (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

E009 4 Program simulated "ADDRESS LOAD" switch Address Register 
results in wrong data being retrieved. LS 

EOOA 4 Program simulated "ADDRESS LOAD" switch Address Register 
results in wrong data being retrieved. MS 

EOOB 4 Reset of test set doesn't clear Address Register Address Register 
LS LS 

EOOe 4 Address Register LS, after'being loaded with 0000 Address Register 
and then incremented F F F F times, does not con- LS 
tain FFFF. 

EOOE Address Register LS, after being loaded with Address register 
FFFF and incremented 3 times, does not result MS 
in a 3 count in Address Register MS 

EOOF 4 Address RegisterLS fails a two part test in which: Address Register 
1) it is loaded with 0000 and an address decre- LS 
mented is simulated by program (address reg. LS 
should contain FFFF) 2) register is loaded with 
F F F F and decremented F F F F times address reg-
ister LS should contain 0000) 

E010 4 Address Register MS fails the same test described Address Register 
for EOOF above. MS 

E011 5 Resetting of the test set fails to clear the Data Data Register 
Register MS MS 

E012 6 Bus History Pointer fails one of the five-part Bus History 
test 6 as indicated in the appropriate error Pointer 
message. 

E013 8 Data written into a memory location via tsc Memory 
switch simulation does not compare to the 
data read out. 

E014 7 Error in a two part test where message 1 in- Bus History 
dicates that a particular bit within the Bus Register 
History Register pointed at by the Bus 
History Pointer could not be written to or 
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Table 3-13 (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

read from. Message 2 indicates that the Bus 
History Register pointed to by the Bus History 
Pointer did not copy the proper bus address 
provided during test. 

E015 13 Error in a three part test involving: 1) the Memory or 
WRITE swtich, 2) the WRITE INCREMENT message indicated 

! 

switch and the ADDRESS LOAD switch due switches 
to a mis-compare between data written into 
memory and data read from memory. 

3.2.6.4 Test Panel Diagnostic Test Description 

The following paragraphs provide brief functional descriptions of the 15 tests provided in the test 
panel diagnostic. Standard tests are indicated by asterisks. 

* Test 0: Disable/Enable 

This test verifies that all test set controller slave addresses, FFEO-FFFF, can be accessed wheth
er the controller is enabled or disabled. 

* Test 1: Write/Read I/O Registers 

This test checks the following TSC functions: 

1) Unique addressing for compare, address, and data registers with respect to other 
I/O registers. 

2) Unique addressing amongst the compare, address and data registers. 

3) Bit independence for the compare, address and data registers. 

* Test 2: Compare Register 

This test is structured as follows: 

1) The Compare Register is loaded with all ones via a store to Compare Register 
bus addresses FFE1/FFE2. These addresses are read and verified for correct 
data. 
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2) After a reset command to the TSC, the Compare Register addresses are again 
read and checked for all zeros. I 

3) The Compare Register is incremented from zero to its maximum count via 
simulation of the ADDR INCR switch and checked for the correct value after 
each increment. 

4) The Compare Register is decremented from its maximum count via simulation 
of the ADDR DECR switch and checked for the correct value after each 
decrement. 

* Test 3: Compare Function 

This is a two part test in which first, a one is shifted through the least significant 16 address 
bits in the compare logic, while a check is made for the correct occurrence of panel sync 
interrupts. Next, the various address agree, store address agree and bus time-out sync con
ditions are checked for proper operation via .appropriate switch simulations. 

*, Test 4: Address Register 

This test functions of the Address Register not checked by previous tests. In general, this 
consists of simulating the ADDR LOAD, ADDR INCR and ADDR DECR switches to load, 
increment and decrement the LS and MS sections of the Address Register while verifying for 
correct data after each step. 

* Test 5: Data Register 

This test checks the ability of the Data Register to be loaded via a DMA read and for the ability. 
to reset the Data Register. It starts by setting a value in 'XF R PATTE RN' and then moving the 
data selector to the bus position. The program waits 20 milliseconds to allow for a DMA cycle 
then examines the Data Register contents. The second part of the tests involves loading all 
one's in the Data Register, then issuing a reset to the test set controller. The MS portion of the 
register is checked for all zeros. Note: While the LS portion of the Data Register also gets 
reset, it cannot be verified by the program. 

* Test 6: Bus History Pointer 

This test verifies correct operation of the Bus History Pointer, with its up/down counter and 
. increment/decrement logic and the Bus History Enable Flip-flop. Once activated, the test goes 
through the following sequence: 

1) It increments the Bus History Pointer from its initial value through all of its 
64 states while checking for the correct pointer value after each increment. The 
same is done for the decrement function. 

2) A short program is initiated which, when the Bus History Pointer is enabled, 
will advance the pointer hex '34' steps for each of the following conditions: 
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• Bus History is enabled upon entry to the test program and disabled upon 
exit. The pointer should advance. 

• Bus History is not enabled upon entry to the test program. The pointer 
should not advance. 

• Bus History is enabled by Clear Switch simulation upon entry to the test 
program and disabled upon exit. The pointer should advance. 

* Test 7: Bus History Recorder 

I n this, the Bus History Recorder is tested to verify that each of the 64 locations are unique 
and that each bit of each location is independent. Uniqueness is verified by a subroutine which 
enables bus history recording and then executes a series of instructions whose addresses will 
be copied by the Bus History Recorder. Each address copied will be unique. At the end of the 
subroutine, the Bus History Recorder is disabled and the conteflts checked against the addresses 
in the subroutine. Bit independence is verified by shifting a one on a background of zeros 
through each of the 64 locations of the Bus History Recorder. Each location is checked for the 
correct value after each shift. 

* Test 8: Bus Write 

Test 8 verifies operation of TSC DMA logic and a portion of the switch simulate logic. This is 
done first for the write function by storing 16 data values into a memory location via simulation 
of the WRT switch and checking for the correct value in memory after each store operation. 
Next, the write increment function is tested via simulation of the WRT/INCR switch. For this 
part of the test, a block of 16 sonsecutive addresses is written (with a different data value for 
each location) and checked for correct data after each write. 

Test 9: Halt/Step 

This test allows verification of the halt/step features in both the clock step and instruction step 
modes. Operator assistance is required. The test is conducted as follows: 

a) Operator is given clock mode prompt. 

b) Test begins by putting TSC in a clock halt mode. If a TSC to processor interface 
cable is installed, the operator can observe the microcode address advance by 
depressing the HALT/STEP switch. 

c) Depressing the RUN button causes the instruction halt mode prompt to be issued. 

d) Upon operator initiation, TSC is put in instruction halt mode by the program. 

e) Operator depresses RUN button again - test finishes. 
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, Test 10: Sync Action Halt 

This test allows verification of the microcode address agree logic. This requires both operator 
assistance and an interface cable from the TSC to processor to be installed. The test sequence 
is as follows: 

a) The operator is prompted as to the required actions and results. 

b) The program sets up microcode compare address. 

c) Program sets up sync condition and sync action. 

d) Program halts - operator verifies. 

e) Operator depresses RUN' button - test finishes. 

Test 11: PSW Indications Exercise 

This test allows verification of the panel PSW indicator LED's, the BUS TIMEOUT and DATA 
ERR indicator LED's, and the INTR indicator LED. Operator assistance is required. The test 
sequence is as follows: 

a) The program prompts the operator and waits for a response. 

b) The PSW indicator LED's are stepped across the panel display from left to right. 
Each LE D is on for approximately one second. 

NOTE 

Because the program will be interrupted when the PSW T (trace) 
LED is on, the indicator LED 'on' time may be somewhat 
erratic. This should be considered normal. 

c) Next, the BUS TIMEOUT indicator LED is turned on for approximately one 
second, then bqth the BUS TIMEOUT and DATA ERR indicator LED's turned 
on also for approximately one second. Each of these actions will cause the I NTR 
indicator LE D to come on also. 

Test 12: Display Exercise 

This test allows visual verification of the panel display selector indicator LE D's, the hex DATA 
and ADDRESS displays and the ADX1/ADX2 indicator LED's. Operator assistance is required. 
The test sequence is as follows: 

a) The program prompts the operator and waits for a response. 

b) The display indicator LED's are checked via program simulation of the move 
right and move left switches, causing the indicator LED's to circulate from left 
to right twice and then right to left twice. 
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c) The DATA and ADDRESS displays are individually checked by first incrementing 
each hex digit in the display from zero to F, starting with the least significant 
digit. Then, each hex digit is decremented from F to zero, starting again with the 
least significant digit. 

d) Next, the ADX1 / ADX2 indicator LED's are checked by toggling each indicator 
on and off individually. 

Test 13: Switch Exercise 

This test directs the operator through a functional check of the test set panel switches. The 
program is structured as follows: 

The program prompts the operator and waits for a response. The program issues a 
control switch test prompt, waits for a response, then begins to issue a series of 
prompts which instruct the operator as to which switches to push and which indi
cator LED's to verify. The operator is given approximately 5 seconds to complete 
each test before the next prompt is issued. The program issues a keyboard test prompt 
then waits for an operator response after he has completed the test. The test consists 
of depressing each keyboard switch, in order, and verify the display results. 

The program issues an ADDR INCR switch test prompt and then waits for an operator 
response after the test has been completed. 

The program issues an ADDR DECR switch test prompt and then waits for an oper
ator response after the test has been completed. 

The program issues a WRT INCR switch test prompt and waits for an operator re
sponse after the test has been completed. The program then verifies memory data 
written as a result of the WRT I NCT switch action. 

The program issues a WRT switch test prompt and waits for an operator response 
after the test has been completed. The program then verifies memory data written 
as a result of the WRT switch action. 

The program issues an ADD R LOAD switch test prompt and waits for operator re
sponse after the test has been completed. 

The program issues another WRTswitch test prompt in order to verify the ADDR 
LOAD switch function by checking for correct memory data in the correct memory 
address. 

The program issues a DISPLAY SELECTOR switch test prompt and then awaits 
operator response when the test is complete. The test consists of manually stepping 
the DISPLAY SE LECTOR indicator LED's across the display by use of the move 
right and move left switches. The program issues a MP RT switch test prompt. 
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NOTE 

If the MPRT switch test is performed the system will be reset 
and will have to be bootstrap loaded to continue with any 
testing. 

Test 14:· Read/Write Waveforms 

This test provides a scope display of most of the read and all of the write signals from the read 
decoder and write decoder logic. The program sequentially reads each TSC address (except 
FFEE), then sequentially writes to each address including addresses FFFA, FFFB and FFFF. 
This program loop will continue until halted by the operator depressing the CNTRL/BVPASS 
keys on the keyboard. 

Test 15: Duty Cycle Waveform 

This test provides a scope test pattern which can be used to verify operation of the duty cycle 
test point feature. The test point is made to toggle at a frequency of approximately 1 Mhz. 
Once initiated, the test will continue until the operator depresses the CNTR L/BVPASS keys 
on the keyboard. 

3.2.7 RIGID DISK DIAGNOSTICS (RD) 

Paragraph 3.2.7 contains the following information concerning the rigid disk diagnostics (RD): 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 

• Test error codes. 

• Rigid disk status errors. 

• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the rigid disk drive/disk controller is to be tested, refer to paragraph 
3.2.7.5, Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

3.2.7.1 Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point RD has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. Before 
executing the rigid disk diagnostics, be certain that all important customer data has been saved. 
To execute the rigid disk diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

Display Keyboard Response 

a) RIGID DISK DIAG (XXX) date Press FIELD REL. 
RIGID DISK DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS 
DR DEFINE DRIVE OPTIONS 
TS TEST SELECTION 
RT RETURN TO DX 
ST STANDARD TEST SET SE LECTION 
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Display 

OM DISPLAY TEST DESCRIPTION MENU 
CL CLEAR TEST AND DRIVE NBR 

SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

Keyboard Response 

b) RIGID DISK TESTS Press FIELD REL 
TEST 0* EXTERNAL CONTROLLER TEST 
TEST 1* INTERNAL CONTROLLER TEST 
TEST 2* UNLOAD LOAD TEST 
TEST 3* BASIC CONTROLLER/DRIVE 

TEST (W) 
TEST 4* SEEK/STATUS ERROR TEST (W) 
TEST 5* WRITE/READ (W) 
TEST 6* RANDOM SEEK/READ (W) 
* ::: STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) RIGID DISK TESTS Press FIELD REL 
TEST 7* RANDOM DATA WRITE/READ (W) 
TEST 8 INITIALIZE AND VERIFY (W) 
TEST 9 VERIFY DISK DATA 
TEST 10 OVERLAPPED SEEKS (W) 
TEST 11 REPETITIVE SEEK 
TEST 12 REPETITIVE RESTORE 
TEST 13 WRITE (W) 
* ::: STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) RIGID DISK TESTS Press FIELD REL 
TEST 14 READ 

e) 

f) 

TEST 15 TROUBLESHOOTING AID 
* ::: STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

TESTS 0 AND 1 TEST 
ONL Y THE CONTROLLER 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

THIS MODULE HAS ONE AUTOMATIC 
CALL TO DR, HERE WE GO 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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Press FIELD REL 

This statement will appear after FI E LD 
R E L in step e is depressed the first time 
RD is used. Thereafter, DR, then FIELD 
R EL, has to be entered in response to 

I RD COMMAND::: f 

Press FIELD REL to continue. 



Display 

g) I DRIVE (1) = 

h) X READY X WRTPRT 
X 2200BPI X 200TPI 
X FIXED X 64SECT 
X 2400RPM X 2 PLAT 
X SAFE X 4 PLAT 

i) UNABLE TO DETERMINE DEVICE 
TYPE 

j) PLATTER (N) 
TEST BOTTOM SU R FACE (Y)? 

k) PLATTER(N) 
TEST TOP SU R FACE (Y)? 

I) I START CYLINDER (32) = 

m)l END CYLINDER (64) = 

n) I START SECTOR (0) = 

0) I END SECTOR (63) = 

p) I DATA PATTERN 1 (5555) = 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter the drive (1-4) to be tested, then 
FIELD BEL.' 

The program now determines the type status 
of the drive selected in para. 3.2.7.1g above. 
The "X" before each status condition can either 
be an N for "no" or "not" or a blank for "yes". 
This status information should be checked to in
sure agreement with the type of drive selected 
and the switch settings on the rigid disk controller. 

Will be displayed only if the program is unsuc
cessful in determining the drive type status due 
to a controller malfunction. The type status will 
be defaulted to the following values: 
READY N-WRTPRT 2200BPI 200TPI 
FIXED 64SECT 2400RPM N-2PLAT 
N-SAFE N-4PLAT 

Enter FIELD REL if you want to test the 
bottom surface of platter N. If the number of 
platters N specified in para. 3.2.7.h above was 
greater than 1 ,then return to 3.2.7.lj above. 
Note that the platter number N will be incre
mented for each iteration until N equals the 
number of platters specified. 

Enter FIE LD if you want to test the top 
surface of platter N. 

Select the first cylinder to be tested (0-202 for 
100TPI or 0-405 for 200 TPI), then FIELD REL. 

Select the last cylinder to be tested (0-202 for 
100TIP, or 0-405 for 200TPI), then FIELD REL. 

Select the first sector to be tested: (0-63) for 
84 bytes/sector drive; (0-23) for 512 bytes/ 
sector, 4400 bpi drive; (0-13) for 512 bytes/ 
sector, 2200 bpi drive. 

Select the first sector to be tested: (0-63) for 
84 bytes/sector drive; (0-23) for 512 bytes/ 
sector, 4400 bpi drive; (0-13) for 512 bytes/ 
sector, 2200 bpi drive. 

Select data pattern 1 (OOOO-FFFF), then 
FIELD REL. 



Display 

q) [. DATA PATTERN 2 (AAAA) = 

r) I SECTORS TRANSFERRED 64 = 

s) RD COMMAND = 

t) DRIVE (1) = 

( 

u) ANY OTHER DRIVES TO BE TESTED (N)? 
THE STANDARD TEST SET (0,1,3-7) 
HAS BEEN SELECTED 

v) RD COMMAND = 
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Keyboard Response 

Select data pattern 2 (OOOO-F FF F), 
then FIELD REL. 

Select the number of sectors to be 
transferred with each data command 
(1-64), then FIELD REL. 

If this is not done for a new pack, errors 
will be displayed which are due to the 
lack of headers on the new pack. 

ST then FIE LD R E L to run standard 
tests. 
TS then FIE LD R E L to run test selec
tions. Go to paragraph 3.2.7.2. 

Select the drive number (1-4) then 
FIELD REL that the standard tests are 
to be executed on. Note that if a drive 
is selected for which DR parameters 
have not been specified starting in para
graph 3.2.7.1 h, then the default values 
will be used for prompts 3.2.7 .1j 
through 3.2.7.1 r, and CAUTION 
DRIVE PARAMETERS DEFAULTED! 
will be displayed. 

[:~~~!!~~] 
(W) AFTER THE TEST TITLE INDICATES 
THAT THE TEST WILL WRITE DATA TO 
THE DISK. BE CERTAIN TO SAVE THE 
USER'S DATA THAT IS ON DISK BEFORE 
EXECUTING THOSE TESTS. 

If no other drives are to be tested, press 
FIELD REL. 
If more drives are to be tested, select Y 
and then FIELD REL. 
Now, parameters must be set for the 
other drives to be tested. Go to para
graph 3.2.7.1 g. 

RT, then FIELD REL. 



Display 

w)'1 __ D_X_D_I_R_E_C_T_IV_E_= ______________ ~ 

x) RIGID DISK TEST IN PROGRESS TEST 
(number and title) 
COUNT (number) 
PROGRESS (number) 

y)I_T_O_T_A_l_E~R_R_O_R_S_=_O __________ ~ _DX DIRECTIVE = 

Keyboard Response 

EX, then FIELD REL. 

At this time, the specific or standard 
tests wi" be executed. If there is an 
error, refer to paragraph 3.2.7.4. If no 
errors occur, the following prompt will 
be displayed: 

EX, then FIELD REL will repeat the 
tests selected. 
Cl, then FIELD REL will clear all 
selected tests from memory and the 
operator may begin testing another 
logical unit. Go to paragraph 3.2v. 
CO, then FIELD REL to redefine the 
DX control options. Go to paragraph 
3.2j. 

3.2.7.2 Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure' 

At this time TS has been selected in the Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test Procedure, paragraph 3.2.7.1s. 
To execute specific rigid disk test(s) follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) DRIVE (1) = 

b) I TEST (0) = 
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Keyboard Response 

Select the drive number (1-4) that the 
specific tests are to be executed on, 
then FIELD REL. 
Note that if a drive is selected for which 
DR parameters have not been set start
ing in paragraph 3.2.71 f above, then the 
default values will be used for prompts 
3.2.7.1 d through 3.2.7.1 r above, and 
CAUTION DRIVE PARAMETERS 
DEFAUL TEDI will be displayed. 

Select test number (0-15) to be run, 
then FIELD REL. 
Note: If test 15 is selected, -refer to 
paragraph 3.2.7.3 for directions. 



Display 

c) I COUNT (1) = 

d) I ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 

Keyboard Response 

Select iteration count then FIELD REL 
(0-32,767). 0 will cause the test to be 
skipped. 
If test 15 was selected in paragraph 
3.2.7.2b above, go to paragraph 3.2.7.3. 

If N, then FIELD REL is selected, 
return to paragraph 3.2.7.1 v. 
If FIELD REL is selected, return to 
paragraph 3.2.7 .2b above. Note that the 
TEST prompt in paragraph 3.2.7 .2b 
above will have the test number selected 
incremented by one as the new default 
value. 

3.2.7.3 Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test 15 (Troubleshooting Aid) Procedure 

At this time test 15 (troubleshooting aid) has been selected in the Rigid Disk Specified Test Pro
cedure, paragraph 3.2.7 .2b. 

Note that if the following parameters have been previously selected and a DX DI RECTIVE = CL 
has not been performed, then some of the following default values will be those that were previ
ously selected. 

To execute test 15, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) TEST 15 TROUBLESHOOTING AID ONLY 
CMND (XXXX) = 

b) I DEVICE (XXXX) = 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter one of the following to specify 
the command: 
0001 for a restore 
0002 for a seek 
0010 for a write 
0011 for a read 
0012 for a write zeros 
0014 for a verify or read diagnostic 
0015 for an initialize 
0020 for a start/stop 
0030 for a device status 
then depress FIELD REL command. 

Enter one of the following to specify 
the device address: 
0080: drive 1, bottom platter, bottom 
surface. 



Display 

c) I CYLSEC (0000). = 

d) BlK lEN (0000) = 
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Keyboard Response 

0081: drive 1, bottom platter, top 
surface. 
0082: drive 1, top platter, bottom 
surface. 
0083: drive 1, top platter, top surface. 
0040: drive 2, bottom platter, bottom 
surface. 
0041: drive 2, bottom platter, top 
surface. 
0042: drive 2, top platter, bottom 
surface. 
0043: drive 2, top platter, top surface. 
0020: drive 3, bottom platter, bottom 
surface. 
0021: drive 3, bottom platter, top 
surface. 
0022: drive 3, top platter, bottom 
surface. 
0023: drive 3, top platter, top surface. 
0010: drive 4, bottom platter, bottom 
surface. 
0011: drive 4, bottom platter, top 
surface. 
0012: drive 4, top platter, bottom 
surface. 
0013: drive 4, top platter, top surface. 
Then, depress FIELD REL. 

Enter a 16-bit hex value for the cylinder 
and sector address in the following 
manner: the most significant 10 bits is 
the cylinder address (000 is the outer
most cylinder) and the least significant 
6 bits is the sector address (000 is the 
first sector following the index pulse). 
Then, depress FIE LD R E L. 

Enter the two's complement of the hex 
value of the block length, then depress 
FIELD REL. 
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Display 

h) I VRFY OP STATUS (N)? 

i) I VEFY DEV STATUS (N)? 

j) DELAY MS (0) = 

k) LOOP COUNT (0) = 

I) TEST 15 TROUBLESHOOTING ONLY 
XXXX = PROGRAM START ADR 
XXXX = 10CB ADR 
XXXX = DATA BUFFER ADR 
PRESS ANY KEY 3 TIMES TO START 

m) I/O CONTROL BLOCK CONTENTS 
(XXXX) = XXXX 
(XXXX) = XXXX 
(XXXX) = XXXX 
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Keyboard Response 

• Set the third MSB = 1 if the drive 
will be seeking to the designated 
cylinder (seeking). 

• Set the sixth MSB = 1 .if the drive has 
two platters (dual platter). 

• Set the eighth MSB = 1 if the drive has 
406 cylinder (dual track). 

• Set the remaining ~its equal to zero. 
Then depress FIE LD R E L. 

Enter Y then FIE LD R E L if you want 
to verify the operation status, by com
paring the actual status with the 
expected operation status set up in 
paragraph 3.2.7.3f above. 
Enter N then FIELD REL if you do not 
want to verify the operation status. 

Enter Y then FIE LD R E L if you want 
to verify the device status by comparing 
the actual status with the expected 
device status set up in paragraph 3.2.7.3g 
above. 
Enter N then FIELD REL if you do not 
want to verify the device status. 

Enter the delay in milliseconds which is 
to be used in each loop of the program, 
then depress FIE LD R E L. 

Enter the decimal number of loops from 
o to 32,767 to be executed, then depress 
FIELD REL. 

Depress any three keys. 

This prompt will be displayed only if . 
there was a device or operation status 
miscompare between the expected and 
actual status. The values in parentheses 



Display 

(XXXX) = XXXX 
(XXXX) = XXXX 
(XXXX) = XXXX 
(XXXX) = XXXX 

n) I CONTINUE YIN? 

3.2.7.4 Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Keyboard Response 

are the main memory locations of the 
control block rungs. The values to the 
right are the actual contents of each 
control block rung. 
The I/O control block consists of eight 
contiguous memory locations (rungs) as 
follows: 
• CB+O: Command 
• CB+1: Device address 
• CB+2: Cylinder, sector address 
• CB+3: (Not used) 
• CB+4: Data block starting address 
• CB+5: Data block length 
• CB+6: Operation status 
• CB+ 7: Device status 

Enter N then FIELD REL if you do not 
want the program to execute once more. 
Enter V then FIELD REL if you do 
wish to continue. Return to paragraph 
3.2.6.3a above. 
Depress CTR L/BVPASS if you want to 
terminate test 15. Return to paragraph 
3.2 7~2. 

. Table 3-14 below lists the rigid disk diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief error 
descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. For a more detailed explanation of the error 
messages, see paragraph 3.2.7.5. 

Table 3-14. Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

4001 00 Failure to disable bus drivers. RDC 
(rigid disk 
controller) 

4002 00 Mailbox data compare error. RDC 

4003 XX CRC compare error. RDC or 
disk drive 
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Test 3-14. (Continued) 

Error Test ~. Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

4004 00 R DC status error. RDC 

4005 XX R DC timeout error. RDC 

4006 XX Command timeout error. RDC 

4007 XX Bustimeout when accessing a RDC address. RDC 

4008 XX Data compare error. RDC or 
disk drive 

4009 XX Disk address compare error. RDC or 
disk drive 

400A 03 Incorrect R DC busy status bit setting. RDC 

400B XX Status compare error. RDC or 
disk drive 

400C 04 Maximum full disk seek time exceeded. Disk drive 

400D 03 I ncorrect interrupt pending status bit RDC 
setting. 

400E 10 No seek complete interrupt. Disk drive 

400F 10 Unexpected seek complete interrupt., Disk drive 

4010 XX Seeking status error. Disk drive 

4011 10 Must have two or more drives to execute Disk drive 
test 10. 

-~ , 
4012 01 I nternal micro code diagnostic data RDC 

miscompare. 

4013 04 Surface selection test failure. Disk drive 
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3.2.7.5 Rigid Disk (RD) Status Errors 

Rigid disk status compare errors occur when the status of the operation does not compare to a 
predetermined status word. The expected and actual status will be reported in the off-line diagnos
tic test error message. If the status reported is not specified as controller, drive or operation status, 
then a general status word is displayed which consists of status bits concerning the disk drive, the 
controller and the disk operations. The format of this general rigid disk status word is described 
in Table 3-15. 

3.2.7.6 Rigid Disk Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the rigid disk diagnostics. 
These tests are explained below on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by asterisks. 

Note that a "w" after the test title indicates that the test will 
write data to the disk. Be certain to save the user's data that 
is on disk before executing those tests. 

* Test 0: External Controller Test 

This test verifies that the bus drivers function properly, that all controller addresses are accessible, 
and that the mailbox register is operational. 

* Test 1 : I nternal Controller Test 

This test executes the rigid disk controller's internal diagnostic microprogram. 

Test 2: Unload/Load Test 

This test checks the execution of unload/load command. 

* Test 3: Basic Controller/Drive Test (W) 

This test verifies that each command executes correctly and that the busy and interrupt pending 
status bits are set correctly. It tests the controller's ability to set most of the bits of the address 
bus and tests for correct data transfer from one word to full cylinder word length. This test is 
executed using end cylinder value specified by the operator. 

* Test 4: Seek/Status Error Check (W) 

This test verifies that the header error, length check, and seek status bits function correctly. 
It checks seek timing on a maximum duration seek operation, seek status during a seek operation 
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Table 3-15. General Rigid Disk Status Word Format 

Bit Description Reference 

(MSB) 0 Drive ready Drive 

1 File protect Drive 

2 Seeking Drive 

3 Seek complete Controller 

4 Seek check Controller 

5 Multi~platter Device 
( 

6 -- --
, 

7, 200 TPI .-' Device 

8 Normal end Operation 

9 Header error Operation 

10 CRC,error Operation 
.. 

11 Data late Operation 
I 

12 Sector overrun Operation 

13 Drive malfunction Operation 

14 Drive address error Operation 

(LSB) 1? Universal bus data error Controller 

and performs a seek damping test. This test performs a full cy'linder read/write and a partial 
sector read/write. It also performs a sequential seek, checks for proper first header data and 
performs a surface selection check. 

Test 5: Seek/Write/Read Test (W) 

This test performs sequential seek/write/read operations using operator specified parameters. It 
checks for correct status after each individual operation and, where application, compares the 
input and output buffers for data errors. 
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* Test 6: Random Seek/Read Test (W) 

This test performs 1024 random seek reads within the range of the operator specified parameters 
with block length of one sector. This disk is first initialized with data patterns 1 and 2. 

* Test 7: Random Seek/Write/Read Test (W) 

This test performs 4096 random seek/write/read operations with random data within the range 
of the operator specified parameters. 

Test 8: Initialize and Verify Test (W) 

This test init!alizes the disk using the initialize with zero command with the range of the opera
tor specified parameters. It then checks with a read diagnostic command for the proper header 
and data. 

Test 9: Verify Disk Data Test 

This test verifies that there are no header or CRC errors on the disk. It executes the verify com
mand with a block length equal to a complete cylinder on all cylinders. 

Test 10: Overlapped Seeks 

This test issues seek and read commands to all drives that are ready. These commands are execu
ted within the range of the parameters specified by the operator for each particular drive. If only 
one drive has been selected or is ready, the test will be cancelled and an error prompt will be 
displayed. 

Test 11: ,Repetitive Seek Test 

This test performs 1024 seeks between the start and end cylinder specified by the operator. 
After every 60 seeks an average seek time will be displayed: 

SEEK OUT TIME = XXXX MS 
SEEK BACK TIME = XXXX MS 

Test 12: Repetitive Restore Test 

Th is test performs 1024 restores. 

Test 13: Write (W)' Test 

This test writes the data specified by the operator onto the disk over the cylinder and sector 
range specified by the operator. 
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Test 14: Read Test 

This test reads and compares the data specified by the operator from the disk over the cylinder 
and sector range specified by the operator. 

Test 15: Troubleshooting Aid 

This test allows the operator to troubleshoot the controller or drive at a basic level. The operator 
sets up the control block except for the data block starting address rung. He also sets up a loop 
count and specifies whether he wants to verify the operation and/or the device status. The 
program is then executed with each loop having the delay selected, looping as many times as 
selected. While looping, the controller cannot be interrupted and will return control to the 
operator when the loop count has reached zero. If verification of status was selected and an 
error occurs the operator may gain control at the time of'an error display. When the loop count 
has gone to zero it will again prompt for the operator to set up the control block. To exit this 
test CTRL/BYPASS should be entered at any point when the program is in the operator control 
mode. 

'3.2.8 MAGNETIC TAPE DIAGNOSTICS (TO) 

Paragraph 3.2.8 contains the following information concerning the magnetic tape diagnostics 
(TO): 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 

• Test error codes. 

• Magnetic tape status errors. 

• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the magnetic tape drive/tape controller is to be tested, refer to paragraph 
3.2.8.7, Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

3.2.8.1 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point TO has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2t. To 
execute the magnetic tape diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) --MAG TAPE DIAG COMMANDS-
OM DISPLAY MENU 
DR DEFINE DRIVE OPTIONS 
TS TEST SELECTION 
UD USER DATA 

Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 
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Display 

RT RETURN TO DX 
ST STANDARD TESTS 
CL CLEAR TEST AND DRIVE 

SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE. 

b) --TAPE TESTS--
TEST 0* CONT REGS 
TEST 1 * INTERNAL DIAG 
TEST 2* LOOPBACK 
TEST 3* RESET FUNCTION 
TEST 4* BASIC OPERATIONS 
TEST 5* START ADDR/LENGTH 
TEST 6* CMD TEST 1 (W/R/RFW) 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) --TAPE TESTS-
TEST 7* CMD TST 2 
TEST 8* USER DATA 
TEST 9* INCREMENTING DATA 
TEST 10* CHAR PARITY 
TEST 11 * CRC/LRC 
TEST 12* OFF-LINE 
TEST 13* RANDOM EXER 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) --TAPE TESTS-
TEST 14 WRITE REEL 
TEST 15 READ REEL 
TEST 16 READ USER TAPE 
TEST 17 CAPSTAN RAMP 
TEST 18 FLUX GATE 
TEST 19 HEX DUMP DISPLAY 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

e) TESTS 0-3 TEST ONLY 
THE CONTROLLER 
TDCOMMAND = 

Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 

Press FIELD REL 

Press FIELD REL. 

DR, then FIELD REL 
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Display 

f) DRIVE (1) = 

g) I DRIVE BUSY - NOT ASSIGNED 

h) DRIVE STATUS TIMEOUT - NOT 
ASSIGNED 

i) DRIVE NOT RDY - NOT ASSIGNEDI 

j) DRIVE NOT ONL - NOT ASSIGNEDI 

k) I DRIVE FPT 

I) I DRIVE NOT FPT 

m)1 7TR 

n) I 9TR I 
0) I NRZ 

PE 

3..aO 

Keyboard Response 

At this time the diagnostic tape must be 
removed, and a scratch tape mounted 
and brought to the load point. The 
scratch tape must have a write ri ng 
installed. Depress FIE LD R E L. 

Will be displayed only if the busy bit of 
the controller status register (F F33) is 
set. 

Will be displayed only if a status request 
operation fails to terminate within one 
second. 

Will be displayed only if the tape drive 
is not ready. Bring the tape to BOT. 

Will be displayed only if the tape drive 
is not on-line. Depress the READY 
button on the tape drive. 

Will be displ,ayed if the file protect bit 
is set. 

Will be displayed if the fi Ie protect bit 
is not set. 

Will be displayed if the data tracks bit 
is 7 tracks. 

Will be displayed if the 9ata tracks bit 
is 9 tracks. 

Will be displayed if the format bit is 
NRZ. 
Will be displayed if the format bit is 
PEa 



Display 

p) I SHEAD 

D HEAD 

q) I LOSPD 

HISPD 

r) I ANY MORE DRIVES (Y)? 

5) I TD COMMAND = 

t) THE STANDARD SET OF TESTS 
(0-11,13) HAS BEEN SE LECTED 

u) I TD COMMAND = 

v) I DX DI RECTIVE = 

w) TEST 0 (Title of test) 
COUNT 1 

x) TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
DX DI RECTIVE = 
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Keyboard Response 

Wi II be displayed if the head type bit 
is single stack (read or write). 
Wi II be displayed if the head type bit 
is dual stack (read after write). 

Will be displayed if the drive speed bit 
is low speed (lS.75 ips). 
Wi II be displayed if the drive speed bit 
is high speed (37.5 ips). 

If yes, select FIE LD R E L. 
If no, select N, then FIELD REL and 
return to paragraph 3.2 .S.l e above. 
Note that DRIVE (2) will be displayed 
and will be incremented for up to four 
drives. 

ST, then FIELD REL, to run standard 
tests (0-11,13) 
TS, then FIELD REL, to run test 
selections. Go to paragraph 3.2.8.2. 

U D to specify the data pattern and 
length to be used by the variable data 
pattern check (test OS) . Go to para
graph 3.2.S.3. 

RT, then FIELD REL. 

EX, then FIELD REL 

At this time, the specific or standard 
test(s) will be executed. If there is an 
error, refer to paragraph 3.2.S.5. If no 
errors occur, the following prompt will 
be displayed. 

EX will repeat the tests selected. Go to 
paragraph 3.2.S.1 w above. 
C L will clear all selected tests from 
memory and testing another logical 
unit can begin. Go to paragraph 3.2v. 
CO to redefine the DX control options. 
Go to paragraph 3.2j. 



3.2.B.2 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

At this point TS has been selected in the Magnetic Tape Diagnostic TEst Procedure, paragraph 
3;2.B.1s. To execute specific magnetic tape test(s) follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

b) I CO U N T (1 ) = 

c) I END OF TESTS (Y)? 

Keyboard Response 

Select test number to be run, then 
FIELD REL. Note: If test 19 is select
ed~ refer to paragraph 3.2.8.4 for 
procedure. 

Select iteration count (0-32,767) 
(O will cause the test to be skipped), 
then FI ELD REL. 

If FIELD REL is selected, return to 
paragraph 3.2.8.1 q. 
If N then FIELD REL is selected, return 
to paragraph 3.2.B.2a above. Note that 
the TEST prompt in paragraph 3.2.B.2a 
above will have the test number selected 
incremented by one as the new default 
value. 

3.2.B.3 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic User Data Specification Procedure 

At this time UD has been selected in the Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Procedure, paragraph 
3.2.B.1s. To speicfy user data, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I PATT WD 1 (FFOO) = 

b) I PArr WD 2 (AA55) = 

c) I REC LEN (200) = 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter th~ data pattern word 
(OOOO-FFFF) to be used by the variable 
data pattern check (test OB) then FI ELD 
REL. 

Enter the data pattern word 2 (OOOO
FFFF) to be used by the variable data 
pattern check (test OB) then FIE lD 

The hexadecimal entries of pattern 
words 1 and 2 are used as a repeating 
four byte data pattern. Enter the 
number of bytes of the record length 
to be used in test OB, then FIELD REL. 



Display 

3.2.8.4 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test 19 Procedure 

Keyboard Response 

Return to paragraph 3.2.8.1 s. Now 
standard or specific tests can be run 
with the above user data input for 
test 08. 

At this time test 19 has been selected in the Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure, 
paragraph 3.2.8.2a. To run this test; follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I MAX BYTE CNT = XXXX 

b) I DENSITY HI (Y)? 

c) I PARITY ODD (Y)? 

d) FM = XXXXX P = YYY 
D = ZZZ FMC = AAAAA 
LRC = BBBB 

e)l_F_M __ =_X_X_X_X_X ___ P_=_O_D_D ____ __ . D = 1600 
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Keyboard Response 

The maximum byte count to be used 
(0-4096), is diplayed. 

Will be displayed if a 7 -track drive 
is being used. 
Enter N then FIE LD R E L to specify 
556 bpi density. 
Enter FIE LD R E L to specify 800 bpi 
density. 

Will be displayed if a 7 -track drive is 
used. 
Enter N then FIELD REL to specify 
even parity. 
Enter FIE LD R E L to specify odd 
parity. 

Will be displayed if anN RZ I file mark 
is detected, where: XXXXX is the 
decimal file mark sequence number. 
YYY is the expected parity. ZZZ is the 
expected density. AAAAA is the fi Ie 
mark character read from tape. 
BBBB is the LRC character read from 
tape. 

Will be displayed if a PE file mark is 
detected, where: XXXXX is the decimal 
file mark sequence number. 



Display 

f) REL = XXXXX P = YYY D = ZZZ 
CRC = ABB LRC = COD 
REL LEN = EEEEE 
FGHHJKK FGHHJKK .... 
CRC = HHMNN LRC = HHPRP 

g). REL = XXXXX P = ODD 
D = 1600 REL LEN = YYYYY 
ZZ ZZ ZZ ... 

h) I LOGICAL EDT 

i) PHYSICAL EDT XXXXX RECORDS I 

j) BLANK TAPE FOUND 
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Keyboard Response 

Will be displayed when a NRZI data 
record is read, where: XXXXX is the 
decimal record number. YYY is the 
expected parity. ZZZ is the expected 
density in bpi. ABB is the CRC charac
ter calculated from the data record. 
CDD is the LRC character calculated 
fromthe:data record. EEEEE isthe 
decimal number of bytes (record 
length). FGHHJKK is the diagnostic 
word input for a data byte. KK is the 
hexadecimal data word read. HHMNN 
is the L RC word read from tape. 

Will be displayed when a PE data 
record is read, where: XXXXX is the 
decimal record number. YYYYY is the 
decimal number of bytes (record 
length). ZZis the hexadecimal data 
word read. 

Will be displayed if two file marks are 
detected ina row. 

Will be displayed if the end of the tape 
mark has been passed, where: 
XXXXX is the decimal record count 
in the current file. 

Will be displayed if the diagnostic read 
command read the maximum byte 
count. 



3.2.8.5 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-16 below lists the magnetic tape diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief 
error descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. 

Table 3-16. Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

3001 XX Operation start error caused by the busy bit in MTC 
the MTC status register (F F33) set. (magnetic tape 

controller) 

3002 XX Operation start error caused by the ready bit MTC or tape 
in the device status (rung 7) not set. drive 

3003 XX Operation start error caused by the on-line MTC or tape 
bit in the device status (rung 7) not set. drive 

3004 XX Operation start error caused by a status MTC 
request timeout. 

3005 XX Operation end error caused by an interrupt Tape drive 
timeout. 

3006 XX Operation end error caused by an unexpected Tape drive 
interrupt. 

3007 XX 'Tape status error (see paragraph 3.4.7 .4 for MTC or tape 
more information). drive 

3008 XX Read data compare error. MTC or tape 
drive 

3009 XX Failure of the tape drive to rewind. Tape drive 

3010 00 Mailbox register error. MTC 

3011 03 Setting of the busy bit in the MTC status MTC 
register (F F33) following a reset and enable 
operation. 

3012 02 Occurrence of a controller loop back data MTC 
compare error. 
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Table, 3-16. (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

3013 03 Occurrence of a memory timeout error when MTC 
performing a reset and enable operation or 

,when reading an MTC register following the 
reset operation. 

3014 03 No memory timeout error when performing MTC 
a reset and disable operation or when reading 
an MTC register following the reset operation. 

3015 07 Write ed it error. Tape drive 

3016 07 Erase variable edit error. Tape drive 

3017 07 Erase variable error. Tape drive 

3018 07 Erase fixed error. Tape drive 

3019 XX Hard error caused by tape operation and Tape drive 
retry failure. 

3020 XX Soft error caused by current tape operation Tape drive 
failure followed by a successful retry. or tape 

3021 XX Main memory size limitation for two 2048 Main memory 
data buffers. size 

3022 11 CRC check charcter error .. NRZI tape 
drive 

3023 11 LRC check character error. NRZI tape 
drive or 
magnetic 
tape 

3026 11 File mark error. MTCor 
tape drive 
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3.2.8.6 Magnetic Tape (TD) Status Errors 

A magnetic tape status error results when any of the following conditions occur: 

• One or more of the bits of the status register (F F33), operation status (rung 6) 
or device status (rung 7) were not in the condition expected following an 
operation . 

• The ending block length was incorrect. 

The format of the status word is described in Table 3-17. 

Magnetic tape status errors are identified as an off-line diagnostic error 3007 (reference paragraph 
3.2.8.5). The following messages are displayed which contain mnemonics that are explained below. 

Bit 

(MSB) 0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Table 3-17. Magnetic Tape Drive Status Errors 

Description 

Indicates that file mark was detected. 

I ndicates that an illegal command was given (e.g. rewind from BOT). 

I ndicates that a single track dropout occurred and was corrected. 

I ndicates a detected parity error or an incorrect file mark. 

Indicates a detected CRC error (NRZI transport only). 

I ndicates a detected LRC error (N RZI transport only). 

N RZI Gap Error: Indicates that 2 gaps (on 7-track transports) or 3 
gaps (on 9-track transports) of more than 2% characters were detected 
after 12 successive characters of proper spacing preceding the first gap. 

PE Format Error: Indicates any of the following conditions: Ones 
are detected during the 8-character times following lock on (preamble 
error, tested across all 9 tracks). 

• No ones are detected from 8 to 30 character times following 
lock on and a file mark is not detected (sync error tested across 

. all 9 tracks). 

• More than one channel loses its envelope signal after lock on 
and a file mark is not detected. 
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Bit 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

• 

• 

• 

Table 3-17. (Continued) 

Description 

More data skew is encountered than the deskewer circuit can 
accommodate (skew error). 

Ones are detected in any track from 0 to 22 character times 
after the postamble start (postamble error). 

Any envelopes are detected from 44 to 66 character times 
after the postamble start. 

N RZI Internal Error: Indicates a gap of more than 21f2 characters 
was detected after 12 successive characters of proper spacing pre
ceding the gap. 

REI nternal Error: I ndicates if any envelopes are detected for less 
than 22 character times prior to lock-on. 

I ndicates a detected character prior to the tape reaching operating 
speed (N RZI transports only). 

Indicates that a DMA request is being made while the MTC is per
forming a DMA. 

I ndicates when a data character is received from the tape transport 
before the present data character has been processed. 

Indicates when a data character has not been processed in time to 
output it to the tape transport. 

I ndicates when the initialization test has failed during the internal 
diagnostics. 

I ndicates when one of the tape characters for a file mark is incorrect 
(NZ R I transports only). 

Indicates when a PE I D burst is detected on the tape (PE transports 
only). 
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If a MT status error occurs the following message is displayed:" 

I MT X STATUS ERROR, TEST YY, OPER ZZ 

X denotes the drive number (1-4). YY is the diagnostic test number (00-19) where the status 
error was detected and ZZ is a mnemonic which represents the operation being executed. The 
operational mnemonics are listed below in Table 3-18. . 

Table 3-18. TO Operational Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Operation 

EE Erase variable edit 

EF Erase fixed 

EV Erase variable 

ID I nternal diagnostic 

LB Data loopback 

OF Off-line 

ON On-line 

RC Read conversion 

RD Read diagnostic 

RE Read reverse edit 

RF Read forward 

RW Rewind 

SR Status request 

WC Write conversion 

WE Write edit 

WF Write forward 

WM Write file mark 
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If a controller status error (register F F33) occurred the following message will be displayed: 

I CaNT (XXXX) YYY ... Y I 
XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the status register (F F33) andYYY ... Y is the mnemonic(s) 
that describes the error. Table 3-1-9 below lists these mnemonics and their meanings. 

Table 3-19. TO Controller Status Register Error Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Definition 

BSY Controller was busy when not.expected. 

N-BSY Controller not busy when expected. 

INTER An interrupt request was set when an interrupt was not expected. 

N-INTER An interrupt request was not set when an interrupt was expected. 

UBUS A universal bus error occurred. 

If an operation status error (rung 6 of the control block) occurred, the following message will be 
displayed: 

OPE R (XXXX) YY ... Y 

XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the operation status register (rung 6 of the control block) 
and YYY ... -Y is the mnemonic(s) that describes the error. Table 3-20 below lists these mnemon
ics and their meanings. 

Table 3-20. TO Operation Status Register Error Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Definition 

FM A file mark was found when not expected. 

N-FM A file mark was not found when expected. 

ILC An illegal command was found when not expected. 

N-ILC An illegal command was not found when expected. 

CER A corrected data error occurred (PE drive) when not expected. 

N-CER A corrected data error did not occur (PE drive) when expected. 

PER A parity or file mark data error occurred when not expected. 

N-PER A parity or file mark data error did not occur when expected. 

CRC A CRC character error occurred when not expected. 

N-CRC A CRC character error did not occur when expected. 

LRC An LRC character error occurred when not expected. 



Table 3-20. (Continued) \ 

Mnemonic Definition 

N-LRC An LRC character error did not occur when expected. 

GAP Gap error (N RZI drive) occurrence. 

FORM Format error (PE drive) occurrence. 

tNT Internal data spacing error occurrence. 

PRE Pre-record error occurrence .. 

DMA DMA overlap error occurrence. 

RRE Read rate error occurrence. 

WRE Write rate error occurrence. 

INIT Selt-test error occurrence. 

BFM Bad file mark error occurrence. 

PEID A PE I D burst was found when not expected. 

N-PEID A PE I D burst was not found when expected. 

If a device status error (rung 7 of the control block) occurred, the following message will be 
displayed: ' 

I DEV (XXXX) YY ... Y , •. 

XXXX is the hexadecimal contents of the device status register (rung 7 of the control block) and 
YYY ... Y is ~he mnemonic(s) that describes the error. Table 3~21 below lists these mnemonics 
and their meanings. 

Table 3-21. TO Device Status Register Error Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Definition 

SGL Drive indicates single stack head when a dual stack head is expected. 

N-SGL Drive indicates dual stack head when a single stack head is expected. 

NRZ Drive indicates NRZ format when PE format is expected. 

N-NRZ Drive indicates PE format when N RZ format is expected. 
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Table 3-21. (Contin~ed) 

Mnemonic . Definition 

7TR Drive indicates 7 track format when 9 track for-mat is expected. 

N-7TR Drive indicates 9 track format when 7 track format is expected. 

SPD Drive indicates high speed when low speed is expected. 

N-SPD Drive indicates low speed when high speed is expected. 

DDI Drive indicates high density when low density is expected. 

N-DDI Drive indicates low density when high density is expected. 

ONL Drive indicates on-line when off-line is expected. 

N-ONL Drive indicates off-line when on-line is expected. 

RWD Drive indicates rewinding when not expected. 

N-RWD Drive does not indicate rewinding when expected. 

FPT Drive is file protected. 

LDP Tape is at load point when not expected. 

N-LDP Tape is not at load point when expected. 

RDY Drive is not ready when expected. 

N-RDY Drive is ready when not expected. 

EOT Tape is at end of tape when not expected. 

If the data block length register (rung 5 of the control block) failed to increment correctly by the 
end of the operation, the following message will be displayed: 

I LENGTH (XXXX) EXP YYYY I. 

XXXX is the hexadecimal ending data block length and YYYY is the expected data block length. 

The decimal tape record number where the status error occurred is displayed as follows: 

RECORD NO XXXXX 
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3.2.8.7 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Description 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the magnetic tape diagnos
tics. These tests are explained below on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by 
asterisks. 

* Test 0: Controller Register Test 

This test verifies that the mailbox register (F F31 ) functions correctly. 

* Test 1: Controller Internal Diagnostic Test 

This test executes the magnetic tape controller's internal diagnostic microprogram. 

* Test 2: Data Loop Back Test 

This test uses the MTC's data loop back operation to verify the controller's data path, character 
parity generation and DMA memory logic. Note that this function is internal to the MTC and 
that no drive actions ,are performed. 

* Test 3: Reset Function Test 

This test verifies the reset function by a write to location F F30. 

* Test 4: Basic Operations Test 

This test verifies the write, read forward, and rewind functions. 

* Test 5: Data Block Starting Address/Data Block Length Test 

This test verifies the proper operation of the data block starting address (rung 5) location of the 
control block. 

* Test 6: Command Test 1 - Write/Read/Rewind 

This test verifies the operation of the write, write file mark, read forward, read reverse, and 
rewind commands. 

* Test 7: Command Test 2 - Erase/Edit 

This test verifies the operation of the write edit, read reverse edit, erase fixed, erase variable, 
and erase variable edit commands. 

* Test 8: User Defined Data Test 

This test checks the data transfer capabilities of the MTC and tape drives by use of the user 
defined data (UD) parameters. Four bytes of the specified 8-bit pattern words 1 and 2 of the 
specified record length are written onto tape and then compared. 
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* Test 9:' Incrementing Data Pattern Test 

This test verifies the conversion mode of the MTC for all drives (high density 9-track drives and 
low density 7 -track drives). The data pattern is initially 00 and is incremented by one through 
FF. The total record length is 257 bytes. 

* Test 10: Character Parity Test 

This test verifies the character parity generation and check circuitry by forcing all possible odd 
parity errors. 

* Test 11: CRC/LRC Check Characters and File Mark Bit Patterns Test 

This test uses the read diagnostic forward command to verify the CRC and LRC check character 
logic and the NRZI file mark bit pattern logic in the MTC. Both the CRC and LRC check 
characters are verified on 9-track N RZI drives. Only the LRC check character is verified on 
7-track NRZI drives (these drives do not use a CRC). No check characters are employed in the 
9-track PE format. 

Test 12: Off-Line Test 

This test checks the off-line command of the tape controller and drives. The message PLACE 
DRIVE ON-LINE will be displayed, and the operator must depress the ON-LINE push button 
on the tape drive. 

* Test 13: Random Data Exerciser Test 

This test verifies normal data transfer operations by simulation of system operation. Each 
operation is performed on all drives selected prior to the next operation being started. 

Test 14: Write Compatibility Tape Test 

This test writes a full reel of pseudorandom data which may be read by test 15 to insure com
patibHity between similar tape drives. Each operation is performed on all selected tape drives 
prior to the next operation being started. 

Test 15: Read Compatibility Tape Test 

This test reads forward a full reel of pseudorandom data which was written by test 14. This 
may be used to verify compatibility between similar tape drives. Each operation is performed 
on all selected tape drives prior to the next operation being started. 

Test 16: Status Check Read Customer's Tape Test 

This test reads forward to EaT or two file marks. A complete status check is performed after 
each read forward operation but the data is not verified. The number of records in each file 
is displayed. 
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Test 17: Capstan Ramp Adjustment Test 

This test starts and stops the tape drive capstan motor to allow the technician to check and 
adjust the start/stop ramp generators. No errors are output for this test. 

Test 18: Flux Gate Adjustment Test 

This test is designed to allow mechanical adjustment of the tape head's flux gate with the tape 
mounted so as not to pass over the capstan wheel or the tape head. 

Test 19: Hexadecimal (Read Diagnostic) Tape Display Test 

This test reads any reel of magnetic tape and displays the data in a hexadecimal format. The 
Diagnostic Forward read command is used for N RZI tapes and the character spacing, character 
parity and record check characters (CRC and LRC) are checked and displayed. A normal read 
is used for PE tapes and a simple hexadecimal dump of each record is performed. 
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3.2.9 EXECUTIVE PROCESSOR UNIT DIAGNOSTICS (XP) 

Paragraph 3.2.9 contains the following information concerning the executive processor unit 
diagnostics (XP): 

• Step-by-step procedures of operation. 

• Test Error Codes. 

• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the XPU is to be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.9.4, Executive Processor 
Diagnostic Test Descriptions, in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

3.2.9.1 Executive Processor Unit Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point, XP has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. To 
execute the XPU diagnostics, follow the procedure below: Note: the message XP IS ON L Y FOR 
TESTI NG TH E XPU 1 will appear on systems using XPU2. 

Display 

a) XPU DIAGNOSTICS V( ) DATE 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) TS TEST SELECTION 

c) 

ST STANDARD TEST SET SELECTION 
OM DISPLAY TEST DESCRIPTION MENU 
RT RETURN TO DIAGNOSTIC 

CONTROL 
CL CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

TEST 0* GROUP 1 MEM REF SHORT 
FORM INST 

TEST 1 * GROUP 1 MEM REF LONG 
FROM INST 

TEST 2* GROUP 2 MEM REF SHORT 
FORM INST 

TEST 3* GROUP 2 MEM REF LONG 
FORM INST 

TEST 4* GROUP 3 MEM REF INST 
TEST 5* CONDITIONAL BRANCH 

INSTRUCTIONS. 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 

Press FIELD REL 

Press FIELD REL. 



Display 

TEST 6* INTER-REGISTER 
INSTRUCTIONS 

* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) TEST 7* SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS 
TEST 8* OVERLAY INSTRUCTIONS 
TEST 9* CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 
TEST 10* PSW/INTERRUPT TEST 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

e) I XP COMMAND = 

f) THE STANDARD SET OF TESTS 
(1-10) HAS BEEN SELECTED 

g) EXTENDED DATA TEST PATTERNS (Y)? 

h) I XP COMMAND = 

j) OX DIRECTIVE = 

TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
OX 01 RECTIVE = ill 

--------------------------------~ 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 

ST, then FIELD REL to run standard 
tests (0-10). 
TS, then FIE LD R E L to run test selec
tions. Go to paragraph 3.2.9.2. 

If FIELD REL is selected, the tests 
will be executed usi ng 25 data test 
patterns. Note that this will cause the 
execution of the standard tests to run 
for approximately 15-18 minutes. 
If N, then FIELD REL is selected, the 
tests will.be executed using the normal 
10 data test patterns. 

RT, then FIELD REL. 

EX, then FIELD REL. 
At this time the specific or standard 
test(s) will be executed. If there is an 
error, refer to paragraph 3.2.9.3. If no 
errors occur, the following prompt will 
be displayed: 

EX will repeat the tests selected. 

C L will clear all selected tests from 
memory and the operator may begin 



Display Keyboard Response 

testing another logical unit. Go to 
paragraph 3.2v. 
CO to define the DX control options. 
Go to paragraph 3.2j. 

3.2.9.2 Executive Processor Unit Test Selection Procedure 

At this time TS has been selected in the Executive Processor Unit Diagnostic Test Procedure, 
paragraph 3.2.9.1e. To execute the specific XPU diagnostic test(s) follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

b) I COUNT (1) = 

c) I EXTENDED DATA TEST PATTERNS (Y)? 

d) I ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 

Keyboard Response 

Select test number to be run, then 
FIELD REL. 

Select iteration count (0-32,767) 
(0 will cause the test to be skipped), 
then FIELD REL. 

If FIELD REL is selected, the tests will 
be executed using 25 data test patterns. 
If N, then FIELD REL is selected, the 
tests will be executed using the normal 
10 data test patterns. 

If N then FIELD REL is selected, return 
to paragraph 3.2.9.1 h. If FI ELD REL 
is selected return to paragraph 3.2.9.2a 
above. Note that the TEST prompt in 
paragraph 3.2.9.2a above will have the 
test number incremented by one as the 
new default value. 

3.2.9.3 Executive Processor Unit Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-21 below lists the XPU diagnostic test ~rror codes, the test number failed, brief error 
descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. 
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Table 3-22. Executive\ Processor Unit Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

OOOO-OOOF 00 Group 1 memory reference short form XPU 
instruction error. 

0100-010F 01 Group 1 memory reference long form XPU 
instruction error. 

0200-020F 02 Group 2 memory reference short form XPU 
instruction error. 

0300-030F 03 Group 2 memory reference long form XPU 
instruction error. 

0400-0407 04 Group 3 memory reference instruction error. XPU 

0500-050F 05 Conditional branch instruction error. XPU 

0600-060F 06 I nter-register instruction error. XPU 

0700-070E 07 Shift instruction error. XPU 

0800-0805 08 Overlay instruction error. XPU 

0900-090F 09 Control instruction error. XPU 

OAOO 10 PSW compare error. XPU 

OA01 10 No trace interrupt occurrence. XPU 

OA02 10 Trace PSW compare error. XPU 

OA03 10 Missing interrupt. XPU 

OA04 10 Unexpected interrupt. XPU 

OA05 10 Interrupt sequence error. XPU 

OA06 10 No reserved instruction interrupt. XPU 
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3.2.9.4 Executive Processor Unit Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the XPU diagnostics. These 
tests are explained below on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by asterisks. 

* Test 0: Group 1 Memory Reference Short Form Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the sixteen group 1 memory reference short form instructions. 

* Test 1: Group 1 Memory Reference Long Form I nstructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the sixteen group 1 memory reference long form instructions. 

* Test 2: Group 2 Memory Reference Short Form Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the sixteen group 2 me'mory reference short form instructions. 

* Test 3: Group 2 Memory Reference Long Form I nstructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the sixteen group 2 memory reference long form instructions. 

* Test 4: Group 3 Memory Reference Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the group 3 memory reference instructions. 

* Test 5: Conditional Branch Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the sixteen conditional branch instructions. 

* Test 6: Inter-Register Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the sixteen inter-register instructions. 

* Test 7: Shift Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the fourteen shift instructions. 

* Test 8: Overlay Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the six overlay instructions. The overlay service interrupt, stack 
service interrupt and the clock interrupt are also tested. 

* Test 9: Control Instructions Test 

This test executes and verifies the control instructions. 
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* Test 1 0: PSW / I nterrupt Test 

This test checks all the bit positions of the PSW. It also tests the trace function and the inter
rupt priority scheme with six different interrupt levels. This test also checks the reserved 
instructions to ensure that they cause a reserve instruction interrupt. 

3.2.10 EXECUTIVE PROCESSOR UNIT 2 DIAGNOSTICS (XQ) 

This paragraph provide the following executive processor unit 2 diagnostic (XQ) information: 

• Step-by-step procedures of operation. 

• Test error codes. 

• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the XPU2 is to be tested, refer to Executive Processor Unit 2 diagnostic 
test descriptions, paragraph 3.2.10.4, to select the proper tests. 

3.2.10.1 XPU 2 Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point XQ has been selected in the diagnostic operating procedure, paragraph 3.2v. Execute 
the XPU2 diagnostics as follows. Note: the message XQ IS ONLY FOR TESTING THE XPU2 
will appear on systems using XPU1. 

Display 

a) XPU2 DIAGNOSTICS V( ) DATE 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) TS TEST SELECTION 
ST STANDARD TEST SET SELECTION 
OM DISPLAY TEST DESCRIPTION MENU 
RT RETURN TO DX 
CL CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) TEST 0* GROUP 1 MEM REF SHORT 
FORM INSTR 

TEST 1* GROUP 1 MEMREF LONG 
FORM INSTR 

TEST 2* GROUP 2 MEM REF SHORT 
FORM INSTR 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL 

Press FIELD REL. 

Press FIELD REL. 



Display 

TEST 3* GROUP 2MEM REF SHORT 
FORM INSTR 

TEST 4* GROUP 3 MEM REF INSTR 
TEST 5* CONDITIONAL BRANCH 

INSTRUCTIONS 
TEST 6* INTER-REGISTER 

INSTRUCTIONS 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) TEST 7* SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS 
TEST 8* MAPPING 
TEST 9* CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 
TEST 10* PSW/INTERRUPT TEST 
TEST 11 * SWITCH POSITIONS 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

e) I XQ COMMAND = 

d) THE STANDARD SET OF 
TESTS (0-10) HAS BEEN 
SELECTED 

e) I EXTENDED DATA TEST PATTERNS (Y)? 

f)1 
--------------------------------------------------~ 

XQCOMMAND = 

g) I 
----------------------------------~ 

DX DI RECTIVE = 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 

ST, then FIELD REL, to run standard 
tests (0-10) 
TS, then FIELD REL, to run test 
selection. (Go to paragraph 3~2.10.2.) 

If FIELD REL is selected, the tests will 
be executed using 25 data test patterns. 
Note that this will cause the execution 
of the standard tests to run for approxi
mately 15-18 minutes. 
If N, then FIELD REL is selected, the 
tests will be executed using the normal 
7 data test patterns. 

RT, then FIELD REL. 

Ex, then FIELD REL. 
At this time the specific or standard 
tests will be executed. If there is an 
error, refer to paragraph 3.2.10.3. If 



Display 

h)l_T_O_T_A_L_E_R_R_O_R_S_=_O ____________ ~ _ DX 01 RECTIVE = 

3.2.10.2 XPU 2 Test Selection Procedure 

Keyboard Response 

no errors occur, the step j prompt will 
be displayed. 

EX will repeat the tests selected. 
C L will clear all selected tests from 
memory and the operator may begin 
testing another logical unit. Go to 
paragraph 3.2v. 
CO to redefine the OX control options; 
go to paragraph 3.2j. 

At this time TS has been selected in the executive processor unit diagnsotic test procedure, para
graph 3.2.10.1 e. Execute the specific XPU2 diagnostic tests as follows: 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

b) I COUNT (1) = 

c) I EXTENDED DATA TEST PATTERNS (Y)? 

d) I ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 
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Operator Action 

Select test number to be run, then 
FIELD REL. 

Select iterationcount (0-32,767; 0 
will cause the test to be skipped) then 
FIELD REL. 

If Y then FIELD REL is selected, the 
tests wi II be executed usi ng 25 data 
test patterns. 
If N then FIELD REL is selected, the 
tests will be executed using the normal 
7 data test patterns. 

If N then FIELD REL is selected, 
return to paragraph 3.2.10.1f. If 
FIE LD RE L is selected, return to 
step a of this procedure. Note that 
the TEST prompt will have the test 
nu mber incremented by one as the 
new default value. 



3.2.10.3 XPU2 Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-23 lists the XPU2 diagnostic test error codes, the test number failed, brief error descrip-
tions and possible failing hardware modules. . 

3.2.10.4 XPU2 Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

Following is a brief functional description of each XPU2 diagnostic test; standard tests are indica
ted by asterisks. 

* Test 0: Group 1 Memory Reference Short Form Instructions Test - Executes and verifies 
the sixteen group 1 memory reference short form instructions. 

* Test 1: Group 1 Memory Reference Long Form Instructions Test -Executes and verifies the 
sixteen group 1 memory reference long form instructions. 

* Test 2: Group 2 Memory Reference Short Form Instructions Test - Executes and verifies the 
fifteen group 2 memory reference short form instructions. 

* Test 3: Group 2 Memory Reference Long Form Instructions Test - Executes and verifies the 
fifteen group 2 memory reference long form instructions. 

* Test 4: Group 3 Memory Reference Instructions Test - Executes and verifies the group 3 
memory reference instructions. 

* Test 5: Conditional Branch Instructions Test - Executes and verifies the sixteen conditional 
branch instructions. 

* Test 6: Inter-Register Instructions Test - Executes and verifies the twenty-four inter-register 
instructions. 

* Test 7: Shift Instructions Test - Executes and verifies the fourteen shift instructions. 

* Test 8: Mapping Test - Executes and verifies all aspects of mapping including the mapping 
registers, fault interrupts and mapped MOVB instructions. 

* Test 9: Control Instructions Test - Executes and verifies the control instructions. 

* Test 10: PSW/I nterrupt Test - Checks all the bits of the PSW. It also tests the trace function 
and the interrupt priority scheme with nine different interrupt levels. This test also 
checks the reserved and privileged instructions to insure that they cause reserve and 
privileged instruction interrupts. 

Test 11: Switch Positions Test - Checks the COPA instruction and displays the setting of the 
sixteen switches. 
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Table 3-23. Executive Processor Unit 2 Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

OOOO-OOOF 00 Group 1 memory reference short form XPU2 
instruction error. 

0100-010F 01 Group 1 memory reference long form XPU2 
instruction error. 

0200-020E 02 Group 2 memory reference short form XPU2 
instruction error. 

0300-0310 03 Group 2 memory reference long form XPU2 
instruction error. 

0400-0400 04 Group 3 memory reference instruction error. XPU2 

0500-050F 05 Conditional branch instuction error. XPU2 

0600-0617 06 I nter-register instruction error. XPU2 

0700-070B 07 Shift instruction error. XPU2 

oaoo-oaoc oa Mapping error. XPU2 or 
memory 

0900-0910 09 Control instruction error. XPU2 

OAOO 10 PSW compare error. ·XPU2 

OA01 10 No trace interrupt occurrence. XPU2 

OA02 10 Trace PSW compare error. XPU2 

OA03 10 Missing interrupt. XPU2 

OA04 10 Unexpected interrupt. XPU2 

OA05 10 Interrupt sequence error. XPU2 

OA06 10 No reserved instruction interrupt. XPU2 

OA07 10 No privileged instruction interrupt. XPU2 

OBOO XX Stack content error . XPU2 
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3.2.11 CARD READER DIAGNOSTICS (CR) 

Paragraph 3.2.11 contains the following information concerning the card reader diagnostics (CR):. 

• Step-bystep procedures of execution. 

• Test deck descriptions. 

• Test error codes. 

• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the card reader/CRDC is to be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.11.5, Card 
Reader Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

3.2.11.1 Card Reader Diagnostic Test Procedures 

At this point, CR has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, 3.2t. To execute the 
card reader diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

Display Keyboard Response 

a) CR DIAGNOSTIC V(XXX) date Press FIELD REL. 
--CR DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS--
TS TEST SELECTION 
RT RETURN TO DX 
ST STANDARD TEST SET SELECTION 
DM DISPLAY TEST DESCRIPTION MENU 
CL CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) --CARD READER TESTS-- Press FIELD REL. 
TEST 0* ENABLE, DISABLE BUS DRIVERS 
TEST 1 * MEMORY ADDRESS TEST 
TEST 2* STATUS TEST 
TEST 3* BINARY SIMULATE TEST 
TEST 4* HOLLERITH SIMULATE TEST 
TEST 5* RESERVED COMMAND AND 

I LLEGAL CODE TEST 
TEST 6 STANDARD HOLLERITH CARD 

TEST (RDR) 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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Display 

c) CARD READER TESTS 
TEST 7 WORST CASE CARD TEST (RDR) 
TEST 8 TROUBLESHOOTING AID 

(RDR-OPT) 
TEST 9 ALIGNMENT AID (RDR) 
* = STANDARD TESTS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) TESTS 0-5 TEST ON L Y THE 
THE CONTROLLER 
CR COMMAND = 

e) THE STANDARD TEST SET 
(0-5) HAS BEEN SELECTED 

f) CR COMMAND = 

g) I DX DI RECTIVE = 

h)l_T_O_T_A_L_E_R_R_O_R_S_=_O ______________ ~ _ DX DIRECTIVE = 

3.2.11.2 TS - Test Selection 

Keyboard Response 

Enter ST, then FI ELD REL, to select 
the standard tests (0-5). 

Enter TS, then FIELD REL, to select 
specific tests. Go to paragraph 3.2.11.2. 

Enter RT, then FIELD REL. 

Enter EX, then FIELD REL to begin 
test. If no errors occur, the following 
prompt will be displayed after comple
tion of the test. If there is an error, 
refer to paragraph 3.2.11.6. 

Enter EX, then FIE LD R E L, to repeat 
the tests selected. 
Enter CL, then FIELD REL, to clear aU 
selected tests from memory. The oper
ator may begin testing another hardware 
unit. Go to paragraph 3.2v. 

At this time TS has been selected in the Card Reader Diagnostic Test Procedure, paragraph 
3.2.11.1.d. To run this test, observe the following prompts and directives. 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter the test number to be run (0-9) 
then depress FIELD REL. 



Display 

b)1 COUNT (1) = 

c) ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 

d) I CR COMMAND = 

e) I OX DI RECTIVE = 

f) TOTAL ERRORS = 0 

Keyboard Response 

Enter the iteration count (0-32,767) 
then FIELD REL. 
Note that 0 wi II cause the test to be 
skipped. 

If there are more tests to be selected, 
depress FIELD REL and return to 
step a above. Note that this prompt 
will have the test number incremented 
by one as the new default value. If no 
more tests are to be selected, press 
FIELD REL. 
NOTE: Several of the non-standard 
tests (6-7) require subdecks of cards 
(PIN 600648-203-01) punched in a 
certain fashion. The description of 
these subdecks is in paragraph 3.2.11.4. 
The following lists the subdecks which 
are required in these tests: 

Test 6: subdecks 0-3 
Test 7: subdecks 4-9 

(subdeck 9 is optional) 
Subdecks are to be separated by a 
control separator card, which is also 
described in 3.2.11.4. If tests 6 or 7 
are to be run, place the required sub
decks in the card reader hopper. If 
tests 8 or 9 are to be run, refer to 
the following paragraphs for details. 

Enter RT, then FIELD REL. 

Enter EX, then FIELD REL, to begin 
test. If no errors occur, the following 
prompt will appear after completion of 
tests. If there is an error, refer to para
graph 3.2.11.6. 

Enter EX, then FIELD REL to repeat 
tests. 
Enter CL, then FIELD REL. 

3.2.11.3 Card Reader Diagnostic Test 8 (Troubleshooting Aid) Procedure 

At this time test 8 (troubleshooting aid) has been selected in the Card Reader Test Selection 
Procedure, paragraph 3.2.11.2a. To execute this test, follow the procedure below: 
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Display 

a) STARTING MEMORY ADR (XXXX) = I. 

b) DATA PATTERN (XXXX) = 

MSB 
0 4 a 

0 0 d12 d11 dO d1 d2 d3 0 

c) INCR PATTERN (N) 

d) I CARD SIZE (80) = I 
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0 

Keyboard Response 

Enter the four-digit hexadecimal main 
memory add ress where the card reader 
controller is to begin storing the data, 
then FI ELD REL. 

Note that the diagnostic program memory 
i~ protected and cannot be written into. 

Enter the initial binary data pattern to 
be used in the first column of the first 
card, then FIE LD R E L. The format of 
this 16-bit word: 

LSB 
12 15 

d4 d5 d6 d7 da dg 

where dn is the data bit from card row n. 

Note that if an illegal Hollerith data 
character is selected and the Hollerith 
mode is selected in (h) below, status and 
data errors will occur. 

Depress FIE LD R E L if the word selected 
in (b) above is not to be incremented. 
This should be selected if the word 
selected is to be read indefinitely. 

Enter Y then FIE LD R E L if the word 
specified in (b) above is to be the first 
word and each additional column is to 
be incremented from there. Note that 
if the Hollerith mode is selected in (h) 
below, only legal Hollerith patterns will 
be used. 

Enter the number of columns per card to 
be read or simulated (1-80) then 
FIELD REL. 



Display 

e) COMPARE STATUS (Y) 

f) COMPARE DATA (Y) 

g) SIMULATE CARD READS (Y) 

h) READ BINARY (Y) 

Keyboard Response 

If all 80 Columns of a standard I BM card 
are to be read, depress FIELD REL. 

Depress FIE LD R E L if verification of 
status is required. Otherwise enter N, 
then FIELD REL. 

Depress FIE LD R E L if data verification 
is required. Otherwise, enter N, then 
FIELD REL. 

If card reads are to be simulated by the 
system, that is, the data pattern specified 
in steps (b) and (c) above are used in the 
simulation and are the expected values, 
then depress FI ELD REL. 

If real cards are to be used, enter N then 
FI ELD RE L. Plac~ the cards as specified 
above into the card reader hopper if real 
cards are to be used. 

Depress FIELD REL if the binary mode 
is to be used. 

Enter N then FIE LD R E L if the Hollerith 
mode and EBCDIC translation is to be 
used. 

Return to paragraph 3.2.11.1 g. 

3.2.11.4 Card Reader Diagnostic Test 9 (Alignment Aid) Procedure 

At this time test 9 (alignment aid) has been selected in the Card Reader Test Selection Procedure, 
paragraph 3.2.11.4a. To exeucte this test, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) THE FIRST CARD READ BECOMES 
THE EXPECTED VALUE, ALL FOLLOW
ING CARDS ARE COMPARED TO IT. IF 
A SEPARATOR CARD IS READ (PUNCH 
11,1 AND 9 IN COLUMN 15) THEN THE, 
NEXT CARD BECOMES THE EXPECTED 
VALUE. 
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Keyboard Response 

Depress FIELD REL. 



Display 

b) I DELAY BETWEEN CARDS (N) 

c) DELAY COUNT (00000) 

d) LOG CARDS (N) 

3.2.11.5 Test Desk Description 

Keyboard Response 

Depress FIELD REL if no delay is desired 
between card reads. 

Enter Y then FIELD REL if a delay is 
'desired. 

Enter the delay in milliseconds between 
card reads (0-32,767 ms) then depress 
FIELD REL. 

Place the cards into the card reader hopper 
as explained in the test 9 description in 
paragraph 3.2.11.6. 

Depress .F IE LD R E L if the expected 
column numbers and binary data values 
are not to be logged. 

Enter Y then FIELD REL if the expected 
column and binary data values are to be 
logged. 

Return to paragraph 3.2.11.1 f. 

If both tests 6 and 7 are to be run consecutively, the entire test deck (PIN 600648-203-01) must 
be placed in the card reader hopper. The test deck is composed of ten subdecks (0-9). Test 6 
requires subdecks 0-3 and test 7 calls for subdecks 4-8 (9 is optional). 

Subdecks 0-4 are groups of 99 identical cards. Subdeck 5 is composed of 10 subsubdecks with 9 
identical cards each. Subdecks 6-9 are groups of 99 identical cards. Each subdeck or subsubdeck 
is preceded by a separator control card shown in Figure 3-21. Figure 3-1 shows the order of the 
subdecks and Figures 3-2 through 3-20 show the hole patterns for each subdeck and subsubdeck. 
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L Subdeck 9 

L Subdeck 8 

/ Subdeck 7 

/ Subdeck 6 

/ Subdeck 5J 

/ Subdeck 51 

/ Subdeck 5H 

/ -
Subdeck 5G . i--

/ Subdeck 5F 

/ Subdeck 5E ~ 

/ 
....-

Subdeck 5D -
/ Subdeck 5C I--

/ Subdeck 58 ~ 

/ Subdeck 5A -
L . Subdeck 4 ~ 

/ Subdeck 3 -
/ Subdeck 2 -

/ Subdeck 1 
I-

-Subdeck 0 .... 
I--

-
~ 

-
,. 

Figure 3-1~ Entire Test Deck (tests 6-7) 
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111 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 111 11 1 1 1 11 1 til 1 1 111 1 I 1 1 1 111 I I I 1 1 , I ; 1 1 1 1 1 11 I 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 til lIt 1 11 

212222222122222221i2222221222222212222222122222211222222212222222122222221221222 

'1313333333133~33l313l333lSI333ll13Illl333jljll3lJjI333ll33133l33l31ll33l1~llllll 

44 "14 4 " 4 4 4 414 4 4 4 " 4 414 44" 4 " 414 4 " 4 4 " .. 14 " 4 " 4 " 414 " " 4 4 4 414 4" 4 4 " 414 " 4444414 " 44' 4 " 41.e c C'( 

5555155555551555555515555555155555551555555515555555155555551555S~S5155S5S:Sls55 

56666166666661s6666661666&66616666666166666661666666616E6~666166666'61666&&6616& 

1111111177771711177111177777771711117111117777171;77111117177117117171171717111J 

IllaaaEIIIIIIII,aalllaalllllllllaata,sal;IIIIII!11381'allllllll&IIII.11111111111 

'S99999999999SsIIIIIIIIIIIBII;I~99gS5S;99999S9SIBallll1111111!ls99~5S5S~99S9!!sl 
• , J • I. J • , I. n" Q \.I U Iii 111.:1 :"1'l~"':' 2.:,;: ,.;- ... :., "U)elH.ll JlJ"a.:IH'&HUt.; "'~;~"""~' ,.;0.::" ,,~.t \; ","US",'''U 10 1Il21J ~:4:5 7J 1Il:'l'" 

00"'.' 

Figure 3-2. Subdeck 0 (test 6) - All valid Hollerith combinations 
with no holes punched in rows 11 and 12 (99 cards). 

111111111111Bllllllllllla111111111JII!JIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11121111111211111111111111 

'loOOGGOoooooGaoooooooooooooooooll&1111111111111111111;111;IIIIIDoDooooooooooo08. 
• I ) 4 S • , • '10 II U U 1413 1017\1 "foUl r.na4 7\zS71n~'~ )111;l'I:'~, jl ,;".~ "I~ .14t'i'~ I' .H;~., ~'~.'~"'~'~;:: !H:.t·, &;U"UUI7UU,", 1111 n M n ~ n 111"1 

.1 llllll., , I 11111111 1-1 11111 I tIl J II 11 111 1111111 1 tit 11111111 I 1111 t 11111 t , till t 1111 

212222222.22222221222222212i2222212222ii~12222~22=222222~E2222222122222221222222 .. 
331333333313333333.3333333'33333331333333313333333133333331333333313333333133333 

44~14444444144444441444444414444444144~"44414444"44144444441444444<1444444414444 

555515555555155555551555555515555555155555551555555515555S551S~SS5551S55555S15SS 

5'66616"66G6166666661666'66616'S'666166'6666166'6~6661666666616666666166666661" 

111777171177111117717111J7111711777777.71777111711771711177117,J11111117117j711J 

aaaaICIIIIIIIII188111.81111IaIII18, ••• a.IIIISI •• 81111.aIDISIIIIII188SBIIIIIIIII. 
,9999.99999999911111Ial;BIIIIII'999999995999999111111181BIIIIIISg9999939999'9999' 
I 2 J • S • J •• II n \11) .. I. :. " II 1l.0 ",. Ill' 1 ... ,I ;; 'ilO ;I n n" n :OJIlilt IQ I: q 'HUH. ,I .... ~QS; .n1 ~ ~H' )1100 )HH: \; .. " .. ,a! "" r. n l% n 14 j\ " n " : ... 

00-10.' 

Figure 3-3. Subdeck 1 (test 6) - All valid Hollerith combinations 
with holes punched in row 11 but none in row 12 (99 cards). 
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111111111111111111!IIIIIIIIIIIJllltlllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

••••• oe00080'aOOD80000000o.oooolllllllllllllllllllllll1IIIIaillooaooooooooodo018 
"I.I.,.t~IRc- •• n.ft~3ftnUn~"~~n.~"~u.V~~~~~UN"~V~~~~UU~~~~M"~~U~~nn~N"~R~l U~~"n~~ 

,II 1-. I 1 1 I" 1 1 1 I tIll J I I 1 I '11 1111 I III I I 1 1 1 II. I 1 I U '.11 I I .1 1 111 1 I J I 1 111 1 I 1 1 1 111 I I I. 11 1 

2Il2222221222222212~22222122222221~22222212222222If22222212222222122222221222222 

" 2312333333133333331331333313333333.333333313333333133133331311111113333333131111 

C441444444tI4444444.(~4C44414444444'44444'41~4444441444444~14444c44Ic444~441444c 

555S155S5S551S5S5S551SS5555S1555l55515~555S5155555551555555s15555555155555551555 

• "".S' I; , , , , , '.1 , , , , , , 'I' , , , , , & I; " , , , '1'1 , , , , ,I, , , ,., , ,I s , , , , , 'I s , , , 'Ii sis 6 6 , , , , I, , 

JJ11111777117711177717~J771777117711J7177777771717J77717777171.7717777.7777777.7 

.I.IIIIIIIIIIII ••••• ".IIIIIIII •• I •• ,II!!!IIIII".I'II.I,llllillll.I •• I.:IIIIIIII •. 
SJttS99'SS99"'1111111111111111!9!99!!!"t99!!~111111111111111199999'9999999999 • 
• , a • s • • • • " " If g ..... 1/ .. 13 ::01 :1 .. :J H :. ~. :r ; Ii'-,) " ~ U )I '" '" JI _'tI, .. auu .. ,.,,1 .. ,.. .~;;.I;~" ~HHI ;j )J.I ,. \; ~ '"HUh''' 11 /I n 1) I, " II ":1 l'I :. .. 

,;)-u .. 

Figure 3-4. Subdeck 2 (test 6) - All valid Hollerith combinations with 
holes punched in row 12 but none in row 11 (99 cards). 

1IIIIDJlaIIIIIDIIII!IBIIIIIIIIEI!IIIIIBIIIIIJIIIIIIIII1111111111i!11111111111111 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIID!IIIIIIDIBIIIIIIIJIIDIIIIISIIIIIIDIJI121~11;11111111111111 

,.oooOOOGO;~~3QOC~0300oGooooaGolllllllllllllllllllrlllIDIIIRlllnoQCCDDOOOODOOO •• 
• , J •••••• :e" a a .. a_ " .. ";J 11 unlU".:J HB It,. U ,l)4:$:S:7" 'J &0.' at 'IIU,."I " •. ~ 1· ~ ~,..!):a :"1t v i: o· 0; IJIt n N II N II J:I" 'lTl:' ~ ~ n ,.:t. 
11 I 1 I I .1 111 J 1 I I 1. 11 J 1 I 1 I 1 1111 1 I 1 I 111 1 1 1 1 1. til 1 1 , 1 1 II 1 1 1 I I I 111 11 1 1 1 1 11 I 1 1 1 I 111 1 I 1 11 I 

2122222221~222222122i~212~222222212222222122222221222222212222222122222211222222 

Jl1333333l133333331113111lll3i3f33113ii331l133333l.1l1~lllllllll3l133331331311JJ 
4441444444~1~444C441444444414444C44J4c44c4414~44444Ic4444441CC444CtlCe4ccc4jec44 
555 515 5 $ 5 5 5 5 IS 5 5 5 5 5 51 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 I' 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 ~ 55 5 5 5 51 5 5 5 5 5· 5 51.5 5 5 5 5 5 515 ~ 5 5 5 5 515 5 5 5 5 5 5 Is 5 5 

"'~'IS""'61~is"S616"""I"""'I";""I""'6&1"'~"'I"""'I"""'I" 
J7717111~777771777717!11777771177J1771IJ7717711~777717IJ717J7~IJ711~;7:11l111711 

. lalai.allllllll.III'laallllllllllllll"IIIIIIIII'II~11'1111111111111111111111111 
t"'SS!'.'!39!'SIIIIIIIIIIIIIII19999!999'999.!99!IIIIB1111111111199995999999999,9' 
I J" • I ••• "1 "" IS N It I' Ii .. ol <.l •• l.zn.l· ,;:1 :';4 '0" Ull)l)UUI~U"'''~'U'')''U "'i:~~: "al~'~":; :'~H",; ~U .. 'UU'N"./I 17 D:.:;;, 17":1 • 

.. ~_~. ~~~ .. ~o ... ' " 

Figure 3-5. Subdeck 3 (test 6) - All valid Hollerith combinations with 
holes punched in rows 11 and 12 (99. cards). 
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III I 1 I, 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 'I III I 

DOOOOOOOOOOG~UOQOOQQQOOOOOOOOQOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000000 •• 
"J.SI"'~"UnMftdn~~~ann~nKnnnU~Uu~n~n»n~U~QM~UUdU~~~~~~W~U""~UC"u"vu~=nnn~n~nn~a 

1 III 1 11111111 11 lIt 1 111111111111111 t ttl 11111 t t 1,1 I I 11111 1 1 111111 lIt t lIlt 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 

2222222222221212222~2222222212122222222222221~1222222222222212122222222222221212 

1 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 II 313 3 31 3 3l 3 III 3 llll 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 J 3 3 11 

44444444444444444444444444444444444~4444444'4444444444444444444444444444444444444 

5555555SISISSS5SS~555SSslslsSSS55SS5555Sls15S555555555sslSlS5Sf555S5555Slsls5555 

, C''6 6 " 6 G , 6 S £ 66 6 6 66 6 6 6 G6 6 6 66 6 66 6 66 6 6 6 66 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 & 6 6-& 6 66 6 " S U 66 6 66 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6G 5 U 

. J 1117 11717 } 11111111111111111171 77111} 11 } 1111117 7111 7 11111111 7 1171111 771711111117 

,u a 18 I: III II a a 8 88 III 8 1118 1111 & 8 1111111 &I B 1111 i 18 11111111111 IS II as 11111111111111 

SI99Igll9999~199919919199999~199919919199999919!sl~~1919999991~9~11~1~19999991" 
, I 2 • ~ , , • , I' II 1711 It G If. 11 1.111 .. ,I fllnc n;; ;: ;u~ w II .., n '&l~.!i ,Ill a co '''141 U .~ U ., .. ".~~. :.: .: ~:'):.5 so ~ HIO II U U 'UHa:t. u ;" ,I :l 1) lClUi :J 11 :-t It 

O)·'O~t 

Figure 3-6. Subdeck 4 (test 7) 
,Worst case skew pattern (99 cards). 

'88000'~0000l~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000000001 
• a J • S • J •• IAII Q 13 " 1:11$ n _ ., :l ZI un lC Z! K 2J %slUO lUI D ~ » lUJ lilte~,'' 41 tUu"u, .... ~UI ~ ~ ~ U W 5lS. 'UUI IHI CC U '''' U U 10 II n n )C n 1. n ;a ,. .. 

1 1 lIt 1 tit tIl lit 1 ttl 1 lIt I lIt 1 1 1 1 lIt I 1 1 I lit 1 t 1'1 tIl 1 1 1 1 lit 1 tIl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lIt lIt I 

2222222222222221222222222222222222£222222222222222222222222222222222222222222122 

3333333l33333333333333333331331331331333333l133333333333333333333333313333333333 

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444~444 

555555555~555555555S55S5555555S55S555555S5S555555555SSSS~5555S555555S5S5SSS55555 

""'66'66"'66G6"66666"'6'666666'&'&66"'SGt'&6&65~66~56&566666666666666666"G 
J1117111111111117111117111117111171J7111111171111117J1J111117111171}1}1J}71}71}1 

IIIIIIIII181111111111tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliIlillllllllllllllltlllllll 

S19999999999999999999'99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999~1 
'23.S'J.'~fl~dM~~"_~NZlnnNnHPNH~~UU~"Knll"~U~~UGUU~UU~U~~"WUY"UPUUCCUU~"UJQnnnun~n.~ .. 

,0·tOt' 

Figure 3-7. Subsubdeck 5A (test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards). 
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'00880000000G300000000000000000000~OOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000000000000000'0'0 
"J"~JII~nttUM~~D~~~nnnunnn~n~~nD~n¥p~»~~Uq~~~UqU~~U"~"KPW"~q»Q"uqp""~n~~~nNn~~" 

. 1111 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 , II 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 .1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I lIt 

22222222222222~22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 

l333333)33~3333333333l33333333333333333333333333333l3333333333333333333333333333 

44444444(44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 

5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555s5s1 

1'666666&&66666666&666666G66~666666666'6666666·'666~666'6~66666666&6&6&66666666" 

11711777171717 771 77 7 17171 7 71 7711111 711 7 11117 711 7 77 777177 7 17 7 171717 7 7 77 7 1 7 77 1 7111 

• 1111 .. a III II 18 B 18 a I I I • I 18 I II a ., II II II , II I I I II II II a I 1111 81 I II 1111 I I U a 8 I I a a I II I I • 

, 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ! 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9! 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9-9 9 9 9 9 9 
I'J'S""~"~OM~~Uq»~nunun~'n~~~nu~U~~~UqqUq"~«u~u~u~~~"~~H»"UUUMU"UU"~n~nM~.n~~ • 

. 0)·'0" 

Figure 3-8. Subsubdeck 58 (test 7) 
Worst case sync pattern (9 cards). 

I 

•• oooooooooooaoooooooo000000008000000000DOOOOOOODOOOOO0000006&OOOuG~GOGOOOOOOC" 
"J.S'J"~"UU~D.».a~~nnunaVDn.~»D~~~n»~d~q~qU~q~«~~uu~"~PWH~~UUMUUUU"~"nn~nnnnn. 

1 H I 11 1 1 I tIll 1 til 1 lIt til lIt tIt lIt 1 1 1 11 1 I I I 1.I I 1 11 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 lit 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 

~222222222~222222222222122222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 

33l·l333333333333J3331~3333l~333333~3333331313l~333333333333333333333333333333333 

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 

155555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555S5555555555555 

• ""666&666666'66'6666666666666'6&6S6"666666666'66~66666666666666&66666&6666'" 

J 11.17 7 1 7 7 7.111111 7 11 7 7 11 7 111 7 7 1 77 111 7 7 1111 7 111 7 1111111 7 111 7 7 11111 7 1111 J 1 11 7 7 11111 

I aa I I a 8 1.11111111 I • a a a a I a IIII 8 II1III a I a a I IIII a u a n I a I a I II • II II II I 8 I II • II I 8 8 I.n II 

"S999!9999999~9999999999!59999999999999999999999999!9~999S999999999S999999999" 
It~'SCJ.tRuttU~nGnV~Nn.nunHvna~~UD~U~P~U~QUfl"U"«4""~UU"~~~~U~UUUH~~UU"~nnQ~~nn~~M 

00·S08' 

Figure 3-9. Subsubdeck 5C (test]) 
. Worst case sync pattern (9 cards). 
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1800000ooooooaoooooooooooooooooooooocoooooooooooooooooOOOCOOOD~OOOQQOODOOOOD'ODO' 
"J.S'J.'~nanMDun~d~nUn~nnn~~~~~UM~»n.nq~q""UUuUq~~U~~u~~~~~pUU~aMPU"Mnnn~~~n~~~ 

11 1-1 1 1 1 1 lIt 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lIt t J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 1 I 1 , 1 1 J 1 1 J 1 tit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I tIl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
, " 

1222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222!2222222222222222222222222222~2222 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

44444444444444(4444444(444444444444(44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 

555555555SS5SSS5SS5SSS555SS5SS55~555S55S5SS5555555S5SS555S5SSSS5SS5S5SS5S5SS5SS5 

'S6666&6666666E66666&66&&&666666666&&6666666S666666&66666666666666r6666666666666 

1177J 7 77ll 17 7 7J 717 717 7 1117 7 71 7 117 71 ? 7 17 17 7 II 1 7 7.7 1 77 1 7 17 1 7 711177 117 11111 7 111 7 11)' J 

••• 1 a II a Ilia 81 a alii 11811 1 & I 1 a a 1111. 1 III a I 1'11111111.11111111111111118111111111111 

, 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9! 99 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 91 
1124S'J.'""UU~~~";dN~Un~"~»~n~»uuMn.v~n~aqu"qqu"q~~u~~u~y~~uauu"u"~c"~nn~~~xnn~w 

110-'01' 

Figure 3-10. Subsubdeck 50 (test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards). 

I 

'DOOOOOOOOOOL~0000000090000000COOOD~OO~DOODGOODOOOnoooOOOOCODOO;OOOooooooooooo •• 
,,'.s"'t"n~~MG~n.qn~U~n~Kv~nH~~UMn~nA.".qU"UU~q"~~~~~~~~M"W~UC~n"~""~nnnu~~nnn" 

111ltl11tl111111111111111111tl1tl1111itl1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222Z222t222 222i2212222222222222222222 

33333333333333333333333333333333333333,33333333333333333333333333333333333333333 

444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444f4444 

55S5S555555S55~S5S555555SS5555S55SS555SSSSSS5555SS55S555555555555555555555555555 

"66'~66666666666i66"666666666'66666t6'6666666S66666666656666666666666666666666 

1 111111117 111 71111111111117 11 1111117 1 Jl 71111 117 11711111 111 111117111111 7 J 7111 7 1 71 

111.1.811111111811881111111&111111111111111111111111111811111'11181818181111.1 •• 

,9999999999999999999999999S9999999999999999999999999'9999999999999999999999999999 
1"4S"'t~UnUMU~"Uq~~nnN~nnuu~~»nMn~nKn~QqU"U~UU"~~~~~u~~~u~uuu"n"uu"~nnn~n.n.~M 

~D-'Ol' 

Figure 3-11. Subsubdeck 5E (test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards). 
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'.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOO~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOO0000000000000000000000001. 
, I J C S • J •• 10 11 11 11 14 D " 11 IS " 2l 11 Z2 211U5 21 n ZIlUO 1I n 13 1. 1DOI 113,.0 41 U t) .. 4StH! •• " S~ 51 SH}'UUI S1S! SUO" IH1 .. IUBI U If ~ 71 n 1) 14 15 ii 17 1I1UI 

,t '"1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 J tIt I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 J 1 1 1 1 I 1 I, I 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 J til 1 1 J I tIl 1 I 1 1 1 1 'i til ,I 

2222222222222222222:2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222i2221 

3333333333333333333~3333333333333333333333l333333333~3333333333333333333333~33j3 

(4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 

55555555555555555555555555555555555555SS5555555355555555555555555555555555555555 

"16G66G66666~6'666666666666'6'6'666666666~6666666666666"66G6666666666666666'" 

7777 71 77 7 7 77171 7 77 777 77771 77 77 7 77 77771 7 7 1 771 71 771 77 J 17 1177 7117717 71 7 7 17 1 77 71 7 1 77 

• II 81 a 8 8188 8 8 sa a 8 I 8 I 8 8 11111 a I aa I a III a II 8 II a I a 8 II a I IIII 8 • II • IIIII • III a III 8 a I • II •• 

Is 9 9 9 g 9 9 9 H 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ! 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ~ 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 
I 2 1 4 S I 1 • • IQ II It tI " ft Ii " :1 11 13 ZI :U"4 Z;;i 17 ;37t 14 JI 17 U 14 2; U 17111"0 '"l U" 4Hl tJ " .. $4 ~I U il 54 ~" !HI '15411 U U It'~ U 'I U n III n 12 11 i4 :l " n /, :1 II 

;)0·'0" 

Figure 3-12. Subsubdeck SF (test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards). 

I 

eooooooOOOOOUOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooo00000000000000000000000080 
• I J C S, f. t 10 \I:t 1114 IS:! 11 II "':11 22zut1inl1n7t:lll1l:u14lSlUIJI:t4t tl41 u",c"c., ' ... SUI SUH4SS5lSH".4tIlIZU'''UUHIU'' n 7! n" ;~1I17 " .... 

1 r I 1 1 I I t I J 1 1 1 I til lit lit tIl 1 ttl I t I J 1 I tit til 1 I 'I 1 1 1 'I I I 1 J tIl 1 f 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 J 1 t I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 

22222222222222222222222~222222222222222222222222222222 222222222222222222i2122221 

.3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333331333333333133333333333333333333 

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444'44444444444444444444444444444444 

5S555555555555S5S55555555555SS55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 

'i 6 6 6 G S' 6 6 Ii Ii 6 Ii 6 6 Ii 66 Ii 6 Ii 66 i Ii 6 6 Ii Ii 6 6 6 6 6 6666 Ii 6 6 Ii 666 6 ~ 6 6 6 n Ii 6 Ii Ii 6 6' 666' 6 6 6 6 6,6 S 66' 6 6 6 6" 

1117 17 17 7 17 7717 7117 717 17 7717 17 J 1171 7117 17 7 17 717 7 71 J 17 J 17 7177 171711.7 77 1 7 17 11 77 111 

I a a 8 8 • a a sa 8 a I 83 18 a 1111 8 • 8 II .11 a 8 18 a 1111 • I a 8 I • 1111111111 • 1111111111.1 •• I • II I a I a I. 

I 9' 9 9 ~ , 9 9 99 99 H 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 99 9 9 
111CS'J"lOnD!ll4n~Uq~»nUn~DnnaH~~UUN»~V14»~~~Q ... ~quq"~~il~14»9P14"W~UUM~"U""~n~nU~.17n'N 

OO·'l1" 

Figure 3-13. Subsubdeck SG(test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards) 
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·0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 
'21".,.t~nnUMD~n.~~~UnMn~nnn~~n»~»~v~n~uUu~~"~""~~»~~U~»»"~~UUMU"PU"~nnn~~nnnn. 

1 1 t ttl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 tIt 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lIt J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,I tIl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I lIt 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 

22222222222222222222222222222~22222222222222222222222222222t22222222222222222222 

33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333331 

444444444444444444444444444444(4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 

55555S5555555555555555555555555555555~S555555555~55555555555555555555.55555555555 

"66& 6 6 66 & & & 6& & 6 6 6 6 6 6& 6 6 66 6 66 66 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 66 6 6 66 66 6 6 66 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 &6 6 6 6 6 6 6 " " 

J 11 7 7 11 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 77 7 7 7 1 711 7 1117 7 711111 7 71 7 1 7 11111 711 71111111 71111111111 7 11111 7 7 77 77 

I • a I • II 8 I a a I B 8 I 8 a. I a I 8 I I II • all a II a I a 1III1I1111111 B 8 II a I a a II a I a I •• a a a II a 8 III IIIII 

S , 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 S 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 S 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 
12J41. "I~"nnM~~»gn~~nn~nannn~~U»~H~V~n"flUU~U""""~~U~~U~U~~"~UUMU"UUU~nn~~n~nn~. 

o~·,.o.· 

Figure 3-14. Subsubdeck 5H (test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards) . 

•• 0800Dooooooaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooo00000000000000000000000111 
'J2C"' •• ~nU~MGan.dnnunMnHnan~~uu~n.U.D"aUU~U~U~qM~U~~"~YUHY~UU~U"uuu~nnnM~~nn~. 
"'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111l1111111t11111111111111111 

2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222·2222222222222222222222 

33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 

C44C4444CCCCCCCC.44444CC4444444444'CC44C4(C444444444444444444~4444~444444444~444 

555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555S~5555555555S55S5555 

"666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666'" 

771717 117 17 117 711 7 1111117 7 1 7 117 17 71117 77171117711177711117717771117117 717 7 111 7 71 

•• I a a I a a a II a I 8 I I I I I I I IIIIII I a II II I a II I I a I I I a I I • SI I 'I I I I I • I III II I I a a I I a I I II • I a I II I 

" 99999999999999999999 9 9999999 9 99299999999999999999,'999999999999999999999999999. 
I I J • I , 1 • I 10 II It tl14 ~" IJ ~ Il 2UI n 2ll' ~ Iii Jf II n 3UI U 2J ~ .s ~u, lilt Ie ., '101 ,us U" •• OUUI SHU. U ~ SI $I H ~"\2 U U I.HElI lH11I: n nIl I. n IS If II :'9" 

;)o·~o.· 

Figure 3-15. Subsubdeck 51 (test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards). 
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I 

t • 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 00 0 U a 0 D 0 0 0 COO 0 0 0 COO 0 0 0 0 ~ H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DOC 0 0 t 
., J. S, J. 'IOllI2UMI5IOIJIII':I02'lUn10~:CZJlIn~JlJ2Dl.n:S1111"C4.t4!C3W.HI41""!IOSlU!J~~~!I$I5UUIIHHHHU1I1nlOnnnJ&l\I'T111IU' 
tIt 11 t t t t ttl tIll 1 1 I 1 11111 tIlt ftllli JIll J 1111 I 1 111 JIll 1 11111 r 11111111 1 1 1111111 111 

22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 

33133333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 

55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 

, , 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 & 6 6 & 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 & 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 & 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 U 6 6 6 6 6 6 ., 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 , 6; S 

17117771717177177777 1 7 17177 1111 7 77117177 11 77 7171171 71 77 1711171171177 111 } 77111177 

• 1111 a as 811111 8 sa 8 I • 11111 a I a III I III • sa • I II & 8 I • 8 11111111 ... a III • a • as • a I I a I I • 1111 • 

S9999999999999999999999999199999~9999999999999999~9999 9999999g999999999999991999 
IIJ.'. 1 •• ~nnUM~~qYUn~un~»nnnn~nUD~n~U~Hq~UUN~«~««~~~U~~~~~"~~~uun~~U"~nnnK~Kn~~n 

:0·'01' 

Figure 3-16. Subsubdeck 5J (test 7) 
Worst case resync pattern (9 cards). 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIII 
11111!111111!!I!!I!.!!IIIIII!IIII!II'I!!!!I!I'!.111111!I!!.!II,.!!!II!I!!.I!!III 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111I11111I1111111I1111111 
III • ! • , I , ;; :: 11 !~ " ;;, ,~ ,; is :1 ::: :t :2 ::;, ~lli ;,/ 21 :l )0 !! 1: l; ;4 l!:i j~ ;.s It ." 41 ,; C; .... ) ••• : ... :_:J ~1 ~: ~ >I !~ :..e :: :.. ),.0 ;'i ,: l:; ..... ) foi ~; II •• :J l' :: :1 II "j I ;1 ;. 11 .. 

II I 1 11 I f 111111 1 III J 11 11111 I 111 1 111 t J I 1 1 1111.11 I 1 111 1111 1 111 11 t t t 11 , I 1111 111 t I 1111 

21222222212222221122222221222222212222222122222221222222212222222122222221222222 
. . 

3313333333(3333333133333331333333311333333'3333333133333331333333313333333133333 

444144444441444444~1444444C144444441444444414C44444144~44441444444414444c4414c44 

55551555555515555555155555551555555515555555155555551555555515555555155555551555 

"6E616666666166666661666666sI6666"616666666166666~616666666166666661666666sl'6 

1171771771777717771177171117771111777l'1771171'7}1l177177l717711l777}1.7777]771] 

11111111B16aea1BBlllla11DIII!1111111111111112111111111111111111111;SD11111311111 
111111!IIIBIBIIIIIDllliIIDIIIIIIDIIIIDBJIBDDIIIDIIDaaS~S~ailllla8BIIDilaI1911111 
I : , ; #I • I Iii J 11 t: ~; ." : .. 'Ii ;! ii .; ~:l11 2l1j.J :~ :, 2; 41 Ji 1.1 .. 1 llll~. -:.:. " ... ,j) '6 " '0: 4 .... '. t; 4~ ,; ..... 1' ~;, :., !.~ !.l ;,'; ~~ ':.4 ~; • .1 ~i \~ '1 \; L"," ,:, ~i " U ,; f" II ;~ ,J ,.c .:, !~ H ,I ~,w 

JO· ~~,. 

Figure 3-17. Subdeck 6 (test 7), 
Maximum legal HOllerith punch pattern (99 cards). 
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1 1 I 1 I I 

1 1 I I 1 I I 
'OIO~OOOOOOOGJIOOOOOOODOOOIOOODOOOooooloOODOOOOOODIOOO00000000100000000000100001 
111.S'J.t~rUaM~~nQ~~nn~hn~Un~~n~~UnHV.~"~GUMU«U""~~UU~~~P~U~~U"«~M""U~nnn~~~n"~. 

11 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 ttl 1 r 1 1 1 1 I 111 1 1 1 1 1 lIt 1 11 , t , , 1 1 01 1 1 1 'I 1 1 1 1 1 IIi 1 oIl! 1 1 lIt 1 1 lIt t 11 1 1 1 

22221222222222~2122222222222122222222.2221222222222221222222222221222222222221222 

333331i3333333333133333333333133333333133133333333333133333333333133333333333133 

.44444144444444444144444444444144444444~44114444444444144444444444144444444(4414 

55555551555555555551555555555551555555555551555555555551S55S55SSSsslSSSSSSS55Ssi 

"i6666SI6666666666616666~6666661666666666661666666666661666666666661666666666" 

111111111111777177117171171711711'7111117171111111111111111111111117117171111717 

IIISII •• lalaal ••• a.I •• laaa,a.llllall.IIIIIIII.IIIIIII.ala&111111118&181811111 ••• 

! ! 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 919 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9199 99 9 99 09 9 9 S I 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 91 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 91 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 91 9 9 9 n 9 9! 
11145' J"~"~QWQuu.QUn~nhaKv~n~~u~~n~~~~~QQUMU~~~q~~~U~~~~u~~~uU~cc~u"~n~n~nKn~~. 

1)00~o,' 

Figure 3-18. Subdeck 7 (test 7) 
Timing (sliding) pattern (99 cards). 

1IIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII~I III1IIIII1I lilllllllil 11!llmlllll Ilall~lllll 1111111 
I 1111.1111111 11111111el. 1IIIIIgiiai 11115111111 I1I1II11111 III1III11II III1I1 
Ilolllllllllll~IIIII.SllllijIIIIIIIIII1311111111111~11111111111~1111!111111~11111 
1" 14 '\: ~., .. :; .' •. :,'.,,'. :'" ';~ .. ' ." .~: -.• ::::~: ·"~i:·:';::":-:!'·~'';''::·:.~~': •.•.•• :j ~;.~::·:t(: ~ .. ';!:., i ~=i:·~:'··'!"·'!:'·';.·· ~: .. '~' ·t:jU 

111 11(111111111111111111;111111;11111111111111111111111IIIISllllllll=:aIIRllllll 
111121Iallll=~II:I:II;;la;DI21!IIII!i::2~:I:i:~alll:11;1;I;illli~~iaiiiiiiii2111 

11111311111111111311111111111311111151111311111111111'1;!11111111311111111111311 
111111411111111111411RBllllall~IIDlla11111411111111111~allllllllaI41111111;1114.1 

1llllllsllllBllllllsllallllllllslDR;llllallsllllllllll1511111111111~11111111!115 

1IIIIIIISIIIIIIIIIIIGIIIIIIIIIIIsiDIBIIIIIIIsIIIIIIIIDalEllllllllaaleilllllllJl1 
111111111111111;1&111111111111111111111811111111111111aI171111111Ii!B711!lllilll 

1111111111'llallllllllall~allllllg8il!IIBlllaliIIIIBI;'IZUlalllllltlallsllllll!11 

111111111113all!IIIIII~91IaIIIIIDDI911111111;DlsIIIBlaaIB;lsllll!llagll~11111111 
I 2 1 " $ • lit ty II :1 II .1 :" I. ;/ ;: :, .tv" :i n 2: ;.;4 i·' ;. ~~ j.: ~I ~~ 1\ ja "~:.6 H ... 1I.Q 41 •• .c', " 4i ti c: ~ U 'lC !~ ::~, :4 ;j ~ ~i !i !,'~ \1 _) .~ ". ~ ~ 1.1 ~: foI ~;; I_ IZ I. 14 ;" :, 11 it :, " 

00·':1" 

Figure 3-19. Subdeck 8 (test 7) 
Inverted timing pattern (worst case binary) 
(99 cards). 
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••• aaoaooooooOOOOOODCOOOOOOO~OOODOO~00000000000900000000000000000000000000000000 
;1'.I.' •• ~"nQM~M»~~n~nn~n~n3~.nn»~n.vun~~~~~"~O~~W~UUM"~"M""~""Un"u""~nnnH~~"~~. 
I tIt I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 , 1 t 1 : lIt 1 1 1 , 1 ill I 1 1 1 '1 1 I I I 1 I I I I 1'1 1 ill 1 tIl 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 lit I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 

22222222222222222222272222222222222222222222222222~22222222222222222222222222222 

3333333333333333333313333333333333333l333~33333J33333SJi3l3333333333333333333333 
• J 

4444~444444444~444444444444444444444444444~l444C4444444"44444444444444444"4444 

55S55S5555555555~555555555555S555555555SS55S5555555555.55555555555555555555555555 

5'6'666'6666666666666666666666666666666&6666666666666&666$666666&6666666666666'5 

7 77 1 1 11111 7 1 7 7 111 ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 11 7 7 1 7 11 7 1 7 111 7 7 11 7 7 1111 7 111 1 7 11111111 11 7 7 7 7 1 117 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 1 

11118.8 II III I 8118 II a 111118 1111 8 11111 .. I • 111111 II a 1111 • I • 1111 • II ••• III II 18 8 • 8 II :a 
S S S 9 9 9 S 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9S 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9! . 
":.,,, •• ~qgOU~K".~nnnn~u~unn.~»u~n~v~»"«q"«U"O~U~PUUM»MVM»W"""U~""u"nnqn~~Kn_"" 

OD·~oel 

I 

Figure 3-20. Subdeck 9 (test 7 optional) 
No punches (99 cards). 

laDOOOOOOOOOOJOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00000000000000000000000000 
"J.'.' •• ~nQd"USn~d~nnn"n~nnn~~~u~n.v.n~u~~~U"UqU~~~~MU~"M""~"O~»""""~"nu~~~n~"M 
11 • I 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 111 til 11 J 1 til I I 1 1 1 11 I 11 t I I 11 I I I I lIt I I 1 I I 1 I t 11 1 1 lIt 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I I lit I I 11 I 

222222222222222222222~2222222222222222222~22222222222~2~222222222222222222222222 

3111333l3~333333313333333333~333333333133i33333333~33333333333333333333333333333 

. 4~444444444444444444444444444~.44.44444444444444444C44444444444444444444444~4444 

5555555555555S555555555555555S~55SS55555555S5555555~5555555555555555555555555555 

'S"""'666i666666666666'6C'6666666'66'666~6666666'666666666666666666666666666' 

J 11 J J 111 7 7 7 7 1 7 11 7 7 7 1 7 7 J 11 J 11711 7 7 7 11 7 711 11 7 1 J J 1 7 11111 71 7.7 11 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

III. II a .811 II 18 II a II a II II I II 1118111 i 11111111 .. a II II III 111111 • I • 1111111 • III • I II • I 

S'9j'99999999919999999999999999'9~9'99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
tla"'J •• ~n"~K~~u.nmnnn"nHnnHMv~»~n.n.""~UQ"~~Uq"W~»U~U~"M"w~"uun."""~nnnH~~n~~. 

DO-SO.' • 

Figure 3-21. Separator Control Card. 
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3.2.11.6 Gard Reader Diagnostic Test Error Godes 

Table 3-24 below lists the card reader diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief 
error descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. 

Table 3-24. Card Reader Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Gode No. Brief Description Failure 

6000 8/9 Troubleshooting or alignment aid error. GROG or 
card reader 

6001 0 Failure to disable GROG bus drivers. GROG 

6002 0 GROG bus ti meout. GROG 

6003 1 Memory address register (F F21) error. GROG 

6004 1/2 GROG reset error. GROG 

6005 1 I ncrement memory address register error. GROG 

6006 2 Mode register (FF25) error. GROG 

6007 2 Status interface error. GROG 

6008 3 Binary simulate error. GROG 

6009 3 Golumn counter error. GROG 

600A 4 Hollerith simulate error. " GROG or 
card reader 

600B 4 Hollerith odd column error. GROG or 
card reader 

600G 5 Reserved command error. GROG 

6000 5 Hollerith check bit error. GROG 

600E 6 Standard card read error. GROG or 
card reader 

600F 7 Worst case card read error. GROG or 
card reader 

6010 7 Slow power-up error. GROG or 
card reader 

6011 7 Hopper status error. GROG or 
card reader 
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3.2.11.7 Card Reader Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the card reader diagnostics. 
These tests are explained below on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by 
asterisks. . 

* Test 0: Enable, Disable Bus Drivers 

This test verifies the ability to connect and disconnect the controller bus drivers, and to 
read all CR DC addresses. 

* Test 1: Memory Address Test 

This test verifies that the memory address register (F F21) can be written to and read from 
with all possible data patterns. It also verifies that this register can be reset from all ones 
to all zeros by writing 0001 to FF20. This test also verifies that the memory address 
register can be incremented through all combinations by using the increment memory 
address register command (0001 written to FF26). 

* Test 2: Status Test 

This test checks the data path from the mode register (F F25) and the control diagnostic 
register (FF24) to the status register (FF27). 

* Test 3: Binary Simulate Test 

This test simulates reading binary cards to test the following: 

• The data path from the row diagnostic register (F F24) through the input data reg.ister 
(FF22) and the transceivers onto the universal bus and into main memory. 

• The proper functioning of the address drivers: 

• The ability to do DMA's and interrupts. 

• The setting of the excessive column count bit (bit 3 of the status register, FF27) upon 
attempting to read 81 simulated columns and that DMA's are inhibited while this bit 
is set. 

* Test 4: Hollerith Simulate Test 

This test checks the ability of the controller to translate all possible Hollerith codes. 

* Test 5: Reserved Command and Illegal Code Test 

This test verifies that all the reserved commands written into the command register (F F26) 
have no effect on the controller. 

Test 6: Standard Hollerith Card Test 

This test is used to check the card reader and assumes that the controller is working 
properly (except for the line drivers and receivers to and from the card reader). It does 
binary reads of legal Hollerith cards from a standard test deck comparing each card read 
against expected values. The test deck used in this test consists of subdecks 0-3 (see 
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paragraph 3.2.11.1) separated by separator control cards. If a control card is sensed before 
it is expected, the program assumes that an abridged is being used; this will not cause an 
error, but it is assumed that the next subdeck is about to begin. 

Test 7: Worst Case Card Test 

This test is a continuation of the card reader test (test 6) and reads in the second part of 
the test deck. If subdeck 9 (optional) is used four tests are performed: 

• The reader speed check reads cards at full speeq for 5 seconds, counting as it reads. The 
card reader speed (cards per minute) is displayed. 

• This test asks the operator to verify that the reader motor stops after 30 seconds when 
no card read commands are issued. 

• This test verifies that the reader reads a card within seven seconds after a read command 
is issued with the card reader motors stopped. 

• This test reads cards and tests for the expected hopper check on the last card read. 

Test 8: Troubleshooting Aid 

This test reads cards or simulates reading cards as selected by the operator. The operator 
selects the data, card size, data mode (binary or Hollerith) and whether data and/or status 
is to be verified. If verification is selected, the program compares the data selected by the 
operator with the actual data and reports any errors. 

Test 9: Alignment Aid 

This test is used for alignment or troubleshooting.. It reads the first card of a deck and 
expects all the following cards to be the same. If a separator card is read, it treats the next 
card as the first card of a deck and expects all of the fol10wing to be the same. For 
troubleshooting purposes, one can select a delay (0-3.2 seconds) between card reads. 
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3.2.12 ROLS (REMOTE STATION SUBSYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC (RS) 

Thi·s program is designed to verify the correct operation of the selected address ports. The pro
gram assumes the CPU (XPU or XPU2), memory, SMUX and operator communications device 
are functioning properly. Error information is provided which, in most cases, may be sufficient 
to isolate a fault to the CARS, RSC, modems, telephone lines or SMUX. 

Information on the ROLS diagnostic is presented in the following sequence: 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution 

• Functional test descriptions 

• Test error codes 

• R 0 LS status errors 

3.2.12.1 ROLS (RSS) Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point RS has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure. (Reference paragraph 
3.2v.) The test begins with the following display on the CRT. 

Diselay Keyboard Response 

a) ROLS DIAGNOSTIC V( ) DATE Press FIELD REL 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) -- ROLS DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS -- Press FIELD REL 
SL STANDARD LOCAL (CARS) TESTS 
SR STANDARD REMOTE (RSC) TESTS 
ST STANDARD TEST (BOTH) 
TS TEST SELECT 
CL CLEAR TESTS AND DEVICES 
DR DEFINE DEVICES AND OPTIONS 
DM DISPLAY MENU OF TESTS 
RT RETURN TO DX CONTROL 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) ROLS TESTS Press FIELD REL. 
TEST 0* SELECTION RESPONSE TEST 
TEST 1 * I LLEGAL COAX PARITY TEST 
TEST 2* SHORT SELECTION MESSAGE 

TEST 
TEST 3* CARD LEGAL LENGTH SMSG 

TEST 
TEST 4* LONG BLOCK LENGTH TEST 
TEST 5* I LLEGAL COAX MESSAGE TEST 
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Display 

TEST 6* CARS POLL RESPONSE TEST 
* = STANDARD LOCAL: 
+ = STANDARD REMOTE 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

Keyboard Response 

d) RO LS TESTS Press FIE LD R E L. 
TEST 7 CARS LED TEST 
TEST 8 DUMP CARD PROM 
TEST 9 CARS EXTERNAL SWITCHES 
TEST 10 CARS INTERNAL SWITCHES 
TEST 11 CARS CONFIGURATION 

SWITCHES 
TEST 12 CARD SYNCHRONOUS MODEM 

SWITCHES 
TEST 13+ RSC SHORT MESSAGE TEST 
* = STANDARD LOCAL 
+ = STANDARD REMOTE 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

e) ROLS TESTS Press FIELD REL 
TEST 14+ RSC PO L L RESPONSE TEST 
TEST 15+ RSC LONG BLK KSIM TEST 
TEST 16+ DEVICES EXERCISED SERIALLY 
TEST 17+ DEVICES EXERCISED 

CONCURRENTLY 
TEST 18+ CARS RSC & DEV CONCURRENT 

TEST 
TEST 19 RSC LE D TEST 
TEST 20 DUMP RSC ROM 
* = STANDARD LOCAL 
+ = STANADRD REMOTE 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

f) ROLS TESTS Press FIELD REL. 
TEST 21 RSC EXTERNAL SWITCHES 
TEST 22 RSC INTERNAL SWITCHES 
TEST 23 RSC CONFIGURATION SWITCHES 
TEST 24 RSC SYNCHRONOUS MODEM 

SWITCH 
TEST 25 COAX DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
TEST 26 CARS DATA SET READY TEST 
* = STANDARD LOCAL 
+ =" STANDARD REMOTE 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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Display 

g) THIS MODULE HAS ONE AUTOMATIC 
CALL TO DR 
HERE WE GO 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

RSS COAX RSS COAX 
h) ADDRESS ADDRESSES NUMBER ADDRESSES 

o 

2 

3 

00-07 

08-15 

16-23 

24·31 

SELECT RSS NUMBER (0) = 

4 

5 

6 

7 

32-39 

40-47 

48-55 

56-63 

i) SELECTED CARS ADDRESS RANGE 
IS X-X 

NOTE 

Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. This prompt appears 
on the first pass of RS. Thereafter, DR, 
then FIELD REL must be selected. 
Note: DR allows the selection of the 
coax address ports the program is to 
test. Once an address is selected, the 
only way to deselect it is through the 
use of the C L command. 

Enter RSS address number and FIE LD 
R E L. The program then displays the 
CARS address range within the selected 
RSS number. 

Press FIELD REL. 

When the XL40 was first released, its SMUX had the capability of polling 
only the first 32 coax addresses, i.e., 0-31. Subsequent design and field 
changes allow the SMUX to poll 64 coax addresses (i.e., 0-63). If the 
RSS number selected is 4 through 7, the program checks that the SMUX 
can poll the higher coax address (i.e., 32-63). If it can 't, the following 
prompt is displayed. 

Display 

j) THE UNMODIFIED SMUX IN THIS SYSTEM 
CAN'T POLL ANY ADDRESS ABOVE 31 
(I.E. 32 THROUGH 63). 

The program now sends the foflowing selection 
message to the first coax address listed in the 
CARS range display (step h). 

CS 36 04 00 3F 
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Display 

If there is a polling response, the following is 
displayed. If there is no polling response, the 
display is bypassed. 

k) THE CARS INDICATES THAT THE TESTABLE 
COAX IS XX-XX 

At this point, the program determines which coax 
addresses in the previously indicated range acknowl
edged by the CA RS. 

NOTE 

Keyboard Response 

The RSC must be attached with some keystations, station page printer, 
or other coax devices on-line in order for CARS to respond. This is the 
only way in which the program will fully test the ROLS. 

The on-line addresses for the CARS are then listed as shown: 

Display 

I) THE CARS RESPONDS FOR THE 
FOLLOWING COAX ADDRESSES: 
XX 

m) WHICH COAX ADR IS TO BE TESTED 
(DO)? 
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Keyboard Response 

Up to eight addresses can be listed in this 
display. If none are listed however, it is 
likely that errors have occurred because 
the CARS does not have any coax ad
dresses on-line, and/or it does not respond. 
In such a case, it might be well to select 
any arbitrary address and run test 25 to 
determine the coax configuration. If 
addresses are listed, the program then 
prompts with the following display: 

Key in any part in the range indicated 
in the CARS indicated range display, 
then FIELD REL. If default address 
(00) is to be used, FIELD REL only. 
At this point the program queries the 
coax port selected to see if it should be 
considered on-line or off-line for testing 
purposes. 



Display 

n)! IS THE COAX PORT ON-LINE (N)? 

0) ARE THERE ANY MORE ADDRESSES 
TO TEST (N)? 

p) 1 RS COMMAND = 

* - INPUT ERROR, PLEASE REKEY -*1 
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Keyboard Response 

FIELD REL if not on-line. Only the local 
tests wi II be beneficial. Y, then FIE L D 
REL if on-line. 

If there are any more addresses to test, 
a Y, FIELD REL, will cycle the prompt
ing sequence back to step m. FIELD 
REL only will terminate the DR com
mand and the program will return to the 
RS command prompt. 

Key in the appropriate 2 characters of 
the command to be run; and FIE LD 
REL. Go to the paragraph covering the 
selected command (see below). 

SL - Standard Local (CARS) Tests, 
paragraph 3.2.12.2 

SR - Standard remove (RSC) Tests, 
paragraph 3.2 .12.3 

ST - Standard Test (Both), paragraph 
3.2.12.4 

TS - Test Select, paragraph 3.2.12.1.4 

CL - Clear Tests and Devices, para
graph 3.2.12.1.5 

DM - Display Menu of Tests, paragraph 
3.2.12.1.6 

RT - Return to DX Control paragraph 
3.2.12.1.7 

Note: If a 2 character name, not in the 
command display, is keyed, the 
following error will be displayed 
and control will pass back to step 
p of this paragraph. 



NOTE 

Under normal circumstances, it is expected that you execute the SL 
(Standard Local) tests on all coax addresses in the DR CARS INDICATED 
RANGE display. If successfully completed, CL (clear) out RS and then 
execute the SR (Standard Remote) tests on all addresses indicated in the 
DR Coax Display. 

3.2.12.1.1 SL - Standard Local (CARS) Tests - SL selects the standard set of tests designed to 
exercise the CARS. Note that at least one remote coax device must be on-line through the CARS 
in order to thoroughly test the board. With SL keyed in, the automatically selected tests are dis
played as shown. For a description of the functions performed by each test, refer to paragraph 
3.2.12.2. 

Display 

a) THE STANDARD SET OF LOCAL TESTS 
(0-6) HAS BEEN SELECTED. 
RSCOMMAND = 

DX DI RECTIVE = 

TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
DX DI RECTIVE = 

Keyboard Response 

RT, then FIELD REL. 

EX, then FIELD REL to begin tests. 
If there is an error, refer to paragraph 
3.2.12.3. If no error exists, the follow
ing will be displayed. 

EX, then FIELD REL to repeat tests 
CL, then FIELD REL to terminate 
tests. 

3.2.12.1.2 SR - Standard Remote (RSC) Tests. - This command will select the standard set of 
tests designed primarily to exercise the RSC. It is important to note however, that at least one 
remote coax device must be on-line through the CARS or the RSC cannot be exercised. When SR 
is keyed in response to the RS command prompt (paragraph 3.2.12.1 p), the following is displayed. 
For a description of the functions performed, refer to paragraph 3.2.12.2. 
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Display 

a) THE STANDARD SET OF REMOTE TESTS 
(13-18) HAS BEEN SELECTED 
RS COMMAND = 

b) I DX DIRECTIVE = 

TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
DX DIRECTIVE = 

Keyboard Response 

RT, then FIELD REL. 

EX, then FIELD REL to begin tests. 
If there is an error, refer to paragraph 
3.2.12.3. If no error exists, the follow
ing will be displayed. 

EX, then FIELD REL will repeat ex
ecution of the tests. 
CL, then FIELD REL will clear all tests 
from memory and testing of other units 
may begin (paragraph 3.2 .v). 

3.2.12.1.3 ST - Standard Test (Both) - Keying "ST" in response to the RS command prompt 
causes standard tests for CARS and for RSC to be executed. The following will be displayed. 

Display 

a) THE STANDARD SETOF LOCAL AND 
REMOTE TESTS (0-6; 13-18) HAS 
BEEN SELECTED 
PRESS'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) [ OX 01 RECTIVE = 

C)l_T_O_T_A_L_E_R_R_O_R_S_=_O ______________ _ . DX DI RECTIVE 
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Keyboard Response 

RT, then FIELD REL 

EX, then FIELD REL to begin tests. 
If there is an error, refer to paragraph 
3.2.12.3. If no error exists, the follow
ing will be displayed. 

EX, then FIE LD RE L will repeat tests 
CL, then FIELD REL will clear all tests 
from memory and testing of other units 
may begin. 



3.2.12.1.4 TS - Test Select - TS permits the entry of an iteration count for each test. When 
the tests are in execution, the selected test will be executed. The selected number of times for 
each coax address before the next coax address is tested. 

Display 

a) RS COMMAN D = 
TS 
TEST (0)= 

b) I COUNT (0) = 

I ANYMORE TESTS (N)? 

Keyboard Response 

The program will prompt for the 
decimal number of the test to be 
selected (0-26). Count 0 will cause 
the test to be skipped. 

Enter decimal number for the number 
of iterations of the selected test is to 
be made (0-32,767), then FIELD REL. 

Enter Y, then FIELD REL if the TS 
prompting sequence is to be auto
matically called again. The test number 
will automatically increment if "Y" is 
selected. N, then FIELD REL returns 
program to RS command prompt. 

3.2.12.1.5 CL - Clear Tests and Devices - The CL command permits the operator to deselect 
all previously selected tests and devices. 

3.2.12.1.6 DM - Display Menu of Tests - The DM command permits the viewing of the menu of 
tests. When keyed, displays shown in paragraph 3.2.12.1 af are presented. 

3.2.12.1.7 RT - Return to DX Control - The RT command will return control to the diagnostic 
executive module DX. Any further prompts will be a function of DX. 

3.2.12.2 ROLS (RSS) Diagnostic Test Description 

The following provides a brief functional description of each test in the ROLS diagnostic. 
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Test 0: Selection Response Test 

This test sends 1000 selection messages with a false RAM address to the CARS port under test. 
Each selection message is of the form: 

CX 34 0000 3F 

The CARS should treat each message as a "NOP" (No Operation, dummy message). If the CARS 
is on-line, a "Busy" selection response and a "Busy Complete" polling response should be received. 
If the CARS is off-line, only a selection timeout should be received. 

Test 1: Illegal Coax Parity Test 

During this test, 1000 selection messages with inverted parity are sent to the selected CARS port. 
Each selection message is of the form: 

CX 34 nn nn 3F 

where nn is 03E7 for the first message, 03E6 for the second etc., until nn nn is 00 00 
for the last message. 

Because of incorrect parity, each message should be rejected by the CARS. Should any be accepted 
they should be treated as "NOP's". Whether on-line or off-line, the CARS coax ports should always 
detect the parity error and not respond - causing a selection timeout. 

Test 2: Short Selection Message Test 

During this test a series of eight different imcomplete selection messages are sent to the designated 
CARS port, to check if the CARS treats them as NOP's. Each selection message is one of the 
following: 

CX 

CX 

CX 

CX 

CX 

CX 

CX 

CX 

3F 

34 

34 

3F 

34 

3F 

3F 

34 

3F 

00 

00 

3F 

3F 

3F 

3F 

00 

3F 

If the CARS port is on-line, a "Busy" selection response and a "Busy Complete" polling response 
should be received. If the CARS port is off-line, only a selection timeout should be received. 
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3.2.12.3 ROLS Test Error Codes 

Table 3-25 lists the ROLS diagnostic test error codes. Displayed with the error code to aid the 
CE, would be elapsed minutes, error exit address, listing address, the test number in which the 
error occurred and a description of the problem. 

Table 3-25. ROLS Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Fault 

8000 - Can't determine if the SMUX can poll all SMUX 
64 coax addresses or just the first 32. 

8001 XX SMUX was unexpectedly busy when a SMUX 
selection message transmission was to be 
initiated coax address 

8002 17 SMUX went busy but never issued an SMUX 
interrupt 

8003 XX An Interrupt of unknown type (not poll SMUX 
or selection) occurred for the SMUX 

8004 XX Unexpected selection message interrupt for SMUX 
coax address 

8005 1 Illegal coax parity test. The CARS was sent CARS 
a selection message with parity of each byte 
reversed. Unexpected selection response was 
received. 

8006 XX Selection response status error CARS 

8007 XX Selection timeout was expected but an CARS 
unexpected selection response was received 

8008 XX Selection message timeout occurred CARS 

8009 5 Unexpected selection message interrupt CARS 

800A 3 Unexpected selection message timeout CARS 

8008 4 CARS responded to an illegally long CARS 
selection message 
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Table 3-25. (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Fault 

800C 17,18 Expected selection response interrupt was SMUX 
not received. 

8000 XX Unexpected busy complete interrupt CARS 
received from GARS 

800E 17,18 Expected busy complete interrupt not CARS 
received from CABS upon receipt of legal 
selection message. 

800F XX Unexpected polling response interrupt -
returned from an address not selected 
for testing 

NOTE 

This error is usually the result of someone 
turning on a keystation or depressing a key 
at a keystation not under test. 

8010 XX Unexpected polling response interrupt ROLS or 
occurred while the address was selected someone 
for testing depressing 

key at key-
station under 
test 

8011 XX Unexpected device error occurred device 

8012 17,18 Expected polling response interrupt FtOLS or 
not received device 

8013 16 There was some kind of hang while ROLS or 
waiting for the response(s) to a selection device 
message 



3.2.13 STATION PAGE PRINTER DIAGNOSTleS (SP), 

The following paragraphs contain information concerning the station page printer diagnostic pro
cedures, including: 

• Step-by-step procedures of exectution 

• Functional test descriptions 

• Test error codes 

If a specific function of the station page printer is to be performed, refer to paragraph 3.2.13.2 
Station Page Printer Diagnostic Test Descriptions, in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

3.2.13.1 Station Page Printer Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point SP has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure. Reference paragraph 3.2t. 
To execute the station page printer diagnostic, observe the following procedure. 

Display 

a) STATION PRINTER V(X.XXX) Date 
-~ SP DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS --
DR DEFINE DEVICE OPTIONS 
TS TEST SELECTION 
ST STANDARD TEST SELECTION 
RT RETURN TO DIAGNOSTIC CONTROL 
UD USER DATA SELECTION 
OM DISPLAY TEST MENU 
CL CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) -- STATION PRINTER TESTS--
TEST 0 OPERATOR CONTROLS 
TEST 1 INTERNALPRINTER CHECK 
TEST 2 ERROR CONDITIONS CHECK 
TEST 3 SE LECTION/POLL RESPONSE 

CHECK 
TEST 4 ALERT TONE CHECK 
TEST 5 FONT CHECK 
TEST 6 ASCII FONT LOAD N' CHECK 
TEST 7 IMBEDDED CONTROL 

CHARACTERS 
TEST 8 ELECTRONIC FORM CONTROL 

(EFC) 
PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 

Press FIELD REL. 



Display 

c) --·STATION PRINTER TESTS--
TEST 9 
TEST 10 
TEST 11 
TEST 12 
TEST 13 
TEST 14 
TEST 15 
TEST 16 
TEST 17 

SLIDING liE" PATTERN 
DIAMOND PATTERN 
PRINTER SPEED 
PAPER LINE ADVANCE (PLA) 
RIPPLE PATTERN 
BROADSIDE PATTERN 
USER DATA 
SELECTION LOGIC CHECK-OUT 
POLLING LOGIC CHECK-OUT 

d) I FD COMMAND = 

Keyboard Response 

Depress space bar 

Select command entry from the follow
ing: 
DR - Define Device Options (paragraph 

3.2.13.1.1) 
TS - Test Selection (paragraph 

3.2.13.1.2) 
ST - Standard Test Selection (paragraph 

3.2.13.1.3) 
RT - Return to Diagnostic Control 

(paragraph 3.2.13.1.4) 
UD - User Data Selection (paragraph 

3.2.13.1.5) 
DM -Display Test Menu (paragraph 

3.2.13.1.6) 
CL - Clear Test Selections (paragraph 

3.2.13.1.7) 

3.2.13.1.1 DR - Station Page Printer Diagnostic Device Definition Procedure - DR permits, 
selection of the printer to be tested and the parameters used during testing. Prompts displayed· for 
this procedure are shown as follows: 

Display 

a) I PRINTER NUMBER (10) = 

b) IS PRINTER REMOTE (N)? 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter device number (0-31 or 63 
depending on the type of SMUX), 
then FIELD REL 

FIE LD R E L if not remote. Type Y, then 
FIELD REL if remote 



Display 

c) CHARACTERS/LINE (132) = 

d) I LINES/PAGE (66) 

Keyboard Response 

Enter number of characters per line 
that will be used in testing then FIELD 
RE L. FIE LD RE L if the standard 132 
characters per line is to be used 

Enter number of lines per page to be 
used in testing and FIELD REL. FIELD 
R E L only for standard 66 lines. 

3.2.13.1.2 TS - Station Page Printer Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure - TS permits the selec
tion of a specific test and the iteration count for that test. (Refer to paragraph 3.2.13.2 for a 
description of each test available.) Prompts displayed for this procedure are as follows: 

Display 

a) I TEST (0) = 

b) I COUNT (1) = 

ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 

Keyboard Response 

Enter test number, then FIELD REL 

Enter iteration count (0-32767) and 
FIELD REL. NOTE: A count of zero 
causes the test to be skipped. 

If N, then FIELD REL is selected, return 
to paragraph 3.2.13.1.a. If FIE LD R E L, 
return to step a. Note that the TEST 
prompt will have the test number 
incremented by one as the new default 
value. 

3.2.13.1.3 ST - Station Printer Diagnostic Standard Test Selection Procedure - ST permits 
selection of standard set of tests that can be executed in less than six minutes for a local printer 
(non-remote). The program displays the following information: 

THE STANDARD SET OF TESTS CONSISTS 
OF 2,3,4,6 THRU 14 

(No parameter entry is required. The 
test selections are done by the program 
which will immediately return to the 
command entry prompt.) 

3.2.13.1.4 RT - Station Page Printer Diagnostic Return to Diagnostic Control - RT returns con
trol to the Diagnostic Executive (DX). 

3.2.13.1.5 UD - Station Page Printer User Data Selection - UD permits parameters used in 
test 15. The procedure is as follows: 
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Display 

a) I START COLUMN (1) = 

b) I END COLUMN (132) = 

c) ASCII CHARACTER 1 (41) = 

d) I ASCII CHARACTER 2 (42) = 

Keyboard Response 

Enter desired start column (1-132). 
FIELD REL. 

Enter desired end column number 
(1-132) and FIELD REL. Note: If the 
END COLUMN number selected is less 
than the START COLUMN number, 
they are exchanged. 

Enter the hex value of the first ASCII 
character (01-F F) used in filling the 
print buffer and FIELD REL. 

Enter hex value of the second ASCII 
character used in filling the print buffer 
(01-FF), then FIELD REL. 
Note: Refer to paragraph 3.2.13.2, 
test 15, for an explanation of how these 
parameters are used. 

3.2.13.1.6 Station Page Printer Diagnostic Display Test Menu - At this point DM has been 
selected at Station Page Printer Test Procedure, paragraph 3.2.13.1 d. DM permits the operator 
to review the test menu shown in paragraph 3.2.13. 1 .b and c. 

3.2.13.2 Station Page, Printer Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following provides a brief functional description of each test in the station page printer 
diagnostic. Standard tests are indicated by asterisks. 

Test 0: Operator Controls 

This test verifies that the station page printer is checked for correct initialization at power up and 
that printer status (paper load, ready, selected, E Fe loaded) is correctly reported in the selection 
response. These status conditions are forced by operator activity at the printer. 

Test 1: I nternal Printer Check 

This test verifies the correct operation of the write RAM, read RAM, and read print line buffer 
command modes. It also exercises the printer's self test capability by repeatedly setting the ini
tial ize command mode. 

* Test 2: Error Conditions Check 

This test checks the station page printer's ability to recognize selection message format errors. 
The format errors tested are: 1) messages that are too long or too short, 2) messages not ending 
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with an EOM character and 3) messages having incorrect parity. It also checks the printer's 
response to messages received when it is still busy with the previous message. 

* Test 3: Selection/Poll Response Check 

This test verifies that the station page printer responds to all lengths of selection messages within 
the minimum maximum ranges (5 through 206 bytes). It also tests the keystroke simulate function 
(a carryover from the keystations) for a correct response. 

* Test 4: Alert Tone Check 

This test verifies operation of the alert tone. 

Test 5: Font Check 

The font check verifies the ability to load and print fonts of different sizes. It prints patterns 
which can be used to determine hammer failures. It verifies that a full 127 characters can be 
loaded and printed. It also checks both the printing and executing of the control characters (LF, 
FF, CR, VT). 

* Test 6: ASCII Font Load N' Check 

This test loads the standard ASCII 96 character font, then reads back each slice of the font to 
ensure it loaded correctly. The test also verifies that the station page printer's copy of the font 
header is correct. The final portion of the test sends two print lines to the printer. 

* Test 7: I mbedded Control Characters 

This test verifies the ability of the station page printer's ability to identify and execute control 
characters imbedded in a string of print characters. This is accomplished by sending a single mes
sage in which an individual check is made for each control character (FF, CR, LF, VT). These 
checks consist of print characters describing the control character followed by the control char
acter itself. 

* Test 8: Electronic Form Control (EFC) 

This test verifies the station page printer's capability to load the electronic form control and to 
recognize and execute E FC (VFU) control characters imbedded in messages. The form size is 
determined by the "DR" parameter LINES/PAGE with a maximum form size of 66 lines per 
page. The station page printer's maximum form size is 132 lines but the program loads two copies 
of the form into the E FC so that the maximum form size for this program is set at one half of 
132 or 66. 
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* Test 9: Sliding liE" Pattern 

The sliding liE" pattern test is designed to check the print head registration under worst case 
conditions. A line of E's are printed from left to right one character at a time. Then a line feed 
is issued and a second line will be printed from right to left. There should be no noticeable mis
alignment in the horizontal' direction between the two lines. 

* Test 10: Diamond Pattern 

This test is designed to check the print head registration and interline spacing. The size of the 
diamond pattern is determined by the number of characters per line value set by the /lOR" com
mand. Upon examination of the printout, there should be no inconsistencies in vertical character 
alignment or horizontal spacing. 

* Test 11: Printer Speed 

This test will calculate the print speed in lines per minute. Speed is determined by counting the 
number of lines printed in one minute. Different line lengths will result in different speeds. (The 
length is operator selectable by the "DR" command.) The speed is displayed on the operator 
console and is also logged on the station page printer. 

* Test 12: Paper Line Advance (PLA) 

This test checks all of the Paper Line Advance (PLA) characters (Y'90-X9F). A separate message 
is sent for each PLA character, followed by printed data and a carriage return. 

* Test 13: Ripple Pattern 

This test prints 96 lines of data. The data consists of an incrementing pattern of ASCII characters 
which is repeated every 96 characters. The pattern shifts to the left with each newline so that 
upon completion, all 96 ASCII characters will be in column one. 

* Test 14: Broadside Pattern 

This test prints 96 lines of data with each line being a different ASCII character. The number of 
times the character is repeated on a particular line is defined by the "DR" command parameter 
characters per line. 

Test 15: User Data 

This test prints 30 lines of data using the parameters defined in the /IUD" (User Data) command. 

Test 16: Selection Logic Checkout 

The selection logic checkout test is designed to assist in the troubleshooting of the station page 
printer selection message input and response logic. A five byte selection message is sent every four 
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milliseconds with a break every five seconds to check for operator cancel request (control/bypass) 
and to update the progress count. The operator cancel request is the only way to end the test. 
Since the object of this test is to aid in the troubleshooting of a known problem, no errors are 
reported. This test can be used in conjunction with diagnostic switch 4 (selection and poll re
sponse test) on the station page printer processor board. 

Test 17: Polling Logic Check-Out 

This test is designed to assist in the troubleshooting of the station page printer polling message 
input and response logic. When initiated, SMUX is disabled and a single byte identical to the SMUX 
poll message is sent to the station page printer every four milliseconds. This stream of polls is 
interrupted every five seconds to check for an operator cancel request (control/bypass) and to 
update the progress count. The operator cancel request is the only way to end the test. Since 

. the objective of the test is to aid in the troubleshooting of a known problem, no errors are re
ported. This test can be used in conjunction with diagnostic switch 4 (poll selection and poll 
response test) on the station page printer processor board. 

3.2.13.3 Station Page Printer Test Error Codes 

Table 3-26 lists the station page printer diagnsotic test error codes. Displayed with the error codes 
would be the elapsed time, the error exit address and the listing address. In some cases, the error 
codes will be preceeded by a message describing the purpose of the test. 

Table 3-26. Station: Page Printer Test Error Codes 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Fault 

9001 1 The data read from the RAM on the station Printer 
page printer's processor board was incorrect 

9002 1 The data read from the print line buffer Printer 
or the station page printer was incorrect 

9003 8 The data read from E FC RAM on the station Printer 
page printer was incorrect 
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Table 3-26. (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 

Code No. Brief Description Fault 

9004 XX The data read from the font R AM on the Printer 
station page printer was incorrect 

9005 XX A polling interrupt occurred from a device Printer 
other than the station page printer. 

NOTE 

This error usually happens because someone 
turns on or presses a key at a keystation or 
station page printer not under test 

9006 XX A polling response that does not have the Printer 
busy complete bit true was received at a 
time when none should occur 

9007 XX Unable to send a selection message due to SMUX 
the SMUX hanging busy for more than 5 
seconds 

9008 XX Sent a selection message but received no Printer 

selection interrupt 

9009 XX Received a selection response with the device Printer 
busy bit true but did not receive a polling 
response with the busy complete bit set true 
within 5 seconds (30 seconds if remote) 

900A XX Expected a pollfng response, other than a Printer 
polling response with busy complete bit 
true, but it did not occur within 5 seconds 
(30 seconds, if remote) 
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Table 3-26. (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Fault 

900B XX Did not receive a polling response after power Printer 
on or with SE LECT on 

900C XX The SMUX status register contents did not SMUX 
agree with what was expected 

9000 XX The selection response status did not agree Printer 
with what was expected 

900E XX The selection response status (station Printer 
page printer status) did not.agree with what 
was expected 

900F XX The status of the busy complete polling Printer 
response contains an error 

9010 XX The busy complete polling response did not Printer 
compare with the expected value 

9011 XX The status of the polling response contained Printer 
an error 

9012 XX The polling response data did not compare Printer 
with the expected value 

3.2.13.4 Station Page Printer Status Errors 

During the station page printer diagnsotic program, status errors may be generated which utilize 
memonics to report various hardware malfunctions. These are identical to the keystation status 
errors-(reference paragraph 3.2.2.4). 
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3.2.14 FLEXIBLE DISK DIAGNOSTICS 

This paragraph provides the following flexible disk diagnostics (FD) information: 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 
• Test error codes. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specified function of the flexible disk drive/disk/disk controller is to be tested~ refer to the 
flexible disk diagnostic test descriptions in paragraph 3.2.14.5 to select the proper tests. 

3.2.14.1 Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point F D has been selected in the diagnostic operating procedure, paragraph 3.2, step u. 
Before executing the flexible disk diagnostics, be certain that all important customer data diskettes 
have b,een removed. Execute the flexible disk diagnostics as follows: 

Display 

a) FLOPPY DISK DIAG V (01.000) 09/15/78 
DR - DEFINE DRIVE OPTIONS 
TS - DISK TEST SELECTION 
ST - STANDARD TEST SET SELECTION 
RT - RETURN TO DIAGNOSTIC CONTROL 
OM - DISPLAY TEST DESCRIPTION MENU 
CL - CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
CB - DISPLAY CURRENT CONTROL BLOCK 
PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE 

b) FLOPPY DISK TESTS 
TEST 0 - BASIC CONTROLLER TEST 
TEST 1 - COMMAND TEST 
TEST 2 - ERROR CONDITIONS TEST 
TEST 3 - CONTROLLER/DRIVER TEST 
TEST 4 - WRITE TEST 
TEST 5 - READ TEST 
TEST 6 - RANDOM DATAIWRITE/READ 
TEST 7 - MULTIPLE DRIVE CONCURRENCY TEST 
PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE 

c) FLOPPY DISK TESTS 
TEST 8 - INITIALIZE 
TEST 9 - VERIFY 
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TEST 10 - TROUBLESHOOTING AID 
TEST 11 - VERIFY TRACK IDS 
TEST 12 - DUMP DISKETTE DATA 
TEST 13 - ALIGNMENT AIDS 
TEST 14 - INTEGRITY TEST 
TEST 15 - WRITE TRACK 
PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE 
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Keyboard Response 

Depress space bar. 

Depress space bar. 

Depress space bar. 



Display 

d) I FD COMMAND = 

e) I DRIVE (1) = 

f) I DOUBLE SIDED DISKETTE (VI? 

g) I SIDE 0 (V)? 

h) I SIDE 1 (V)? 

i) TYPE 1 = 26 SECTORS/TR K 
TYPE 2 = 15 SECTORS/TRK 
TYPE 3 = 8 SECTORS/TR K 
TYPE 4 = 6 SECTORS/TRK 
TYPE (1) = 

j) I DOUBLE DENSITV (V)? 

k) I START TRACK (0) = 

I) I END TRACK (76) = 

m) I NBR SECTORS XFRD (26) 

n) I DATA PATTERN 1 (5555) = 

0) I DATA PATTERN 2 (AAAA) = 

I 
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Keyboard Response 

DR 

Enter the drive (1-2) to be tested, then 
FIELD REL. 

Enter FIELD REL for double sided diskette 
(2D type) or enter N for single sided diskette 
(10 type). 

Enter FIELD REL if side 0 is to be tested or 
else enter N. If N is entered, side 1 is auto
matically selected. Go to step 1. 

Enter FIE LD R E L if side 1 is to be tested or 
else enter N. 

Enter the sector type (1-4) to be tested, then 
FIELD REL. 

Enter FIELD REL for double density testing 
or enter N for single density testing. 

Select the first track to be tested, then FIELD 
REL. 

Select the last track to be tested, then FIELD 
REL. 

Select the number of sectors to be transferred 
with each data command (6-26), then FIELD 
REL. 

Select data pattern 1 (OOOO-F F F F), then 
FIELD REL. 

Select data pattern 2 (OOOO-FFFF), then 
FIELD REL. 
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Display 

p) FD COMMAND = 

q) STANDARD SET OF FLOPPY DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 
CONSISTS OF TEST 0 THRU 6 
DRIVE (1) = 

r) I FD COMMAND = 

s) I DX DIRECTIVE = 

t) FLOPPY DISK TEST 
DRIVE (number) 
COUNT (number) 
PROGRESS (number) 

u) 0 SOFT & 0 HARD ERRORS ON DRIVE (no.) 
TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
OX DIRECTIVE = 
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Keyboard Response 

Note: If a new diskette is in the drive and it 
has not yet been initialized, it is necessary to 
run FD test 8 in order to initialize the 
diskette; then the standard or specific tests 
can be run. 
If this is not done for a diskette, errors will 
be displayed which are due to the lack of 
headers on the diskette. 

ST to run standard tests. 
TS to run test selections. Go to paragraph 
3.2.14.2. 

Select the drive number (1-2) then FIELD 
REL that the standard tests are to be 
executed on. Note that if a drive is selected 
for which DR parameters have not been 
specified, starting in step f of this procedure, 
then the default values will be used for step f 
through 0 prompts and CAUTION DR IVE 
PARAMETERS DEFAULTED! will be 
displayed. 
If more drives are to be tested, select ST 
standard tests again for those drives. Para
meters must be set for the other drives to be 
tested; return to step f of this procedure. 

RT 

EX 

At this time, the specific or standard tests 
will be executed. If there is an error, refer to 
paragraph 3.2.14.4. If no errors occur, the 
step u prompt will be displayed. 

EX will repeat the tests selected. Return to 
step tof this procedure. 
CL will clear all selected tests from memory 
and the operator may begin testing another 
logical unit; go to paragraph 3.2 step v. 
CO to redefine the OX control options; go to 
paragraph 3.2, step j. 



3.2.14.2 Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

At this time TS has been selected in the flexible disk diagnostic test procedure, paragraph 3.2.14.1, 
step p. Execute specific flexible disk tests as follows: 

Display 

a) I DRIVE (1) 

b) I TEST (0) = 

c) I COUNT (1 ) = 

d) I ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 

Keyboard Response 

Select the drive number (1-2) that the 
specific tests are to be executed on, then 
FIELD REL. 
Note that if a drive is selected for which DR 
parameters have not been set, starting in 
paragraph 3.2.14.3, step f, then the default 
values for those prompts will be used, and 
CAUTION DRIVE PARAMETERS 
DEFAUL TEDI will be displayed. 

Select test number (0-15) to be run, then 
FIELD REL. 

Select iteration count then FIELD REL 
(0-32,767). 0 will cause the test to be 
skipped. 
If test 10 was selected in step b, go to para
graph 3.2.14.3. 

If N then FIELD REL is selected, return to 
paragraph 3.2.14.1, step r. If FIELD REL is 
selected, return to step b of this procedure. 
Note that the TEST prompt in step b will 
have the test number incremented by one as 
the new default value. 

3.2.14.3 Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test 10 (Troubleshooting Aid) Procedure 

At this time test 10 (troubleshooting aid) has been selected in the flexible disk specific test proce
dure, paragraph 3.2.14.2, step. c. 

Note that if the following parameters have been previously selected and a OX 01 RECTIVE = CL has 
not been performed, then some of the following default values will be those that were previously 
selected. 
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Execute test 10 as follows: 

a) 

Display 

TEST 10- TROUBLESHOOTING AID 
CMND/TRK (XXXX) = 

b) I HEAD/SECTOR (XXXX) 

c) I SEC CODE/ADR MARK (XXXX) 
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Keyboard Response 

CMND/TRK is structured as shown: 
X X XX 

+ + + Command Unit No. Track No. 

Enter one of the following to specify the 
command: 

o for seek/restore 
1 for test unit ready 
2 for test unit ready & interrupt 
3 for test speed 
4 for read 
5 for verify 
6 for read track 10 
7 for read track data 
8 for write 
9 for initialize 
A for delete track 
B for write FDC 
C for read F DC 

Enter one for the following to specify the 
unit number: 

o for unit 1 
1 for unit 2 

Enter the track number in the range 00 to 
76. Then depress FIELD REL. 

HEAD/SECTOR is structured as shown: 
XX XX 

+ + Head Sector 

Enter the head of either 00 or 01. Enter the 
sector number of the first sector to be 
accessed when reading or writing. 

SEC CODE/ADR MARK is structured as 
shown: 

~ y t 
Density sector/trk Data address mark value 



Display 

d) I WORD COUNT (XXXX) = 

e) I DATA PATTERN 1 (XXXX) = 

f) I EXP CNTLR STATUS (XXXX) = 

g) I VRFY CNTLR STATUS (X)? 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter the number of sectors/track as follows: 

o for 26 
1 for 15 
2 for 8 
3 for 6 

Enter the data address mark of F B. Deleted 
data will be FB. Then depress FIELD REL. 

Enter the value of the word count, then 
depress FIELD REL. 

Enter the hex value of the data pattern used 
to fill the data block used by the controller, 
then depress FIE LD R E L. 

Enter a 16-bit hex value to reflect the 
expected controller status. Assemble this 
value as follows: 

MSB 0- 1 controller busy 
1 - 1 i nte rru pt req uest 
2 

1 3 not used 

4- 1 unit 11 
5- 1 unit 2 operation complete 

6- not used 
7- not used 
8- 1 busy seeking 
9- 1 control block error 

10- 1 write protected 
11 - 1 unit ready 

12 } 
13 not used 
14 

LSB 15- 1 data bus error 

Then depress FIE LD R E L. 

Enter Y then FIE LD R E L to verify the 
device status by comparing the actual status 
with the expected controller status setup in 
step f. 
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Display 

h) !EXPOPSTATUS(XXXX)= 

i) ! VRFY OP STATUS (X) ? 

j) I DELAY MS (XXXXX) 

k) ! LOOP COUNT (XXXXX) 

I) TEST 10 - TROUBLESHOOTING AID 
XXXX = PROG RAM START AD R 
XXX X = IOCB ADR 
XXXX = DATA BUFFER ADR 
START EXECUTION YIN? 
EXECUTING TROUBLESHOOTING AID PROGRAM 
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Keyboard Response 

Enter a 16-bit hex value to reflect the 
expected operation status. Assemble this 
value as follows: 

MSB 0- 1 normal end 
1 - 1 write or write protect 
2- not used 
3- 1 CRC error 
4- 1 data overrun 
5- 1 track timeout 
6- 1 unexpected data address mark 
7- 1 control block error 
8 
9 

10 
11 data address mark 
12 of FB 
13 
14 
15 

Then depress FIE LD R E L. 

Enter Y then FIELD REL to verify the 
operation status, by comparing the actaul 
status with the expected operation status 
setup in step h. Enter N then FIELD REL 
if you do not want to verify the operation 
status. 

Set the delay to 200 milliseconds which will 
be used in each loop of the program, then 
depress FIELD REL. 

Enter the decimal number of loops from 1 
to 32,767 to be executed, then depress 
FIELD REL. 

Enter Y to start execution of troubleshoot
ing test; enter N to return to step a of this 
procedure. 



Display 

m) I/O CONTROL BLOCK CONTENTS 
(XXXX) - XXXX 
(XXXX) - XXXX 
(XXXX) - XXXX 
(XXXX) - XXX X 
(XXXX) - XXXX 
(XXXX) - XXXX 
(XXXX) - XXXX 
(XXXX) - XXXX 

CNTLR STATUS - XXXX 

n) I CONTINUE YIN? 

3.2.14.4 Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Keyboard Response 

This prompt will be displayed only if there 
was a controller or operation status miscom
pare between the expected and actual status. 
The values in parentheses are the main 
memory locations of the control block rungs. 
The values to the right are the actual contents 
of each control block rung. 
The I/O control block consists of eight con
tiguous memory locations (rungs) as follows: 

CB+O: Command/Track 
CB+l: Head/Sector 
CB+2: Sec code/Data address 
CB+3: Word count 
CB+4: Data block starting address 
CB+5: (not used) 
CB+6: Operation status 
CB+7: Final word count 

Enter N then FIE LD R E L if you do not 
want the program to execute once more. 
Enter Y then FIELD REL if you do wish to 
continue; return to step a of this procedure. 
Depress CTR L/BYPASS if you want to ter
minate test 10. Return to FD specific test 
procedure, paragraph 3.2.14.2, step d. 

Table 3-27 lists the flexi~le disk diagnostic test error codes, the test numbers failed, brief error 
descriptions and possible failing hardware modules. . 

Table 3-27. Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

5001 12 Failure to disable bus drivers FDe (Flexible 
disk controller) 

5002 00 Bus error at controller address F F5X FDe 

5003 xx Bus error FOe 

5004 00 Mai I box data error FDe 
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Table 3-27. Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

5005 00 Reset busy status bit error FOe 

5006 00 Incorrect F DC busy status bit setti ng FDC 

5007 00 I nternal data loopback error FOe 

5008 00 Incorrect interrupt request status bit setti ng FDC 

5009 00 Internal timer error FDC 

500A 00 I nternal register data compare error FDC 

5008 XX FDC timeout error FOG or 
diskette drive 

500C XX Command timeout error FOe or 
diskette drive 

5000 XX Operation status compare error FOG or 
diskette drive 

500E XX Controller status compare error FOe 

500F XX Data compare error FDC or 
diskette drive 

5010 XX I ndex address mark error Diskette drive 

5011 XX 10 address mark error Diskette drive 

5012 XX Data address mark error Diskette drive 

5013 XX 10 block compare error Diskette drive 

5014 XX CRC compare error FDC or 
diskette drive 

5015 XX Data compare error Diskette drive 

5016 03 Rotation time error Diskette drive 

5017 XX Track address compare error Diskette drive 

5018 XX Final word/CRC error count miscompare FOe or 
diskette drive 

5019 03 Head load time error Diskette drive 
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Table 3-27. Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test Error Code Summary (Continued) 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

501A 03 Unexpected head load Diskette drive 

501B XX Background data compare error FDC or 
diskette drive 

501C 03 Mailbox data error FDC 

501D 07 Must have two or more drives to execute test 7 Diskette drive 

3.2.14.5 Flexible Disk Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

Following is a brief functional description of each flexible disk diagnostic test; standard tests are 
indicated by asterisks. 

Test 0: Basic Controller Test - verifies that the bus drivers function properly, that all 
controller addresses are accessible and that the mailbox register is operational. 

Test 1 : Command Test - verifies that each command executes correctly and that the 
busy and interrupt pending status bits are set correctly. It also tests the 
controller's ability to set most of the bits of the address bus and tests for correct 
data transfer. This test is executed using device options specified by the operator. 

Test 2: Error Condition - verifies that the data bus error, control blank error, CRG error 
and track timeout status bits function correctly. 

*Test 3: Controller/Drive Test - checks the diskette drive rotation speed and the head 
load time. It also checks the ability of the drive to seek through the full range of 
track and to perform random track seeks. It tests the controller's ability to 
transfer data blocks of different sizes. 

Test 4: Write Test - performs sequential seek/write operations using operator specified 
parameters. It also checks for correct status after each individual operation. 

Test 5: Read Test - performs sequential seek/read operations using operator specified 
parameters. It checks for correct status after each individual operation and, 
where applicable, compares the input and output buffers for data errors. 

Test 6: Random Data/Write/Read Test - performs 256 random seek/write/read with 
random data within the range of the operator specified parameters. 
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*Test 7: Multiple Device Concurrency Test - checks the ability of the controller to do 
concurrent operations on two, three or four flexible disk drives. 

Test 8: Initialize Test - initializes the diskette using the initialize with zero command 
with the sector format of the operator specified parameters. 

Test 9: Verify Test - verifies that there are no header or CRG errors on the diskette. It 
executes the verify command with the sector format of the operator specified 
parameters. 

Test 10: Troubleshooting Aid - allows the operator to troubleshoot the controller or 
drive at a basic level. The operator sets up the control block except for the data 
block starting address rung. He also sets up a loop count and specifies whether 
he wants to verify the operation and/or the device status. The program is then 
executed with each loop having ~he delay selected, looping as many times as 
selected. While looping, the controller cannot be interrupted and will return 
control to the operator when the loop count has reached zero. If verification of 
status was selected and an error occurs, the operator may gain control at the 
time of an error display. When the loop count has gone to zero, it will again 
prompt the operator to set up the control block. To exit this test CTR L/ 
BYPASS should be entered at any point when the program is in the operator 
control mode. 

Test 11: Verify Track IDS - verifies that the diskette tracks are properly initialized with 
the address marks and I D headers. 

Test 12: Dump Diskette Data - will read the data from the diskette a track at a time and 
output it to the log device. If the line printer is to be the log device, this will be 
set up in the DX control options (CO). 

Test 13: Alignment Aids - will perform repetitive seeks between the start and end tracks 
indefinitely until CNTR L/BYPASS is keyed. 

Test 14: Integrity Test - determines the data integrity of the flexible disk subsystem by 
calculating the bit error rate. The formula for bit error rate is CRe errors/total 
bits read. 

Test 15: Write Track - writes the entire track with no sector formatting using the data 
patterns specified in the operator specified parameters. 
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3.2.15 LARGE DISK EXERCISER DIAGNOSTICS (LD) 

Paragraph 3.2.15 Contains the following information concerning the large disk exerciser diagnostics 
(LD): 

• Step-by-step procedures for execution. 

• Test error codes. 

• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the large capacity disk drive is to be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.15.4, 
Large Disk Exerciser Diagnostics Test Descriptions, in order to select the proper test(s) to be run. 

3.2.15.1 Large Disk Exerciser Diagnostics Test Procedure 

At this point LD has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. To 
execute the large disk exerciser diagnostic, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) -- LD DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS -
DM- DISPLAY TEST MENU 
TS- TEST SELECTION 
DR- DEFINE REQUIREMENTS 
ST- SELECT STANDARD TESTS 
RT- RETURN TO DX 
CL- CLEAR TEST AND DR SELECTIONS 

PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

b) -- LARGE DISK EXERCISER TESTS--

TEST 0* CONTROLLER SELF TEST 
TEST 1* PSEUDO WRITE AND READ 
TEST 2* NOPC COMMAND 
TEST 3* CLEAR DEVICE 
TEST 4* DRIVE TI MING 
TEST 5* FORMAT DIAGNOSTIC TRACKS 
TEST 6* SEEK TEST 
* = STANDARD TEST 

PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIE L D R E L 

Press FIE LD R E L 
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Display Keyboard Response 

c) -- LARGE DISK EXERCISER TESTS-- Press FIE L D R E L 

TEST 7* WRITE READ PARTIAL SECTORS 
TEST 8* DATA CHAINING 
TEST 9* ERROR CORRECTION CODE CHECK 
TEST 10* RANDOM WRITE READ 
TEST 11* WRITE WORST CASE DATA 
TEST 12* VERIFY SURFACE 
TEST 13* HEAD CHECK 
* = STANDARD TEST 

PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) -- LARGE DISK EXERCISER TESTS-- DR then FIELD REL 

TEST 14* INITIALIZE CMND 
TEST 15* VERIFY HEADERS 
TEST 16 USER'S CHANNEL PROGRAM 
* = STANDARD TEST 

10,11 WRITE SELECTED TRACKS IF MODE 2 
5,7,8,9,14 USE DIAG TRACKS ONLY 
12, 13, 15 USE SE LECTED TRACKS ON L Y 

ALL TESTS REQUIRE A DRIVE 
LD COMMAND = 

e) DRIVE TYPE: Press FIE LD R E L 

1 = MMD, 2 = ISS, 3 = KENNEDY 
(3) = 

f) CONTROLLER ADDRESS RANGES Select the controller address range to 
be tested (1 or 2), the FIELD REL. 

1 = FF18 - FF1F 
2 = FF10 - FF17 

CONTROLLER NBR (1) = 

g) I DRIVENBR (1) = Select drive number to be tested (1-4). 

h) I START CYLINDER (0) = Select the start cylinder, the FIELD 
END CYLI NDE R (699) = RE L. Select the end cylinder, the 

FIELD REL. 

i) I START SURFACE (1) = Select the surface(s) to be tested, then 
END SURFACE (5) = FIELD REL. 
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Display 

j) DIAGNOSTIC MODES: 

1. TEST DIAG TRACKS ONLY TO PRESERVE 
SYSTEM SOFTWARE AND DATA. 

2. TEST SYSTEM SOFTWARE AND DATA 
SECTORS. 

ENTER DIAGNOSTIC TEST MODE (1). 

k) I DESTROY SYSTEM SOFTWARE AND 
. (YES/NO) 

I) I ANYMORE DRIVES (N) 

m) TEST DATA PATTERN 

1 - DB6D, B6DB, 6DB6 FOR MAXIMUM 
PEAK SHIFT 

2 - FFFF, FFFF, FFFF FOR MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY 

3 - 0000,0000,0000 FOR MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY 

4 - AAAA, AAAA, AAAA FOR MINIMUM 
FREQUENCY 

5 - AAAO, OOAA, AOOO FOR FREQUENCY 
SHIFTING 

6 - USER SUPPLIED 3 WORD DATA PATTERN 

DATA TYPE NUMBER (1) = 

Keyboard Response 

Select 1 or 2 as appropriate. If 1 is' 
selected go to step I. 

If 2 was selected in step 1, a YES must 
be entered to continue. Any other 
response will return to step h. 

Y to test another drive, go to step e. 
FIE LD R E L to continue. 

Select the data pattern the FIE LD R E L. 

n) MAX NBR OF DATA ERRORS REPORTED PER Press FIELD REL 
OPERATION (18)? 

0) I DISPLAY ALL INTERRUPT INFO (N)? 

p) J DISPLAY ALL REGISTERS ON ERRORS (N)? 

q) I LD COMMAND = 

r) THE STANDARD SET OF TESTS (O-15) HAS 
BEEN SELECTED 

s) I LD COMMAND 

t) I DX DIRECTIVE = 
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Press FIE LD R E L 

Press FIELD REL 

ST then FIE LD R E L to run standard 
tests. 
TS then FIE LD RE L to run test selec
tions. Go to paragraph 3.2.15.2. 

(No response) 

RT then FIELD REl. 

EX then FIELD REl. 
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Display 

u) LD TEST IN PROGRESS 
TEST (number and title) 
PROG RESS (number) 

v) TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
DX PASS COUNT = 1 
DX DIRECTIVE = 

Keyboard· Response 

At this time the specific or standard 
tests will be executed. If there is an 
error, refer to paragraph 3.2.15.3. If 
no errors occur the following prompt 
will be displayed. 

EX will repeat the execution of the 
selected tests. CL will clear the selected 
tests and testing of another unit may 
begin CO to redefine DX control options. 

3.2.15.2 Large Disk Exerciser Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

At this time TS has been selected in the Large Disk Exerciser. Diagnostic Test Procedure, para
graph 3.2.15.1 r. 

To execute specific large disk exerciser diagnostic test(s) follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) TEST (0) = 

b) I COUNT (1) = 

c) , ANYMORE TESTS (Y)? 

Keyboard Response 

Select the test number to be run (0-16) 
then FIELD REL. 

Select the iteration count (0-32767), 
(0 will cause the test to be skipped), 
then FIELD REL. 

If N then FIE LD R E L is selected, 
retu rn to paragraph 3.2. 15. 1 r. 
If FIE LD R E L is selected, return to 
paragraph 3.2.15.2a. The test number 
default will be incremented by one. 

3.2.15.3 Large Disk Exerciser Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the large disk exerciser 
diagnostics. The tests are explained on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by 
an asterisk. 

* Test 0: Controller Self Test 

This test checks the reset operation of the LCDC controller by writing a zero to the reset 
register to cause the controller to disconnect from the universal bus. This is verified, and 
a 0001 is written to the reset register and verified. 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Test 1: Pseudo Write and Read 

This test issues read and write commands to drives number six and seven, then drives number 
four and five. These drive numbers cause the LCDC to read from the write to its own data 
RAM. Drives number six and seven use the LCDC's internal clock and drives number four and 
five use the disk drive's servo track clock (PLO). 

Test 2: NOPC Command 

This test checks the ability of the controller to switch from LCDC commands to LCD com
mands and to properly count through any legal number of LCD commands following a Fetch 
command (FCH I) by issuing an FCH I followed by from one to 128 NOPC commands. 

Test 3: Clear Device Command 

This test issues a clear device command to each selected drive and verifies proper status. 

Test 4: Drive Timing 

This test verifies drive timing calculating and displaying single track seek time, maximum 
track seek time, and rotation speed of the drive. 

Test 5: Format Diagnostic Tracks 

This test executes only on the diagnostic cylinders. It also formats the diagnostic tracks for 
Tests 6 through 13. This is accomplished by formatting the diagnostic tracks, then issuing a 
Header Lock command. A Header Rewrite command is then issued and the expected error 
verified. 

Test 6: Seek Test 

This test requires Test 5 to be performed first. 

The test causes the drive to seek through several different sequences, then verifies the heads 
are where they should be. 

Test 7: Write Read Partial Sectors 

This test requires Test 5 to be performed first. 

The test writes data to the diagnostic track with a length of less than one sector. It then reads 
the sector and verifies the remainder of the sector has been padded with zeros. 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Test 8: Data Chaining 

This test requires Test5 to be performed first. 

The test verifies the ability of the controller to chain data from more than one main memory 
buffer into a single write operation, as if the data came from one large buffer. 

Test 9: Error Correction Code Check 

This test requires Test 5 to be performed first. 

The test simulates from one to 11 dropped bits and verifies that auto error recovery can 
recover the dropped data. 

Test 10: Random Write Test 

This test requires Test 5 to be performed first. 

The test randomly exercises the selected drive(s) for 500 write/read operations, or the test is 
bypassed. 

Test 11: Write Worst Case Data 

This test requires Test 5 to be performed first. 

The test writes the selected data pattern (worst case default) to all of the diagnostic sectors 
and all sectors of the diagnostic tracks. If Mode 2 is selected, the data is also written to the 
system sectors. 

Test 12: Verify Surface 

This test requires Test 5 to be performed first. 

The test verifies each track of the specified cylinders, first from minimum to maximum, then 
from maximum to minimum cylinders. 

Test 13: Head Check 

This test requires Test 5 to be performed first. 

The test seeks to the diagnostic cylinder, then cycles through all of the heads, performing a 
write/read of the selected data pattern. 
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* Test 14: Initialize Command 

To be supplied 

* Test 15: Verify Headers 

To be supplied 

* Test 16: Verify Users Channel 

To be supplied 

3.2.15.4 Large Disk Exerciser Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-28 lists the large disk exerciser diagnostic error codes, the test number failed, brief error 
descriptions, and possible failing hardware. 

Table 3-28. Large Disk Exerciser Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

4800 - NBR disable error -
4801 - NBR bus timeout -
4802 - Unexpected memory error -
4803 - Unexpected controller interrupt -

4804 - Failure of mailbox busy bit -
4805 - Reset failure -
4806 - Missing interrupt -
4807 - Command failure -
4808 - Failure of users program -
4809 - Channel program status error -
480A - Psuedo-write failure -
4808 - Psuedo-read failure -
480C - NOPC fail ure -
4800 - Drive timing error LCD 
480E - Format error LCD 

480F - Damping seek error LCD 

4810 - Partial sectors error LCD 
4811 - Data chaining error LCD 
4812 - N 8 R clear device error -
4813 - ECC check error -
4814 - Write/read error -
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Table 3-28. Large Disk Exerciser Diagnostic Test Error Codes - continued 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

4815 - Standard write error -

4816 - Standard read error -
4817 - Standard seek error LCD 

4818 - Standard verify track error -

4819 - Standard initialize track error -
481A - Verify error -
4818 - Initialize command error -

481C - Read track format error -
481D - PDFM checksum error -

481E - TTFM checksum error -

481F - Standard Test I/O error -

3.2.16 LARGE CAPACITY DISK DIAGNOSTICS (LC) 

Paragraph 3.2.16 contains the following information concerning the large capacity disk controller 
diagnostics (LC): 

• Step-by-step procedures for execution. 

• Test error codes. 

• Functional Test Descriptions. 

If a specific function of the large capacity disk system is to be tested, refer to paragraph 3.2.16.3, 
Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Descriptions, in order to select the proper test(s) to be run. 

3.2.16.1 Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Procedure. 

At this point LC has been selected in the Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 3.2v. To 
execute the large capacity disk diagnostic, follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) -- LCDIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS-

CL- CLEAR TEST SELECTIONS 
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DM- DISPLAY TEST PESCRIPTION MENUS 
DR- DEFINE LC OPTI'ONS 
LS- LOOP ON SUBTESTSELECTION 
RT- RETURN TO DX 
ST- STANDARD TEST SET SELECTION 
TS- TEST SELECTION 

PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL. 



Display 

b) -- LARGE CAPACITY DISK CONTROLLER 
TESTS --

TEST 0* LCDC RESET/STATUS EXAMINATION 
TEST 1 * U-BUS INTERFACE REGISTERS 
TEST 2* DISK DRIVE ACCESS/ADDRESS 
TEST 3* DMA TO SYSTEM MEMORY 
TEST 4* LCDC COMMANDS 
TEST 5* LCDC COMMANDS/INSTRUCTIONS 
TEST 6* WRITE/READ PSEUDO DRIVE 

* = STANDARD TEST 

PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

c) -- LARGE CAPACITY DISK CONTROLLER 
TEST --

TEST 7* LCDC INSTRUCTIONS/LCD 
COMMANDS 

TEST 8 LCDC OPTION SWITCH SETTINGS 
TEST 9 BUILD CHANNEL PROG UTILITY 
TEST 10 LDCC MEMORY I/O UTILITY 

* = STANDARD TEST 

TEST 7 REQUIRES THAT A DRIVE BE 
PRESENT 

PRESS 'FIELD REL' TO CONTINUE 

d) I LC COMMAND = 

e) DRIVE TYPE 

1 = KENNEDY 5300 
2 = ISS717 

SELECT TYPE (1) = 

f) CONTROLLER ADDRESS RANGES 

1 = FF10 - FF17 
2=FF18-FF1F 

CONTROLLER (1) = 

g) SELECT DRIVE: 0 MEANS TEST NO DRIVE 
DRIVE (0) = 

h) I TEST OTHER CONTROLLER/DRIVES (N)? 
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Keyboard Response 

Press FIELD REL 

Press FIE L D R E L 

DR then FIELD REL. 

Select the type of drive to be tested. 

Select the controller number. 

Select the number of the drive to be 
tested (1-4) then FIELD REL. 

I f testing of another drive or controller 
is desired enter Y, if not FIE LD R E L. 
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Display 

i) CLEAR DEVICE AFTER ERROR (N)? 

j) LC COMMAND = 

k) THE STANDARD SET OF TESTS (0-7) 
HAS BEEN SELECTED. 

I) LC COMMAND = 

m) I DX 01 RECTIVE = 

n) LC TEST IN PROGRESS 
TEST (number and title) 
COUNT (number) 
PROGRESS (number) 

0) TOTAL ERRORS = 0 
DX PASS COUNT = 1 
DX DIRECTIVE = 

Keyboard Response 

If clear of controller after an error is 
desired enter Y, if not FIE LD R E L. 

ST then FIE LD R E L to run standard 
tests. 

TS then FIELD REL to run test 
selections. Go to paragraph 3.2.16.2. 

(No response) 

RT th en FIE L D R E L. 

EX then FIELD REL. 

At this time the speCific or standard 
tests will be run. I f there is an error, 
see paragraph 3.2.16.3. If no errors 
occur the following will be displayed. 

EX to repeat the execution of the 
selected tests. CL to clear the selected 
tests and testing of another unit may 
begin. CO to redefine the DX control 
options. 

3.2.16.2 Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Selection Procedure 

At this time TS has been selected in the Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Procedure, para"' 
graph 3.2. 16. 1 i. 

To execute specific large capacity disk diagnostic test(s) follow the procedure below: 

Display 

a) TEST (0) = 

b) COUNT (1) = 

c) ANYMORE TESTS? (Y) = 
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Keyboard Response 

Select the test number to be run (0-10) 
then FIE LD R E L. 

Select the iteration count (0-32767), 
(0 will cause the test to be skipped), 
the FIELD REL. 

If N then FIELD REL is selected, 
return to paragraph 3.2.16.1 k. 

IfF IE LD R E L is selected, return to 
step a. The test number default will 
be incremented by one. 



3.2.16.3 Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the large capacity disk diag
nostics. The tests are explained on a functional level only. Standard tests are indicated by an 
asterisk. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Test 0: LCDC Reset/Status Examination 

This test verifies that each selected controller is attached to the universal bus. If the controller 
is present, a reset command is, issued. 

Test 1: U-Bus Interface Registers 

This test examines the universal bus following a reset, looking for expected values. The 
attention register is given a valid command, then an invalid command and correct interrupt 
responses and error statuses are verified. 

Test 2: Disk Drive Access/Address 

This test accesses the selected controller's disk drive(s) and compares the drive's status to the 
expected value. Entire status for all drives is presented. 

Test 3: DMA To System Memory 

This test moves a block of words from system memory to the LCDC data RAM and back 
into system memory. It is repeated several times with different word counts and addresses. 
The data is verified as being correctly transferred. 

Test 4: LCDC Commands 

This test verifies operation of LCDC commands: HIO, CLD, TIO, NOP and to a lesser extent 
S10. No drive is needed for this test. 

Test 5: LCDC Commands/Instructions 

This test verifies operation of LCDC that do not rely on data transfers. Channel programs 
are used more extensively. No drive is needed for this test. 

Test 6: Write/Read Pseudo Drive 

This test exercises the read/write capabilities of the controller and should be run after tests 
four or five to ensure correct operation of the channel programs. Data of varying types are 
used. The ability of the LCDC to handle small buffers, both individually and chained, is also 
tested. Memory error processing is tested. 
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* Test 7: LCDC Instructions/LCD Commands 

This test is the most exhaustive tests of LCDC commands, LCDC instructions, and LCD 
commands. This test requires the selection of a disk drive. If no drive is selected, the test 
is bypassed. 

Test 8: LCDC Switch~s 

This test displays the current configuration of the Feature Select, Address/Capacity, and Self 
Test switches on the LCDC PCBA. 

Test 9: Build Channel Programs Utility 

This is not properly a diagnostic test, but a utility program to build channel programs. The 
manual mode assumes detailed knowledge of channel program constructs. The utility is menu 
driven and self-prompting. 

Test 10: LCDC Memory I/O Utility 

This is not properly a diagnostic test, but a utility program to enable interface with one of 
the LCDC self-test routines. With switch 6 of the self-test switch set to liON", LCDC address 
space may be written to or read from. 

The format of the LCDC memory data report is as follows: 

NNNN MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM 

NNNN = The LCDC memory address of the first byte on each line. 

MM = The contents of each byte. 

3.2.16.4 Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Table 3-29 lists the large capacity disk diagnostic error codes, the test number failed, brief error 
descriptions, and possible failing hardware. 

Table 3-29. Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Error Codes 

Error Test Possible 
Code. No. Brief Description Failure 

4400 XX An invalid memory error interrupt occurred LCDC 

4401 XX The error address reported after a memory LCDC 
error was incorrect 
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Table 3-29. Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic Test Error Codes - continued 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

4402 XX An attempt to disable the universal bus drivers LCDC 
for the LCDC failed 

4403 XX Reading the universal bus register while the LCDC 
bus drivers were disabled caused a timeout 
with an invalid status 

4404 XX LCDC reset with E-bit ON results in a timeout LCDC 
CONTROL 

4405 XX A timeout occurred when the bus drivers LCDC 
should have been enabled 

4406 XX Self-test did not complete after three seconds Self-test 
switch 

4407 XX Error in self-test LCDC 

4408 XX Error in fetching file. The file may not exist -

4409 XX A conflict exists between the channel program -
and the data buffer 

440A XX Invalid register content following self-test LCDC 

440B XX Invalid register contents after executing a LCDC 
NOP command 

440D XX I nvalid register content after executing a LCDC 
NOPI command 

440E XX Mailbox busy not set after initiating an LCDC 
LCDC command 

440F XX The expected number of interrupts did not LCDC 
occur 

4410 XX Invalid status after a DMC command LCDC 

4411 XX Data miscompare after a loopback operation LCDC 

4412 XX I nval id status after an I R C command LCDC 

4413 XX Data miscompare after a loopback operation LCDC 

4414 XX I nsufficient buffer space -
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Table 3-29. Large Capacity Disk Diagnostic,Test Error Codes - continued 

Error Test Possible 
Code No. Brief Description Failure 

441.5 XX Invalid status after an illegal command LCDC 

4416 XX An invalid entry in the channel program was LCDC 
not processed correctly 

4417 XX A simple channel program could not be LCDC 
executed successfully 

4418 XX An HIO command was improperly executed LCDC 

441A XX Data differed from one TIO execution to the LCDC 
next 

441B XX Invalid status after TIO command LCDC 

441C XX Invalid status after 510 command LCDC 

441D XX Invalid status after CLD command LCDC 
1 

441E XX Invalid status after NOP command LCDC 

441F XX Incorrect residual byte count LCDC 

4420 XX An LCDC interrupt occurred at an unexpected LCDC 
time 

4421 XX An interrupt bit in the operation status register LCDC 
was not set 

4422 XX Data returned to memory did not match data LCDC 
sent 

4423 XX Data returned to memory did not match data LCDC 
sent 

4424 XX Data was moved to the wrong place in memory LCDC 

4426 XX Invalid contents in the channel program header LCDC 

4427 XX Invalid contents in the channel program header LCDC 

4428 XX Invalid contents in the channel program header LCDC 

442A 6 An expected memory error did not occur LCDC 

442C XX SMUX memory error and LCDC memory error LCDC 
do not match or 

XPU2 
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3.3 OFF-LINE DIAGNOSTIC TAPE COpy PROCEDURE 

The utility program of the Support Control System (SCS) is used to copy off-line diagnostic tapes. 
To copy a diagnostic tape follow the procedure below: 

BE SURE TO SAVE ALL CUSTOMER DATA THAT IS ON DISK BEFORE EXECUTING THE FOLLOWING 
PROCEDURE. 

Display 

a) 

b) 

e)1 RESIDENT UNIT = (REL = MT1) 

d)IINITIALIZE DISK? (Y = YES, REL = NO) 

e) ; 

f) SUPPORT CONTROL SYSTEM V 
DATE = 

3-171 

Operator Action 

Mount the diagnostic tape to be copied 
and bring it to the load point reflector 
and depress R EADV on the drive. 

Wait for the diagnostic display indicator 
to reach 36 and then depress LOAD and 
IPL release (blank push button) on the 
system control panel simultaneously. 
Wait 30-60 seconds for the completion 
of the IPL. Upon successful completion 
the diagnostic display indicator will show 
only decimal points. 

BE SURE THAT ALL CUSTOMER DATA 

HAS BEEN SAVED. 

Enter DK1 then FIELD REL which 
places the diagnostics on disk. 

Depress FI ELD REL. 
Y then FIELD REL will initialize the 
disk. 

Rewind tape and mount tape to be 
copied onto, with a write ring in place. 
Bring tape to load point and depress 
READY on the tape drive. 

Enter 3-5 digit Julian date (yyddd, 
where yy is the year and ddd is the 
date) then FI ELD REL. 
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Display 

g) SUPPORT CONTROL SYSTEM V 
DATE = yyddd 
TIME = hhmm 

h) I ENTER SCS COMMAND 

i) UTILITYPROGRAM (10) 
KEY COMMAND 
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Operator Action 

Enter the time in military form (hhmm, 
where hh is 0-23 hours and mm is 0-59 
minutes, then FIELD REL. 

Enter EX, ,UTILITY then FIELD REL. 

Enter DIAGNOSTIC, CO then FIELD 
REL to generate an off-line diagnostic 
tape preceded by the I P L mandatory 
diagnostics. 
Enter SAVE, CO then FIELD REL to 
generate an off-line diagnostic tape with 
no I P L mandatory diagnostics. 
Enter 1* then FIELD REL to return to 
paragraph 3.3g above (cancels utility 
program). 

After this tape has been copied, rewind 
it and remove the write ring. 



3.4 MISCELLANEOUS ERROR CODES 

Paragraph 3.4 contains explanations of the following miscellaneous types of errors which may 
result when running the off-line diagnostics: 

.XPU or XPU2 microcode firmware self test errors. 
• IPL mandatory diagnostics errors. 
• Rigid disk bootstrap errors. 
• Magnetic tape bootstrap errors. 
• I OCT L errors. 
• Unexpected interrupts. 
• Status errors. 

3.4.1 XPU MICROCODE FIRMWARE SELFTEST ERROR CODES 

Table 3-30 below lists the XPU self test error codes (seen in the diagnostic display), brjef error 
descriptions and possible failing hardware module. 

Table 3·30. XPU Microcode Firmware Self test Error Code Summary 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Brief Descri ption Failure 

001 Disable RAMO (main memory locations 0000-3FFF) Main memory 
and SMUX, clear memory error registers (FFF9 and (RAMO) 
FF FA) and read address 0001. 

002 Enable SM UX, and read memory error status register SMUX 
(FFF9) to detect a timeout. 

004 Read memory error address register (F F FA), to verify SMUX 
its contents to be 0001 . --

005 Clear memory error registers and read memory error SMUX 
status register (FFF9) to verify no memory error. 

007 Clear memory error registers and read address 0001. Main memory 
(RAMO) 

010 Enable SMUX and read memory error status register SMUX 
(FFF9) to detect a timeout. 

012 Read memory error address reg ister (F F F A) to verify SMUX 
its contents to be 0001 . 
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Table 3-30. (Continued) 

Octal 
I:rror Possible 
Code Brief Description Failure 

013 Clear memory error registers and read memory error SMUX 
status register (F F F9) to verify no memory error. 

015 Enable RAMO (main memory locations 0000-3FFF) Main memory 
and read memory error status register (F F F9) to (:RAMO) 
verify no memory error. 

017 Check bootstrap buffer starting address to verify no XPU or main 
memory error. memory (RAMO) 

020 Check value read from bootstrap buffer starting address. XPU or main 
memory (RAMO) 

021 Check PSW save buffer location to verify no memory XPU or main 
error. memory (RAMO) . 

022 Check value read from PSW save buffer. XPU or main 
memory (RAMO) 

023 Check P register save buffer location to verify no XPU or main 
memory error. memory (RAMO) 

024 Check value read from P register save buffer. XPU or main 
memory (RAMO) 

025 Check A register save buffer location to verify no XPU or main 
memory error. memory (RAMO) 

026 Check value read from A register save buffer. XPU or main 
memory (RAMO) 

027 Check B register save buffer location to verify no XPU or main 
memory error. memory (RAMO) 

030 Check value read from B register save buffer. XPU or main 
memory (RAMO) 

031 Check X register save buffer location to verify no XPU or main 
memory error. memory (RAMO) 
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Table 3-30. (Continued) 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Brief Description Failure 

032 Check value read from X register save buffer. XPU or main 
memory (RAMO) 

033 Check carry-out-of P register. XPU 

034 Check carry-out-of A register. XPU 

035 Check carry-out-of B register. XPU 

036 Will be displayed when the system has powered up and -
is waiting for the operator to depress TAPE LOAD and 
IPL release or RESTART and IPL release. It will also 
be displayed if RESTART and IPL release are depressed 
and the disk is not ready. 

037 Read bootstrap buffer starting address. -

040 Read memory error status register (FFF9) to verify SMUX 
no memory error. 

042 Will be displayed after a successful bootstrap; software XPU 
is ready to be loaded. 

045 Read controller status. MTC or RDC 

050 Check trace interrupt. XPU 

051 Check memory error interrupt. XPU, SMUX or 
main memory 

r 

052 Check reserve instruction interrupt. XPU 

053 Check stack error interrupt. XPU 

377 Will be displayed flashing immediately after power on, XPU or power 
a master protect or when an. XPU microcode parity supply 
error is detected. 

888 Will be displayed if no +5V is supplied to the XPU. Power supply 
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3.4.2 XPU2 MICROCODE FIRMWA'RE SEJ .. FTEST ERROR,CODES 

Table 3-31 lists the XPU2: selftest error codes seen in the diagnostic display, brief error descrip
tions and possible failing hardware modules. 

Table 3-31. 'XPU2 Microcode Firmware Selftest. Error Code Summary 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Brief Description Failure 

001- Reserved. 
007 

010 Verify the XPU2 microcode and register operations. XPU2 

011 Enable SMUX and first 16K memory. Verify no SMUX 
memory error occurs. 

012 Write PSW, P, A, B, X and XFFFF at unmapped mem- Main memory 
ory address X126 through X12B. Verify no memory (RAM 0) 
errors occur. 

013 Write ones complement of P, A, Band X. Verify data Main memory 
readback is correct and no memory errors occur. (RAM 0) 

014 Write ones and zeros to XPU2 registers MP, I R, TMP, XPU2 
PSW and MAR.,' Verify data readback is correct. 

015 Write ones and zeros to XPU2 registers NS, Sand Q. '., XPU2 
Verify data read back is correct. 

016- Reserved. 
031 

032 Enable the SMUX and disable first 16K of memory. SMUX 
Read memory cell addressed by X7F. Verify the 
expected SMUX memory timeout error and memory 
error interrupt request status bits are set. 

033 EnabtE!Jirst 16K of memory and write X1 FFF, XOOOO Main memory 
and XE'OO{)at unmapped memory addresses X3FFF (RAM 0) 
through XOOOO. Verify no memory errors occur. 

034 Read unmapped memory address Xl FFF through Main memory 
XOOOO. Verify no memory errors occur. 
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Table 3-31. (Continued) 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Brief Description Failure 

035 Verify data readback is correct. Main memory 
(RAM 0) 

036 Will be displayed when the system has powered up and ------
is waiting for the operator to depress LOAD and IPL 
release. 

037 Read bootstrap buffer starting address. ------

040 Read memory error status register (FF F9) to verify SMUX 
no memory error. 

042 Will be displayed after a successful bootstrap; software XPU2 
is ready to be loaded. 

045 Read 'controller status. FDC 

047 Check page fault trap. XPU2 

050 Check trace interrupt. XPU2 
! 

051 Check memory error i nterru pt. XPU2, SMUX 
or main 

.'t memory 

052 Check reserve instruction interrupt. XPU2 

053 Check stack error interrupt. XPU2 

377 Will be displayed flashing immediately after power on, XPU2 or 
a master protect or when an XPU2 microcode error power supply 
is detected. jf' 

888 Will be displayed if no +5V is supplied to the XPU2 Power supply 
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3.4.3 IPL DIAGNOSTIC ERROR CODes 

Table 3-32 lists the possible IPL error codes, together with associated error description and possible 
failing hardware, contained in Release 4.0 of the XL40 Diagnostic Tape. All errors ranging from 
0608 - 2728 are signaled by flashing of the three octal indicators on the system status display 
panel and are applicable to both XPU or XPU2 equipped systems unless noted otherwise. If error 
codes appear that are not listed, the XPU or diagnostic display panef may be at fault. 

Table 3-32. IPL Error Code Summary 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Error Description Failure 

060-066 Error occurred while trying to load next IPL module Magnetic tape 

067 Achecksu m error has been fou nd XPU memory or 
magnetic tape 

070 Error occurred before any tests ---

071 BMI-BPL test faiJed XPU 

072 BEQ-BNE test failed XPU 

073 BOC-BNC test failed XPU 

074 BOV-BNV test failed XPU 

075 LDA test failed XPU 

076 ADD test failed XPU 

077 AND test failed XPU 

100 lOR test failed XPU 

104 Failure to initialize memory field 1 Main memory 

105 COM test failed XPU 

106 NEG test failed XPU 

107 CMP test failed XPU 

110 Unexpected data com interrupt COMM controller 
or XPU 

111 Unexpected SMUX interrupt SMUX or XPU 

112 Unexpected tape controller interrupt Mag tape con-
troller or XPU 
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Table 3-32. (Continued) 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Error Description Failure 

113 Unexpected card reader interrupt Card Read con-
troller or XPU 

114 Unexpected level .s interrupt XPU 

115 Unexpected floppy disk controller interrupt Floppy disk con-
troller or XPU 

116 Unexpected disk controller interrupt Disk controller 
or XPU 

117 Unexpected CCD memory 1 interrupt CCO memory 
1 or XPU 

120 Unexpected CCD memory 2 interrupt CCO memory 2 
or XPU 

121 Unexpected interrupt from real time clock SMUX orXPU 

122 Unexpected interrupt from temperature alarm Power supply 
or XPU 

123 Memory error interrupt Memory or XPU 

*124 Unexpected privileged instruction interrupt XPU 

*125 Unexpected supervisor call interrupt XPU 

*126 Spare 1 interrupt XPU 

*127 Spare 2 interrupt XPU 

130 Unexpected stack service interrupt XPU 

131 Page fault interrupt . XPU 

132 Unexpected overlay interrupt XPU 

133 Unexpected test panel interrupt XPU 

134 XOR test failed XPU 

135 CAX-CXA test failed XPU 

136 EAX test failed XPU 
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Table 3-32. (Continued) 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Error Description Failure 

140 PSW test failed XPU 

141 BXE test failed XPU 

142 BXN test failed XPU 

143 CAB-CBA test failed XPU 

144 EAB test failed XPU 

145 Based vs indexed addressing mode test failed XPU 

146 Short form absolute addressing mode test failed XPU 

147 LDA-ADD test failed XPU 

150 Long form indexed addressing mode test failed XPU 

151 Short form indexed addressing mode test failed XPU 

152 RAM (1st 16K) parity initialization - verification failed XPU 

153 Long form indirect addressing mode test failed XPU 

154 Short form indirect addressing mode test failed XPU 

155 Long form indirect indexed mode test failed XPU 

156 Short form indirect indexed mode test failed XPU 

157 BLS-BH I test failed XPU 

160 BGE-BL T test failed XPU 

161 BLE-BGT test failed XPU 

162 NABL-DSBL test failed XPU 

164 LDAL-STAL-ADDL-CMPL test failed XPU 

·*166 CAN-CNA test failed XPU 

*167 CAM-CMA test failed XPU 

170 CBX-STB test failed XPU 

171 CXB test failed XPU 
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Table 3-32. (Continued) 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Error Description Failure 

172 XAB-XAX-XBX test failed XPU 

173 INM-DCM test failed XPU 

174 ADM test failed XPU 

175 CA T -CT A test fai led XPU 

176 CBT-CTB test failed XPU 

177 CXT-CTX test failed XPU 

200 XAT-XBT-XXT test failed XPU 

201 LDAA test failed XPU 

204 PSHA-PSHX-CMPT test failed XPU 

205 POPA-POPX-POPM test failed XPU 

206 RTI test failed XPU 

210 JSR test failed XPU 

211 RTS test failed XPU 

*212 POPR-PSH R test failed XPU 

*213 CAC-CCA test fai led XPU 

214 SVC test failed XPU 

*215 L TR test failed XPU 

*220 LTD test failed XPU 

221 MDVB test failed XPU 

224 ASR test failed XPU 

225 ASRD test failed XPU 

226 ASL test failed XPU 

227 ASLD test failed XPU 

230 LSR test failed XPU 
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Table 3-32. (Continued) 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Error Description Failure 

231 LSRD test failed XPU 

232 LS L test fai led XPU 

233 LSLD test failed XPU 

234 ROR test failed XPU 

235 RORD test failed XPU 

236 ROL test failed XPU 

237 ROLD test failed 
~ 

XPU 

*240 81S-81 R-TST8 test failed ." XPU 

*241 NEXT test failed XPU 

**242 RCR test failed XPU 

**243 RCL test failed XPU 

244 Initialize and determine memory size test failed Main memory 

245 Memory address uniqueness test failed Main memory 

246 Memory address data patterns test failed Main memory 
or XPU 

247 Memory data swap test failed Main memory 
or XPU 

250 SMUX reset test failed SMUX 

251 SMUX block address register test failed SMUX 

252 SMUX block address register increment test failed SMUX 

253 SMUX block length register test failed SMUX 

2p4 SMUX block length increment test failed SMUX 

255 SMUX polling control register increment test failed SMUX 

256 SMUX automatic polling address increment test failed SMUX 
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Table 3-32. (Continued) 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Error Description Failure 

257 SMUX diagnostic polling address increment test failed SMUX 

260 SMUX coax data loopback test failed SMUX 

*264 Map register RAM test failed Main memory 
or XPU 

*265 LDMAP-STMAP instruction test failed XPU 

*266 User state test fai led XPU 

*267 Mapping test failed XPU 

*270 Write protected mapping test failed XPU 

271 SKPWR D instruction test failed XPU 

272 Error occurred between the exit stage of IPLA and the -
start of the attempt to get SCS. 

* = XPU2 only 
** = XPU only 

Note: Error indicators 110 through 133 are interrupt handlers. 
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3.4.4 RIGID DISK BOOTSTRAP ERROR CODES 

One of the following octal error codes will be displayed on the diagnostic display if the disk con
troller detects a bootstrap error after REST ART has been depressed. 

Five error conditions can occur: 

• Drive malfunction - indicates that one of the drives (whether selected or not) detected 
a malfunction. 

• Sector overrun - indicates that a sector pulse occurred prior to completion of the data 
operation for that sector. 

• Data late - indicates that the RDC was not able to gain access to the main memory in 
time to stay in sync with the disk. 

• CRC error - indicates that the CRC read from the disk did not match the' generated 
code during a read or verify command. 

• Header error - indicates that the header-data,.field read from the disk does not match 
the header data expected by the R DC. 

Table 3-33 below lists all possible error codes, the error conditions and the possible malfunctioning 
hardware module. Error codes range from octal 300 to 337, whi:ch may be an octal combination 
of 3008 and the two least significant bits of the error code. 

Table 3-33. Rigid Disk Bootstrap Error Code Summary 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Brief Description Failure 

301 Drive malfunction. Disk drive 

302 Sector overrun. Disk drive 

304 Data late. RDC 

310 CRC error. Disk drive 
or RDC 

320 Header error. '\~Disk drive 
or RDC 

., 
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3.4.5 MAGNETIC TAPE BOOTSTRAP ERROR CODES 

One of the following octal error codes will be displayed on the diagnostic diaplay if the magnetic 
tape controller detects a bootstrap error after LOAD has been depressed. 

Five error conditions can occur: 

1. File mark detected. 

2. CRC, LRC or parity error. 

3. Gap/format error - if this error occurs on an N RZI transport (gap error), this indicates 
that 2 gaps (on 7-track transports) or 3 gaps (on 9-track transports) of more than 2% 
characters were detected after 12 successive characters of proper spacing preceding the 
first gap. 

If this error occurs on a DE transport (format error), this indicates any of the follow
ing conditions: 

• Ones are detected during the 8 character times following lock on (preamble error, 
tested across all 9 tracks). 

• No ones are detected from 8 to 30 character times following lock on and a file mark 
is not detected (sync error tested across all 9 tracks). 

• More than one channel loses its envelope signal after lock on and a file mark is not 
detected. 

'. More data skew is encountered than the deskewer circuit can accommodate (skew 
error). 

• Ones are detected in any track from 0 to 22 character times after the postamble 
start (postamble error). Any envelopes are detected from 44 to 66 character times 
after the postamble start. 

4. Data handling errors can be due to: 

• Read late - indicates when a data character is received from the tape transport 
before the present data character has been processed. 

• Write late - indicates when a data character has not been processed in time to out
put it to the transport. 

• DMA overlap - indicates that a DMA request is being made while the MTC is per
forming a DMA. 

5. Internal diagnostic initialization test failure. 

Table 3-34 lists the error codes and the possible malfunctioning hardware module. 
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Table 3-34."MagneticTape "Bootstrap Error Code Summary 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Brief Descri ption Failure 

372 File detected. Tape drive or 
magnetic tape 

373 CRC, LRC or parity error. MTC, tape 
drive or 
magnetic tape 

374 Gap/format error. Tape drive 

375 Data handling error (read late, write late, DMA overlap) MTC 

376 Internal diagnostic initialization test failure. MTC 

3.4.6 FLEXIBLE DISK BOOTSTRAP ERROR CODES 

Octal error codes will be displayed on the diagnostic display if the flexible disk controller detects a 
bootstrap error after LOAD has been depressed. Four error conditions can occur: 

• Unexpected data address mark - indicates that a read of the track data address mark 
does not agree with control block data address mark. 

• Track timeout - indicates that an index pulse occurred prior to completion of the 
search for I D track 1 header. 

• Data overrun - indicates that the FDC was not able to gain access to the main memory 
in time to stay in sync with the disk. 

• CRC error - indicates that the CRC read from the disk did not match the generated 
code during a read or verify command. 

Table 3-35 lists all possible error codes, the error conditions and the possible failing hardware 
module. Error codes range from octal 340 to 357, which may be an octal combination of 3008 
and the two least significant bits of the error code. 
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Table 3-35. Flexible Disk Bootstrap Error Code Summary 

Octal 
Error Possible 
Code Brief Description Failure 

341 Unexpected data address mark. Diskette drive 
or FDC 

342 Track timeout. Diskette drive 

344 Data overrun. FDC 

350 CRC error. Diskette drive 
or FDC 

3.4.7 IOCTL ERROR CODES 

If an 10CTL error occurs, the following message will be displayed: 

10 ERROR: U = XXXX F = YYYY S = ZZZZ 

Table 3-36 lists the codings and meanings of these values. 

Table 3-36. IOCTL Error Coding 

U = XXXX (unit number) F = YYYY (fu ncti'on) S = ZZZZ (status) 

0001: . MTC a, tape drive 1 0003: read 
0100: non-existent unit error 

occurs if the specified 
0002: MTC a, tape drive 2 0004: write unit is not present in the 
0003: MTC a, tape drive 3 0005: rewind present hardware con-
0004: MTC a, tape drive 4 0006: write filemark 

OOOB: read status 
figuration (software 

See note below. OOOC: backspace. record 
malfunction). 

0000: backspace file 0200: unresolvable request 
OOOE: read without errors occurs if the user 

transfer program specifies a unit 
GOOF: skip file number which is not 

defined (software 
malfunction). 

0006: keystation 0001 : input one 0400: unrecoverable error 

character occurs if an operation 

0002: output one results in an error and 
ten retries could not character solve the problem. 0003: input character 

string 
0004: output character 

string 
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Table 3-36. IOCTl Error Coding (Continued) 

U = XXXX (unit number) F = YYYY (function) S = ZZZZ (status) 

0007: ROC 0, disk drive 0, 0003: read 0800: unit not ready error 
bottom platter 0004: write occurs if the specified 

0008: ROC 0, disk drive 0, 0005: restore unit is not ready or if 
top platter 0006: initialize the write ri ng is not 

0009: ROC 0, disk drive 1, OOOE: read without installed to perform a 
bottom platter transfer tape write. After a 

OOOA: ROC O,disk drive 1, chacracter is entered the 
top platter program will attempt 

0008: ROC 1, disk drive 0, the operation again. 
bottom platter 

OOOC: ROC 1, disk drive 0, 
top platter 

0000: ROC 1, disk drive 0, 
bottom platter 

OOOE: ROC 1, disk drive 1, 
top platter 

0010: ASCII line printer 0004: output 
0011 : E8COIC line printer 

0012: FOCO, drive 1 0003: read 
0013: FOCO, drive 2 0004: write 
0014: F OCO, drive 3 0005: restore 
0015: FOCO, drive 4 0006: initialize 

0008: read status 
OOOE: read without 

transfer 

NOTE: The following unit modification bits are added to the tape unit nwmbers to further describe the 
tape unit. . 

0800: even parity, 7 track 4000: phase-encoded read adapter is used 
1000: even parity, 7 track 8000: read after write drive 
2000: no conversion mode, 7 track 
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3.4.8 UNEXPECTED INTERRUPTS 

If an unexpected interrupt occurs, the following prompt will be displayed: 

UNEXPECTED INTERRUPT 

VECT 

aaaa 

(nnnn) vvvv 

(nnnn) vvvv 

P 

bbbb 

A 

ecce 

(value of register) 

8 

dddd 

x 
eeee 

PSW 

ffff 

The value of aaaa above is the interrupt vector address in main memory identifying the interrupt 
and therefore the source of the unexpected interrupt. Table 3-37 below lists these vector addresses 
and the source of interruption. 

The contents of various XPU registers when the interrupt occurred are displayed. The value of the 
P register is displayed below P (bbbb). Likewise for the A, 8, X registers and the PSW. 

The contents of related device controller registers when the interrupt occurred, are also displayed 
in a column below the interrupt vector location. These locations and their contents are different 
for different interrupts. 

Table 3-37. Interrupt Vector and Processor Trap Memory Locations 

Location Description 

0102 Communications controller 
0104 SMUX/line printer 
0106 Magnetic tape controller 
0108 Card reader controller 
010A Flexible disk controller 1 
010C Rigid disk controller or flexible disk controller 2 
010E (not used) 
0110 (not used) 
0118 Trace (PSW bit 3) 
011A Memory/bus error (timeout or uncorrected error) 
011C Reserved instruction 
011E Stack error (overflow or underflow) 
0120 Stack service 
0122 Overlay service 
0124 Test panel 
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3.5 OFFLINE DIAGNOSTIC DISKETTE COpy PROCEDURE 

The utility program of the support control systetn (SCS) is used to copy offline diagnostic diskettes. 
This procedure will only copy diskettes which are of the same type (single sided or dual sided) as 
the source diskette. Copy a diagnostic diskette as follows: 

Be sure to remove all customer diskettes before executing 
this procedure. 

Display 

a) I (no display) 

b) I (no display) 

c) I (no display) 

d) SUPPORT CONTROL SYSTEM V 
DATE = 

e) SUPPORT CONTROL SYSTEM V 
DATE = yyddd 
TIME = 

f) DATE = yyddd 
TIME = hhmm 
ENTER SCS COMMAND 

g) FD MENU V(8) XX/XX/XX 
o DISK INITIALIZE 
1 FD MOUNT 
2 FD VERIFY 
3 FD COpy 

4 SIM TAPE FUNCTIONS 
5 TERMINATE 

SELECT OPTION 
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Keyboard Response 

Mount the diagnostic diskette to be copied 
in flexible disk drive 1. 

Wait for the diagnostic display indicator to 
reach 36 and then press LOAD and IPL 
release (blank pushbutton) on the system 
control panel simultaneously. Upon success
ful completion, the diagnostic display indi
cator will show only decimal points. 

Mount a blank diskette in flexible disk 
drive 2. 

Enter 3-5 digit Julian date (yyddd, where 
yy is the year and ddd is the date) then 
FIELD REL. 

Enter the time in military form (hhmm, 
where hh is 0-23 hours and mm is 
0-59 minutes). 

Enter EX, FD MENU then FIELD REL. 

Enter 0 then FIE LD R E L to select 
diskette initial i ze. 



Display Keyboard Response 

h) FD INIT SELECTED Enter 2 for flexible disk drive 2 then 
ENTER UNIT NUMBER FIELD REl. 

i) I ENTER UNIT TYPE Enter 1 then FIELD REL. 

j) I ENTER SECTOR SEQUENCE VALUE Enter 1 then FIELD REL. 

k) I ENTER SECTOR OFFSET VALUE Enter 0 then FIELD REL. 

I) I ENTER OWNER 10 Enter FIELD REl. 

m) I ENTER ACCESS VALUE Enter FIELD REl. The diskette will be 
initialized on a track-by-track basis in 
extended format. 

n) NO BAD TRACK If no bad tracks are found, this display will 
PRESS REL TO CONTINUE be shown at the end of initialize. Enter 

FIELD REL of initialize. Enter FIELD REL 
will return to the FD MENU. 

0) FD MENU V(8) XX/XX/XX Enter 3, then FIELD REL to select diskette 
o DISK INITIALIZE copy. 
1 FD MOUNT 
2 FD VERIFY 
3 FD COpy 
4 SIM TAPE FUNCTIONS 
5 TERMINATE 

SELECT OPTIONS 

p) FD COpy SELECTED Enter 1 for master unit, then FIELD REl. 
ENTER FROM UNIT 

q) I ENTER TO UNIT Enter 2 for copy unit, then FIELD REl. 

r) I ENTER OWNER ID Enter FIELD REL. 

s) I ENTER ACCESS VALUE Enter FIELD REL. The copy process will 
begin starting at track 0 through 76. 
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Display 

t) I PRESS REL TO CONTINUE 
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Keyboard Response 

Copy complete. Enter FIELD RELwili 
return to the FD MENU. Enter CNTRL 
BYPASS will return to OX 01 RECTIVE. 



Section 4 

ON-LINE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

'The on-line diagnostics are used to test the proper functioning of the system's hardware and to 
isolate a defective device or group of devices while the system is operating in the normal on-I ine 
fashion. Because of this functional aspect of the on-line diagnostics, the tests and their ability to 
isolate hardware problems are limited compared to the off-line diagnostics (see Section 3 of this 
manual). 

The on-line diagnostics are used to test the following hardware devices: 

• Magnetic tape drive and controller (MTC). 
• Line printer and station multiplexer (SMUX). 
• Keystation and station multiplexer (SMUX). 
• Communications controller (CC). 

Note that the executive processor unit (XPU), main memory, rigid disk drive and controller (ROC) 
are not tested by the on-line diagnostics. 

The on-line diagnostic tests are resident on the operating system (on disk) and are called into main 
memory as commanded by the operator. Operationally, the on-line diagnostic tests are accessed 
when the system is in the supervisor mode by the TEST command (reference System User manual, 
690015-001, Section 10 for information concerning the supervisor mode). 

Paragraph 4.2 of this manual contains the procedures for using the on-line diagnostics as well as 
test descriptions of the test to be selected from. Paragraph 4.2 also contains information concern
ing errors that may occur during the execution of the on-line diagnostics. 

4.2 ON-LINE DIAGNOSTIC OPERATING PROCEDURE 

Paragraph 4.2 contains the following information concerning the on-line diagnostic tests: 

• Step-by-step procedure describing the mechanics and details of running the tests. 
• Functional description of all diagnostic tests. 

Before running these tests, note that several auxiliary errors can occur. These are listed below in 
Table 4-1 along with the paragraph number where these errors and coding are described. 

System and task as well as on-line diagnostic test errors may occur while running the tests. The 
other errors listed may occur only during software loading. 

After each on-line diagnostic test has been executed, the program reports to the operator how many 
errors have occurred during that test. There are error codes that correspond to these errors (e.g., 
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Table 4-1. On-Line Diagnostic Auxiliary Errors 

Error Type Reference Paragraph 

XPU microcode firmware 3.4.1 
self test errors 

Disk bootstrap errors 3.4.3 

Tape bootstrap errors 3.4.4 

IOCTL errors 3.4.5 

Unexpected interrupts 3.4.6 

SYSG EN errors 5.2.4 

System errors 5.3.1 

Task errors 5.3.2 

error 4020 for the keystation input test) but these have no significance and should be ignored by 
the operator. These error numbers do not correspond to those of the off-line diagnostictests. 

The diagnostic execution procedure is presented below. To select the default value displayed 'on 
the screen, simply depress the FIELD REL key. To select a value different than the default value, 
enter the value and then depress the CT R L and PASS keys simultaneously. To return to on-line 
testing at this point, depress the CRTL and CMND keys simultaneously, then enter SU (supervisor), 
depress FIELD REL, enter the password and then depress FIELD REL again. At this point, page 
one of the command menu will be displayed. Depress FIELD REL to display page two of the 
menu where the TEST command is displayed. Then enter TEST and depress FIELD REL. To 
execute the on-line diagnostic tests at this point follow the procedure outlined below. 

Display 

a) .oN-LINE DIAGNOSTICS SELECT TESTS 

TEST = DEFAULT = NO MORE 
CONTROL EXECUTE 
MAG TAPE KEY STA 

LP CC 
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Operation Action 

This prompt will be displayed after the 
TEST command has been selected on 
page two of thesupervisor command 
menu. 

Enter CONTRO L then depress FIE LD 
REL to define the control options con
cerning the execution of the tests. 



Display 

b) DISPLAY ERRORS = 

c) DISPLAY TOTAL = 

d) REPEAT ON ERROR = 

e) SUSPEND ON ERROR = 

f) LOOP = 

CONTROL 

DEFAULT = YES 

YES 

NO 

CONTROL 
DEFAULT = YES 

YES 

NO 

CONTROL 

DEFAULT = NO 

YES 

NO 

CONTROL 

DEFAUL T = YES 

YES 

NO 

CONTROL 

DEFAULT = NO 

YES 

NO 

g) COUNT = CONTROL 

DEFAULT = 1 

h) ON-LINE DIAGNOSTICS SELECT TESTS 

TEST = DEFAULT = NO MORE 

CONTROL EXECUTE 

MAG TAPE KEY STA 

LP CC 
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Operation Action 

If error information is to be displayed 
as each error is detected, depress 
FIELD REL. 

If no error information is to be dis
played, enter NO then FIE LD R E L. 

If the total number of errors detected 
during a test sequence is to be displayed, 
depress FI ELD REL. 

If this is not to be displayed, enter NO 
then FIE L D R E L. 

If a test is not to be repeated if an 
error occurs, depress FIE LD R E L. 

If a test is to be repeated, enter YES 
then FIE L D R E L. 

If the testing is to stop upon detection 
of an error depress FIE LD R E L. 

If the testing is not to stop enter NO 
then FI ELD REL. 

If the testing is not to loop indefinitely, 
depress FI ELD REL. 

If the testing is to loop indefinitely, 
enter YES then FI ELD REL. Skip to 
step (h). 

If the test sequence is to be run only 
once, depress FIELD REL. Otherwise 
enter the'number of times the sequence 
is to be run (1-32,767) then depress 
FIELD REL. 

The operator may now select which 
set of tests are to be run: 

Enter MAG TAPE then FIELD REL to 
test the magnetic tape drive and con
troller. Go to paragraph 4.2.1. 



Display Operation Action 

. Enter LP then FIE LD R E L to test the 
line printer and station multiplexer. Go 
to paragraph 4.2.2. 

Enter KEY STA then FIELD REL to 
test a key station and station multi
plexer. Then, go to paragraph 4.2.3. 

Enter CC then FIE L D R E L to teSt the 
communications controller. Go to 
paragraph 4.2.4. 

If no more tests are to be executed, 
depress FIE L D R E L. 

4.2.1 MAGNETIC TAPE DIAGNOSTIC (MAG TAPE) 

Paragraph 4.2.1 contains the following information concerning the magnetic tape diagnostics 
(MAG TAPE): 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the tape drive or controller is to be tested, refer to paragraph 4.2.1.2, 
Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run . 

.4.2.1.1 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point MAG TAPE has been selected in the On-Line Diagnostic Operating Procedure, para
graph 4.2h. To execute the magnetic tape diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

a) 

b) TAPE NUM = 

c) REC LEN = 

Display 

MAG TAPE DIAG 
DEFAULT = 1 

RECORD LENGTH 
DEFAULT = 86 
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Operation Action 

Mount a scratch tape with a write ring 
on the drive to be tested. Bring the 
tape to BOT and place the drive on-line. 

If the logical unit number of the drive 
to be tested is 1, depress FIE LD R E L. 
Otherwise, enter the correct logical 
unit number (1-4). 

This prompt selects the length (in bytes) 
of the records to be written and read 
during the Write and Read tests. 



d) DATA PATTERN 1 = 

e) DATA PATTERN 2 = 

f) M. T. TEST = 

g) LONG FORM = 

Display 

DEFAULT = FOFO 

DEFAULT = FOFO 

M.T. TEST SELECT 

DEFAULT = NO MORE 

REGISTER POSITION 

COMMAND VAR REL 

SPACE 

READ 

NO MORE 

WRITE 

SEVEN TRK 

DEFAULT = NO 

YES 

NO 
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Operator Action 

If an 86-byte length is desired, depress 
FIELD REL. Otherwise, enter the 
correct length (15-512), then depress 
FIELD REL. 

The next two prompts apply to the 
Read and Write tests. The first word 
written in every record is its sequence 
number. This is followed byan alterna
tion of two one-word data patterns, 
which are specified by the operator. 

If FOFO is to be the first data pattern, 
depress FIE L D R E L. Otherwise, enter 
the four-digit hexadecimal word (0000-
F F F F·) to be used as the first data 
pattern. 

If FOFO is to be the second data pattern, 
depress FIE LD R E L. Otherwise, enter 
the four-digit hexadecimal word (0000-
FFFF) to be used as the second data 
pattern. 

See paragraph 4.2.1.2 for descriptions 
of the tests. 

Select the test(s) desired by entering the 
name of the test and then depressing 
FIELD REL. Any number of the tests 
may be entered in this fashion-at one 
time. If no more tests are to be entered, 
depress FIELD REL an additional time. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
Variable Record test was selected in 
step (f) above. 

If this test is to be run once depress 
FIELD REL. 

If it is to be run six times, enter YES 
then FI E LD R E L. Return to Step (f) 
above. 



Display Operator Action 

h) ON-LiNE'DIAGNOSTICS SELECT TESTS Enter EXECUTE then depress FI ELD 
RE L to run the tests selected. 

i) 

TEST:::: DEFAULT = NO MORE 

MAG TAPE DIAGNOSTICS 
TEST X - (TEST NAME) 

CONTROLLER = Y 
DRIVE = Z 

CONTROL EXECUTE' 

MAG TAPE 

LP 

KEY STA 

CC 

At this time the tests are being 
executed. 

X is the test number (see paragraph 
4.2.1.2). 

Y is the number of controller errors. 

Z is the number of drive errors. 

Return to paragraph 4.2(h). 

4.2.1.2 Magnetic Tape Diagnostic Test Description 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the magnetic tape on-line 
diagnostics. Each test is identified by a number which is displayed when the test is running. In 
parentheses after each test mnemonic is the alternate test name displayed when the test is being 
executed. 

Test 1: RGISTER Test (Channel Exercise) 

This test checks the reliability of the controller's mailb<;>x register. The register is accessed 
and three small records of varying lengths are written and then read. 

Test 2: POSITION Test (D~vice Status) 

This test is designed to check the device's ability to write and to verify a file mark, and to 
detect an end-of-tape mark. The test begins by the issuance of write commands and continues 
until the end-of-tape mark is sensed. The tape is then rewound. A second run through verifies 
that the file marks have been properly written. 

Test 3: COMMAND Test (Command Exercise) 

Three records are written onto the tape and read in reverse. The same three records are then 
used to check the read reverse edit command and the fixed erase command. 

Test 4: VAR R EC Test (Variable Record Size) 

In this test 100 records are written onto the tape; the first record consists of 15 characters 
and each successive record is 5 characters longer than the previous one. After a file mark is 
written, the tape is rewound. A second run through verifies the length of each record. This 



test will be repeated five more times if the operator responds positively to the Long Form 
prompt (step 4.2.1.1 g). 

Test 5: SPACE Test (Random Record Read) 

Twenty-five record numbers are selected at random and the contents of each of the specified 
records are compared with the data expected in these records. This test must be preceded by 
the VAR REC test. 

Test 6: WRITE Test (Fixed Length Write) 

Records whose length was determined by the operator's response to the Record Length 
prompt (step 4.2.1.1 c) and whose contents are determined by the responses to the Data 
Patterns 1 and 2 prompts (steps 4.2.1.1 d-e) are written onto the tape until the drive senses 
the end-of-tape mark. 

Test 7: READ Test (Fixed Length Read) 

This test must be preceded by the WRITE test since it consists of reading the records 
written at that time. 

Test 8: SEVEN TRK Test 

The various parity and density options are checked by writing 10 records with set data 
patterns, reading them and verifying the patterns, as well as by generating and detecting file 
marks. This test will not be run on nine-track drives. 

4.2.2 LINE PRINTER DIAGNOSTICS (LP) 

Paragraph 4.2.2 contains the following information concerning the line printer diagnostics (LP): 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the line printer or station multiplexer is to be tested, refer to paragraph 
4.2.2.2, Line Printer Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

4.2.2.1 Line Printer Diagn9stic Test Procedure 

At this point LP has been selected in the On-Line Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 4.2(h). 
To execute the line printer diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

a) LP NUM = 

Display 

PR INTER NUMBER 

DEFAULT = 1 
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Operator Action 

If the logical unit number of the drive 
to be tested is 1, depress FIE LD R E L. 
Otherwise, enter the correct logical 
unit number. 



Display Operator Action 

b) REL LEN = RECORD LENGTH This prompt selects the length (in 
DEFAUL T = 132 characters) of the records to be written 

during the Command, Fixed Block and 
Worst Case tests. 

If a 132-character length is desired, 
depress FI ELD RE L. Otherwise, enter 
the correct length (1-500), then depress 
FIELD REL. 

c) LP TEST = LP TEST SELECT See paragraph 4.2.2.2 for descriptions 
DEFAUL T = NO MORE of the tests. 
COMMANDS IMBED CTL 

Select the test(s) desired by entering the VAR BLK FIXED BLK 
SLEW VFU name of the test and then depressing 

WORSTCSE NO MORE FIELD REL. Any number of the tests 
may be entered in this fashion at one 
time. If no more tests are to be entered, 
depress FIELD REL an additional time. 

d) SLEW 1 = FIRST SLEW The next two prompts wi" be displayed 
DEFAULT = 5 only if the Slew test was selected in 

step (c) above. 

If the number of lines of slew to be 
generated for the first slew command is 
5, depress FIE LD R E L. Otherwise, 
enter the desired number of slew lines 
(0-15), then depress FIE LD R E L. 

e) SLEW 2 = SECOND SLEW If the number of lines of slew to be 
DEFAULT = 15 generated for the second slew command 

is 15, depress FIELD REL. Otherwise, 
enter the desired number of slew lines 
(0-15), then depress FIE LD R E L. 

f) VFU 1 = FIRST VFU The next four prompts wi" be displayed 
DEFAULT = 1 only if the V FU test was selected in 

step (c) above. 

If the first VFU command used in this 
test is to be a VFU Channell depress 
FIE L D R E L. Otherwise enter the 
desired channel number (1-12) then 
depress FIELD REL. 
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g) VFU 2 = 

h) VFU 3 = 

i) VFU 4 = 

j) DATA PATTERN 1 = 

k) DATA PATTERN 2 = 

I) 

Display 

SECOND VFU 
DEFAULT = 2 

THIRD VFU 
DEFAULT = 3 

FOURTH VFU 
DEFAULT = 4 

DEFAULT = 4142 

DEFAULT = 4344 

m) ON-LINE DIAGNOSTICS SELECT TESTS 
TEST = DEFAULT = NO MORE 

CONTROL EXECUTE 
MAG TAPE KEY ST A 
LP CC 

n) PRINT TEST X - - (TEST NAME) 
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Operator Action 

If the second VFU command used in 
this test is to be a VFU Channel 2, 
depress FIE LD R E L. Otherwise, enter 
the desired channel number (1-12), 
then depress FIELD REL. 

If the third VFU command used in this 
test is to be a V FU Channel 3, depress 
FIE LD R E L. Otherwise, enter the 
desired channel number (1-12), then 
depress FIELD RE L. 

If the fourth VFU command used in 
this test is to be a VFU Channel 4, 
depress FIELD REL. Otherwise, enter 
the desired channel number (1-12) then 
depress FIELD REL. 

The next two prompts wi II be displayed 
only if the Worst Case test was selected 
in step (c) above. 

If the first data pattern used in this test 
is to be 4142, depress FIELD REL. 
Otherwise, enter the desired four-digit 
hexadecimal ASCII character, then 
depress FIELD REL. 

If the second data pattern used in this 
test is to be 4344, depress FIELD REL. 
Otherwise, enter the desired four-digit 
hexadecimal ASCII character, then 
depress FIELD REL. 

Return to step (c) above. 

Enter EXECUTE, then depress FIE LD 
R E L to ru n the tests se I ected. 

At this time, the tests are being executed. 

X is the test number (see paragraph 
4.2.2.2). 

Return to paragraph 4.2(h). 



4.2.2.2 Line Printer Diagnostic Test Description 

The following information provides a brief description of each test of the line printer on-dine 
diagnostics. Each test is identified by a number which is displayed when the test is running. 

Test 1: COMMANDS Test 

This test consists of sending three lines (whose length is determined by the operator's 
response to the Record Length prompt, step 4.2.2.1 b) to the line printer. The first is ended 
by a line-feed character; the second, by carriage-retu'rn and line-feed characters; and the last, 
by another line-feed. 

Test 2: IMBED CTL Test 

A message containing imbedded control characters (carriage-return line-feed and top-of-form) 
is sent to the line printer. 

Test 3: VAR BLK Test 

In this test, the printer is commanded to print 20 all-character blocks of variable lengths. 
The first block contains 10 characters; each successive block is 10 characters longer than the 
previous one. 

Test 4: FIX BLK Test 

The printer is commanded to print 40 all-9haracter blocks of the length given in response to 
the Record Length prompt (step 4.2.2.1 b). 

Test 5: SLEW Test 

The line printer is sent two slew (line ejection) codes, each of which is followed by a message 
indicating the n~mber of lines of slew. These values are as specified by the operator in 
response to the First and Second Slew prompts (steps 4.2.2.1d-e) 

Test 6: VFU Test 

A sequence of four vertical format unit (VFU) commands, as specified by the operator in the 
VFU prompts (steps 4.2.2.1 f-i) are sent to the line printer. A VFU command specifies the' 
VFU channel (1-12) and causes the line printer to search for that channel, thereby providing 
the correct spacing for a form. 

Test 7: WORST CSE Test 

In this test, 40 lines are sent to the printer. Each line consists of the .characters selected by 
the operator in response to the Data Pattern prompts (steps 4.2.2.1j-k) repeated to the 
length specified in response to Record Length prompt (step 4.2.2.1 b). This test does not 
check the validity of the data. 
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4.2.3 KEYSTATION DIAGNOSTICS (KEY STA) 

Paragraph 4.2.3 contains the following information concerning the keystation diagnostics 
(KEY STA): 

• Step-by-step procedures of execution . 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the keystation or station multiplexer is to be tested, refer to paragraph 
4.2.3.2, Keystation Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

4.2.3.1 Keystation Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point KEY STA has been selected in the On-Line Diagnostic Operating Procedure, para
graph 4.2(h). To execute the keystation diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

a) KEY STA NUM = 

b) KEY TEST = 

c) KEY TYPE = 

Display 

KEY STATION DIAG 

DEFAULT = 2 

KEY STATION DIAG 

DEFAULT = NO MORE 
OUTPUT 
INPUT 

NO MORE 

KEYSTATION TYPE 

DEFAULT = 1 
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Operator Action 

If the address of the keystation to be 
tested is 2, depress FIELD REL. 
Otherwise, enter the correct address, 
then FI ELD REL. 

Note that the supervisor keystation 
cannot be tested. If that keystation is 
to be tested, place it in the ready mode 
by depressing CTRL and PASS simul
taneously. Then, place qnother key
station in the supervisor mode and 
select the TEST command. If the 
keystation is not in the ready mode the 
program will indicate KEYSTATION 
BUSY. 

See paragraph 4.2.3.2 for descriptions 
of these tests. Select the test(s) desired 
by entering the name of the test and 
then depressing FIELD REL. Any 
number of the tests may be entered in 
this fashion at one time. If no more 
tests are to be entered, depress FIE LD 
HE L an additional time. 

This prompt is displayed only if the 
Input test was selected in step (b) above. 



Display 

d) 

e) ON-LINE 

TEST = 
SELECT TESTS 

DEFAULT = NO MORE 

CONTROL EXECUTE 

MAG TAPE KEY STA 

LP CC 

f) KEYSTATION OUTPUT TEST 

PROGRAM WAITS 10 SECONDS BETWEEN OUTPUT 

MESSAGES. TO STOP TEST FOR LONGER VIEW 

TIME, DEPRESS ANY KEY. TO CONTINUE TEST, 

DEPRESS ANY KEY. 

SCREEN SHOULD BE BLANK FILLED FROM HERE. 

g) ALL CHARACTER MSG . .. 80-FF 

_abcdefg ... 

(DISPLAYS ALL CHARACTERS) 

'=" 

TONE TEST 

h) FIELD IDENTIFIER TEST 

THIS LINE SHOULD BE INTENSIFIED 

THIS LINE SHOULD BE UNDERLINED 

THIS LINE SHOULD FLASH 
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Operator Action 

The three valid responses are: 
1 for keypunch 
2 for keypunch/adding machine 
3 for typewriter with numeric pad 

If the keystation is of the keypunch 
configuration depress FIE LD R E L. 
Otherwise enter the correct code (1-3) 
corresponding to the type of keystation 
to be tested, then FI ELD REL. 

Note that only keystations with detach
able keyboards of the three types above 
can be tested with the I nput test. 

Return to step (b) above. 

Enter EXECUTE, then depress FIE LD 
REL to run the tests selected. 

If only the I nput test was selected in 
step (b) above, go to step (k) below. 

Th is prompt wi II be displayed on the 
keystation being tested only if the 
Output test was selected is step (b) 
above. 

If this prompt does not appear as 
expected on the keystation bei ng 
tested, depress one of the keys on the 
keyboard. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
. the Output test was selected. 

A tone should be heard at this time. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the Output test was selected 



Display 

i) 012345678901 ........ 3456789 

012345678891 ........ 3456789 

012345678901 ........ 3456789 

j) ABCDEFGHI¢ABC ........ EFGHI¢ 

ABCDEFGHI¢ABC ........ EFGHI¢ 

ABCDEFGHI¢ABC ........ EFGHI¢ 

k) KEYSTATION INPUT TEST 

REPEAT KEY TEST 
PRESS REPEAT KEY AND ANY OTHER KEY 

I) KEY CLICK TEST 

INPUT FIVE CHARACTERS 
SHOULD HAVE AUDIBLE CLICK ON EACH INPUT 

m) KEY NO-CLICK TEST 

INPUT FIVE CHARACTERS 

NO AUDIBLE CLICK SHOULD BE HEARD ON 

EACH INPUT. 

n) KEYBOARD INPUT TEST 
PRESS/RELEASE EACH KEY STARTING WITH KEY 

AT TOP LEFT. COMPLETE TOP ROW BEFORE 
INPUT OF LEFTMOST KEY IN SECOND ROW 
NO CRT RESPONSE IS MADE IF NO ERRORSARE 

DETECTED. 

0) ERROR 4020 
CHAR INPUT WAS XXXX 
CHAR SHOULD BE YYYY 
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Operator Action 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the Output test was selected. 

The entire screen should be filled as 
shown. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the Output test was selected. 

The entire screen should be filled as 
shown. 

If only the Output test was selected in 
step (b) go to paragraph 4.2 (h). 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the Input test was selected'in step (b) 
above. Press the repeat key and any 
other key. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the I nput test was selected. 

Input five characters and check for 
audible clicks. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the I nput test was selected. 

I nput five characters and check for no 
audible clicks. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the I nput test was selected. 

Input all keys as described. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
an error occurred while running the 
keyboard input test initiated in step (n) 
above. 

XXXX is the hexadecimal row-column 
keyboard address of the incorrect key 
that was entered. 



Display 

p) PRESS NUM KEY AND ANY OTHER KEY 

q) PRESS CTRL KEY AND ANY OTHER KEY 

r) PRESS ALPHA KEY AND ANY OTHER KEY 

s) PRESS LeA KEY AND ANY OTHER KEY 

Operator Action 

YYYY is the address of the key that 
was expected. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the I nput test was selected . 

. Press the NUMER IC and any other key, 
simultaneously. 

If a typewriter keyboard is being tested, 
press the SH I FT and any other key 
simultaneously. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the I nput test was selected. 

Press the CT R L and any other key 
simultaneously. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the I nput test was selected and if the 
keystation type is keypunch (1) or 
keypunch/adding machine (2) (reference 
step c). 

Press the ALPHA and any other key 
simultaneously. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
the Input test was selected. 

Press the LCA and any other key 
simultaneously. 

t) Return to paragraph 4.2(h). 

4.2.3.2 Keystation Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of the keystation on-line diagnostic tests. 

OUTPUT Test 

This test consists of sending various messages to the specified keystation for visual inspection. 
The subtests within the output test sequence are as follows. 

• Erase test 
• Tone test 
• Field identifier test 
• All-character test 
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INPUT Test 

For the input test sequence the system prompts the operator for certain keyboard operations. 
The subtests within the input test sequence are as follows: 

• Repeat key test 
• Key cl ick test 
• Keyboard input test 
• Numeric key test 
• Control key test 
• Alpha key test 
• Lower case alpha (LCA) key test 

4.2.4 COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER DIAGNOSTICS (CC) 

Paragraph 4.2.4 contains the following information concerning the communications controller 
diagnostics (CC): 

• Step·by-step procedures of execution. 
• Functional test descriptions. 

If a specific function of the communications controller is to be tested, refer to paragraph 4.2.4.2, 
Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Descriptions in order to select the proper test(s) to run. 

4.2.4.1 Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Procedure 

At this point CC has been selected in the On-Line Diagnostic Operating Procedure, paragraph 4.2(h). 
To execute the communications controller diagnostics, follow the procedure below: 

a) CONTROLLER = 

b) INT CLOCK REOD = 

Display 

CC CONTROLLER 
DEFAULT = 1 

DEFAULT = NO 
YES 

NO 
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If the communications controller 1 is 
to be tested, depress FIELD REL. 
Otherwise, enter the controller number 
(1-4) that is to be tested then FIE LD R E L. 

If the 9600 bps internal clock is not 
required (if the controller is connected 
to a modem with a clock) depress 
FIELD REL. 

If the internal clock is required (if two 
systems are back-to-back or if a loop
back plug is being used), enter YES 
then FI ELD RE L. 



c) CC TEST = 

d) BLOCK LENGTH = 

e) FIRST CHAR = 

f) FUNCTION CODE = 

Display 

COM CTR L TEST 
DEFAULT = NO MORE 

BASIC 

REGISTER 
RAM 

WRITE 

MISC 
MODEM 

IMMEDIATE 

INDIRECT 

READ 

RD/WR 
PLUG 

COMPLETE 

BLOCK LENGTH 

DEFAULT = 500 

DEFAULT = C1 

DEFAULT = 0 

Operator Action 

See paragraph 4.2.4.2 for descirptions 
of these tests. 

Select the test(s) desired by entering the 
name of the test and then depressing 
FIELD REL. Any number of the tests 
may be entered in this fashion at one 
time. 

Note that if the P LUG test is selected, 
a special loopback plug must be installed, 
which loops certain outputs of the con
troller back to the inputs. 

If no more tests are to be entered, 
depress FIELD REL an additional time. 

If the Modem test was not selected, go 
to step (k). 

Prompts (d) through (j) will be displayed 
only if the Modem test was selected in 
step (c) above. 

If the number of data characters to be 
transmitted or received in this test is 
to be 500, depress FIELD REL. Other
wise, enter the desired number of 
characters (1-32,767), then FIELD REL. 

If the first hexadecimal two-digit data 
character that is to follow the synchro
nization character(s) is to be the value 
C1 then depress FIELD REL. Otherwise, 
enter the desired value (OO-F F) then 
FIELD REL. 

There are four possible algorithms used 
to define the data characters. 

0: The character is repeated 
(C1 C1 C1 ... ) 

1: The first character is incremented 
by one for each successive character 
(C1 C2 C3 ... ) 



Display 

g) SYNC CHAR = DEFAULT = 32 

h) INPUT = DEFAULT = NO 

YES 

NO 

i) OUTPUT = DEFAULT = NO 

YES 

NO 

j) NBR SYNC CHARS = DEFAULT = 3 

k) 
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Operator Action 

2: The first character is decremented 
by one for each successive character 
(C1 CO BF ... ) 

3: The character alternates with its 
one's complement 
(C1 3E C1 ... ) 

If the character is to be repeated, 
depress FI ELD REL. Otherwise, enter 
-one of the other codes (0-3) represent
ing the desired algorithm, then 
FIELD REL. 

If 32 is the hexadecimal number that 
is to be used as the synchronization 
character, depress FIELD REL. Other
wise, enter the two-digit hexadecimal 
number (OO-F F) that is desired, then 
FIELD REL. 

If the Modem test is not to be run in 
the reception mode, depress FIE LD 
R E L. Otherwise, enter YES then 
FIELD REL. 

I f the Modem test is not to be ru n in 
the transmission mode, depress FIE LD 
RE L. Otherwise, enter YES then 
FIELD REL. 

This prompt will be displayed only if 
this test is to be run in the transmission 
mode as specified by a YES response to 
prompt 0) above. 

If the number at synchronization 
characters that are to precede the first 
data character is 3, depress FIE LD R E L. 
Otherwise, enter the desired number 
(0-7) then depress FIELD REL. 

Return to step (c) above. 



Display 

I) ON-LINE 'DIAGNOSTICS SELECT TESTS 

m) CC TEST IN PROGRESS 
TEST X - - (TEST NAME) 

DEFAULT = NO MORE 

CONTROL EXECUTE 
MAG TAPE KEY STA 

LP CC 

Operator Action 

Enter EXECUTE, then depress FIE LD 
RE L to run the tests selected. 

At this time the test(s) will be executed. 

X is the test number in progress. 

Return to paragraph 4.2(h). 

4.2.4.2 Communications Controller Diagnostic Test Descriptions 

The following information provides a brief description of the communications controller on-line 
diagnostic tests. The test numbers are those that appear while the test is being executed. 

Test 0: BASIC Test 

I n this test, the system checks to ensure that the controller responds to all controller addresses. 
Other verifications are that the controller RAM can be loaded, that the accumulator can be 
set to various values, that the condition codes can be set and reset, and that the branch-on
condition instructions function properly. 

Test 1: IMMEDIATE Test 

The LI, ANAl, EORI, ORI, SI, AI, CI and RRC immediate instructions are tested with all 
condition codes and a variety of data patterns. 

Test 2: RGISTER Test 

The L, ANS, EaR, OR, S, A, C, INC, and ST register instructions are functionally tested to 
ensure that all the registers can be accessed independently. 

Test 3: INDI RECT Test 

This test verifies the execution of the L *, ST*, B* and long branch indirect instructions. 

Test 4: RAM Test 

This test verifies that all 1048 bytes of the controller RAM can be addressed and also checks 
the integrity of the RAM. 

Test 5: READ Test 

The ability of the controller to read data directly from main memory is checked. 

Test 6: WRITE Test 

The ability of the controller to write data directly to main memory is checked. 
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Test 7: RD/WR Test 

This test checks the ability of the controller to alternate in reading and writing data from and 
to main memory. 

Test 8: MISC Test 

The branches and output instruction areas (programmable flag, interrupt request, command 
flag and internal timer) are verified. 

Test 9: PLUG Test 

The modem interface within the controller is verified using a special loopback plug which ties 
the various output signals to their corresponding input signals (for example, DTR is connected 
to DSR and RTS is connected to CTS). The input and output instructions are checked by 
sending out all signal combinations and then verifying the input signals. 

Test 10: MODEM Test 

In this test, the ability of the controller to communicate with a modem is checked. The 
characters used in this test, as well as whether testing is to be in the transmission or reception 
mode, or both, is specified by the operation. 

Test 11: COMPLETE Test 

This test verifies the ability of the controller to read a block of data from main memory, 
transfer it to a modem, receive it from a modem, and write it back into main memory. 
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Section 5 

SOFTWARE SUPPORT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section provides the necessary information that links the hardware with the system software 
on a level that can be utilized by customer engineers. The informat(on concerning the software is 
presented in a simplified, functional form that can aid in servicing the system. For a more detailed 
explanation of the software, refer to the System Analyst Manual (686019) or the System Reference 
Manual (690015-001)' 

This section includes information on the following software-related areas: 

• System Generation procedure and errors. 

• System and Task Error messages and the cause and action for each error. 

• Software Diagnostic operation which includes off-line recovery, off-line memory dump 
tape generation and dump tape listing. 

• System Patch procedure. 

• System Master Binary Tape copy procedure. 

5.2 SYSTEM GENERATION 

System Generation is accomplished by using the SYSGEN support program. The System Genera
tion function is one of several functions of the SYSGEN program. Paragraph 5.2.1 below briefly 
describes the general functions and uses of the SYSGEN support program. Paragraph 5.2.2 defines 
the SYSGEN commands used in the procedure for generating an Operating System Tape. Paragraph 
5.2.3 provides the procedure for generating an Operating System Tape. Paragraph 5.2 . .4 lists the 
SYSTEM errors. The I OCTL errors which may also appear during SYSG EN are listed in Paragraph 
5.2.5. 

·5.2.1 SYSG EN SUPPORT PROG RAM 

SYSGEN is a support program which provides a means of generating, loading and maintaining 
operational software systems for field installations. The generation process requires a System 
Master Binary (SMB) Tape for input and produces an Operating System Tape for output. The 5MB 
contains a copy of SYSGEN and all of the product software. The 5MB is identical for all fielp 
installations. The Operating System Tape is a configured software system for a specific field instal
lation which contains all of the software required to load the installation initially and to initiate and 
support production work. 

SYSGEN is used mainly by Customer Engineers to generate and maintain software systems in field 
installations. A CE may operate SYSGEN by a simple series of directive commands and responses 
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to the prompts issued by SYSGEN. The prompts require the CE to select system options, set 
parameters, define table values, and specify the hardware elements in the installation. This pro
cedure causes the generation of a software system which has the desired ,operational characteris- ' 
tics and which will function on the defined hardware installation. 

SYSGEN serves three basic functions for field installations. First, it provides the CE with a means 
of generating an operational software system. Secondly, it furnishes the mechanism for loading 
the software system and initiating production work. Finally, it provides the CE with the capability 
to perform field maintenance on the software .. The functions are briefly defined in the following 
paragraphs. 

5.2.1.1 Initial System Configuration (lSC) 

SYSGEN will operate on a field installation system to produce operational software for that system. 
This process is referred to as initial system configuration (ISC). At ISC time, the various system 

. parameters, options, and hardware elements are defined, and a specific set of product software 
modules are selected, parameterized, and configured for the installation system. A complete soft
ware system, which provides initial system loading, production work initiation and support is pre
pared for use on the installation system. The generated software is produced on a reel of magnetic 
tape which then becomes the Operating System Tape. 

5.2.1.2 Initial Program Load (IPL) 

SYSGEN provides a software loading function, referred to as the initial program load (lPL). The 
IPL provides the mechanism for loading the 5MBTape onto the disk. This loading process may 
occur immediately after ISC or whenever it is necessary to restore the disk copy of the system soft
ware. Further, SYSGEN provides a means of loading the resident portion of the software from 
disk to main memory, and also of.performing a cold start tape load from the Operating System 
Tape. 

5.2.1.3 Field Maintenance 

SYSG EN contains a number of features which may be t:lsed by a field engineer for purposes of 
software field maintenance. The primary function of these features is to provide a means of keep
ing the 5MB existing Operating System Tapes updated to reflect the update or system software 
patch. For this purpose, SYSG EN includes the ability to duplicate the SM B, add patch corrections 
for product software modules and update the product software modules. 

5.2.2 SYSGEN COMMANDS 

The following paragraph describes the function of those SYSG EN commands that are utilized in 
the I nitial System Configuration (lSC) Procedure outlined in Paragraph 5.2.3. 

The only two primary commands used in the ISC Procedure are: 

• G OS - Generate Disk System . 
• WTS - Write Tape System. 
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These commands are briefly described below. 

5.2.2.1 GDS (Generate Disk System) 

This command is used by the Customer Engineer to initiate an operator/SYSG EN dialog which 
results in the generation of the operating system according to the operator supplied parameters 
which is then placed onto disk. The disk drive is used to store the generated system software. The 
tape drive is used to read the System Master Binary (SMB) Tape. 

5.2.2.2 WTS (Write Tape System) 

This command causes SYSG EN to copy the operating software from disk to magnetic tape which 
becomes the Operating System Tape. 

5.2.3 SYSGEN INITIAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (lSC) PROCEDURE 

The SYSGEN tape should be created on the system that the tape is to be used on. 

THIS PROCEDURE WILL DESTROY THE DATA ON THE DISK. BE SURE TO SAVE ANY CUSTOMER DATA 

THAT IS ON THE DISK. 

Display Operator Action 

1. Mount the System Master Binary (SMB) 
Tape on the primary tape drive. 
Depress IPL Release (blank white push
button) and LOAD on the system control 
panel simultaneously. 

2. ***MASTER VERSION NO XX.XX.XX*** Depress Y , then FIELD REL. 
INITIALIZE SYSTEM DISK? Y=YES, REL=NO 

3.' DELETE ALL DISK INFO? Y=YES, REL=NO Depress Y , then FI-ELD REL. 

4. LOAD SYSGEN OVERLAYS TO DISK Depress FIELD REL. 
NO NAME VERSN TYP 10 STATUS 

001 S BLD LC X.X 014 001 LOAD 
002 S G EN LC X.X 014 001 LOAD 
003 S BLD MSG X.X 014 001 LOAD 

004 S LD TELS X.X 014 003 LOAD 

005 S P BUFl X.X 014 001 LOAD 

END OF FILE 
TO SELECT MODS, TYPE: Y=YES, REL=NO 
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Display 

5. NO NAME VERSN TYP 10 STATUS 
001 S BLD LC X.X 014 001 LOAD 

005 S P BU Fl X.X 014 001 LOAD 
*** SYSGEN VERSION NO. XX.XX.XX *** 
TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

6. ALU = N SET AL TE RNATE LIST 
UNIT = N 

TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

7. LC = N SET LIST COMMAND FLAG = N 
TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

8. GDS GENERATE DISK SYSTEM 
NO NAME VERSN TYP /D STATUS 

001 S BLD LC 1.7 014 001 LOAD 

XXX XXXXXXXX X.XX XXX XXX XXXX 

XXX XXXXXXXX X.xX XXX XXX XXXX 
END OF FILE 

TO SELECT MODS, TYPE: Y = YES, REL = NO 

9. TO REVERSE LOAD STATUS. 
TYPE: Y = YES, REL = NO, 
T = TERMINATE 

19.1 015 XL KEYPCH X.X 000 254 XXXX 

11.1 024 XL ADMCH X.X 000 254 XXXX 
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This prompt takes several minutes to be 
displayed. 
Enter ALU = 16 then FIELD REL to 
output the modules to the line printer. 

Enter LC = 1 then FIELD REL to print 
all commands entered during SYSGEN. 

Enter GDS then FIELD REL. 

Depress Y then FIELD REL. 
All system modules will be displayed. 

Determine the model numbers of the 
keystations that will be used on the system. 

Depress FIELD REL repeatedly until the 
following prompt is displayed: 

If model 4141-1 or 4143-1 keystations are to 
be used in the system and the module is listed 
with a LOAD status! depress FIE LD R E L. If 
the module is listed with a SKIP status enter 
Y then FIELD REL. 
It model 4141-1 keystations are not to be 
used, reverse the above procedure. 
Depress FIE LD R E L repeatedly until the 
following prompt is displayed: 

If model 4141-9 or 4143-9 keystations are to 
be used in the system and the module is listed 
with a LOAD status, depress FIELD REL. If 



Display 

12.1 028 XL TYWRT X.X 000 254 XXX X 

13. STD EQUIPMENT AND PARAMETERS? 
R E L = YES, N = NO 

14. TABLES: REL =STANDARD, 1 =MINIMUM 
2 =DATA COM 3 =CURRENT 

15. ACCEPT CONFIGURATION? 
REL= YES, N = NO 

16. PARAMETER DEFINITIONS ARE: 
CMND = COMMAND (A, D, R, OH H) 
LUN = LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER (1, 16) 
CONT = CONTROLLER NUMBER (O,3) 
DEV = DEVICE NUMBER (1,4) 
SPL = DEVICE ALLOW SPOOLING (Y,N) 
T = NUMBER OF TRACKS (7 OR 9) 
FMTR = FORMATTER ADDRESS (0 OR 1) 
DEN = TAPE DENSITY (HIGH OR LOW) 

DISK DENSITY (100 OR 200 TPI) 
PRTY = TAPE PARITY (ODD OR EVEN) 

17. MDL = MODEL (TT OR OCT) OR 
= MODEL (2770,2780,3780, HASP) 

COMMANDS ARE: 
A = ADD NEXT DEVICE 
D = DELETE EXISTING DEVICE 
R = REPLACE EXISTING DEVICE 
H = HELP, DISPLAY DEFINITIONS 
PRESS REL KEY TO CONTINUE 
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the module is listed with a SKIP status, 
enter Y then FIELD REL. 
If model 4141-3 or 4143-3 keystations are not 
to be used, reverse the above procedure. 
Depress FIELD REL to display the follow-
ing prompt: 

If model 4141-2 or 4143-2 keystations are to 
be used in the system and the module is listed 
with a LOAD status, depress FIELD REL. If 
the module is listed with a SKI P status, enter 
Y then FIELD REL. 
If model 4141-2 or 4143-2 keystations are 
not to be used, reverse the above procedure. 
Now, depress T, then FIELD REL. 

Depress N, then FIE LD R E L. 

Enter 3 then FIELD REL. 

Enter N, then FIELD R E L. 

Depress the DISPLAY key. 

Depress FI ELD R EL. 



Display 

18. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL TRKS DEN PRTY 
MT 01 00 01 NO 9T 00 

9T FORM = COMND, LUN, CONT, DEV, 9T, FMTR 
7T FORM = CMND, LUND, CONT, DEV, 7T, DEN, PAR; 
TYPE: INPUT OR REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE 

19. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL DEN 
DK 01 00 01 NO 200 

DK FORM =CMND, LUN, CONT, DEV, DEN 
TYPE: INPUT OR REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE: 
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Determine the model number of the tape 
drive that wi II be used on the system. 
If the drive is a 4342 or 4352 (9 track, 
800 bpi) depress FIELD REL; this accepts 
the standard assignment displayed. 
If the drive is a 4341 or 4351 (7 track, 
800 bpi) enter R, 01,00,01, 7T, HI, 00 
then FIELD RE L. 
If the drive is a 4343 or 4353 (9 track, 
1600 bpi) enter R, 01, 00,01,9T, 01 
then FI ELD RE L. 
If there is more than one tape drive, deter
mine the model numbers of the other 
drives from the sales order. The logical 
unit number (LUN) and the device number 
(DEV) should be incremented for each 
additional drive. 
Now, use the add (A) command, with the 
updated LUN and DEV numbers and the 
parameters specified above to enter the 
information for each additional drive 
(e.g. A, 02, 00, 02 ... ). 
This prompt will be displayed again but 
updated reflecting the changes made. If 
no more changes are to be rTlade, depress 
FIELD REL. 

Determine the model number of the disk 
drive(s) that will be used on the system. 

If the drive(s) is to be 4241 (01000 Series) 
depress FIELD REL to generate a single 
platter~ Each additional platter is assigned 
a different logical unit and device number. 
To add additional platters, enter the follow
ingthen FIELD REL: 
Drive 1, platter 2: A, 02, 00, 02, 200 
Drive!2, platter 1: A, 03,00, 05, 200 

platter 2: A, 04, 00, 06, 200 
Drive 3, platter 1: A, 05, 00, 09, 200 

platter 2: A, 06, 00, 10, 200 
Drive 4, platter 1: A, 07, 00, 13, 200 

platter 2: A, 08, 00, 14, 200 

If the drive(s) is to be 4243 (D3000 Series) 
depress FIELD R E L to generate a single 



Display 

20. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL 
KS 01 00 01 YES 

KS FORM = NO INPUT REQUIREO 
TYPE: INPUT OR REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE 

21. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL MDL 
LD (NONE) 

LD FORM=CMND,LUN,CONT,DEV,SP,MDL 
TYPE: INPUT OR REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE 

'22. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL 
LP 01 00 01 YES 

LP FORM=CMND,LUN,CONT,DEV,SPL 
TYPE: INPUT OR REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE 

23. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL 
CR (NONE) 

CR FORM = CMND,LUN,CONT, DEV 
TYPE: INPUT OR REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE 
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platter. To add additional platters, enter 
the following then FIELD REL: 
Drive 1, platter 2: A, 02, 00, 02, 200 

platter 3: A, 03, 00, 03, 200 
platter 4: A, 04, 00, 04, 200 

Drive 2, platter 1: A, 05, 00, 05, 200 
platter 2: A, 06, 00, 06, 200 
platter 3: A, 07, 00, 07, 200 
platter 4: A, 08, 00, 08, 200 

Drive 3, platter 1: A, 09, 00, 09, 200 
platter 2: A, 10, 00, 10, 200 
platter 3: A, 11, 00, 11, 200 
platter 4: A, 12, 00, 12, 200 

Drive 4, platter 1: A, 13, 00, 13, 200 
platter 2: A, 14, 00, 14, 200 
platter 3: A, 15, 00, 15, 200 
platter 4: A, 16, 00, 16, 200 

This prompt will be displayed again but 
updated reflecting the changes made. If 
no more changes are to be made, depress 
FIELD REL. 

Depress FI ELD REL. 

Depress FIELD REL. 

If the 'system is to have a line printer, 
depress FIE L D R E L. 

If no line printer is to be used, enter D, 01, 
00,01 then FIELD REL. 

This prompt will be displayed again but 
updated reflecting the changes made. If 
no more changes are to be made, depress 
FIELD REL. 

If no card reader is to be used, depress 
FIELDREL, and go to step 25. 

If a card reader is to be added, enter A, 01, 
00,01 then FIELD REL. 



Display 

24. NR OF CR BUFFERS = 2 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR REL = ACCEPT 

25. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL MOL 
DC (NONE) 

DC FORM =CMND,LUN,CONT,DEV,MOL 
TYPE: INPUT OR REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE 

26. DEFAULT DATA COM CONTROLS? 
REL = YES. N = NO 

27.1 DISABLE 9600 BAUD CLOCK? 

~. =R=EL====Y=E=S,=N===N=O================~ 
28.1 DATASET RATE HIGH? 

~. =R=E=L===H=IG~H,=L====L=O=W==============~ 
29.1 SUPPRESS PRINT CONTROL? 

. RE L = NO. Y = YES 

3D.' MULTI-POINT? REL = NO, Y = YES 

y 

31.1 POLLING ADDRESS (ALPHA CHARACTER), I 
32.( BUFFER EXPANSION? REL = NO, Y = YES 
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This prompt will be displayed again but 
updated reflecting the changes made. If 
no more changes are to be made, depress 
FIELD REL. 

Depress FIE LD R E L for double card 
reader buffers. 

If data communications are not to be 
installed on this system, depress FIE LD 
R ELand then go to step 43. 

The following data communications 
SYSGEN parameters are defined in the 
System Reference Manual (680205). 

. If 2770 protocol is to be used enter A, 01, 
00,01,2770 then FIELD REL. 
If 2780 protocol is to be used enter A, 01, 
00,01,2780 then FIELD REL. 
If 3780 protocol is to be used, enter A, 01, 
00,01,3780 then FIELD REL. 
If HASP protocol is to be used, enter A, 01, 
00,01, HASP then FIELD REL. 

This prompt will be displayed again but 
updated reflecting the changes made. If 
no more changes are to be made, depress 
FIELD REL. 

If yes, depress FIELD REL and go to step 39. 
If no, enter'N then FIELD REL. 

. If yes, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If no, enter N then FIELD REL. 

If high, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If low, enter L then FIELD REL. 

If no, depress FIELD REL. 
If yes, enter Y then FIE LD R E L. 

If no, depress FIE LD R ELand go to step 32. 
If yes, enter Y then FIE LD R E L. 
Note that multipoint is available on 2770, 
27~0 and 3780 protocols only. 

Enter the alpha polling address for multi
point operation. Then depress FIELD REL. 

If no, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If yes, en'ter Y then FIE LD RE L. 
Note that buffer eXpansion is available on 
2770, 2780 and HASP protocols only 



Display 

33. ADDITIONAL EXPANSION? 
REL = NO, Y = YES 

34. ASCII TRANSLATION? 
REL=NO,Y=YES N 

35. EBCDIC TRANSPARENCY? 
REL=NO,Y=YES 

y 

36. SPACE COMPRESSION ON? 
RE L = NO, Y = YES 

37.1 MULTI RECORD? BEL = NO, Y = YES I IV 

38. DELETE TRAILING BLANKS? 
R E L = NO, Y = YES 

. TYPE LUN CONT DEV SPL MOL 
39. DC XX XX XX XX XXXX 

DC XX XX XX XX XXXX 
DC FORM = CMND, LUN, CONT, DEV, MOL 
TYPE: INPUT RO REL FOR NEXT DEV TYPE 

40. NUMBER OF COMM BUFS = 2 . 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

41. MAXIMUM NO XMT BUFS = 2 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 
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Operator Action 

If no, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If yes, enter Y then FIELD REL. Note 
that additional expansion is available on 
2770,2780 and HASP protocols only. 

If no, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If yes, enter Ythen FIELD REL. 
Note that ASCII translation is available on 
2770,2780 and 3780 protocols only. 

If no, depress FIELD REL. 
Ifyes,enterYthen FIELD REL. 

If no, depress FIELD REL. 
If yes, enter Y then FIELD REL. 
Note that space compression is available 
on 2770 and 3780 protocols only. 

If no, depress FIELD REL. 
If yes, enter Y then FIE LD R E L. 
Note that the multirecord option is 
available on 2780 protocol only. 

If yes, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If no, enter N then FIE LD RE L. 
Note that the deletion of trailing blanks 
is available on 2770 and 2780 protocols only . 

The data communications ports that have 
been specified up to this point are dis
played. If an additional port is required, 
add the next device type (e.g. A, 02, 00, 
02, -), then return to step 25 .. 
If no more communications ports are 
required, depress FIELD REt. 

If there are to be double communications 
buffers, depress FIE LD R E L. 
Otherwise enter the number of buffers 
then FIELD REL~ 

"If the maximum number of transmit 
buffers is to be 2, depress FI ELD RE L. 
Otherwise, enter the desired number. 
then FI ELD RE L. 



Display 

42. MAX NO RCV BUFS = 2 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

43 CURRENT CONFIGURATION IS: . 

TYPE LUN CONT OEV SPL TRKS DEN PRTY 

XX XX xx xx xx xx xx xx 

xx xx XX XX X XX XX XX 

44. ACCEPT CONFIGURATION? 
REL = YES, N = NO 

45. CURRENT I/O ASSIGNMENTS ARE: 
LOG OEV (TYPE, LUN, SPL) = XX,XX,X 
INPUT DEN (TYPE, LUN) = XX,XX 
01 OUTPUT (TYPE, LUN, SPL) = XX,XX,X 
02 OUTPUT (TYPE, LUN, SPL) = XX, XX,X 
010COM1 (TYPE, LUN, SPL) = XX,XX,X 
020COM2 (TYPE, LUN, SPL) = XX,XX,X 
030COM3 rtYPE, LU N, SPL) = XX,XX,X 
040COM4 (TYPE, LU N, SPL) = XX, XX, X 
ACCEPT ASSIGNMENTS? REL = YES, N = NO 

I 

46.1 LOG DEV (TYPE,LUN,SPL) = KS, 01, NI 

47. I INPUT DEV (TYPE,LUN) = MT, 01 
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Operator Action 

If the maximum number of receive buffers 
is to be 2, depress FIE L D R E L. 
Otherwise, enter the desired number, 
then FI ELD REL. 

The first portion of the configuration will 
be displayed. 
Depress the D ISP LA Y key. 
The remaining portion of the configuration 
wi II be displayed. 

Depress FIE LD R E L if the assignments 
are accepted. 
Enter N then FIE LD R E L if the assign
ments are not correct; return to step 13, 
enter FIE LD R E L to each correct assign
ment; enter the corrections to each incor
rect assignment. 

The following SYSGEN parameters are 
des'cribed in the Section 5 of System Ref
erence Manual (680205). 
Depress FIE LD R E L to accept assignments 
as shown and go to step 55. 
Enter N, then FIE LD R E L to enter 
different assignments. 

If the supervisor's keystation is to receive 
output from the autolog function, depress 
FIELD REL. . 
If another assignment is required, enter 
the type (LP, KS or MT), the logical unit 
number, and if spooling to be performed 
(Y or N) then FIELD REL. 

If the input device is to be the primary 
tape transport, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If another assignment is required, enter 
the type and the logical unit number, 
then FI ELD RE L. 



Display 

48.' 01 OUTPUT (TVPE,LUN,SPL) = MT, 01, N 

49.1 02 OUTPUT (TYPE,LUN,SPL) = MT, 01, N 

50.' D1 DCOM1 (TVPE,LUN,SPL) = DK, 01, N 

51.1 D2 DCOM2 (TYPE,LUN,SPL) = OK, 01, N 

52.' D3 DCOM3 (TVPE,LUN,SPL) = DK, 01, N 

53.' D4 DCOM4 (TVPE,LUN,SPL) = DK, 01, N 
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Operator Action 

If the 01 output device is to be the primary 
tape transport, depress FIE LD R E L. 
If another assignment is required, enter the 
type (KS, LP, MT), the logical unit number, 
and if spooling is to be performed (Y or N), 
then FIELD REL. 

If the 02 output device is to be the primary 
tape tra nsport, depress FIE L D R E L. 
If another assignment is required, enter the 
type (KS, LP, MT), the logical unit number, 
and if spooling is to be performed (Y or N), 
then FIE L D R E L. 

If the primary disk drive is to receive out
put from data communications device # 1, 
depress FI ELD REL. 
If another assignment is required, enter the 
type (DK, LP, MT), the logical unit number, 
and if spooling is to be performed (Y or N) 
then FI ELD RE L. 

If the primary disk drive is to receive out
put from data communications device #2, 
de press FIE L D R E L. 
If another assignment is required, enter the 
type (DK, LP, MT), the logical unit number, 
and if spooling is to be performing (Y or N) 
then FI ELD REL. 

If the primary disk drive is to receive out
put from data communications device #3, 
depress FI E LD R E L. 
If another assignment is required, enter the 
type (DK, LP, MT), the logical unit number, 
and if spooling is to be performing (Y or N) 
then FI ELD REL. 

If the primary disk drive is to receive out
put from data communications device #4, 
depress FIELD REL. 
If another assignment is required, enter the 
type (DK, LP, MT), the logical unit number, 
and if spooling is to be performed (Y or N) 
then FIELD REL. 



Display 

54. CURRENT 1/0 ASSIGNMENTS ARE: 
LOG OEV (TYPE, LUN, SPL) =- XX, XX, X 

INPUT OEV (TYPE, LUN) XX, XX 
01 OUTPUT (TYPE, LUN,SPL) XX, XX, X 

02 OUTPUT (TYPE, LUN, SPL) XX, XX, X 

01 OCOMl (TYPE, LUN, SPL) XX, XX, X 

02 OCOM2 (TYPE, LUN, SPL) XX, XX, X 
03 OCOM3 (TYPE, LUN, SPL) XX, XX, X 
04 OCOM 4 (TYPE, LUN, SPL) XX, XX, X 

ACCEPT ASSIGNMENTS? REL = YES, N = NO 

55. PASSWORD (8 CHARS) = 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR REL = ACCEPT 

56. FIELD SEPARATER CHAR = 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR REL = ACCEPT 

57. COMMAND ID COUNT (2,6) = 02 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR REL = ACCEPT 

58. MAX COAX ADD R ESS (2, 33) = 08 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR REL = ACCEPT 

59~ RESPONSES ARE: . 
P = PARTIAL 
C = COMPLETE 
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Operator Action 

Depress FIE LD R E L to accept assignments. 
Enter N, then FIE LD R E L if the assign
ments are not correct .. Return to step 46; 
depress FI ELD REL in response to each 
correct assignment; enter the correct 
assignment in response to each incorrect 
assignment. 

Note: The following SYSGEN parameters 
are to be obtained from the Customer 
Education Center. 
If no change is desired in the displayed 
password, depress FIELD REL. 
Key in up to 8 alphanumeric characters 
to form the desired password, then 
FIELD REL. 

If no change is desired in the field separator 
character, if one is displayed, depress 
FIELD REL. 
Otherwise, enter the key of the desired 
separator character (except N) then 
depress FI ELD RE L. 
If no field separator character is required, 
enter N then FIELD REL. 

If 2 characters are required to identify a 
command, depress FIE LD R E L. 
Enter the desired number (02 through 06) 
of characters required to identify a com
mand, then FIELD REL. 

If 8 is the highest terminal address to be 
used in the system, depress FIE LD R E L. 
Enter a number, 2-33, to indicate the 
highest terminal address to be allocated 
in the system, then FIELD REL. 

These responses refer to the displays gener
ated by a Y response to the AUTO SAVE 
prompt, in step 68. 



Display 
A= ALL 
Y= YES 
N= NO 
TYPE = MT 
LUN = 1-4 
OPS-STATS (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

60. TONE AT RCD END (Y, N) = Y 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

61. OPTIONAL FEATURES (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

62. FAST REPLAY (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

63. DBL BUF MT WRITE (Y, N) = Y 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 
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Operator Action 

If no op-stats are to be set to open auto
matically during start-up, depress FIE LD 
RE L. Note that the supervisor may open 
op-stats whenever desired with the 
OP-ST AT command. 
If op-stats are to be set to open automat
ically during start-up, depress Y then 
FIELD REL. 

If a tone is to be inserted at the end of a 
record, depress FIELD REL. 
If no tone is required, enter N then 
FIELD REL. 

If optional features are not desired, 
depress FIELD REL. 
If optional features are desired, depress 
Ythen FIELD REL. Note that this causes 
the miscellaneous I/O and work initializa
tion overlays to become resident. Also, 
the twenty most recently used system 
messages are retained in memory in a fixed 
buffer. This will improve system response 
time but will require more memory. 

If fast replay is not required, depress 
FIELD REL. 
If fast replay is required, enter Y then 
FIELD REL. Notethatthiscausesdupli
cate registers to be allocated in each TWA 
(terminal work area) for storing the regis
ter .contents of the previous record. Thus, 
any changes to a register in the current 
record can be made based on the prior 
record and will not cause a replay from 
the check point. 

If double buffers for tape write operations 
are to be used whenever adequate memory 
is available, depress FIE LD R E L. 



Display 

64. LOG OPTIONS (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

65. LOG SV ERRORS (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

66. LOG BK MESSAGES (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

67. LOG AUTO MESSAGES (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

68. AUTO SAVE (Y, N) = N 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

69. BK TWA POOL CNTRL (2,8) = 02 
TYPE NEW ASSIGNMENT OR 
REL = ACCEPT 

70. EXTENDED MEMORY 
(Y,N)=N 
TYPENEWASSIGNMENTOR REL=ACCEPT 

71. ACCEPT ALL DEFINITIONS? 
Y= YES, N = NO 
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Operator Action 

If only a single buffer for tape write 
operations are to be used, enter N then 
FIELD REL. 

If log options are not to be selected, 
depress FIELD REL then go to step 68. 
If log options are to be selected, enter Y 
then FI ELD REL. 

If supervisor errors are not to be logged, 
depress FI ELD REL. 
If supervisor errors are to be logged enter 
Y then FI ELD REL. 

If background messages are not to be 
logged, depress FIELD REL. 
If background messages are to be logged, 
enter Y then FIELD REL. 

If autolog messages are not to be logged, 
. d~press FIE L D R E L. 
If autolog messages are to be logged, enter 
Y then FIE L D R E L. 

If AUTO SA VE is not required depress 
FIELD REL. 
If it is required, enter Y then FIELD REL. 

If 2 terminals are required to use the back
ground command manager simultaneously, 
depress FI ELD RE L. 
If 3 through 8 is the maximum number of 
command managers wh ich can be used 
simultaneously, enter the number (3-8) 
then depress FIELD REL. 

A FIELD REL = NO 
B 'Y' - implements extended memory if 
two, three or four 128K Byte memory 
PCBA's are present in system. 

Enter Y then FIE LD R E L to generate 
the system. 
Enter N then FI ELD RE L if the definitions 
are not correct (i.e., if a mistake has been 
made in entering the definition). Return 
to step 55. 



Display 

72. LOAD SELECTED MODULES TO DISK 

NO NAME VERSN TYP ID STATUS 

001 S BLD LC 1.7 014 001 SKIPPED 
XXX XXXXXXXX X.XX XXX XXX XXXXXXX 

XXX XXXXXXXX X.XX XXX XXX XXXXXXX 
LOAD TABLES FROM TAPE? 

Y = YES, REL = NO 

73. FILE INQUIRY SYSTEM? 
Y = YES, N = NO 

74.1 NR OF RDC BUFS 
" ( 2, 16) = 3 

75. RCD BUF L TH I N WORDS 
( 2,500) = 64 

76·I_N_R_O_F_K_EY_B_U_F_S _______ ~ _( 2,16)=3 
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Operator Action 

All software modules and patches will be 
output. This will take several minutes. 
At this point user created tables may be 
loaded. These tables are the special user 
defined data type and translation tables 
which may be specified for use in format 
programs. These tables must have been 
previously prepared on tape using the 
table preparation format programs in the 
user library (DATATYPE and TRANSLAT). 
Depress FIE LD R E L if tables are not to be 
loaded from tape. 
Enter Y then FIELD REL if tables are to 
be loaded from tape, and load the tape on 
the primary tape transport. 

If file inqu iry is not desired, enter N then 
FIELD REL, and go to step 81. 
Enter Y then FIELD REL to define the 
file inquiry parameters in steps 74 
through 80 below. 

The number of record buffers is generally 
one more than the number of page buffers, 
or two more than the number of rigid 
disk controllers. 
If 3 record buffers are required, depress 
FIELD REL. 
If another number of record buffers are 
required (2 through 16), enter the number, 
then FIELD REL. 

If a 64-word record buffer length is 
desired, depress FIELD REL. 
If another record buffer length is desired, 
enter the number in words (2 through 500) 
then FIELD REL. 

The number of key buffers should be equal 
to the number of record buffers which is 
generally one more than the number of 
page buffers, or two more than the number 
of rigid disk controllers. If 3 key buffers 
are desired, depress FIELD REL. 



Display 

77. KEY BUF L TH IN WORDS 
( 4, 164) = 16 

78.1 NR OF PAGE BUFS 
( 1,16)=2 

79.1 NR OF WORK BUFS 
( 2, 16) = 4 

80. ACCEPT FILE INQUIRY PARMS? 
Y = YES, N ='NO 

81.1 TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

82. COM CORRECT DISK MODULE 
TYPE MODULE NAME 

Note: If patches do not need to be added, 
p,roceed to step 86. 
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If another number of key buffers are 
required -(2 through 16), enter the number, 
then FIELD REL. 

If a 16-word key buffer length is desired, 
depress FI ELD REL. 
If another key buffer length is desired, 
enter the number in words (4 through 164) 
then FI ELD REL. 

The number of page buffers shoudl gener
ally be one more than the number of rigid 
disk controllers. 
If 2 page buffers are desired, depress 
FIELD REL. 
If.another number of page buffers are 
required (1 through 16), enter the number, 
then FI ELD REL. 

The number of work buffers should gen
erally be two more than the number of 
page buffers, or three more than the number 
of rigid disk controllers. 
If 4 work buffers are desired, depress 
FIELD REL. 
If another number of work buffers are 
required (2 through 16), enter the number, 
then FIELD REL. 

If the parameters entered above are 
acceptable enter Y then FIE LD R E L. . 
If the parameters are not acceptable (Le., 
if a mistake has been made in entering the 
parameters), then enter N then FIELD REL. 
Return to step 74 to'update the parameters. 
Note that the default values will now reflect 
the parameters entered previously. 

Enter COM then FIELD REL. In the follow
ing steps main memory size is selected. 

Enter LC then FIELD REL. 



Display 

83. ENTER CORRECTIONS 
R = XXXX B = XXXX U = XXXX 
L = XXXX D = XXXX 

84. G/X 
R = XXXX B = XXXX U = XXXX 
L = XXXX D = XXXX 
TYPE MODULE NAME 

85. ENTER CORRECTIONS 
R = XXXX B = XXXX U = XXXX 
L = XXXX D = XXXX 
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Operator Action 

Enter one of the following patches for the 
amount of memory desired. (The actual 
amount of memory available to the system 
must be greater than or equal to the amount 
specified.) The code below should be 
entered exactly as shown, one line then 
a FIELD REL and a period at the end of 
the patch. 
Enter L8R for 64K bytes. 

7FFF. 
Enter L8R for 72K bytes. 

8FFF. 
Enter L8R for 80K bytes. 

9FFF. 
Enter L8R for 88K bytes. 

AFFF. 
Enter L8R for 96K bytes. 

BFFF. 
Enter L8R for 104K bytes. 

CFFF. 
Enter L8R for 112K bytes. 

DFFF. 
Enter L8R for 120K bytes. 

EFFF. 
EntEir L8R for 128K bytes. 
/ . .-' o. 

Now enter G, then FI ELD REL. 

Depress FIELD REL if no additional 
patches are to be entered at this time to 
the system tape being created; go to step 86. 

If another module is to be patched, enter 
the module name. 

Comments, patch numbers, and cross ref
erence problems may be entered by keying 
an * in the first position followed by the 
comment in formation. Refer to the 
Patch Transmittal Form for the comments. 

Correction code must be entered exactly 
as specified on the Patch Transmittal Form. 
All spaces, including those preceding actual 



Display 

86.1 TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

5.2.4 SYSGEN ERRORS 

Operator Action 

code, must be keyed. Attention must be 
given to entering periods (.) which occur 
in the code. 
Do not enter the slash U) and check digit 
at the end of each line of code. Depress 
FIELD REL. 
The system will display a check digit and 
should be sight verified with the one on 
the Patch Transmittal Porm. After each 
line of code is entered, the system will 
display a series of hexadecimal values. 
After all patches for the above module 
name have been entered, enter G then 
FI ELD REL. Return to step 84. 

Mount the scratch tape to become the 
operating system tape with a write ring 
on the primary tape drive. Enter WTS 
then FI ELD REL. Repeat if more 
operating system tapes are to be created. 

When SYSGEN detects a critical error condition, a message will be displayed which consists of the 
words "SYSGEN ERROR" followed by a decimal number which can be used as an index for the 
error codes explained in this paragraph. 

Whenever a SYSGEN error occurs,the process being attempted at the time of the error will be 
stopped. The operator will not be able to cause SYSG EN to resume processing at the point of 
interruption. If the interrupted task is to be completed, it must be restarted. 

The following paragraphs below briefly describe the error codes that may occur during SYSGEN, 
cause and in some cases, suggestions for resolving or avoidin'g the associated error. 

5.2.4.1 SYSGEN Error 01 

This error message informs the operator that SYSGEN is unable to obtain an allocation unit (AU) 
of disk storage. This error can be caused bya full disk or an inaccuraae disk map. An ISO (Initialize 
System Disk) command can be used both to purge data from a filled disk and to build a new disk 
map. 

5.2.4.2 SYSGEN Error 02 

This error message informs the operator that SYSGEN is unable to read the disk. IOCTL (I/O Con
trol Program) which was called by SYSGEN to perform the disk reading operation, has detected 
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a problem which prevented it from reading the disk. IDCTL has, informed SYSGEN of the problem 
by returning to SYSGEN with the condition code set false. 

5.2.4.3 SYSGEN Error 03 

This error informs the operator that SYSGEN is unable to read tape. IDCTL 0/0. Control Program), 
which was called by SYSGEN to perform the tape reading operation, has detected a problem which 
prevented it from reading the tape. IDCTL has informed SYSGEN of the problem by returning to 
SYSGEN with the condition code set false. 

5.2.4.4 SYSGEN Error 04 

This error message informs the operator that SYSGEN is unable to write on the disk. IDCTL (I/O. 
Control Program), which was called by SYSGEN to perform the disk writing operation, detected a 
problem which prevented it from writing on the disk. IDCTL has informed SYSGEN of the prob
lem by returning to SYSGEN with the condition code set false. 

5.2.4.5 SYSGEN Error 05 

This error message informs the operator that the relocatable binary loader was unable to load one 
of the overlay modules. 

This error can be caused by any of the following three conditions: 

• The overlay module contains a checksum error, often due to a defective tape drive 
or controller. 

• The loader has been requested to load the module into memory addresses which do 
not exist. 

• The binary overlay module contains loader control codes with which the loader is 
not familiar. 

5.2.4.6 SYSG E N Error 13 

This error message informs the operator that SYSGEN is unable to write to a magnetic tape. IDCTL 
(I/O. Control Program), which was called by SYSGEN to perform the tape writing operation, has 
detected a problem which prevented it from writing on the tape. I OCTL has informed SYSG EN of 
the problem by returning to SYSGEN with the condition code set false. 

5.2.4.7 SYSGEN Error 14 

This error message is used to inform the operator of a checksum error detected while reading tape. 
This error message is displayed when SYSGEN reads a tape record with a nonzero checksum under 
either of the following circumstances: 

• Modules are being copied from a System Tape to the disk. 
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• The correction file of the 5MB Tape is being read during a GDS (Generate Disk System), 
GTS (Generate Tape 'System), or CMT (Correct 'Master Tape) command. 

5.204.8 SYSG ENE rror 16 

This error message informs the operator that SYSGEN is unable to find the disk volume label in 
the last three allocation units on the system disk. Starting at the last allocation unit on the disk, 
SYSGEN examines at most three allocation units to determine which contains the disk volume 
label. When the volume label is found, it is assumed that the associated allocation unit contains 
the disk maps and other disk control information. If none of the three allocation units contains 
the disk volume label, it is assumed that the disk control information is lost, and the SYSG E N 
error is issued. 

5.204.9 SYSGEN Error 17 

This error message indicates that the tape mounted on the tape load unit is not of the correct for
mat for a system tape or an 5MB tape. This message is displayed shortly after a tape is loaded if an 
end-of-file mark is not found at the end of SYSG EN. 

5.204.10 SYSGEN Error 19 

This error message is used to inform the operator that at least one requested SYSGEN overlay 
cannot be found on the disk. SYSG EN software has both memory-resident code and disk-resident 
code. When the disk-resident code is needed, it is fetched by the memory-resident code. Part of 
the fetching process is to determine whether or not the desired SYSG EN overlay is resident on the 
disk. If the requested overlay is not on the disk, it cannot be loaded and the task for which it was 
requested cannot continue. This SYSG EN error message is issued to advise the operator that the 
requested task cannot be completed because a required SYSGEN overlay cannot be found on the 
disk. 

5.2.4.11 SYSGEN Error 20 

This error informs the operator that either the Disk Volume Table of Contents (VTOC) or the 
MAX FIXED BUF OVL Y ID has been destroyed. This error can occur only during the GDS or 
GTS processing. The problem is detected when SYSGEN attempts to write a Fixed Buffer Overlay 
to disk, but finds that no room has been reserved for the overlay. 

5.204.12 SYSG EN Error 204 

This error message informs the operator that SYSGEN is unable to write on the disk. During the 
execution of S BLD MSG (the SYSGEN overlay which builds the system message disk file), 
SYSGEN calls IOCTL in an attempt to write to disk. If IOCTL detects a problem that prevents 
it from writing to disk, it returns to SYSGEN with the condition code set false. This error can 
occur only during a GTS (Generate Tape System) command or a GDS (Generate Disk System) 
command. 
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5.2.5 IOCTL ERRORS 

Besides SYSGEN errors, IOCTL errors can occur during SYSGEN. These errors are hardware
related and are detected by the I/Q Control Program. If an IOCTL error occurs, the following 
message will be displayed. 

IOERROR U=XXXX F=YYYY S=ZZZZ 

Table 5-1 below lists the I OCTL codings and the meanings of these values. 

5.3 OPERATING ERRORS 

When the system is in its normal mode of operation (using the operating system software), basi
cally two types of errors can occur: 

• System Errors 
• Task Errors 

These errors are explained in the following paragraphs. 

5.3.1 SYSTEM ERRORS 

System errors occur because of either software anomalies or hardware :failures that cause the soft
ware to malfunction. When a system error occurs, the system is halted and can be restarted only 
by initiating a warm or cold start. Before the warm or cold start is performed, however, it is 
advisable to obtain an on-line memory dump and, in some instances, a disk dump, which can later 
be examined for a possible cause of the problem. (See Paragraph 5.3.1.2 for how to perform 
these dumps). 

Detailed information related to the system functions at the time of the system error should be 
obtained for the isolation of the cause. Corrective action should be pursued relative to hardware 
malfunctions prior to the investigation of software anomalies. Duplication of system functions 
and operations at the time of the system error should reproduce the software problem. A detailed 
Software Problem Report (SPR) should then be filled out. 
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Table 5-1. IOCTL Error Coding 

U = XXXX ,(unit number) F = YYYY (functian) S = ZZZZ (status) 

0001 : MTC 0, tape drive 1 0003: read 0100: nan-existent unit errar 
0002: MTC 0, tape drive 2 0004: write accurs if the specified 
0003: MTC 0, tape drive 3 0005: rewind unit is nat present in the 
0004: MTC 0, tape drive 4 0006: write fi lemark present hardware can-

OOOB: read status figuratian (saftware 
See nate belaw. OOOC: backspace recard malfunctian) . 

0000: backspace file 
OOOE: read withaut 0200: unresolvable request 

transfer errors accurs if the user 
OOOF: skip file pragram specifies a unit 

number which is nat 
0006: keystatian 0001 : input ane defined (saftware 

character malfunctian) . 
0002: autput ane 

character 0400: unrecaverable errar 
0003: input character accurs if an aperatian 

string results in an errar and 
0004: autput character ten retries, cauld nat 

string salve the prablem. 

0007: ROC 0, disk drive 0, 0003: read 
" 
0800: unit nat ready errar 

battam platter 0004: write accurs if the specified 
0008: ROC 0, disk drive 0, 0005: restore unit is nat ready ar if 

tap platter 0006: initialize the write ring is nat 
0009: ROC 0, disk drive 1, OOOE: read withaut installed to' perfarm a 

battam platter transfer tape write. After a 
OOOA: ROC 0, disk drive 1, character is entered the 

tap platter pragram will attempt 
OOOB: RDCO, disk drive 2, the aperatian again. 

battam platter 
OOOC: R DCO, disk drive 2, 

top platter 
'0000: RDCO, disk drive 3, 

battam platter 
OOOE: RDCO, disk drive 3, 

tap platter 

0010: ASCII line printer 0004: autput 
0011 : EBCDIC line printer 

NOTE: The fallawing uni't modificatian bits are added to' the tape unit numbers to' further 
describe the tape unit: 

0800: even parity, 7 track 4000: phase-encaded read adapter is used 
1000: even parity, 7 track 8000: read after write drive 
2000: nO' canversian made, 7 track 
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5.3.1.1 System Error Listing (1.6 Software) 

The following is a list of system errors associated with 1.6 software with a brief description of 
the cause and recovery procedure for each. Unless otherwise indicated, all errors are software 
related. 

NOTE 

Any error displayed not defined below is probably caused 
by a defective XPU or memory board. 

System Error 02: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 03: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 04: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 05: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 06: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 07: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 10: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Control List (SCL) overflowed 
EXECUTIVE 
An attempt has been made to place another entry into a list 
already full. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

I nvalid I/O Request 
PHY 10 
I/O request made using an I/O control Block (lOCB) that 
currently has I/O in progress. Hardware is not responding 
properly to messages issued by Physical I/O. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

I/O request for an invalid device 
PHY 10 
I/O issued for a device not supported by software release 1.6. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Diagnostic error 
PHY10 
Attempt was made to get the Device Control Block (DCB) 
address of an invalid device. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Problem in low level queueing 
PHY10 
Bad 10CB pointer on the DBC queue 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Problem in low level queueing 
PHY 10 -

-Similar to system 06, indicates a bad 10CB pointer on the 
Channel Control Block (CCB) queue. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Tenant Table Index (TTl) missing 
FILE CTRL 
TTl, on return to a resident module, is missing. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 
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System Error 11: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 13: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 14: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 15: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

Overlay segment not in memory 
FILE CTRL 
A link to an overlay cannot be made because source overlay 
is not in memory. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Overlay erroneously removed from memory 
FILE CTRL 
Some task has released the overlay currently inexecution and 
it has been removed from memory. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Return to a nonexistent overlay 
FILE CTRL 
A link from an overlay, having been performed, attempts to 
return control to an overlay segment not currently in memory. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Return to a nonexistent overlay 
FILE CTRL 
A Release and Link (RAL) to a overlay not currently in 
memory was attem pted. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Transfer to a nonexistent overlay 
FILE CTRL 
An attempt was made to transfer control to an overlay not 
currently in memory. 
Take a memory dump. Wa~m start the system. 

NOTE 

The following error can be caused by two different sources 

System Error 16: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 16: 
Modu Ie Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 17: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

Link to nonexistent overlay 
FILE CTRL 
An attempt was made to link to a special overlay not in memory. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Overlay not in memory 
SYS SUBRS 
Overlay used in a cancel operation was not in memory 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Link to a nonexistent cancel overlay 
FILE CTRL 
Similar to the second part of system error 16, it is issued as an 
attempt is made to link to·a cancel overlay which is not in 
memory. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 
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System Error 18: 
Module Called From: 
Cause 

Response: 

System Error 19: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 20: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 21 : 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 25: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 40: 
Module Called From: 

Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 46: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 47: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

Unrecoverable disk access failure 
STARTUP, FILE CTRL, or SYS SUBRS 
This is a hardware error caused by disk drive or controller 
failure during a disk access. 
Take both a memory and disk dump. A subsequent.attempt to 
do a warm start may resolve the problem, otherwise special 
recovery procedures and a cold start may be required. 

Disk software ·error 
STARTUP 
Unidentifiable disk error. 
Take a memory and disk dump. Warm start the system. 

VTOC unreadable 
lOX FILES or DISK LOAD. 
An attempt to read, write or initialize a portion of the VTOC 
(Volume Table of Contents) failed. This is probably a hardware 
problem. 
Take a memory and disk dump. An attempt to do a warm start 
may resolve the problem, otherwise special data recovery proce
dures and a cold start may be requ ired. 

VTOC unreadable 
DELETE FIL 
Similar to Error No. 20. 
Same as Error No. 20. 

Unknown disk error 
CHKPOINT 
Unspecified error has occurred on disk. 
Take a memory and disk dump. Warm start the system. 

TTl range invalid 
EM MGR, EXECUTIVE or FORMAT 
Loader 2 
Tenant Table Index (TTl) referenced was outside the range of 
valid TTl's. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Return to a nonexistent overlay 
FILE CTRL 
I ndicates an attempt was made to return to an overlay that is 
no longer in memory. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

I nvalid return to an overlay 
FILE CTRL 
I ndicates an attempt has been made to return to an overlay 
whose frequency count has gone to zero. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 
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System Error 47: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

Syste~'~riro~ 51 : 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 52: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 70: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error ax: 
Modu Ie Cal led From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 89: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

I navl id retu rn to an overlay 
FILE CTRL 
Indicates an attempt has been made to return to an overlay 
whose frequency count has gone to zero. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Bad pointer address 
L 10 or PHY 10 
A bad pointer was used in trying to compute the address of an 
IOCB. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Illegal post priority argument 
EXECUTIVE 
This error is generated if an illegal post priority is found. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Buffer pool not allocated 
SYS SUBRS 
An attempt was made to ,fetch a buffer from a pool wh ich was 
not allocated. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Task queue overflow 
EXECUTIVE 
The task queue was full when an attempt to enqueue another 
task was being made. The "X" indicates the priority of the 
queue and may be 0,1, 2 or 3. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

CRT update table capacity exceeded 
EXECUTIVE 
This error may be hardware-related. There may be more key
stations than the system w~s configured for, or a SMUX failure 
may have occu rred. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

NOTE 

System errors 91 through 99 occur in response to interrupts. 
Some of the errors are hardware related, but most are software 
errors which have been detected by hardware. 
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System Error 91 : 

Modu Ie Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 92: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 93: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 94: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 95: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 96: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 
Response: 

System Error 97: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

Temperature alarm 

EXECUTIVE 
An interrupt was received from hardware indicating that an 
overtemperature condition had been sensed. 
Check the MCU cabinet for proper ventiliation. 

Processor or Status Word (PSW) error 
EXECUTIVE 
Software error in PSW. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Bus error (software out of memory) 
EXECUTIVE 
The system was attempting to address out of the range of 
existent memory. This is usually a software problem, but can 
be caused by a hardware malfunction such as a failure in the 
XPU or an undetected data error. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Stack underflow or overflow 
EXECUTIVE 
An interrupt was caused by the XPU when a pop operation was 
attempted beyond the bottom of the stack (underflow) or when 
a push operation was attempted beyond a segment boundary 
when no additional segments were available (overflow). 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Stack Overflow 
EXECUTIVE 
Similar to the overflow portion of system error 94. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Reserved instruction 
EXECUTIVE 
An attempt was made to execute a reserved instruction. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Memory/bus error 
EXECUTIVE 
A hardware interrupt was generated by the XPU indicating a 
bus timeout or a memory parity error occurred. The bad 
parity is probably caused by a defective memory location. 
Take a memory dump. Note particularly the bus location on 
the screen. This is the address of the memory location which 
caused the memory error. Warm start the system. Replace 
the bad memory board. 
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System Error 98: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

System Error 99: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Response: 

5.3.1.2 Dump Procedures 

Page Fault 
EXECUTIVE 
A page fault interrupt was initiated by the XPU2 when 
access was requested to a nonresident page. (On an XPU, 
this error indicates an overlay service error). 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

Miscellaneous error 
EXECUTIVE 
A miscellaneous error cache for priviledged instruction super
visor call, trace bit or test panel interrupts. 
Take a memory dump. Warm start the system. 

The following information describes the procedures for performing a memory and disk dump if it 
is found that the cause of the problem is software-related. 

Before restarting and while the system error message is still displayed on the keystation,mount a 
scratch tape with a write-enable ring on the primary tape drive. Depress LCA, CTRL and DISPLAY 
simultaneously on keypunch or adding machine keystations. On typewriter keystations, depress 
LCA, CTR L and the number 1 key in the upper left-hand corner. The contents of various memory 
locations will be displayed on the screen. Record these hex numbers on the Software Problem Re
port. Enter Y in response to the MEMORY DUMP? prompt. When the tape has stopped moving, 
the DISK DUMP? prompt will be displayed. If one is required, key Y and the contents of the 
system platter wil'l be saved on tape. Otherwise, depress FI ELD REL. 

Key the appropriate response to the START OPTION prompt (COLD or WARM). Remove the 
tape from the tape drive and label it. This tape must accompany the Software Problem Report. 

Occasionally the above procedure will not work if part of the dump routine was destroyed by the 
cause of the system error. In this case, a memory dump tape which was previously prepared using 
the Software Diagnostic program must be used. (See Paragraph 5.4 for this procedure.) 
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While the system error message is still displayed on the keystation, mount a memory dump tape 
with a write-enable ring on the master tape drive. Depress LOAD and IPL Release (white push
button) on the MCU control panel and wait approximately 5 seconds for cessation of tape move
ment. Remove the tape from the tape drive and apply an appropriate label. If a disk dump is not 
required, depress RESTART and IPL Release (white pushbutton) and do a warm or cold start. 

If a disk dump is required, mount the Software Diagnostic tape and depress LOAD and IPL 
Release. After the tape is loaded and the ENTER command prompt is displayed, remove the 
Diagnostic tape and mount a scratch tape. Key SAVE = 20. Then Key N in response to the 
CONTINUATION TAPE? prompt. The contents of the system platter will be saved on tape. 
Other platters may be saved in the above manner by using SAVE = XX, where XX is the drive 
and platter number as described in paragraph 5.4.3. 

I n all cases, the tapes must be clearly labeled and submitted with a Software Problem Report. 

5.3.2 TASK ERRORS 

In order to reduce some operational inconveniences created when a hard system.error occurs a 
soft error can happen. Unlike the hard shut-down encountered with a system error, the task error 
(soft error) will usually permit recovery by an orderly close and warm start procedure. 

This is possible because a task error generally affects a single task and not the entire system. 
Usually a task error will lock a specific task, and a single terminal. However, because of possible 
software instability following a task error, it is recommended that all terminals close and recovery 
procedures be initiated as soon as possible. 

Occasionally, a task error may hang the system, forcing a warm start without the benefit of an 
orderly close. 

An off-line memory dump should be taken prior to the warm start, regardless of whether an orderly 
close was permi'tted or not. 

When a task error occurs, the task error message will appear at all terminals as follows: 

TASK ERROR XX 

The two-digit number 'XX' represents a specific task error and indicates the software module which 
called the error. 
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5.3.2.1 Task Entry Listing (1.6 Software) 

The following is a list of the task errors associated with software release 1.6. Unless otherwise noted 
all errors are software related. Task errors having more than one meaning are marked with an 
asterisk (*). 

Task Error 2: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 3: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 10: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 11 : 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: . 

*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

5/S0 

Illegal wait post I D 
EXECUTIVE 
Wait post identifier is greater than 7. 

Illegal IOCB number 
EXECUTIVE 
Illegal Input/Output Control Block number. 

DCB not found 
LOGICAL 10, L 102780 or HI L 10. 
The system was not configured for the device or the input/output 
control block is defective. 

Device handler not found 
LOGICAL 10. 
The device number rung of the input/output control block 
pointer is not set up properly. 

Illegal magnetic tape command issued 
MT CMND 
Illegal magnetic tape command issued. 

Receive fi Ie not open 
HASP L 10 
Data communications received command issued before the 
receive file was opened or after it was closed. 

Console out file not open 
HASP Ll0 
Data communications output command issued before the 
console out file was opened. 

Device not open 
L 102780 
Data Communications trying to output to or input from a 
device which is not open. 

Receive file not open 
L 103770 
SDLC receive command iSsued before the transmit file was 
opened or after it was closed. 
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*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 12: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 13: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 14: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 15: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 15: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 15: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 16: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Transmit file not open 
L 103770 
SDLC transmit command issued before the transmit file was 
opened or after it closed. 

Console out file not open 
L 103770 
SDLC output command issued before the console out file 
was open. 

SDLC not initialized 
L 103770 
Any SDLC command, except open console, issued before the 
completion of the SLDC initialization. 

Unknown disk error 
DISK L10 
This is an unspecified disk error because the error bits are not 
set correctly to indicate the kind of error. If a hardware error, 
the disk drive or controller may be maffunctioning. 

File not open 
DISK L10 
System tried to input to or output from a disk file which is not 
open. 

Illegal IOCB allocation 
GETIOCBS 
The system tried to allocate an existing input/output control 
block. 

Duplicate IOCB 
GETIOCBS 
The same IOCBappears twice in the user's IOCB table in 
the TWA. 

Nonexistent IOCB 
GETIOCBS 
An attempt was made to initialize an IOCB which does not 
exist. 

I ncorrect logical function 
MT RCD or MT SPECL 
Either the function code rung of the input;output control 
block is not correct, or the input;output control block pointer 
is bad. 
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*Task Error 20 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 21 : 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 22: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 23: 
Modu Ie Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 23: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 31: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 31: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 32: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 33 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 34: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Overlay appendate not in memory 
FILE CTRL 
An'attempt was made to link to an overlay appendage which 
is not in memory. 

Illegal section identifier 
MSG HDLR 2 
The parameter being passed to this module, to indicate which 
section to execute, is illega/. 

No overlay on disk 
FILE CTRL 
One of the following: 1) The overlay identifier is bad, 
2) the overlay does not exist, 3) the input;output control block 
is bad, or 4) the volume table of contents is bad. 

SEGS FETCHED table overflow 
FILE CTRL 
The SEGS FETCHED table in the user's TWA has overflowed 
and the requested overlay cannot be fetched. 

RUNTIME roll error 
RUNTIME 
A parameter for one of the RUNTIME function jump tables is 
out of range. 

Incorrect TWA ID 
INIT TWA 2 
I ncorrect terminal work area identifier. 

Shutdown error 
HASP L10 
Attempted termination of communications while data stream 
was active. 

I ncorrect TWA I D 
INITTWA 
I ncorrect terminal work area identifier. 

DCB already active 
HASP L 10 or L 103770 
An attempt was made to use a device control block which was 
already activated. 

Buffer pool not allocated 
HASP L 10 or L 103770 
Buffer pool not allocated prior to use. 
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*Task Error 35: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 35: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 61 : 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 62: 
Module Called From: 

Cause: 

Task Error 63: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 64: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 65: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 66: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 66: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 67: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Transmit buffer count negative 
HASP LIO 
Transmit buffer count has gone negative. 

Illegal logical function 
CONSOLE 
The function requested was greater than the maximum logical 
function supported. 

Illegal overlay index into SCA appendate 
SCA ERR 
The overlay index sent to the error appendage for the 
synchronous adapter is bad. 

DCB not found 
SCLA LOR, HASP LIO, 
SCA ERR or LIO 3770 
The system was not configured for the device during SYSGEN, 
or the device control block pointer is bad. 

Buffer left before SCA closed 
SCA ERR 
The system did not deallocate all of the data communications 
buffers before attempting to close. 

SCA not loaded 
SCA ERR 
The data communications software was not downloaded to 
the communications controller from the system. 

Bad SCA logical input/output entry 
A bad function code rung in the input/output control block or 
a bad input/output control block pointer at the synchronous 
communications adapter level. 

No DCB linkage 
SCA PHY 10 
No device control block linkage established. 

Logical Host I nteractivity error 
HI LIO 
Error cache for H I logical errors. 

Bad SCA physical i nput/ output entry 
SCAPHY 10 
A bad function code rung in the input/output control block 
or a bad input/output control block pointer at the SCA physical 
input/output level. 
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Task Error 68: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 68: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 70: 
Module Ca"~d From: 
Cause: 

Task Error 71 : 
Modu Ie Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 90: 
Module Called From: 
Cause: 

*Task Error 90: 
Module Called From: 

. Cause: 

I ncorrect magnetic tape record length 
PHY 102 
The record length requested on magnetic tape output was less 
than 14 characters. 

No SCA buffer pool 
SCA PHY 10 
Could not allocate the background buffer pool area. 

Send message queue empty 
SYS SUBRS 
The system attempted to send a message and there were no 
messages in the queue. The system control list may be 
defective. 

Write to operator with reply 
SYS SUBRS. 
No reply in the reply queue. System control list may be wrong. 

IOCB number is out of range 
DCOM RCV 
1. An input/output control block number was passed which 

exceeds the maximum number allocated. 

2. An attempt was made to start a subtask when there were no 
subtasks waiting to be started. 

Receive Error 
UH RCV 
Error cache for the following UH RCVerrors: 

a. UH RCV active task count invalid. 
b. Open input failed. 
c. Open output fa i led. 
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5.3.2.2 Dump Procedures 

The following information describes the procedure for performing a memory dump if it is found 
that the cause of the problem is software-related. 

Beforerestarting, and while the task error message is still displayed on the keystation, mount a 
previously prepared memory dump tape (see paragraph 5.4, Software Diagnostic) with a write
enable ring on the master tape drive. Depress LOAD and IPL Release (white pushbutton) on the 
MCU control panel and wait approximately 5 seconds for the cessation of tape movement. Remove 
the tape from the tape drive and apply an appropriate label. 

In all cases, the tapes must be clearly labeled and submitted with a detailed Software Problem 
Report. 

5.4 SOFTWARE DIAGNOSTIC OPERATIONS 

The Software Diagnostic Program (SW DIAG) is explained in the following paragraph for use by 
the Customer Engineer. Only those commands and procedures which will be used to support the 
system software are explained. For more detailed information concerning SW DIAG, refer to the 
System Analyst Manual (1.11512). 

5.4.1 SOFTWARE DIAGNOSTIC USES 

The Software Diagnostic Program can be used by the C.E. to perform the following functions: 

• Generation of off-line memory dump tapes. 
• Generation of off-line disk dump tapes. 
• Off-I i ne recovery. 
• Generation of dump tape listings. 
• General manipulation of files and records from one storage media to another. 

5.4.2 SOFTWARE DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE 

This paragraph describes the general procedural information for using the Software Diagnostic 
Program. 

1. Mount the SW DIAG tape on the primary tape drive. 

2. Perform a tape load by depressing the LOAD and I PL Release (white pushbutton) on 
the MCU system control panel simultaneiously. SW DIAG is loaded to main memory. 

3. The first prompt displayed is: 

SFTW DIAG DWG. NO. VERSION NO. ENTER COMMAND 

4. Enter the command desired (see Paragraph 5.4.3) from the keystation. Note that com
mands, equal signs and arguments are to be keyed without any imbedded spaces. For 
ease of readability, all command examples in this document have inserted spaces. 
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5. After the successful completion of each command, a DONE message is displayed fol
lowed by another ENTER COMMAND prompt. 

6. To return control to the operating system after SW DIAG functions are complete, a 
system tape load should be performed. A disk load (RESTART), at this point should 
not be performed because of the possible loss of software integrity through the use of 
SW DIAG. 

7. Failure to specify the appropriate prior command(s} may result in a hang-type error 
condition. For example, if no OUTPUT command is in effect when a SAVE command 
is issued, a hang will occur. Depressing the CTR L and BYPASS keys simultaneously, 
followed by keying IG300.", followed by depressing the FIELD REL key will usually 
provide a recovery from the hang and return control to SW DIAG. If not, a reloading 
of the Software Diagnostic tape is required. 

5.4.3 SOFTWARE DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS 

This paragraph includes explanations and procedures on how to implement some of the 26 SW 
DIAG commands that the Customer Engineer uses to perform dumps and listings. Device Codes 
used in the software diagnostic program are shown in Table 5-2. 
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Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 

10 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
2A 
28 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 

D1 = D1462 

Table 5-2. Device Codes 

Physical Device 

Magnetic Tape Transport 1 
Magnetic Tape Transport 2 
Magnetic Tape Transport 3 
Magnetic Tape Transport 4 
Keystation 
ASCII Line Printer 
Disk Drive 1, Platter 1 ~1 
Disk Drive 1, Platter 2 . . D3 
Disk Drive 1, Platter 3 
Disk Drive 1, Platter 4 
Disk Drive 2, Platter 1 ~ 
Disk Drive 2, Platter 2 D1 .. 03 
Disk Drive 2, Platter 3 
Disk Drive 2, Platter 4 
Disk Drive 3, Platter 1 ~ 
Disk Drive 3, Platter 2 D1 
Disk Drive 3, Platter 3 D3 
Disk Drive 3, Platter 4 
Disk Drive 4, Platter 1 
Disk Drive 4, Platter 2 
Disk Drive 4, Platter 3 
Disk Drive 4, PI~tter 4 

FD1L ~D3 

D3 = D3462 or D3482 
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5.4.3.1 I NPUT, OUTPUT Commands 

These commands, I NPUT and OUTPUT, define the input or output magnetic tape logical unit 
numbers prior to the execution of certain other SW DIAG commands. I nput, output assignments 
stay in effect until changed by new commands, or until the SW DIAG tape is reloaded. 

The syntax for these commands are as follows: 

INPUT tape number (1 argument) 

OUTPUT = tape number (1 argument) 

Refer to Table 5-2 for the device codes to be used. 

5.4.3.2 LIST Command 

This command, LIST, defines an alternate list device, other than the keystation. Such devices can 
be the magnetic tape drives (1-4) and the line printer. This command lists all prompts, commands 
and outputs of the command DUMPM. The LIST command stays in effect until changed by a new 
command, or until the SW DIAG tape is reloaded. 

The system for this command is as follows: 

LIST = device number (1 argument) 

A device number of 0 terminates the list function, writes an end-of-file mark and rewinds the 
tape if the tape drive is the list device. Refer to Table 5-2 for the device number to be used. 

Listing to a magnetic tape drive causes additional prompts to be displayed. Table 5-3 below shows 
these prompts and the operator responses. 

Table 5-3. LIST to a Magnetic Tape Drive Prompts 

Display Response 

PACKED? Depress FIELD RE L. 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO 

ASA PRINT CONTROL - EBDCIC? Depress FIELD REL. 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO 

CONTINUATION TAPE? Depress FIELD REL if 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO the tape does not have 

any other data on it. 
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5.4.3.3 Tape Positioning Commands 

Five commands are available for tape positioning: 

• SKF skips one file on aHtapes in the argument list. 
• BSF backspaces one file on all tapes in the argument list. 
• BSR backspaces one record on all tapes in the argument list. 
• EOF writes an end-of-file mark on all tapes in the argument list. 
• REW rewinds all tapes in the argument list. 

The syntax for these commands are as follows: 

SKF = tape number 1, ... , tape number 4 (1-4 arguments) 
BSF = tape number 1, ... , tape number 4 (1-4 arguments) 
BSR = tape number 1, ... , tape number 4 (1-4 arguments) 
EOF = tape number 1, ... , tapenumber 4 (1-4 arguments) 
RWD = tape number 1,.' .. , tape number 4 (1-4 arguments) 

5.4.3.4 COpy Command 

The COPY command copies files (including end-of-file mar,ks) from an input device to an output 
device. The number of files and records to be copied are specified by the command. File number, 
record number and record length information may optionally be listed to the alternate list device. 

The syntax of this command is as follows: 

COpy 
arg 1 
arg 2 

= arg 1, arg 2 (0-2 arguments) 
= number of files to be copied in hexadecimal (default value is 1) 
= maximum number of records to be copied in anyone file. COpy terminates if 

arg 2 is exceeded in any file (default value is all records). 

Refer to Table 5-2 for the device number to be used. 

The following sample program copies 50 records, from the first file on tape 2 to tape 1, with a 
listing to the keystation. Since a partial file is copied, an end-of-file mark must be generated using 
the EOF command. 

LIST = 6 
INPUT = 2 
OUTPUT = 1 
COpy = 1,32 
EOF = 1 
REW =1,2 

Note that the COpy command does not automatically rewind tapes; the R EW command may 
be used. 



5.4.3.5 SAVE Command 

This command saves the entire contents of a disk platter and an end-of-file mark to a specified 
tape drive (disk dump). The output tape from the SAVE command may only be processed by the 
SW DIAG RESTORE command. Following a RESTORE, the information from the SAVE tape 
may be listed by using the VTOC and/or the DV commands. 

The syntax of the SAVE command is as follows: 

SAVE = disk number (1 argument) 

Refer to Table 5-2 for the device number to be used. 

The following table shows how to use the SAVE command to save the system platter (ROC 0, 
drive 0, bottom platter) to tape drive 1. 

Table 5-4. Program to Save the System Platter 

Display Response 

ENTER COMMAND Enter OUTPUT = 1, then 
FIELD REL. 

ENTER COMMAND Enter SAVE = 20, then 
FIELD REL. 

CONTINUATION TAPE? Depress FIELD REL if the 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO tape does not have any other 

data on it. 

Note that one disk platter with 1344 byte record length can be saved on a 600 foot reel (800 BPI) 
of tape. 

5.4.3.6 RESTO R E Command 

This command restores a Software Diagnostic generated SAVE tape (see Paragraph 5.4.3.5) to a 
specified disk platter. Hard errors which occurred during the SAVE command will be reported 
(disk address and error status) during the RESTORE. The operator may then either continue or 
abort the RESTORE. 

THE RESTORE COMMANDS DESTROY ALL CURRENT 
DATA ON THE PLATTER. 
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The syntax for the RESTORE command is as follows: 

RESTORE == disk nl,Jmber 

Refer to Table 5-2 for the device number to be used. 

Table 5-5 shows the steps for restoring a SW DIAG SAVE tape from tape drive 1 to disk platter 1. 

Table 5-5. Program to Restore SAV E Tape to System Platter 

Display Response 

ENTER COMMAND' Enter INPUT = 1 then 
FIELD REL. 

ENTER COMMAND Enter RESTO R E = 20, then 
FI ELD REL. 

DESTROY CURRENT DISK CONTENTS? Enter Y then FIELD REL. 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO 

~ 
THIS ACTION WI LL DESTROY 
CURRENT DISK DATA. 

5.4.3.7 RECOVER Command 

This command recovers all data batches from a specified disk platter. It is used when a hardware 
or software problem precludes normal batch access. Note that no software or compiles are recov
ered. The tape generated by RECOVER may later be restored to disk via the supervisor RESTORE 
command (not the SW DIAG RESTORE). RECOVER can also be used to list a report of recovered 
batches. 

The syntax for the R ECOVE R command is as follows: 

RECOVER = disk number, save flag, 

Refer to Table 5-2 for the device number to be used. If the save flag is nonzero, an output tape is 
created. If the save flag is zero, an output tape is not created, but the batch report may be used. 

Table 5-6 below describes a program that can be used to recover all data batches to tape drive 1 
from disk platter1 and list a report of the recovered batches to the fine printer. 
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Table 5-6. Program to Recover Batches to Tape and List 
the Report to the Line Printer 

Display Response 

ENTER COMMAND Enter LI ST = 10 then 
FIELD REL. 

ASA PRINT CONTROL - EBCDIC? Depress FI E LD REL. 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO 

ENTER COMMAND Enter OUTPUT = 1 then 
FIELD REL. 

ENTER COMMAND Enter R ECOVE R = 20, 1 
then FIELD REL. 

5.4.3.8 MAKEM D Command 

This command creates a magnetic (Quit) tape which contains a memory dump routine. These 
dump tapes can be later used when certain system problems occur (e.g., system hangs). 

The syntax for the MAKEMD command is as follows: 

MAKEM D = tape number 1, ... , tape number 4 (1-4 arguments) 

Refer to Table 5-2 for the device numbers to be used. 

Once the Quit tape is created by using the MAKEMD command, a memory dump can be executed 
by mounting the Quit tape and then depressing the LOAD and IPL Release simultaneously. The 
dump takes approximately ten seconds. The dump tapes are reusable, as the dump routine at the 
front end of the tape is not overlaid during the memory dump. 

5.4.3.9 DUMPM Command 

DUMPM converts a memory dump tape to EBCDIC and lists the contents to an alternate list 
device. Optionally software modules may be identified in the listing and terminal work area cells 
named (TWA's unwound). 

The syntax for the DUMPM command is as follows: 

DUMPM = 
arg 1 
arg 2 = 
arg 3 = 

arg 1, arg 2, arg 3 (0-3 arguments). 
logical tape drive containing the dump (default value is 3). 
dummy argument; can be anything (default value isOla 
module recognition flag. If arg 3 is zero all modules will be named and 
separated on the listing. If arg 3 is nonzero, the memory contents will be 
dumped as one module. The default value is zero. 
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Refer to Table 5-2 for the device number ~o be used,. 

Table 5-7 shows a program using DUMPM ,to list a dump tape from tape from tape drive 1 to the 
line printer with module recognition and with TWA unwinding. 

Table 5-7. Program to List a Dump Tape to Line Printer 

Display Response 

ENTER COMMAND Enter L1ST;= 10 then 
FIELD REL. 

ASA PRINT CONTROL - EBCDIC? Depress FIELD REL. 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL= NO 

ENTER COMMAND Enter DUMPM = 1,0, 0 
then FIELD REL. 

OUTPUT FOR WIDE PAPER? ,Enter Y then FIELD REL. 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO 

UNWIND TWA'S? EnterY then FIELD REL. 
TYPE Y FOR YES, REL = NO 

5.4.4 SOFTWARE DIAGNOSTIC TAPE DUPLICATION 

The following procedure outlines how to copy Software Diagnostic tapes. 

Display 

1. 

2. SFTW DIAG DWG. NO. VERSION NO. 
ENTER COMMAND 

5.5 SOFTWARE PATCHING 

Operator Action 

Mount the Software Diagnostic tape on 
the primary tape drive. Depress LOAD 
and IPL Release simultaneously. 

Remove the Software Diagnostic tape, and 
mount the scratch tape to be copied onto 
the primary tape drive. 
Depress the RESET key, then depress the 
CTRL and BYPASS keys simultaneously. 

\ 

Now, enter 0, then depress FIE LD R E L. 

This paragraph includes the patching procedures as well as a listing of any errors that might occur 
during the patching. 

The process of patching facilities the corrections of software modules on the System Master Binary 
(SMB) Tape and the Operating System Tape. This process is performed mainly by the SYSGEN 
program. Two basic SYSGENcommands can be used for this: 
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• CMT - Correct Master Tape 
• CDM - Correct Disk Module 

The procedures for performing both types of patching are outlined below. 

5.5.1 CMT PATCHING AND CORRECTIONS 

The SYSGEN command CMT creates a new 5MB tape from an old 5MB tape and incorporates 
patches entered from the keystation. The procedure for CMT patching is as follows: 

THIS PROCEDURE WILL DESTROY THE DATA ON THE 

DISK. BE SURE TO SAVE ANY CUSTOMER DATA THAT 

IS ON THE DISK. 

Display 

1. 

2. ***MASTER VERSION NO XX.XX.XX*** 

INITIALIZE SYSTEM DISK? 

Y = YES, REL = NO 

3. DELETE ALL DISK INFO? 
.y = YES, REL = NO 

4. LOAD SYSTEM OVERLAYS TO DISK 

NO NAME VERSN TYP ID STATUS 
001 SOLD LC X.X 014 001 LOAD 
002 S GEN LC X.X 014 001 LOAD 

003 S BLD MSG X.X 014 002 LOAD 

004 S LD TBLS X.X 014 003 LOAD 
005 S P BU F 1 X.X 0 014 001 LOAD 
END OF FILE 

TO SELECT MODS, TYPE: Y = YES, REL = NO 
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Operator Action 

Mount the old 5MB on the primary 
tape drive. 
Depress LOAD and I PL Release (blank 
white pushbutton) on the system control 
panel on the MCU. The system will load 
tape and respond with the following 
prompts: 

Enter Y then FIELD REL. 

Enter Y then FI E LD RE L. 

Depress FI ELD REL. 



Display 

5. NO NAME VERSN TYP ID STATUS 
001 S BLD LC X.X014 001 LOADED 

005 S P BU F 1 X.X 014 001 LOADED 
*** SYSGEN VERSION NO. XX.XX.XX*** 
TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

6. ALU = N SET ALTERNATE LIST 
UNIT = N 

TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

7. LC = N SET LIST COMMAND 
FLAG = N 

TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND· 

8. CMT CORRECT MASTER TAPE 
NO NAME VE RSN TYP ID STATUS 
001 S BLD LC . X.X 014 001 LOAD 

END OF F'ILE 

REVIEW AND CORRECT MASTER CORRECTIONS 
TYPE: Y = YES, REL = NO 

9. REVIEW SUB COMMANDS ARE: 
REL DISPLAY NEXT LINE 
D DELETE CURRENT LINE 
T TERMINATE CURRENT MODULE 
R RECYCLE CURRENT MODULE 
TYPE MODULE NAME: 

10. TYPE VERSION: FORM IS XX.XX· 

11. ** XX-XXX**XX.XX.XX**PATCH NO. XXXXX 

Operator Action 

This prompt takes several minutes to be 
displayed. 
Enter ALU = 16 then FIELD REL to 
output the modules to the line printer. 

Enter LC = 1 then FIELD REL to print 
all commands. 

EnterCMT'then FIELD REL. 

At this time all of the software modules 
are listed. This takes several minutes. 

Depress FIELD REL if patches are only to 
be added to the 5MB tape. Go to step 14. 

Depress Y then FIE L D R E L if patches are 
to be corrected or deleted. 

Enter the module name which is to be 
reviewed, then depresS FIE LD R E L. 

The version number of the module to be 
reviewed must be entered, followed by a 
FIELD REL. 
Significant digits may be entered with or 
without spaces as fill characters. Zero (0) 
fil/characters are not aI/owed. 

Depress FIE LD R E L to review each line of 
the patches for that module. If a /i'ne is to 
be deleted, display the line, then enter D 
then FIELD REL. 
If the module is to be reviewed again, enter 
R then FIELD REL. 



Display 

12. END OF CORRECTIONS FOR THIS MODULE 

TYPE MODULE NAME 

13. ENTER NEW CORRECTIONS? 
TYPE: Y = YES, REL = NO 

14. TYPE MODULE NAME 

15. TYPE VERSION: FORM IS XX.XX 

16. TYPE CORRECTION LINES 
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Operator Action 

If the module is not to be reviewed any 
longer, enter T then FIELD BEL. 

If patches are to be deleted from another 
module, enter the module name then 
depress FI ELD RE L. 
If no more modules are to be reviewed, 
enter XXX then FIELD REL. 

If new patches are to be added, type Y 
then FI ELD RE L. 
If no new patches are to be added, depress 
FIELD REL and go to step 17. 

Enter the module name than a FIELD 
REL. 
If no more modules are to be corrected, 
enter XXX then FIE LD R E L, and go to 
step 17. 

Enter the version number of the module 
to be patched then a FIE L D R E L. 
Note that significant digits may be entered 
with or without spaces as fill characters. 
Zero (0) fill characters are not allowed. 

Comments, patch nu mbers, and cross 
reference problem numbers may be entered 
by key i ng an asterisk (*) in the fi rst posi
tion of each comment line followed by the 
comment information. Refer to the Patch 
Transmittal Form for the comments. 

Correction code must be entered exactly 
as specified on the Patch Transmittal Form. 
All spaces, including those preceding actual 
code, must be keyed. Attention must be 
given to entering any periods (.) and 
spaces which occur in the code. A slash (/) 
and a check digit must be entered at the 
end of each line of code. After the last 
line of code is entered for a particular 
patch, a G is keyed to terminate that 
particular patch. Go to step 14. 



Display 

17. MOUNTTAPE: REL =READY,A='ABORT 

18. CHANGE XX.XX.XX TO XX.XX.XX? 
TYPE VERSION NUMBER OR REL TO ACCEPT 

5.5.2 COM PATCHING 

,Operator Action 

Remove the old SM B tape from the 
primary tape transport. Mount a write
enabled tape which is to become the new 
5MB ta'pe~ Depress FIELD REL. 

If the new version number is correct, 
depress FIELD REL. If the new version 
nu mber is not correct, enter the correct 
new version number then depress FIE LD 
REL. Now the new 5MB tape will be 
written. This will take several minutes. 

The COM command provides a method of correcting disk-resident modules under the control of 
SYSGEN. In turn, a new Operating System Tape may be created from the modified disk-resident 
operating system. 

5.5.2.1 COM Patching Procedure 

THIS PROCEDURE WILL DESTROY THE DATA ON THE 
DISK. B'E SURE TO SAVE ANY CUSTOMER DATA THAT 
IS ON THE DESK. 

Display 

1. 

2. *** SYSTEM VERSION NO. XX.XX.XX *** 
INITIALIZE SYSTEM DISK? 
Y=YES,REL=NO 

3. DELETE ALL DISK INFO? 
Y=YES,REL=NO 
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Operator Action 

Take all SAVES (Job, Compile, Directory) 
and FILES (under File I nquiry). Mount 
the existing System Tape on the primary 
tape drive. 
DepreSs LOAD and IPL Release (white 
pushbutton) on the MCU System Control 
Panel simultaneously. 

Enter Y then FI E LD R E L. 

Enter Y then FI E LD REL. 



Display Operator Action 

4. START OPTION - COLD Enter SYS then FIELD REL. This enters 
the SYSG EN program. 

5. *** SYSGEN VERSION NO XX.XX.XX *** If a line printer is available on the system, 
TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND enter ALU = 16 then FIELD REL. Then 

the system will respond with "TYPE 
SYSGEN COMMAND" again. 
Enter COM then FIELD REL. 

6. COM CORRECT DISK MODULE Enter the modu Ie name from the Patch 
TYPE MODULE NAME Transmittal Form then depress FIELD 

REL. 

7. ENTER CORRECTIONS At this time SYSGEN passes control to 
R=XXXX B=XXXX U=XXXX L=XXXX PERDEBUG for the entering of the 
D=XXXX - patches. 

Comments, patch numbers, and cross 
reference problems may be entered by 
keying an * in the first position followed 
by the comment information. Refer to 
the Patch Transmittal Form for the comments. 
Correction code must be entered exactly 
as specified on the Patch Transmittal 
Form. All spaces, including those pre-
ceding actual code, must be keyed. 
Attention must be given to entering 
periods (.) which occur in the code. 
Do not enter the slash (/) and check 
digit at the end of each line of code. 
Depress FI ELD REL. 
The system will display a check digit and 
should be sight verified with the one 
shown on the Patch Transmittal Form. 
After each line of code is entered, the 
system will display a series of hexadeci-
mal values. 
After all patches for the above module 
name have been entered, enter G then 
FIELD REL. 

8. G/X If another module is to be patched enter 
R=XXXX B=XXXX U=XXXX L=XXXX the module name and then go to Step (7). 
D=XXXX If no other modules are to be patched, 
TYPE MODULE NAME depress FIELD REL. 
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Display 

9. TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

5.5.3 PATCHING ERRORS 

Operator Action 

Mount the scratch tape (with a writering)'· 
which is to become the new Operating 
System Tape on the primary tape drive. 
Enter"WTS then F I·E LD R E L. 
The system wit!' then write the new cor
rected System Tape. 

Since the software patching procedures utilize the SYSGEN program, the errors generated during 
patching are those that are generated during the Initial System Configuration procedure of SYSGEN. 
These are namely, SYSGEN and IOCTL errors. Refer to Paragraph 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 for a listing of 
these errors. 

5.6 SYSTEM MASTER BINARY (SMB) TAPE DUPLICATION 

This paragraph includes the copying procedure as well as a listing of any errors that might occur 
during the copying. 

This copying function is facilitated by use of the SYSGEN program. The SYSGEN command used 
for this is DMT (Duplicate Master Tape). The duplication procedure is outlined below. 

5.6.1 5MB DUPLICATION PROCEDURE 

THIS PROCEDURE WILL DESTROY THE DATA ON THE 
DISK. BE SURE TO SAVE ANY CUSTOMER DATA THAT 
IS ON THE DISK. 

Display 

1. 

2. **MASTER VERSION NO. XX.XX.XX** 
INITIALIZED SYSTEM DISK? 
Y = YES, R EL = NO 

3. DELETE ALL DISK INFO? 

Operator Action 

Mount the 5MB tape to be copied on the 
pri mary tape drive. 
Depress LOAD and IPL Release (white 
pushbutton) on the MCU System Control 
Panel simultaneously. 

Enter Y then FIELD REL. 

Enter Y then FIE LD R E L. Wait approxi
mately 5 minutes. 



Display 

4. LOAD SYSTEM OVERLAYS TO D1SK 
NO NAME VERSN TYP ID STATUS 
001 S DLD LC X.X 014 001 LOAD 
002 S GEN LC X.X 014 001 LOAD 
003 S BLD MSG X.X 014 002 LOAD 
004 S LD TBLS X.X 014 003 LOAD 
XXX XXX XXXX X.X XXX XXX XXXX 
END OF FILES 
TO SELECT MODS, TYPE: Y = YES, ~EL = NO 

5. (Repeats SYSGEN overlay modules) 
***SYSGEN VERSION NO XX.XX.XX*** 
TYPE SYSGEN COMMAND 

6. DMT DUPLICATE MASTER TAPE 
TAPE TO DISK TO TAPE 

7. MOUNT TAPE: REL=READY,A=ABORT 

5.6.2 5MB DUPLICATION ERRORS 

Operator Action 

Depress FI ELD R EL. 

Enter DMT then FIE LD R E L. 

The system reads in all of the 5MB. 

Remove the old 5MB from the primary 
tape drive. 
Mount a write-enabled tape which is to 
become the new 5MB tape. Depress 
FIELD REL. 
The system will now generate the new 
5MB tape. 

Since the 5MB duplication procedure utilizes the SYSGEN program, the errors generated during 
the duplication are those that are generated during the I nitial System Configuration procedure of 
SYSGEN. These are namely, SYSGEN and IOCTL errors. Refer to Paragraph 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 for 
a listing of these errors. 
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Section 6 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

6.1 GENERAL 

This section provides the necessary information concerning scheduled preventive maintenance of 
the system. The preventive maintenance is partitioned into two- and six-month programs. These 
programs are outlined below. 

6.1.1 TWO-MONTH PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

The following preventive maintenance should be performed every two months in the order given. 

6.1.1.1 Magnetic Tape Transport Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

The following procedure applies to both the T7000 series and the T8000 series tape transports. 

a. Perform the transport cleaning (paragraph 6.3.1.1). 

b. Clean the tape cleaner on the tape transport (paragraph 6.3.1.2). 

c. Clean the take-up hub on the tape transport (paragraph 6.3.1.3). 

d. Save all of the customer's jobs, compiles, directories and index files onto tape. 

Failure to perform this save will result in the loss of the cus
tomer s data. 

e. Perform the magnetic tape off-line diagnostic (TO) standard tests. 

6.1.1.2 Rigid Disk Drive Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

This paragraph includes procedures for both the fixed (Pertec 01460 series) and the removable 
(Pertec 03482) disk drives. Perform the preventive maintenance corresponding to the type of 
drive used in the system. 

01460 Disk Drive Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean the disk drive pre-filter (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 

b. Clean the disk drive heads (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 

c. Inspect the disk platter and clean if necessary (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 

d. Clean and inspect the disk drive chassis (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 
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e. Perform the rigid disk off-line diagnostic (R D) standard tests (reference Section 3). 

D3482 Disk Drive Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean the disk drive heads (paragraph 6,,1.4.2). 

b. Inspect the disk drive platter and clean if necessary. 

6.1.1.3 Line Printer Two-Month' Preventive Maintenance 

This paragraph includes proced.uresfor the low speed (Tally Model 1602), medium speed 
(Printronix 300) and the high speed (Dataproducts 2260 and 2290) line printers. Perform the 
preventive maintenance corresponding to the type of printer used in the system. 

Tally Model 1602 Line Printer Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean print head carriage rods and rollers that ride on them (paragraph 6.1.6.1). 

b. Inspect and replace broken or cracked plastic rollers. 

Printronix 300 Line Printer Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean the interior of the printer (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

b. Clean the printer's hammer bank (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

c. Clean the printer's air filter (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

d. Lubricate the printer's cam (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

e. Lubricate the printer's counterbalahce (paragraph 6.1.5.1 ). 

f. Lubricate the printer's anti-rotation arm (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

g. Perform the line printer off-line diagnostic (LP) standard tests (reference Section 3). 

Dataproducts 2260/2290 Line Printer Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

The following procedures refer to both the Dataproducts 2260 and 2290 line printers. 

a. Verify the general cleanliness of the printer. 

b. Verify that the input voltage is within ±10% of its nominal value. 

c. Verify that the cooling fan is operational. 

d. Check the power supply regulator voltCilge (paragraph 6.1.5.2). 

e. Perform the servo system checkout procequre (paragraph 6.1.5.2). 

f. Perform the character drum drive belt tension check in paragraph 6.1.5.2. 

g. Perform the line printer off-line diagnostic (LP) standard tests (reference Section 3). 
Verify vertical line registration when the sliding pattern of E's is printed in test 6. 
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Verify hroizontal line registration when the single character broadside pattern of 
H's is printed in test B. 

6.1.1 .4 Card Reader Two-Month Preventive Maintenance 

The following procedure refers to the Documation M300L card reader. 

a. Clean the picker sector (paragraph 6.1.6.1). 

b. Clean the card track (paragraph 6.1.6.2). 

c. CI~an the cooling fan (paragraph 6.1.6.3). 

d. Clean the exterior of the card reader (paragraph 6.1.6.4). 

e. Perform the card reader off-line diagnostic (CR) standard tests (reference Section 3). 

6.1.1.5 Two-Month Preventive Maintenance System Check 

Reload the operating system from the operating system tape and restore all jobs, compiles, index 
files and directories on the save tape. Ensure that the customer's system is operating properly. 

6.1.2 SIX-MONTH PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

The following preventive maintenance should be performed every six months in the order given in 
this paragraph. 

6.1.2.1 Magnetic Tape Transport Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

The following procedure applies to both the T7000 series and the TBOOO series tape transports. 

a. Perform the transport cleaning (paragraph 6.1.3.1). 

b. Clean the tape cleaner on the tape transport (paragraph 6.1.3.2). 

c. Clean the take-up hub on the tape transport (paragraph 6.1.3.3). 

d. Check the tape head wear and replace if necessary (paragraph 6.1.3.4). 

e. Check the tape drive skew and adjust if necessary (paragraph 6.1.3.6). 

f. Check the tape transport speed (paragraph 6.1.3.5). 

g. Check the read and write skew (paragraphs 6.1.3.6 and 6.1.3.7). 

h. Save all of the customer's jobs, compiles, directories and index files onto tape. 

Failure to perform this save will result in the loss of the 
customer's data. 
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i. Perform the magnetic tape off-line diagnostic.(TO) standard tests (reference Section 3). 

6.1.2.2 Rigid Disk Drive Six-Month Preventive" Maintenance 

This paragraph includes procedures for both the fixed 01460 and the removable 03482 disk drives. 
Perform the preventive maintenance corresponding to the type of drive used in the system. 

D1460 Disk Drive Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean the disk drive pre-filter (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 

b. Replace the main air filter. 

c. Clean the disk drive heads (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 

d. I nspect the disk platter and clean if necessary (paragraph 6.1.4.1 ). 

e. Clean and inspect the disk drive chassis (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 

f. Clean the positionerscale (paragraph 6.1.4.1). 

g. Perform the rigid disk off-line diagnostic (R 0) tests (reference Section 3). 

03482 Disk Drive Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean the pre-filter (paragraph 6.1.4.2). 

b. Replace the absolute air filter. 

c. Clean the disk drive heads (paragraph 6.1.4.2). 

d. Inspect the fixed disk platter and clean if necessary (paragraph 6.1.4.2). 

e. Check the belt and the static discharge contact for wear (paragraph 6.1.4.2). 

f. Clean the spindle magnetic chuck and cone (paragraph 6.1.4.2). 

g. Clean the positioner (paragraph 6.1.4.2). 

h. Check theCE alignment (reference Part II, paragraph 7.4 .. 2.9). 

i. Clean the base castings and the dust cover and inspect the machine (paragraph 6.1.4.2). 

j. Perform the rigid disk off-line diagnostic (R 0) standard tests (reference Section 3). 

6.1.2.3 Line Printer Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

This paragraph includes procedures for the Tally '1602, Printronix 300, and the Dataproducts 
2260 and 2290 line printers. It also includes the six-month procedures required for the Centronics 
702 station page printer. Perform the preventive maintenance corresponding to the type of 

. printer used in the system. 



Tally Model 1602 Line Printer Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

The Tally Model 1602 line printer does not require any six-month preventive maintenance. 

Printronix 300 Line Printer Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean the interior of the printer (paragraph 6.1.5.1 ). 

b. Clean the printer's hammer bank (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

c. Clean the printer's air filter (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

d. Lubricate the printer's cam (paragraph 6.1.5.1 ). 

e. Lubricate the printer's counterbalance (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

f. Lubricate the printer's anti-rotation arm (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

g. Lubricate the older style shuttle motor (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

h. Lubricate the printer's O-rings (paragraph 6.1.5.1). 

i. Perform the line printer off-line diagnostic (LP) standard test (reference Section 3). 

Dataproducts 2260/2290 Line Printer Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

The following procedures refer to both the Dataproducts 2260 and 2290 line printers. 

a. Physically inspect the printer. 

• Verify that all connectors are secure. 
• Inspect for damaged parts and components. 
• Verify that all hardware is secure. 
• Inspect for worn or loose wires. 
• Insure that the fan intake is free of any obstructions. 
• Insure that the character drum is clean. 
• Verify the general cleanliness of the printer. 

b. Verify that the input voltage is within ±10% of its nominal value. 

c. I nsure that the cooling fan is operational. 

d. Check the power supply regu lator voltages (paragraph 6.1.5.2). 

e. Verify the correct drum-to-hammer bank alignment (reference character drum-to
hammer bank alignment procedure). Perform the adjustments only if required. 

f. Perform the paper feed system/character drum check (paragraph 6.1.5.2). 

g. With the printer power off, perform the character drum drive belt tension check. 

h. Perform the data and print quality check (paragraph 6.1.5.2). 
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i. Perform the line printer off-line diagnostic (LP) standard tests (reference Section 3). 

Centronics 702 Station Page Printer Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

a. Clean all cover assemblies withmild detergent and a clean cloth. 

b. Clean both sides of timing fence with liquid freon and a soft, clean cloth. 

Do not use organic solvents, such as ,alcohol, or damage to· 
the timing fence may occur. 

c. Manually move the ribbon cartridge assembly and verify proper ribbon tracking. 
Check ribbon pinch rollers for proper pressure. 

d. Dust the upper and lower carriage guide bars with a soft, clean cloth. 

e. I nspect the stepper motor assembly and carriage drive belt for wear and verify proper 
tension. 

f. Clean the platter assembly with a mild detergent. 

6.1.2.4 Card Reader Six-Month Preventive Maintenance 

The following procedure refers to both the Documation M300L and M600L card readers.' 

a. Clean the picker sector (paragraph 6.1.6.1 ). 

b. Clean the card track (paragraph 6.1.6.2). 

c. Clean the cooling fan (paragraph 6.1.6.3). 

d. Clean the card reader exterior (paragraph 6.1.6.4). 

e. Lubricate the rotary solenoid rollers (paragraph 6.1.6.5). 

f. Perform the card reader off-line diagnostic (CR) standard tests (reference Section 3). 

6.1.2.5 Six-Month Preventive Maintenance System Check 

Perform associated XPU (XP), XPU2 (XQ), main memory (MD) and communications controller 
(CD) off-line diagnostic standard tests (reference Section 3). 

Reload the operating system for the operating system tape and restore all Jobs, compiles, index 
files and directories on the save tape (reference System Reference Manual, 690015-006) .. Ensure 
that the customer's system is operating properly. 



6.1.3.1 Transport Cleaning 

The transport requires cleaning in five major areas: heads and associated guides, capstan, roller 
guides, tape cleaner and take-up hub. Refer to Fig·ure 6-1 for the locations of these parts on the 
mini transport or Figure 6-2 for the maxi transport. 

a. Clean the heads, guides and capstan with a cotton swab moistened with isopropyl 
alcohol or DuPont Freon TF. Be sure not to soak the swab with excessive solvent. 

[ 

Rough or abrasive cloths or carbon tetrachloride must not be 
used to clean the tape transport. 

SUPPLY REEL 

TAKE-UP HUB 

TAKE-UP 
HUB RETENTION 
STRIP 

~~::::::::::::::;::===--_-I- GUI DE 

HEAD GUIDE 
ASSEMBLY 

PHOTO-TAB 
SENSOR 

FLUX GATE 

Figure 6-1. T7000 Series Tape Transport 
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Figure 6-2. T8000 Series Tape Transport 
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6.1.3.2 Tape Cleaner Cleaning 

The tape cleaner must be removed from the transport for proper cleaning: 

a. Remove the head cover. 

b. Remove the Allen head screw which holds the cleaner to the deck. 

c. Loosen the two screws which hold the cleaner to the deck. 

d. Remove the tape cleaner by removing the perforated mesh from the housing and blow 
the accumulated oxide and dirt from the housing. 

e. Clean the perforated mesh and housing with a cotton swab moistened with isopropyl 
alcohol or DuPont Freon TF. Care should be taken to ensure that fibers from the 
cotton swab do not adhere to the mesh. 

f. Relocate the m~sh on the housing and tighten the retaining screws. 

g. Carefully install the tape cleaner as located by the dowel pin. Secure in place and 
tighten the Allen head screw. Be certain that the perforated mesh surface is parallel 
to the tape and that the tape is wrapped symmetrically around the tape cleaner. 

6.1.3.3 Take-Up Hub Cleaning 

The take-up hub retention strip is cleaned by using a cotton swab moistened with isopropyl alcohol. 
Do not use excessive solvent when cleaning the retention strip. 

6.1.3.4 Head Inspection 

The head may require replacement because of internal faults, faulty cabling or from wear. Internal 
faults can be detected by checking the read skew (reference paragraph 6.1.3.5); wear can be checked 
by measuring the depth of the wear on the head crown ,with 0.010 inch shims. Plac,e the shim in 
the worn area of the head crown with one side butted against the worn step. When the upper sur
face of the shim is below the unworn surface of the head (Le., the head wear is greater than 0.010 
inch) the head should be replaced (reference Part II, paragraph 4.6.1.3 for T7000 Series transports 
or paragraph 5.6.19 for T8000 Series transports). 

6.1.3.5 Tape Speed Check 

This paragraph contains procedures for both the T7000 Series and the T8000 Series tape transports. 
Perform the procedure(s) corresponding to the type(s) of transport(s) used in the system. 

T7000 Series Tape Transport Tape Speed Check 

a. Place the transport in the service position. 

b. Mount and load an 800-cpi master skew tape on the transport. 

c. Using any oscilloscope, monitor the following test points on the data PCBA: 
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e TP206 on MRZI transports (reference Part II, Figures 4:.3 and 4-4). 
e TP207 on PE transports (reference Part II, Figure 4-1). 

Sync the oscilloscope internally. 

d. Ground TP8 on the tape control PCBA (reference Figure 4-2). This will cause the 
tape to move forward. 

e. Verify that the period between the leading edges of the two adjacent pulses is 66.7 
±1 .3 (±2%) /J.secs. 

NOTE 

Since the oscilloscope display will contain jitter when making 
this measurement, the pulse period should be measured at the 
approximate center of the jitter. 

f. If the period is not within the above tolerance, perform the tape speed adjustment in 
Part II, paragraph 4.5.1.2 for N RZ I transports or paragraph 4.5.2.2 for the PE transports. 

g. Ground TP5 on the tape control PCBA. This will cause the tape to move backward. 

Do not rewind the master skew tape. 
\ 

T8000 Series Tape Transport Tape Speed Check 

a. Place the transport in the service position. 

b. Mount and load an 800-cpi master skew tape on the transport. 

c. Using an oscilloscope, monitor the following test points on the data PCBA: 

eTP206 on NRZI transports (reference Part II, Figures 5-5 or 5-6). 
e TP2070n PE transports (reference Part 1/, Figure 5-13). 

Sync the oscilloscope internally. 

d. Cause the transport to move tape forward (SFC) with the maintenance switch on the 
tape control PCBA (reference Part 1/, Figure 5-3). 

e. Verify that the period between the leading edges of the two adjacent pulses is as 
follows: 

e 66.7 ±1.3 (±2%) /J.secs for 18.75 ips. 
e 33.3±0.7 (±2%) /J.secs for 37.5 ips. 

NOTE· 

Since the oscilloscope display will contain jitter when making . 
this measurement, the pulse period should be measured at the 
approximate center of the jitter. 
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f. If the period is not within the above tolerance, perform the tape speed adjustment in 
Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.5 for N RZI transports or paragraph 5.5.2.5 for the PE transports 
transports. 

g. Ground TP11 on the tape control peBA. This will cause the tape to move backward. 

NOTE 

Do not rewind the master skew tape. 

6.1.3.6 Head Skew Check 

This paragraph contains procedures for both the T7000 Series and the T8000 Series tape transports. 
Perform the procedure(s) corresponding to the type(s) of transport(s) used in the system. 

T7000 Series Tape Transport Read Skew Check 

a. Place the transport in the service position. 

b. Using an oscilloscope, monitor the following test points on the data peBA: 

• TP15 on N RZI transports (reference Part II, Figures 4-3 or 4-4). 
• TP10 on PE transports (reference Part II, Figure 4-11). 

Sync the oscilloscope internal negative. 

c. Mount and load an 800-cpi master skew tape on the transport. 

d. Ground TP8 on the tape control peBA (reference Part II, Figure 4-2). This will cause 
the tape to move forward. 

e. Observe the waveform and adjust the horizontal sweep rate to display one complete 
cycle over the entire display. A good skew waveform looks like the display in Part II, 
Figure 5-11. 

f. Verify that the maximum fall time of the waveform is as follows: 

• 7.8 IJ,Secs for N R Z I transports. 
• 10.7 IJ,secs for PE transports. 

g. If the fall time is not less than those specified above, perform the read skew check and 
adjustment in Part II, paragraph 4.5.1.8 for N RZI transports or paragraph 4.5.2.3. 
for PE transports. 

h. Ground TP5 on the tape control peBA (reference Part II, Figure 4-2). This will cause 
tape to move backward. 

Do not rewind the master skew tape. 
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T8000 Series Tape Transport Read Skew Check 

a. Place the transport in the service position. 

b. Mount and load an 800-cpimaster skew tape on the transport. 

c. Using an oscilloscope, monitor the following test points on the data PCBA: 

• TP2 on NRZI transports (reference Part II, Figures 5-5 or 5-6). 
• TP10 on PE t~ansports (reference Part II, Figure 5-13). 

Sync the oscilloscope internal negative. 

d. Cause the transport to move tape forward (SFC) with the maintenance switch on the 
tape control PCBA (reference Figure 5-3). 

e. Observe the waveform and adjust the horizontal sweep rate to display one complete 
cycle over the entire display. A good skew waveform looks like the display in Part II~ 
Figure 5-11. 

f. Verify that the maximum fall time of the waveform is as follows: 

• 7.8 p.secs for N RZ I transports at 18.75 ips. 
• 3.9p.secs for N R Z I transports at 37.5 ips. 
• 10.7 p.secs for PE transports at 18.75 ips. 
• 5.3 p.secs for PE transports at 37.5 ips. 

g. If the fall time is not less than those specified above, perform the read skew check 
and adjustment in Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.15 for N RZ I transports or paragraph 5.5.2.11 
for PE transports. 

h. Ground TP11 on the tape control PCBA. This will cause the tape to move backward. 

Do not rewind the master skew tape. 

6.1.3.7 Write Skew Check 

This paragraph contains procedures for both the T7000 series and the T8000 series tape transports. 
Perform the. procedure,(s) corresponding to the type(s) of the transport(s) used in the system. 

T7000 Series Tape Transport Write Skew Check 

a. Place the transport in the service position. 

b. Load the off-line magnetic tape diagnostics (TD) resident on disk and select user data 
patterns 1 and 2 to be FFFF to be used in test 8 (reference Section 3). 

c. Mount a good quality scratch tape. 
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d. Using an oscilloscope, monitor the following test points on the data PCBA: 

• TP15 on N RZI transports (reference Part II, Figures 4-3 or 4-4). 
• TP10 on PE transports (reference Part II, Figure 4-11). 

Sync the oscilloscope internal negative. 

e. Execute test 8. This will cause the transport to write all ones and then read them. 

f. While the transport is writing, adjust the horizontal sweep to display one complete 
cycle. 

g. Verify that the maximum fall time of the waveform is as follows: 

• 11.7 Msecs for N RZI transports. 
• 21.3 Msecs for PE transports. 

h. If the fall time is not less than those specified above, perform the write skew check 
and adjustment in Part II, paragraph 4.5.1.9 for N RZI transports or paragraph 4.5.2.4 
for PE transports. 

T8000 Series Tape Transport Write Skew Check 

a. Place the transport in the service position. 

b. Using an oscilloscope, monitor the following test points on the data PCBA: 

• TP2 on NRZI transports (reference Part II, Figures 5-5 or 5-6). 
• TP10 on PE transports (reference Part II, Figure 5-13). 

Sync the oscilloscope internal negative. 

c. Load the off-line magnetic tape diagnostics (TD) resident on disk and select user data 
patterns 1 and 2 to be FFFF to be used in test 8 (reference Section 3). 

d. Mount a good quality scratch tape. 

e. Execute test 8. This will cause the transport to write all ones and then read them. 

f. While the transport is writing, adjust the horizontal sweep tc? display one complete 
cycle. 

g. Verify that the maximum fall time of the waveform is as follows: 

• 11.7 }lsecs for N RZI transports at 18.75 ips. 
• 5.8 }JSecs for N RZI transports at 37.5 ips. 
• 21.3 iJ.secs for PE transports at 18.75 ips. 
• 10.7 ~ecs for PE transports at 37.5 ips. 

h. If the fall time is not less than those specified above perform the write skew check 
and adjustment in Part II, paragraph 5.5.1.15 for the N RZI transports or paragraph 
5.5.2.12 for PE transports. 
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6.1.4 RIGID DISK DRIVE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

The following paragraphs provide the information·for the two- and six-month preventive mainte
.nance procedures for the fixed 01460 and the removable 03482 disk drives. Whenever a preventive 
maintenance procedure is performed, visually inspect the disk drive for loose electrical connections, 
dirt, cracks, binding, excessive wear and loose hardware. 

The fot/owing general precautions should be adhered to when 
performing maintenance functions on the disk drives: 
• There should be no power applied' to the drive unless other

wise stated 
• Keep all ferrous materials (tools, wrist watches, rings, etc.) 

away from the positioner. 
• Avoid placing hands near the carriage assembly or linear 

motor magnet assembly when the drive is operating. 
• Avoid smoking in the immediate vicinity when servicing 

the drive. 
• Avoid operating the drive with the front (fixed) cover 

removed unless maintenance cannot be performed 
otherwise. 

6.1.4.1 01460 Disk Drive Preventive Maintenance 

Pre-Filter Cleaning 

a. Place the disk drive in the service position. 

b. Remove the pre-filter by lifting one corner of the meshed material then gently pulling 
it away from the front surface of the main filter. 

c. The pre-filter may be washed with soap and water and may be reused. The pre-filter 
must be absolutely dry and clean from any cleaning re~idue. 

d. If the main filter is not to be replaced (i.e., the two-month preventive maintenance 
program is being perform.ed) reinstall the pre-filter on the front of the main filter 
assembly. 

Head Cleaning 

a. Raise the rear (pivoting) cover and lock it in the open -position. 

b. Remove the front (fixed) cover and locate the read/write head(s) (Figure 6-3). 

c. Prepare two cleaning wands (PCC Pertec PIN 623-0002) as follows: 

• I nsert a lint-free wiper into the barbed slot of the wand . 
• Rotate the wand counterclockwise thereby wrapping the wiper completely around 

the wand. Be sure not to contaminate the wipeL 
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POSITIONER SCALE 

Figure 6-3. 01460 Series Disk Drive (Top View, Disk Removed) 
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d. Dampen the wiper with 91 % isopropyl alcohol. 

Do not touch the face of the heads with fingers. Do not leave 
any alcohol residue on the heads. Do not blow on the heads. 

e. Gently raise the head arm with fingers thereby increasing the distance between the 
head and the disk. 

f. Carefully insert the dampened wiper between the disk and the head. Slide the wiper 
across the head. Do not apply pressure to the head as this may cause overstressing of 
the gimbal spring or the load spring of the head assembly. 

g. Wipe the slider face dry using the second cleaning wand; this must be done before the 
alcohol has evaporated. 

h. Use a dental mirror to inspect head after cleaning. It is essential that all debris be 
removed from the head. Figure 6~4 shows examples of head assemblies which require 
cleaning and those which must be replaced. If replacement is required, refer to Part II, 
paragraph 6.5.1.1. 

i. If replacement is not necessary, remove the shim from between the head and the cam. 

j. Perform steps c through i for each additional head. 

(A) Head Contamination 
(requires cleaning) 

(B) Slider Defects 
(requires replacement) 

Figure 6-4. Head Contamination and Slider Defects 

Disk Platter I nspection and Cleaning 

a. Visually inpsect all disk platter surfaces (Lise a dental mirror for bottom surfaces) for 
dirt. Perform the following cleaning procedure oFlly if the platter surfaces appear 
dirty. 
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b. Prepare two cleaning wands as follows: 

• Insert a lint-free wiper into the barbed slot of the wand . 
• Rotate the wand counterclockwise thereby wrapping the wiper completely around 

the wand. Be sure not to contaminate the wiper. 

c. Dampen a wiper isopropyl alcohol. 

d. Do not touch the disk surface with your hands. Rotate the spindle counterclosewise, 
inserting the wand parallel to the disk, pointing directly at the spindle. The wand 
should remain flat and stationary opposing the rotation of the disk, thereby removing 
all foreign matter. Do not apply excessive wand pressure to the disk surface. 

e. Using the procedure in step d, wipe the disk surface dry using the second cleaning 
wand. This must be done before the alcohol has evaporated from the disk surface. Do 
not allow alcohol to dry on the disk surface. 

f. Perform steps a through e for each additional surface. 

Base Chassis and Cover Cleaning 

The base casting and other associated areas, including the chassis, covers and the interior of the 
cabinet should be cleaned using a vacuum cleaner or a damp lint-free cloth. Do not use compressed 
air as this will blow dirt into the disk chambers and the air system. 

Positioner Scale Cleaning 

a. Clean the positioner scale with a lint-free wiper slightly moistened with isopropyl 
alcohol '(reference Figure 6-3). The positioner shaft and ways can be cleaned in the 
same manner. Carefully wipe the surfaces to remove any accumulated matter. 

b. Reinstall the disk drive back into the cabinet. 

6.1.4.2 03482 Series Disk Drive Preventive Maintenance 

Pre-Filter Cleaning 

a. Place the disk drive in the service position. 

b. Remove the pre-filter by lifting one corner of the meshed material then gently pulling 
it away from the front surface of the abso'lute filter. 

c. The pre-filter may be washed with soap and water and may be reused. The pre-filter 
must be absolutely dry and clean from any cleaning residue. 

Head Cleaning 

a. Remove the cover from the disk drive and raise the logic PCBA to the extended posi
tion. I n dual disk models, the read/write PCBA should be removed also. 
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b. Prepare two cleaning wands (PCC Pertec PIN 623-0002) as follows: 

• Insert a lint-free wiper into the barbed slot of the wand. 
• Rotate the wand counterclockwise thereby wrapping the wiper completely 

around the wand. !3e sure not to contaminate wiper. 

c. Dampen a wiper with 91 % isopropyl alcohol. 

Do not touch the face of the heads with fingers. Do not leave 
any alcohol residue on the heads. Do not blow on the heads. 

d. Locate the heads (reference Figure 6-3) and carefully wipe the slider face of the head 
assembly with the dampened wiper. Be sure not to overstress the gimbal spring or the 
load spring on the head assembly. 

e. Wipe the slider face dry using the second cleaning wand; this must be done before the 
alcohol has evaporated. 

f. Use a dental mirror to inspect the head after cleaning. It is essential that all debris be 
removed from the head. Figure 6-4 shows examples of head assemblies which require 
cleaning and those which must be replaced. If replacement is required, refer to Part I I, 
paragraph 7.5.1.1. 

g. Perform steps b through f for each additional head. 

Belt and Static Discharge Contact Inspection 

a. Remove the belt guard (reference Part II, paragraph 7.5.1.7). 

b. Inspect the belt and the static discharge contact (located on the belt guard) for wear. 

c. If the belt shows excessive wear, replace it. 

d. If the stati~ discharge contact shows excessive wear from the pointed end of the 
spindle shaft, replace the belt guard. 

e. Reinstall the belt guard. 

Spindle Cleaning 

a. Remove the removable disk and the cover from the disk drive. 

b. Wipe the spindle cone and the magnetic chuck with a dry lint-free wiper. Metal parti
cles that have become attracted to the magnetic chuck may be removed using masking 
tape. 
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Positioner Cleaning 

The positioner shafts on the 100 tpi models can be cleaned with a lint-free wiper slightly moistened 
with 91 % isopropyl alcohol; the scale on the 200 tpi models can be cleaned in the same manner. 
Carefully wipe the surfaces to remove any accumulated matter. 

Base Casting and Dust Cover Cleaning 

The base casting and associated areas, including the dust cover, should be cleaned using a vacuum 
cleaner or a damp lint-free cloth. Do not use compressed air as this will blow dirt into the disk 
chambers and air system. 

6.1.5 LINE PRINTER PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

The following paragraphs provide the information for the two- and six-month preventive mainte
nance procedures for the mediurtfspeed (Printronix 300) and the high speed (Dataproducts 2260 
and 2290) line printers. 

6.1.5.1 Printronix 300 Line Printer Preventive Maintenance 

Printer Interior Cleaning 

a. Open the front cover and remove the paper from the printer. 

b. Remove the ribbon assembly by performing ribbon assembly removal procedure 
(reference Part II, paragraph 11.5.1.6) and set it aside. 

c. Use a soft brush and vacuum to dislodge and remove paper dust and ribbon lint. 
Remove from paper tractors, from the area of the hammer bank, and from the base 
pan. 

d. If the hammer bank is to be cleaned, or the air filter cleaned or replaced, perform 
those procedures, then replace the ribbon assembly and restore the printer to operation. 

e. If paper dust has been built up on the platen by impact at the print station, rotate the 
platen approximately 90 degrees from the printing position, then remove the line of 
paper dust and ink using alcohol and a clean cloth. 

Hammer Bank Cleaning 

a. Turn off AC power. 

b. Set forms thickness adjustment lever to load position (fully raised). 

c. Remove the ribbon assembly by performing the ribbon assembly removal procedure 
(reference Part II, paragraph 11.5.1.6), leaving the external cables connected if 
convenient. 

d. Remove the two hex-head screws from the anti-rotation arm (Figure 6-5), disengage 
the anti-rotation arm from the anti-rotation spring, and remove the arm. Be careful to 
protect the lubricated area from dirt and debris. 



Figure 6-5. Anti- Rotation Arm Removal 
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e. Grasp the hammer bank PCBA and pivot the hammer bank upwards, 90 degrees away'; 
from the platen (see Figure 6-6). ' . 

f. CarefuUy remove the hammer bank front cover by first ,lifting two lower corners from 
th~ roll pins,. then lIfting the cover out. The front cover is magnetic and will tend to 
stick to the hammer bank assembly. 

g. Using a dry, stiff bristle brush, cle,an 'around the hammer tips to remove accumulated ' 
ribbon lint and paper dust. ' 

h. Clean up loosened material on a dry cotton swab, wip.ing the hammer tips clean. 
" . 

i. Wipe the ink and ribbon debris from both sides of the hammer bank front cover, then 
replace the cover by placing it on the roll pins. ' ,':' 

j. Be sure that the tape side of the front cover is against the support pins and that the 
hammer tips are centered in the cover holes, then pivot the hammer bank back ,into 
the operating position. Reinstall. the anti-rotation arm, with the arm held between the 
OHon rear bearinganc:Lthe anti-rotation spri,rg. Tqrg,u.~the screws to 12-14 inch-pounds. 

, ' . 
k. Replace the ribbon ~ssembly. 

Air Filter Cleaning 

a. Remove the ribbon ~ssembrybyperforming the.ribbon'assembly re'moval procedure 
(reference Part II, paragraph 11;5.1.6) , then lift out the filter holder and remove the 
filter (Figure 6-7). ,(' ,. . ~~. . 

,r:~~; 

b. Clean the filterwith a vacuum cleah~r~lfthis doesnot;cfeant~~'filter sufficie~tly; 
cleanit in detergent and warm water, then dry before repla~inghin the printer .. 1(,: 
the filter is very c;Wrty, r$Place it with a new orie~ ~: .' \ ( , ' 

Cam lubrh;ation 

a. Remove th:ecam top.·cover and gasket, cthert- check for oil film on the' cam surface, 
(reference Part II, Fi9ur~ 11~7). " ' .'" , . 

b. Press a pen or a narrow tool down into the wick;betweenthe hammer bank cam 
, follower and the end of the yoke., ,If the tool dbes not pickup some oil from the wick 
or oil does not appear on the surface of the wick, slowly apply medium-weight oil 
(SAE 20 or equivalent) until the wick is saturated. Do not~~pply more on than is 
needed to just saturate the wick. 

Counterbalance Lubrication ' 

a. With the topcalT) cover removed, pull out the plastic plugs from the oil ports in the 
counterbalance ~(reference Part II, Figure 11-7). 

b. Pour a few drops of medium-weight motor oil (SAE 20 or equivalent) on each wick, 
adding oil until each wick is saturated. Replace the plastic pluQs in the oil ports . 
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Figure 6.;6. Hammer Bank Assembly in Open Position for Cleaning 
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